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Philip Jenkins

TANNER LECTURE

LETTING GO: UNDERSTANDING
MORMON GROWTH IN AFRICA
Philip Jenkins
THROUGH MUCH OF AMERICAN HISTORY, the story of religious life has
largely been undertaken by members of the denominations themselves: Lutherans studied Lutherans, Quakers studied Quakers,
and Mormons researched Mormons. The virtue of this approach is
that the scholars involved are usually passionately committed to
their subject-matter, and the need to write for equally knowledgeable believers means that they are forced to maintain the highest
possible standards. Even if you wanted to, you couldn’t get much
that was slipshod or overtly biased past a group like this! The resulting research provides massive resources for other scholars.
Yet denominational history does have some limitations, and
some areas of weakness. Normally, it is much better on reporting
founding and growth than on failure or decline. Whatever the tradition, everyone has read about the birth and rise of particular
churches; rarely do we hear about their contraction or even death, although such events do occur. More seriously, focusing on one religious tradition means that we sometimes miss the broader picture, so
that we can describe events in one tradition as if they happened in isolation, while they were really occurring much more widely.* This willingness to see across denominations was the incomparable achievePHILIP JENKINS {jpj1@psu.edu} is Edwin Erle Sparks Professor of
Humanities in the Department of History and Religious Studies, Pennsylvania State University. He is the author of The New Faces of Christianity (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2006), The Next Christendom, 2d ed. (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2007), and The Lost History of Christianity
(San Francisco: HarperOne, 2008).

*
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ment of Sidney Ahlstrom’s 1973 Religious History of the American People.1 After Ahlstrom, religious historians realized that when they
talked about trends within their own tradition, they had to ask a simple question: compared to what? And the answers were sometimes sobering.
When I was asked to deliver this lecture on global perspectives,
my thoughts naturally turned to the story of Mormonism in Africa,
which over the past century has been the scene of staggering growth
by most Christian denominations. And Africa will certainly reshape
the LDS Church. I would guess that, over the next quarter century,
the African share of the LDS Church worldwide would grow from the
present figure of around 2 percent to perhaps 15 percent, and quite
likely more. Yet when I explored this story, I encountered a mystery.
What struck me forcibly was how much weaker LDS growth has historically been on that continent when compared to other churches,
and this fact seemed doubly mysterious when I list the features of the
Mormon message that should, by rights, have exercised immense appeal in an African setting. It has not. Furthermore, it shows no signs
of doing so.
From the point of view of historical methodology, this study suggests the critical need for a comparative perspective. Many churches
speak proudly of their growth and achievements, which might be
cited as “amazing,” “extraordinary,” even “miraculous.” But such
terms can only be used in a relative sense. When Church X speaks of
its “amazing” growth, that statement can be accepted only if its
growth is vastly higher than that of most or all of its neighbors. And as
I will show, in comparative perspective, the LDS tradition has not
been particularly successful in Africa.
Please understand that, when I say this, I am neither criticizing
Church efforts nor am I failing to recognize the important achievements in some areas. But I believe we do have here something of a
puzzle that demands explanation, and the answers might shed light
on African religion generally, and on the Mormon endeavor in particular. The Mormon experience in Africa represents an important
case-study in why Western-derived churches succeed or fail in the
African context.
1Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American People, 2d ed.

(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2004).
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CHRISTIAN GROWTH IN AFRICA
Perhaps the most important aspect of Christian history over the
past century or so has been the explosive growth of churches in the
global South, and especially in Africa. During the twentieth century,
the number of Christians on that continent grew from 10 million to
360 million, representing an increase from 10 percent of the population to 46 percent. Just since 1965, the Christian population of Africa
has risen from around a quarter of the continental total to about 46
percent, stunning growth for so short a period. To quote the World
Christian Encyclopedia, “The present net increase on that continent is
8.4 million new Christians a year (23,000 a day) of which 1.5 million
are net new converts (converts minus defections or apostasies).”2**By
most measures, Africa should within thirty years contain more Christians than any other continent. When we factor in the peoples of the
African diaspora, dwellers around the shores of the Black Atlantic,
the African preponderance in Christianity will be even more striking.
Although Christianity has gained popularity in Africa, demographic factors have also been critical. Africa’s population grew from
133 million in 1900 to 221 million in 1950 and to 770 million by 2000.
By 2050 the figure might reach 1.8 billion. Put another way, Africans
represented 8.7 percent of humanity in 1950 but will be almost 20
percent by 2050.
This rising tide has lifted all boats in the sense that most denominations have expanded rapidly, particularly since the 1960s. Catholic
growth has been particularly dramatic in former French and Belgian
territories. As recently as 1955, the Catholic Church claimed a mere
16 million adherents in the whole of Africa, but the growing availability of air travel permitted missionaries access to whole areas of the
continent that had earlier been beyond reach. Africa’s Catholic population grew to 55 million in 1978 and is around 140 million today.
John Allen puts the expansion in perspective: “Africa in the twentieth
century went from a Catholic population of 1.9 million in 1900 to 130
million in 2000, a growth rate of 6,708 percent, the most rapid expansion of Catholicism in a single continent in two thousand years of
church history.” Today, Africans account for one eighth of the world’s
**

2David B. Barrett, George T. Kurian, and Todd M. Johnson, World

Christian Encyclopedia, 2d ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 5.
The following account is drawn generally from Philip Jenkins, The Next
Christendom, 2d ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).
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Catholics; and by 2025, the 230 million African Catholics will represent one sixth of all members of that Church worldwide.3***
But most denominations could tell similar stories. If we think
only of European-founded churches, then just between 2001 and
2003, membership of African Lutheran churches grew by an enviable
9 percent. The most amazing example of such Lutheran growth must
be the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus, formed in 1959
with twenty thousand members. It grew to over a million members by
1991, topped four million by 2003, and continues to boom. As a Lutheran Church report notes, in a surprisingly matter-of-fact tone, the
EECMY “has experienced a 15 percent per year growth rate for many
years.”4****May I repeat that: 15 percent per year. Even the Eastern Orthodox churches, which have not enjoyed great missionary successes
in modern times, have created a faithful presence in Uganda and
Kenya. Missions in Africa are rather like gardening in Florida: Plant
some seeds and stand back quickly.
Commonly, we find that Euro-American churches transplanted
churches, which then sank local roots and developed along their own
lines. Ethiopia’s Meserete Kristos Church has become one of the largest national denominations within the global Mennonite faith, with
around 120,000 baptized members. It has grown largely by adopting
worship styles and a commitment to healing that would surprise most
North American Mennonites, yet the results have been impressive.
Canadian visitors were recently delighted to hear that the church was
reporting growth of 10.6 percent for the previous year but were bemused by the apologetic tone in which local officials made this report: “Ten-point-six percent! We are embarrassed about that. It means
we are already stagnant. The assembly will not be happy to hear that.
It should be 30 per cent.”5+Such are the expectations of contemporary
African Christianity.
Growth in the global South has radically transformed the bal3John L. Allen, “Global South Will Shape the Future Catholic
***
Church,” National Catholic Reporter, October 7, 2005.
**** 4http://www.lutheranworld.org/News/LWI/EN/1404.EN.html; http:
//www.elca.org/countrypackets/ethiopia/church.html (accessed April
2007).
5Byron Rempel-Burkholder, “Ethiopian Church Strives to Keep Spiri+
tual Fires Alive,” http://www.mennoweekly.org/STANDARD/MKC-index.
html (accessed April 2006).
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TABLE 1
MEGATRENDS IN AFRICAN CHRISTIANITY
The end of primary con7. Pentecostalization and
version
the culture of spectacle
Indigenization
8. Denominational bordercrossing
Inculturation
9.
The presence of Islam
The rise of indigenous,
spontaneous Christian cul10. The continuing power of
ture
poverty and the rise of
the prosperity gospel
An extreme buyers’ market
in religion
11. The weakness of states
The spread of American
12. The churches as both detstyles of marketing and
onators and beneficiaries
promotion
of radical social change

ance of membership in many denominations, which suddenly find
themselves facing a heavy preponderance of numbers outside Europe and North America. For some denominations, such as Catholics, Anglicans, and Lutherans, the African growth creates a new ecclesiastical world. The largest country within the Anglican Communion—notionally the Church “of England”—is now Nigeria, with
Uganda and Kenya rising fast.6++
AFRICAN MEGATRENDS
Before proceeding, it would be helpful to list the major directions in modern African religious history—or what we might call the
megatrends, borrowing the term coined by John Naisbitt in the
1980s. Some of these should portend very well indeed for the LDS tradition, others much less so. I stress that I am not listing these trends in
order of importance.
The first fact or megatrend is the end of primary conversion.
The central fact of African religious history during the twentieth century—perhaps of African history—was the conversion of about half
the continental population from animism or primal religions to
Christianity and Islam; about 40 percent to Christianity and 10 per++

6Philip Jenkins, The New Faces of Christianity (New York: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 2006).
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cent to Islam. In most cases, that means that Christian denominations
are preaching to peoples who already know the basics of Christianity.
Christianity is now definitively, irrevocably, part of the African
cultural landscape.
Second, this process is now so far advanced that all major
churches have moved substantially towards indigenization, to replacing white colonial leaders with native African peoples. This trend is
now so well established that it is no longer a live issue and has not been
since the 1970s.
Third, following from these two trends, all churches have accepted degrees of inculturation: the absorption of African customs
and worship styles. Today, the question is not whether to do this, but
how far accommodation should go. Should churches, for instance,
permit polygamy or animal sacrifices?
Although some churches have tried to impose inculturation
from the top down, resulting in some rather artificial inventions, Africans themselves have thoroughly absorbed Christianity into their
cultures. The fourth megatrend would therefore be the massive upsurge of indigenous, spontaneous Christian culture, in the form of
oral culture above all—in vernacular hymns and music but also in the
visual arts.
The fifth trend arises from the mass appeal of Christianity and
Christian culture, and that is the emergence of an intense interest in
religious issues, and the development of an extreme buyers’ market in
religion. Religious bodies know that millions of consumers are out
there but that a vast number of competitors serve these consumers,
who can easily redirect their business to any one of a number of
competitors.
In order to serve this bustling market, suppliers often turn to
American styles of marketing and promotion. Let us call this trend
number six. It might initially sound as if I am contradicting the second trend above—of indigenization—but I am speaking of the appropriation of styles, rather than the imposition of outside control.
Seventh, and closely related, I would stress the Pentecostalization of African religion, both in the sense of the spread of
U.S.-founded Pentecostal denominations and also of the imitation of
their styles by native-founded bodies. A major aspect of this trend has
been the growth of a culture of spectacle in African Christianity, with
the pivotal role of great revival movements and gatherings highly
reminiscent of the revivals on the American frontier from the 1790s
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onwards. Most successful churches are charismatic in their lively and
open worship style, and their openness to supernatural experience.
In Tanzania, charismatic services are marked by “rapturous singing
and rhythmic hand-clapping, with . . . prayers for healing and miraculous signs.” Harvey Cox speaks of the “free wheeling, Spirit-filled”
worship style of the independent churches.7++
I have stressed the power of religious styles that cross denominations. Thus, while denominations f lourish in African Christianity,
the differences separating them are quite different from what might
be expected in the American or European territories that were their
birthplace. Let us therefore list denominational border-crossing as
our next megatrend.
Contributing mightily to this trend across much of Africa is the
presence of Islam as a powerful competitor and, in some areas, an active danger. In a society like Nigeria, the issue is not whether one is an
Anglican or a Catholic or a Mormon, but whether one is a Muslim or
a Christian. Trend number nine, then, is the fact of Islam, especially
as it tends to undermine denominational loyalties
Finally, let me offer three forces that contribute to continuing
Christian growth, but which also pose real challenges to certain styles
of worship and church polity.
Megatrend number ten: the continuing power of poverty. Despite all the economic growth and progress around the world since
the 1960s, Africa remains stubbornly immune, as endemic poverty is
reinforced by disease, warfare, and public corruption. Nor is serious
change on the horizon, especially given the present global downturn.
This poverty may attract people to otherworldly solutions and especially to forms of religion that promise salvation in the other world
and in this one. Above all, this desperate need places healing of mind
and body front and center in the Christian message. Churches succeed if they are known to heal; if they don’t heal, they don’t grow. Another striking element of recent African religion has been the upsurge of churches teaching the prosperity gospel; and however much
they may dislike it, all churches have to try to compete.
Eleventh is the weakness of states. Churches must provide many
of the functions and services that, in the West, would normally be presumed to be the preserve of government. Also, churches cannot avoid
political involvement and must often become the voices of public sen+++

7Harvey Cox, quoted in Jenkins, The Next Christendom, 68.
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timent and outrage, at whatever danger to themselves.
The twelfth and final megatrend is the churches as both detonators and beneficiaries of radical social change, especially as change affects women. Whether or not churches offer women full ordination,
women are the key activists, usually the most important lay leaders
and inf luential converts.
PROPHECIES, ANGELS, AND TEMPLES
Now let us think of some of these trends as they might apply to
Mormonism, especially in the sense of the Holy Spirit and the charismatic. Regardless of the Euro-American models from which they begin, the kinds of Christianity that have succeeded most consistently
are those that remain open to continuing prophecy and visionary experience and that offer the promise of healing. Indeed, much of the
continent’s religious history involves the struggle between the prophetic impulse and the institutional church.
Throughout Africa, a common prophetic pattern has recurred
frequently since the late nineteenth century. An individual is enthusiastically converted through one of the mission churches, from which
he or, commonly, she, is gradually estranged. The division might
arise over issues of church practice, usually the integration of native
practices. The individual receives what is taken as a special revelation
from God, commonly in a trance or vision, and the message is usually
attributed to an angel. The prophet then begins to preach independently, and the result might well be a new independent church. Particularly where the movement originates from a founder’s revelation,
such churches place a heavy premium on visions, charismatic gifts,
and angelic communications. Repeatedly, we find attempts to restore
the splendors of primitive Christianity, supposedly lost or suppressed
by mainstream religious institutions. And such prophets have
founded many churches across the continent.
Just to cite a specific example, to which I shall return, in the
Yoruba lands of Nigeria, the dreadful inf luenza epidemic of 1918 led to
the foundation of the faith-healing churches known as Aladura (the
Owners of Prayer). From the 1920s onward, the Aladura movement
spawned many offshoots, usually under the leadership of some new
charismatic leader or prophet. Examples are the Cherubim and Seraphim Society, Christ Apostolic Church, and the Church of the Lord,
Aladura. In some cases, the new bodies saw the divine messages received in trances and dreams as equal to the inspired word of the Bible.
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Particularly from the mid-twentieth century, institutional
churches themselves recognized the urgent need to absorb such practices, to accommodate to a society in which prophecies, visions, and
trances are the fundamental currency of religious experience. This
accommodation particularly involves spiritual healing; and from the
earliest days of the European missions, the promise of healing was at
the heart of Christian successes. Prospective converts were excited by
biblical accounts of healing miracles, stories that the missionaries
themselves were already treating with some embarrassment. Fundamentally minded Europeans had no doubts about the reality of biblically recorded cures in apostolic times but questioned whether miracles continued into the modern age. Their converts, though, were
quite willing to accept modern miracles. In Africa, the explosion of
healing movements and new prophets in the first quarter of the century coincided with a dreadful series of epidemics, and the religious
upsurge of those years was in part a quest for bodily health. Much of
African Christianity today is a healing religion par excellence, with a
strong belief in the objective existence of evil and (commonly) a
willingness to accept the reality of demons and the diabolical.
Today, rising African churches stand or fall by their success in
healing. I like to quote a preacher in one West African organization,
the Mosama Disco Christo Church, who explains the obvious fact:
“We are all here in this church because we have found healing here.
But for this church, the great majority of us here assembled would not
be alive today. That is the reason why we are here.”8+++Not just within
the independent and prophetic churches, elaborate rituals have
formed around healing and exorcism, commonly involving anointing. In Tanzania, some of the most active healing work in recent years
has occurred within the Lutheran Church, under the auspices of a
bishop who himself claimed prophetic powers.
I would add another characteristic that runs across churches and
traditions, namely a deep interest in the Old Testament world that
seems so akin to African realities. Reading stories of the Hebrew patriarchs, modern Christians recognize a world characterized by such
themes as nomadism, polygamy, blood sacrifice, and the presence of
genuine paganism. In the West, churches must sometimes struggle to
convince the faithful that the Old Testament has spiritual relevance
and is not just a collection of ancient folk-tales. In Africa, by contrast,
++++

8Jenkins, New Faces of Christianity, 98.
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the challenge is to get people to believe that the New Testament really
has superseded the Old and that Christians are not, in fact, called to
live according to the ancient Hebrew laws and ritual codes.
One aspect of this awareness is that many African Christians are
fascinated by the emphasis placed on the temple throughout the Old
Testament. This absorption fits with older ideas about sacred places
with strict taboos forbidding a profane presence. But some independent churches, including Mosama Disco Christo Church, have tried to
reestablish the temple on strict Old Testament lines, complete with a
Holy of Holies into which the priest can enter only once a year. More
significantly, such Old Testament images profoundly shape the ancient Christianity of Ethiopia, supposedly the home of the Ark of the
Covenant. Using Old Testament passages about the temple and the
priesthood, many independent churches preach and practice tithing.9*
Let me also add one characteristic of African Christianity that
causes major problems for most churches, namely the devotion to ancestors that is so fundamental to African cultures. Some churches
taught that ancestors who died without knowing Christ were damned,
a very hard teaching for most new Christians. Only recently have
churches come to terms with this dilemma, by incorporating references to the ancestors into their liturgies. If only there was a Western
church that cared sufficiently about these bygone generations—one
that might even baptize for the dead!
THE MORMON CONTEXT
Churches succeed in Africa to the extent that they offer certain
things; and if they do not offer them directly, then congregations will
act as if they are, in fact, part of the original message. Booming
churches are open to prophecy, angelic messages, and visionary experience; they place healing at the center of their mission; they accept
the continuing relevance of the ancient Hebrew prophets and patriarchs, with all the accompanying stories of kings and holy leaders;
they know and care about temples; and they care passionately about
the spiritual fate of their ancestors. And by this point, you might well
be asking the obvious question: Why is the Latter-day Saint tradition
not sweeping the continent?
Let me say something that might sound startling: In an African
*

9Ibid., 50.
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context, and specifically in a West African context, Mormonism looks
absolutely mainstream. Missionaries need face none of the difficulties that they might encounter in the West, of having to introduce outsiders to a strange and surprising thought-world. In West Africa, of
course Christians speak of prophets and angels. Think of names like
the Cherubim and Seraphim Society! Mormonism appears very
much like a customary, familiar independent prophetic church,
though with the oddity that it is backed by Western inf luence and organization. In such a context, believers are not even slightly surprised
to hear that the church is headed by living prophets and apostles. So
are most of the local denominations. Hearing the Mormon message,
Emmanuel Abu Kissi responded, “In Ghana there are many prophets, so the idea of a prophet wasn’t new to me.”10**
To take a specific example, a few years ago, Glenn Pace delivered
an address in which he looked forward to the erection of a new African temple. After declaring the spiritual effects of this move on the
living, he continued, “Think of the thousands of years some of your
ancestors have been waiting to have their temple work done. I can assure you, there are those on the other side of the veil who are more excited than we are.”11***These words resonate with Mormons but sound
very strange indeed to most Euro-Americans, whether they think of
themselves as Christian or secular. But they make instant, intuitive
sense to any West African, whether or not that person has the slightest
acquaintance with LDS traditions. Mormonism should be as at home
in Africa as a fish in water.
And that very familiarity brings us back to our original mystery.
Obviously, all these elements fit more naturally into the LDS
thought-world than into the customary framework of other denominations, whether we are looking at Catholics, Orthodox, Lutherans,
Mennonites, or Anglicans; yet all those traditions have enjoyed much
**

10E. Dale LeBaron, ed., All Are Alike unto God (Salt Lake City:

Bookcraft, 1990), 31. See also Emmanuel Abu Kissi, Walking in the Sand: A
History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Ghana (Provo, Utah:
Brigham Young University Press, 2004); E. Dale LeBaron, “Emmanuel Abu
Kissi: A Gospel Pioneer in Ghana,” in Bruce A. Van Orden, D. Brent Smith,
and Everett Smith, Jr., eds., Pioneers in Every Land (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, 1997), 210–20.
11Glenn L. Pace, Safe Journey: An African Adventure (Salt Lake City:
***
Deseret Book, 2003), 143.
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greater success than Mormonism. In raw quantitative terms, the Mormon experience in Africa has actually been disappointing. After a
great deal of activity and investment, Mormons remain a very marginal presence: official figures suggest that Africa presently is home
to just 270,000 LDS members, a little over 2 percent of the global total.12****I should say that the Community of Christ does significantly
better, with over 12 percent of its members in Africa, some 25,000 believers. Moreover, Zambian-born Bunda C. Chibwe is a member of
that church’s Council of Twelve Apostles.13+Putting the two traditions
together, Mormon-derived churches account for just 0.08 percent of
Africa’s total Christian population.
THE MORMON STORY
Before trying to explain this phenomenon, let us recap the story
of Mormon missions in Africa. Naturally enough, given the state of
European expansion in the mid-nineteenth century, South Africa was
an early missionary target. In 1853, three pioneer missionaries arrived here (Jesse Haven, William Holmes Walker, and Leonard I.
Smith), but missions faded away between 1865 and 1903 because the
Church was so heavily identified with the English language and culture. Sporadic efforts resumed in South Africa after the Boer War of
1899–1902, but they were slow to sink roots, and not until 1970 was
the first stake organized, in Johannesburg. An Afrikaans translation
****

12According to Elder Sheldon F. Child, quoted in Carrie A. Moore,

“LDS Marking 30-Year Milestone,” Deseret News, June 7, 2008, B1, B3, “more
than 270,000” Africans have been baptized since 1978, “and the estimate of
black membership worldwide is pegged at about 1 million.” He also listed
46 stakes, 19 missions, 41 districts, 336 wards, 466 branches, three temples,
and two missionary training centers (in Ghana and South Africa). I recognize (see discussion below) that the Church began missionary work in South
Africa in 1853; but since the missionary effort was essentially restricted
only to that country and only to its white residents before 1978, I have not
tried to count pre-1978 members.
13Matthew Bolton’s Apostle of the Poor: The Life and Work of Missionary
+
and Humanitarian, Charles D. Neff (Independence: John Whitmer Books,
2005), tells about this apostle’s significant contribution to the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints’ successful focus on dealing with
proselytizing in Third World areas, including tackling the historically (and
politically) difficult problem of polygamous converts.
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of the Book of Mormon appeared in 1972. Since that point, South Africa has enjoyed steady growth, particularly in Johannesburg, but also
in the Anglo communities of Cape Town and Durban. The Johannesburg Temple site was dedicated in 1982.14++
Outside South Africa, expansion was slow, and was largely confined to the white territories within the South African sphere of inf luence, chief ly Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and South-West Africa (now
Namibia). These areas accounted for most of the 3,400 delegates who
attended the first area conference held in Johannesburg in 1972—a
figure that accounted for almost half the LDS members in the whole
of Africa at that point. Only in the past quarter century has the
Church experienced serious growth outside the South and, more particularly, outside the white communities.
If circumstances had been different, Mormons would have
benefited from the post-1960 boom in Christian growth, but the critical problem they faced, of course, was the exclusion of blacks from
the priesthood. Only with the 1978 revelation ending that policy
could expansion grow in black Africa and could the LDS Church resume what should have been a natural African pattern of growth.
LDS historians themselves have pointed with justifiable pride to
the early stages of affiliation among black Africans who at that point
could not formally seek the priesthood. This is an amazing story of
spontaneous discovery and devotion, which has been lovingly recorded by missionaries like Rendell N. Mabey and Mormon historians like E. Dale LeBaron. A sizable oral history archive now exists.15++From the 1950s, isolated groups and individuals began to hear
about the LDS Church, from magazines like the Reader’s Digest, from
odd pieces of literature they picked up, or even—as in Ghana—copies
++

14For Mormon history in Africa, see, for instance, Rendell N. Mabey

and Gordon T. Allred, Brother to Brother: The Story of the Latter-day Saint Missionaries Who Took the Gospel to Black Africa (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,
1984); Alexander B. Morrison, The Dawning of a Brighter Day: The Church in
Black Africa (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1990); Rendell N. Mabey, An African Legacy: A Story of the Dawning of the Gospel in Black Africa by One Who Was
There in the Beginning (Salt Lake City: R. N. Mabey, 1998).
15From the extensive work of E. Dale LeBaron, see for instance his
+++
“Mormonism in Black Africa” in Mormon Identities in Transition, edited by
David J. Davies (London: Cassell, 1996), 80–86; LeBaron, ed., All Are Alike
unto God; E Dale LeBaron, David J. Whittaker, and Bryan D. Dixon, eds., Af-
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of the Book of Mormon.16+++They sought out more information, bombarding Church authorities with requests for literature.
According to Dale LeBaron, “What began as a comparative
trickle of requests in the early 1950’s became a f lood by the 1960’s.
More letters requesting Church literature were received from Nigeria
and Ghana than from all the rest of the world combined. The Church
responded by sending literature, but the demand was so great that
some Africans even established LDS bookstores. . . . In the 1960’s
there were over sixty congregations in Nigeria and Ghana, with more
than 16,000 participants, none of whom were baptized.”17*Without
approval, they began to give themselves titles like “The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Nigeria Branch,” and incorporated under such names. This was an ominous practice in some ways, as they
were preempting names that could not properly be used by authorized representatives of the Church. By the 1960s, there were dozens
of self-declared pastors, many of whom were unaware of each other’s
existence.
To understand what these individuals found in the Church,
we could, if we chose, look to ideas of the miraculous, of God sending forth his message as a preparation for the arrival of the gospel.
I am not here to challenge or undermine the miraculous. But I can
also point to other, secular reasons for the very fertile field awaitrican Oral History Project: Interviews by E. Dale LeBaron (Handlist for Special
Collections and Manuscripts Dept., Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young
University, 1996).
++++ 16James B. Allen, “Would-Be Saints: West Africa before the 1978
Priesthood Revelation,” Journal of Mormon History 17 (1991); 207–47; Marjorie Wall Folsom, Golden Harvest in Ghana: Gospel Beginnings in West Africa
(Bountiful, Utah: Horizon, 1989).
17E. Dale LeBaron, “The Inspiring Story of the Gospel Going to
*
Black Africa,” Ricks College Devotional, April 3, 2001, http://www.
byui.edu/Presentations/Transcripts/Devotionals/2001_04_03_ LeBaron.
htm (accessed April 2007); E. Dale LeBaron, “African Converts without
Baptism: A Unique and Inspiring Chapter in Church History,” in Telling the
Story of Mormon History: Proceedings of the 2002 Symposium of the Joseph Fielding Smith Institute for Latter-day Saint History at Brigham Young University, edited by William G. Hartley (Provo, Utah: Joseph Fielding Institute for Latter-day Saint History, 2004); see also http:// speeches.byu.edu/reader/
reader.php?id=1779 (accessed April 2007).
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ing Mormon messengers. Let me, for instance, take the words of
preacher Joseph William Billy Johnson, who first found the Book
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants in 1964. He reported:
“One morning, at about five o’clock, I got up and prepared for the
day’s work. When I knelt to pray, I felt transmitted away. I saw the
heavens open, and for the first time I saw angels singing praises to
God and blowing trumpets. In the course of this experience I
heard my name called three times. . . . And then, ‘If you will take up
my work as I will command you, I will bless you and bless your land.’
I replied, ‘Lord, with thy help I will do whatever you will command
me.’”18**
LeBaron continues:
Brother Johnson reported that he was strengthened and taught
by dreams and visions, including instructions from the Prophet Joseph Smith and President Brigham Young. . . . On another occasion,
when he was very discouraged his deceased brother appeared to him
in a dream, and said: “‘Don’t worry, you have chosen the only true
church on earth and I am now investigating your church.’ I was surprised. I never knew that the church extended to another world. . . . It
was my brother who enlightened me about baptism for the dead and
brought it to my knowledge. Most of my relatives appeared to me in
dreams [saying,] ‘Reverend Johnson, do you know you have a work to
do for us? Our great grandsons and daughters will be in your church
soon. See that we are baptized.’ . . . I learned these doctrines before
the missionaries arrived. Nothing they taught us seemed strange. They
simply confirmed what we had heard.”19***

Perhaps Brother Johnson was receiving a divine message; but
virtually nothing of what he reports would actually have surprised
most West African Christians of that era or anyone who had come
into contact with the familiar world of the independent churches. Nor
would any African have been taken aback by his subsequent vision of
“numerous dead people, several of them calling me by name and referring to me as their great-great-grandson. They mentioned names

**

18Joseph William Billy Johnson quoted in E. Dale LeBaron, “We Felt

the Spirit of the Pioneers,” http://www.byub.org/africa/testimony1.asp
(accessed April 2007); see also LeBaron, All Are Alike unto God, 13–23.
19LeBaron, “The Inspiring Story of the Gospel Going to Black Af***
rica”; emphasis mine.
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to me and said that I should tell the names to my mother.”20****
By the 1970s, some thousands belonged to Latter-day Saints
groups, commonly with few connections to the global church; and the
unexploited potential for growth is demonstrated by the real boom in
membership after 1978. The Book of Mormon was available in Zulu
by 1978, and during the 1980s it became available in the major languages of Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, and Madagascar. To quote Dale
LeBaron again, “Floodgates were now open for the gospel to go to Africa and to African ancestors”—and I would particularly stress these final words. He continues, “By 1988, just one decade after the revelation of 1978, mission presidents estimated more than 17,000 black
members of the Church in Africa—a figure strikingly close to the
16,865 membership in 1840, ten years after the organization of the
Church in America.”21+In 1987, Alexander B. Morrison proclaimed
“the dawning of a new day in Africa,” although stressing that “the
gleaning and gathering of the children of God in Africa is just beginning.”22++
Nigeria itself has been quite a success story. Although interested
groups were forming during the 1950s, serious missionary work did
not begin until after 1978. The country had 10,000 recorded members by 1987, 30,000 by 1997; and the figure today approaches
80,000. That annual rate approaches the magical 15 percent discussed earlier. The first wholly black African stake dates from 1988, in
Aba in Nigeria, which in 2005 would become the setting for a temple.
Ghana was another center of expansion today, despite a temporary
suppression of Church activities in 1989–90. The country today has
the third largest LDS population, following Nigeria and South Africa;
and in 2004, Accra became home to Africa’s second LDS temple. As
Joseph Johnson happily declared, “Now we can start doing the temple
work for those of our ancestors.”23++Today, Church statistics claim
about 140,000 Mormons for West Africa, the lands from Nigeria to
Sierra Leone.
20Joseph William Billy Johnson, quoted in LeBaron, All Are Alike unto
God, 16.
21E. Dale LeBaron, “Restoration and Africa,” http://www.byub.org/
+
africa/parallel.asp (accessed April 2007).
22Alexander B. Morrison, “The Dawning of a New Day in Africa,” En++
sign, November 1987, 25–26.
23Pace, Safe Journey, 91.
+++
****
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TABLE 2
LARGEST LDS COMMUNITIES IN AFRICA
Nation

LDS Members 2007

Nigeria
South Africa

79,000
45,000

Ghana
Democratic Rep. Congo

33,000
18,000

Zimbabwe
Côte d’Ivoire

16,000
11,300

Kenya

8,000

Sierra Leone
Cape Verde

7,000
6,500

Liberia
Madagascar

4,500
4,000

Mozambique
Republic of Congo
Uganda

4,000
4,000
4,000

Zambia

2,000

Source: LDS Newsroom Statistical Information, http://www.lds.org/
ldsnewsroom/v/index.jsp?vgnextoid=d10511154963d010VgnVCM
1000004e 94610aRCRD (accessed April 2007).

Much of the story of African Mormonism is thus very recent indeed; and to put it in context, little of it traces back before the Clinton
era and the internet. From the mid-1980s, we find isolated pockets of
believers gradually expanding and organizing. Some were Americans
serving in those nations through the Peace Corps or charitable organizations. In several countries, though, the first known Church members were converted and baptized while in Europe and continued
their activities after returning to their home countries. This was the
story, for instance, in Côte d’Ivoire, Zambia, Uganda, Angola, and
Madagascar. Organizational changes followed upon this growth. As
late as 1990, the whole of Africa was administered from England, and
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only in that year was an Africa area office created in Johannesburg. A
new area followed in 1998, the so-called Africa West, based in Accra.
These figures are impressive, and Mormons can probably look
forward to a rich harvest in Africa. If only because of the rapid demographic growth across Africa and the steadying birth rates in Latin
America, the African share of LDS membership will assuredly grow
rapidly, probably much more rapidly than most expect. I have already
suggested that Africans will make up ever-increasing share of overall
Church membership. It would not be unrealistic to expect two or
three million members within another quarter century.
WHY HAS THE CHURCH NOT GROWN MORE?
And at that point, you may be asking why I am discussing the African situation in terms of weak growth or marginal status: Are those
figures not significant?24+++Of course they are, but there are still problems, and even the growth rates we are describing are still nothing exceptional by modern African standards. Recall the rates of the real
super-achievers, the 12 or 15 percent per year—not per decade! Despite the apparent attractions of the Church’s message, it is not succeeding any more obviously than other denominations that would
seem to suffer from serious disadvantages, such as the highly liturgical Orthodox churches of eastern Africa. Despite what might appear
to be vast structural and ideological advantages, Mormonism is doing
nothing like as well as Pentecostal churches such as the Assemblies of
God, not to mention cases like the Mennonite and Lutheran churches
I described earlier. Based on the standard of many other churches, it
simply is not true to describe Mormon growth in Africa as spectacular, amazing, or in any of the other standard superlatives. A balanced
comment would place Mormon growth as moderate at best, and limited to some small areas. I see no likelihood that Mormons will account for as much as 1 percent of the continental population, at least
in the next century. Quite possibly, even as LDS membership in
Africa grows in absolute numbers, it will actually decline as a
proportion of overall continental population.
And those comments assume that Church statistics are accurately measuring LDS membership, which they are probably not, because they fail to take account of dropouts and defections. Although I
++++

24See, for instance, Mabey, “Introduction,” An African Legacy, vi:

“with the gospel message spreading at such an amazing rate . . . ”
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do not have hard statistics of my own, my impression from anecdotal
accounts in many parts of Africa is that the Church has a high
drop-out rate, far larger than that of other denominations and that a
great many reported members remain in the Church for just two or
three years before passing on to other groups.25*Why, then, does Africa have 270,000 reported Mormons and not, say, eight or ten million? And why does Africa have just three temples, compared to fifteen in South America, and eighteen in Mexico and Central America?
Some factors are less important than they may initially seem. For
example, churches like the Anglicans and Catholic benefited from
the European colonial presence in Africa, which allowed them to establish a network of institutions as a basis for later growth. With the
possible exception of Liberia, Americans had no such presence. On
the other hand, the colonial legacy could be a mixed blessing, in associating the churches with colonial oppression. And other American
churches had no difficulty in extending their inf luence. In South Africa, the very important Zion Christian Church—some five million
strong—takes its name not from Zion in Jerusalem, but from Zion
City, Illinois, home of J. A. Dowie’s nineteenth-century healing
movement, a kind of proto-Pentecostalism.
Obviously, the pre-1978 exclusion of blacks from priesthood
was a critical fact, not least in hindering mission efforts into black Africa, but that is by no means the only issue. After all, at various points
in their history, many of the old mission churches had deplorable reputations for segregation and bigotry, which they managed to overcome. Missionaries were famous for their “verandah Christianity,”
meaning that native converts were allowed onto the verandah of a
white home, but never inside. And in the LDS experience, too, recent
growth in Nigeria and West Africa suggests that this heritage might
be overcome. Let us not forget that most of black Africa is a young so*

25For a useful compendium of statistical data, especially comparing

LDS proselytizing success to other denominations, see David G. Stewart,
The Law of the Harvest: Practical Principles of Effective Missionary Work
(Henderson, Nev.: Cumorah Foundation, 2007). He notes: “LDS growth
trends have been widely overstated. Annual LDS growth has progressively
declined from over 5 percent in the late 1980s to less than 3 percent from
2000 to 2005” and estimates international retention rates as “barely one in
four” (16). See Henri Gooren’s review, Journal of Mormon History 35, no. 1
(Winter 2009): 229.
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ciety, in which the median age is around sixteen, so that the memory
of priesthood exclusion affects only the grandparents of prospective
converts today. Thus, this defunct policy need not be a crippling or
lasting grievance.26**
STARTING LATE
Mormon missions thus started later than other denominations,
and that might be more damaging than simply forcing them to play
catch-up. In fact, it remains to be seen whether the late start might
have permanent effects in preventing Mormons from acquiring the
kind of basis they acquired elsewhere, above all in Central America.
I would suggest that the main problems facing LDS expansion
have less to do with the specific matter of exclusion than of other
megatrends identified above. For one thing, the relatively late start of
LDS expansion—from the late 1970s onwards—meant that the missions still have white faces, decades after other traditions have become thoroughly Africanized. Unlike Catholics, Anglicans, and others, Mormons never created the deep institutional structure that
would allow them to survive against the overwhelming pressures
from independent, prophetic, and Pentecostal churches. All churches
have faced daunting competition from spectacular revivalism, from
Pentecostalism, from prosperity preachers; even Muslims have been
so alarmed by these rivals that some daring innovators have tried to
adopt Pentecostal styles and rhetoric into their own Islamic message.
At best, in these circumstances, Mormons could only aim for quite
different social niches.
Critically too, the other churches largely made their original
converts from non-Christian populations, from pagans or animists,
so that most Christians today are the second- or third-generation descendants of animists. That fact has several consequences. For one
thing, in the belief systems of most churches, the significance of conversion from paganism to Christianity is infinitely greater than that of
conversion from one denomination to another. The memory of primary conversion thus creates a family loyalty to the particular denomination that saved one’s family from the fires of damnation. This
memory, together with the denominational culture that now has several generations behind it, is what keeps most members of older-established churches within the fold, however many individuals might
**

26Jenkins, Next Christendom, chap. 3.
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be tempted to the revivals and prosperity churches. Newer churches
lack this advantage, especially if they are drawing their converts from
existing Christian communities. Reading the autobiographical accounts in the collection All Are Alike unto God, it soon becomes apparent that most of the key individuals were former members of mainstream Christian denominations, usually of the second or third generation. Joseph Johnson’s father was a Catholic; Emmanuel Abu
Kissi’s family was Presbyterian, and so was that of Nigerian pioneer
David William Eka.
MEETING AFRICA
Mormons also face other significant disadvantages in terms of
accommodating to African cultures and worship styles. As I have said,
the message they present could well be music to the ears of mass audiences in Africa, but that message is clothed in unmistakably
American guise.
One early clash involved the issue of polygamy in African lands
where the custom was legal. What should the LDS Church do? Should
it revive its older teachings to accommodate the practice, as some independent congregations did? President Hinckley was very firm, declaring that the practice “is now against the law of God. Even in countries where civil or religious law allows polygamy, the church teaches
that marriages must be monogamous and does not accept into its
membership those practicing plural marriage.”27***
Thus far, the LDS Church was closely ref lecting the mainstream
of Christian denominations, but in other regards, its strictness went
much further. At least since the 1960s, most Euro-American denominations have given up trying to regulate the conduct of worship services in African churches, with the result that local customs f lourish.
The music and hymns are local, to the extent that Africa today is probably living through a golden age of Christian hymn-writing, of course
in native languages. Liturgies are thoroughly acculturated, and congregations conduct themselves in familiar African style, with a great
deal of dancing, swaying, and physical movement, together with
responsorial cries and prayers. And all this behavior takes place in
thoroughly African buildings.
***

27Gordon B. Hinckley, quoted in O. Kendall White Jr. and Daryl

White, “Polygamy and Mormon Identity,” Journal of American Culture 28,
no. 2 (2005): 165–77.
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The Mormon experience has been quite different and has involved strikingly few concessions to local tastes or customs. The best
visual symbol of the refusal to “go native” is the physical appearance
of the churches and temples themselves, which would not be out of
place in Sacramento.28****Looking at these pictures, an LDS audience
would feel justifiable pride in the creation of a beautiful structure anywhere in the world, of the universality and confidence of the message,
and the sense that African members were not being short-changed
with anything less than American believers. But as an exercise, just
think of how such buildings look within this landscape, where they
contrast so sharply with those of other denominations and stand so
markedly aloof from local traditions.
Within the churches, congregations follow a restrained American-style worship service, except, of course, that texts and services are
in local languages. This worship style is a manifestation of the powerful principle of correlation, which aims to ensure conformity of texts
and materials to agreed models. But as the Ostlings remark, “Why
must each and every women’s auxiliary lesson be the same for every
nation, written and vetted in Salt Lake City?”29+While hymns are welcomed, they are not native compositions, but local translations of
“Redeemer of Israel.” And the music must be pianos, not drums.
The cultural clash surfaces repeatedly. In one LDS magazine, an
author reviews Glenn Pace’s Safe Journey. He describes the spontaneous—and truly moving—formation of LDS groups in West Africa in
the 1970s: “Without priesthood authority and direction, these
churches had omissions and errors. In some there were hallelujahs,
drumbeats, and the passing of collection plates. Yet what was clear, as
Elder Pace reiterates in his book, the message of the gospel is universal.”30++An African church without hallelujahs and drumbeats would
be a strange place indeed. LeBaron further compares the state of the
LDS Church in Africa today with that of the LDS Church in America
**** 28See, for instance, http://www.ldschurchtemples.com/aba/; http:
//www.ldschurchtemples.com/accra/.
29Richard N. Ostling and Joan K. Ostling, Mormon America, 2d ed.
+
(San Francisco: Harper One, 2007), 380.
30See the critical account of LDS Church policies toward incul++
turation in “Out of Africa,” http://www.reachouttrust.org/articles/lds/
ldsafrica.htm (accessed April 2007); this article also quotes the review of the
Pace book in Meridian.
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in the mid-nineteenth century, and some of the parallels are quite
convincing. He specifically cites as a parallel: “Culture And Tradition
Vs. Restoration And Revelation. One of the great challenges for Joseph
Smith (and Brigham Young also often spoke of it) was to counter the
strange beliefs and practices which converts brought with them. Likewise, the first missionaries to Africa ‘untaught’ many traditions—crucifixes and other adornments in the meeting houses, ‘drumming and
dancing,’ ‘rolling,’ and the collection plate. These practices, somewhat common to many of the churches in Africa, ceased after the people were baptized and the church was organized among them.”31++Joseph Johnson ordered his people “No more dancing and no more
clapping, since our brothers in America don’t do it.”32+++
In the broad context of religious development in Africa, the
LDS Church is extraordinarily unusual, and probably unique: I can’t
think of a competitor. It is one of the very last churches of Western origin that still enforces Euro-American norms so strictly and that refuses to make any accommodation to local customs. Missionaries have
resolutely refused to draw on the historical lessons offered by any
other church.
Rendell Mabey makes one comment that I find suggestive.
While he is tempted to see the African churches becoming fully autonomous, he is very cautious: “The need for an organized mission in
those lands was immense, perhaps greater than anywhere else in the
world. All that marvelous growth potential needed a methodical cultivation lest it run wild.”33* Of course, most churches have seen the
growth run wild, and the results have been staggering. LDS missionaries are reluctant to permit the development of local traditions in
music or worship style. But for most observers of African religion,
this approach would represent a classic example of over-control of the
kind that most churches weaned themselves from a half-century
before. “Letting go” has proved a very difficult process.
In part, the resistance to wholesale inculturation represents a
deliberate Church policy, developed in reaction to some perceived
missteps in evangelistic efforts in South and Central America. The
rapid expansion of temples in the Americas symbolizes the swift numerical growth in recent decades, but there are concerns about the
+++
++++
*

31LeBaron, All Are Alike unto God, 7.
32Ibid., 22.
33Mabey, An African Legacy, 158.
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shallowness of some conversions, and the high attrition rate of converts. In contrast, missions in Africa are more specifically aimed at developing deeper roots, focused especially on centers of strength,
which can serve as bases for later expansion. Any or all of these approaches are quite defensible, but they do leave the LDS Church
holding on to a very unusual stance.
ACROSS DENOMINATIONS
Compared with virtually all other churches, the LDS Church in
Africa seems highly resistant to native cultures. The African encounter also raises powerful questions about the relationship of Mormonism to other Christian churches. As I mentioned earlier, most prospective converts now come from Christian backgrounds, and often
from very powerful native Christian traditions, which over the past
century have spawned a huge arsenal of customs and traditions,
hymns and tales. These Christian manifestations pass freely among
sects and denominations, from Anglicans to Pentecostals, Lutherans
to Catholics; but they seem to meet an impasse when they reach the
door of the LDS Church.
I raise a sensitive issue here, namely the relationship between
the Latter-day Saints and other churches. In 1984, for example, pioneering missionary Rendell Mabey celebrated the first baptisms of
black Africans a few years previously with the words, “The Doors of
the Gospel had opened upon the Dark Continent, and the light was
pouring forth.”34**For most Christian Africans, of course, the light of
the gospel had already been present for a good number of years. I am
not here to discuss the theology of which gospel; but in the African
context, the LDS Church is associated with a strict sectarianism that
makes cooperation difficult and which runs contrary to powerful
trends within African religion.
In the next fifty years, the face of Mormonism will, literally, become darker, as more and more of the members come from the
global South and especially from Africa. But that change will be far
more than merely an ethnic shift, as those new members will be raising questions quite different from those affecting other regions. The
LDS experience in Africa raises to an acute degree issues and dilemmas that to some extent arise in most parts of the world outside North
America, but a central question comes to mind: What is the relation**

34Mabey and Allred, Brother to Brother, 47.
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ship between the LDS Church and other Christian denominations?
African Mormons, after all, will come from a society in which, by dint
of being neither Muslim nor animist, they represent part of the much
larger Christian spectrum, as assuredly as Catholics or Lutherans or
Pentecostals. To put it in the most elemental terms, when a Nigerian
mob stops a car and demands whether the driver is a Christian or a
Muslim, that is not exactly the time to explain the differences separating the LDS tradition from other denominations: The correct answer
is “Christian.” This fact alone must diminish differences with other
Christians, and drive believers toward cooperation and harmonization.
Finally, I return to the question of inculturation, of accepting
styles of worship and devotion that seem alien within one cultural setting, but which are natural or even obligatory within another. As the
LDS Church becomes truly global, it will increasingly face the same
pressures that have transformed virtually every other Christian body.
And once that happens, it may well be that the Church’s message will
reach far beyond its present bounds.

Elder John K. Carmack

CALIFORNIA PROVIDED THE ANSWER
John K. Carmack
I
HAVING VIEWED UP CLOSE MANY of the events and changes that occurred in California during the twentieth century, I have been interested in discovering the greater meaning of those events to the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. My purpose is to look
beyond the obvious to discover how in little-understood ways California lighted the pathway forward for the Church. Let’s start with
this fundamental question that begs for an answer: Having been
forcibly driven from every state and community it chose as places
of gathering, could the Church hope to survive in an urban environment where members constituted a small minority of its citizens? Do twentieth-century events in California have relevance in
addressing that question?
Reviewing California Church history, I developed a hypothesis
that seems clearly demonstrable, but let’s first set the stage by remembering some events from the late nineteenth century. I believe
we can find gold of another kind in those California hills.
We all remember the events in Nauvoo and Carthage that drove
Brigham Young and the Church he then led to leave Illinois for a place
“far away in the West, where none [could] come to hurt or make
afraid.”1*After failing to find lasting peace and security in Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois, Brigham Young and his colleagues concluded that
they must, at least for a time, get away from populated areas to surJOHN K. CARMACK {carmackjc@ldschurch.org} is an emeritus
member of the Seventy where he served in the First Quorum of the Seventy
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vive. He and his brethren had selected the intermountain West as the
right place for the Church to put down its roots. It was soon clear,
however, that the isolation and peace for which they sought was going
to be short-lived as hordes of other countrymen came west seeking
gold, a new life, and land. Yet despite the surge of humanity settling
around them, the Saints had come to a country characterized by vast,
lightly occupied space with seemingly endless vistas where they could
create communities, provided they could successfully live at peace
and share with Native Americans and the few others that preceded
them.
They desired to put down their stakes on a permanent basis,
but they were not alone in their country’s westward expansion. As
others came to live in communities they established, they must
have wondered if it would again be necessary to f lee. And if f leeing
again and again became necessary, would there always be another
place of refuge and safety or would they inevitably run out of new
space? Brigham Young and his colleagues seemed to have in mind
the creation of communities on the model envisioned for Zion.2**
Upon their arrival in Utah, Brigham’s initial plan was to create a
state of the United States, populated largely by Latter-day Saints. In
furtherance of this plan he created a territory as a provisional state
named Deseret. This territory, at least in Brigham’s plan, was to in(1984–2001) and was, upon his being granted emeritus status, immediately
called as director of the Perpetual Education Fund. An attorney and president of his law firm in Los Angeles, he also served as president of the Los
Angeles Stake (1972–77), as a Regional Representative of the Twelve
(1977–81), and as president of the Idaho Boise Mission (1981–84). He
served two terms as executive director of the LDS Church Historical Department (1989–91, 1998–99). He is the author of Tolerance: Principles, Practices, Obstacles, Limits (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1993), and A Bright Ray of
Hope: The Perpetual Education Fund (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2004). He
delivered an earlier form of this address to the Mormon History Association annual conference in Sacramento, May 2008, upon the invitation of
MHA president Paul L. Anderson.
1William Clayton, “Come, Come, Ye Saints,” Hymns (Salt Lake City:
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1985), no. 30.
2See plan for community development described in B. H. Roberts, A
**
Comprehensive History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (1930;
rpt., Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1965), 1:311–12.
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clude all of present-day Utah and Nevada, much of Arizona, and
parts of Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Oregon, New Mexico, and
southern California.3***We shall see that California played a major
role in helping Church leaders view a radically different way to
grow and develop.
Brigham immediately sent out pioneers to establish communities in many parts of his planned state. Many of us have ancestors
that Brigham sent to various places. He sent my ancestors to arid Joseph City, Arizona. My wife Shirley’s forebears he sent to Oakley
and Grace, Idaho. Well before Utah became a state on January 4,
1896, “Utah” had replaced “Deseret” as its name and the grandiose
map of Deseret had been reduced to Utah’s present boundaries.
Acting under divine inspiration, the Brethren were making
important changes in Church practices. Perhaps the most important and radical change was President Woodruff’s Manifesto concerning the practice of polygamy (Official Declaration—1; D&C,
pp. 291–92). Although the Church continued to be involved in economic development in communities, it gradually moved away from
the community system called the United Order.4****President Lorenzo Snow and his successors emphasized the simple law of tithing
as a universal means of financing Church operations. Isolation of
Church communities by reason of distance and time dramatically
lessened with the completion of the transcontinental railroad and
other rail lines.5+With these changes, the Church and its programs
began to be potentially more compatible with diversity in communities where they existed.
The Perpetual Emigrating Fund had helped bring tens of thousands to the mountains and valleys of the West.6++Conventional wisdom at the time was that leaving the Saints permanently in major cities and foreign countries would endanger their faith. The first stake in
3Leonard J. Arrington, Great Basin Kingdom: An Economic History of the
***
Latter–day Saints, 1830–1900 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1958; rpt., Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1966), 85.
**** 4For example, see George S. Tanner and J. Morris Richards, Colonization on the Little Colorado (Flagstaff, Ariz.: Northland Press, 1977), 59–62.
5Stephen E. Ambrose, Nothing Like It in the World (New York: Simon &
+
Schuster, 2000), 369.
6For brief history of the Perpetual Emigrating Fund, see John K.
++
Carmack, A Bright Ray of Hope: The Perpetual Education Fund (Salt Lake City:
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California was San Bernardino, organized on July 6, 1851, and dissolved in 1857 when the Church called members living in outlying
communities home during the Utah War. Fewer than half of the
stake’s members returned to Utah; but despite the presence of these
and other members in California, the Church did not thrive following
the Utah War. “For a period of 35 years California did not have formally organized ecclesiastical units in the state.”7++Formal missionary
work was also discontinued in California in 1857 and was not resumed until 1894.8+++The Church as a formal living organization was
largely dormant in California during most of the latter half of the
nineteenth century.
II
The stage has now been set for the drama of California in the
twentieth century. Although Church leaders including Church presidents were generally familiar with California during the nineteenth
century, in Heber J. Grant we had a president with a new perspective
on the Church. He was ordained an apostle in 1882 and became the
Church’s sixth president-prophet on November 23, 1918,9*the first
president born after the exodus and a leader whose business activities
reached far beyond the intermountain area. Between 1918 and about
the time I was born in 1931, the Church grew from about 500,000 to
about 690,000.10**World War I had changed the United States and its
people. With its immense size and strategic location, California began to emerge as a player on the national scene. The Church was also
changing and beginning to merge more fully with the nation.
The old PEF had done its work by the 1880s, and from then on
emigration was no longer on the front burner. Nor could Utah’s economy absorb all Church converts. The idea began to emerge that converts and other Saints might stay where they lived and build the
Church there.
Deseret Book, 2004), 25–29.
72006 Church Almanac (Salt Lake City: Deseret Morning News, 2006),
+++
180.
++++ 8Ibid.
92008 Church Almanac (Salt Lake City: Deseret Morning News, 2008),
*
65; see also Ronald W. Walker, Qualities That Count: Heber J. Grant as Businessman, Missionary, and Apostle, BYU Studies 43, no. 1 (2004): 61–79.
102008 Church Almanac, 653.
**
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Late in the nineteenth century and increasing as the new century arrived, small numbers of Saints began to migrate to places like
Los Angeles and the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Area where economic opportunities beckoned. For example, Henry and Eliza Woollacott moved to downtown Los Angeles July 1884 with their daughters
Nellie and Winnifred, and two grandsons, Albert Henry Thomas and
William Howard Thomas. Their oldest son, Henry Jr., had preceded
them by eight years. The family wanted to make a new life for themselves and their family.11***Henry Sr. died in 1888, leaving Eliza as a
widow with her family. There were only two other known Church
members in Los Angeles at the time. She wrote to the Church in the
late 1880s asking for missionaries.12****
The early strong presence of the Church in San Francisco with
the 1847 arrival of Samuel Brannan and his group of 231 Latter-day
Saints aboard the Brooklyn had given way in the mid-nineteenth century
to one of sparse membership and few organized branches. Most early
Saints in northern California had joined the body of the Church in
Utah, although a few stayed. John M. Horner and Elizabeth Imlay embarked on the Brooklyn the day after their wedding, stayed in California, established successful farms in the Bay Area, and built perhaps the
first Mormon meetinghouse in California, a building that also served
as both a community church and a school.13+Alfred and Charlotte
Nethercott, their son Charles and his wife, Rebecca, came to California
about 1890. Finding no LDS branch in Oakland, they associated with
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, but had
doctrinal disagreements and were rebuffed when Alfred attempted to
convert RLDS members to the LDS faith. Excommunicated from the
RLDS Church, Alfred and his family then found a small LDS colony in
Oakland and were rebaptized by Mark Lindsey on December 6, 1890.14++
Nethercott asked the Church to send missionaries, and the Brethren
responded by reestablishing a mission with headquarters in San Fran11Richard O. Cowan and William E. Homer, California Saints (Provo,
***
Utah: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1996), 239.
**** 12Ibid., 239. See also Leo J. Muir, A Century of Mormon Activities in California (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1952), 108.
13“The San Francisco California Stake, The First 60 Years: 1927–
+
1987,” 70–71, LDS Church Library.
14Chad M. Orton, More Faith Than Fear: The Los Angeles Stake Story
++
(Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1981), 17.
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cisco.15++As members trickled into San Francisco and the Bay Area, the
Church established a branch that, together with the mission office, was
thriving in San Francisco when the 1906 earthquake tore the city
apart.16+++During that monumental upheaval, the Saints and missionaries helped with humanitarian assistance on the streets of San Francisco, and the Church in Salt Lake City sent money and goods including Relief Society wheat to aid the sufferers.17*Does that sound familiar? Having described the situation in San Francisco, we return to Eliza
Wollacott’s request in the late 1880s for missionaries to be sent to Los
Angeles.
Eliza’s request for missionaries was eventually answered with action. California Mission president Henry S. Tanner, headquartered in
San Francisco, sent Elders John R. Smith and Moroni H. Thomas on
March 16, 1895, as missionaries to Los Angeles armed with Eliza’s address at 220 North Grand in downtown Los Angeles.18**In addition to
converts, members also continued to migrate to the Los Angeles basin for employment opportunities, and they organized a Sunday
School shortly after the missionaries arrived. Within six months, a
branch had grown, organized in October 1895. Within a year, it was
the largest branch in the state. holding its meetings in a chapel on
10th Street, just east of Grand in downtown Los Angeles.19***When the
great earthquake leveled San Francisco in 1906, the mission home escaped heavy damage, but was destroyed as part of the process of containing the resulting fire. Mission president Joseph E. Robinson transferred the headquarters of the mission to Los Angeles.20****
Missionary work and Church membership expanded, then accelerated. The Los Angeles Branch established Sunday Schools in
Long Beach and Ocean Park to save part of the travel time for the
growing number of Saints.21+ San Diego was experiencing similar
growth. The Saints in Los Angeles acquired property near the center
of Los Angeles for $5,500 in early 1913 and built the Adams Ward for

+++
++++
*
**
***
****
+

15Ibid., 74.
16Ibid., 72–73.

17Ibid., 74.
18Orton, More Faith Than Fear, 72.
19Ibid., 24–25.
20Ibid., 31.
21Ibid., 34–35.
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$20,000.22++President Joseph F. Smith dedicated the building on May
4, 1913. Soon the Saints expressed a desire for a temple,23++a natural
step necessary to enjoy the full program and blessings of the gospel.
In late 1920, land developer Henry Culver offered a six-acre tract for
the temple in Culver City,24+++but Church leaders were not ready for so
serious a commitment. In fact, they weren’t entirely happy seeing the
growing number of people leaving Utah for California.25*The idea of
gathering had not completely died. President Grant and his associates, however, were watching and kept close to these developments in
California. The president enjoyed visiting California. One of his passions was golf and he managed to work the game into his trips.26**
An important step in the development of the Church in California took place in 1921. President Grant visited Ocean Park Branch
and took occasion to reassure the California Saints that a permanent
settlement of the Church in the area was fully in accord with Church
policy.27***Ocean Park Branch purchased a lot at the corner of Washington and Strand in Santa Monica for $4,000 and completed a chapel
there seven months later at the cost of $41,600.28****President Grant
dedicated it on September 24, 1922. He was now convinced that
something special was underway in California, and consequently, he
formulated a plan with far-reaching consequences.
Meanwhile, the Church was also thriving in San Francisco. The
post-World War I era found many of the Saints moving to California
and swelling the branches and Sunday Schools in the Bay Area. The
formation of a stake was on the horizon there, as it was in Los Angeles. On January 15, 1923, less than four months after dedicating the
++
+++
++++
*
**

22Ibid., 35–36.
23Ibid., 44.
24Ibid., 45.
25Ibid.

26Heber J. Grant, Journal, Tuesday, January 16, 1923, LDS Church Li-

brary.
***

27Orton, More Faith Than Fear, 49. President Grant’s words were:

“The idea of a permanent Mormon settlement at Santa Monica was in full
accordance with Church policy,” quoted in Salt Lake Tribune, cited in Journal History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (chronological
scrapbook of typed entries and newspaper clippings, 1830-present), October 9, 1921, LDS Church Library.
**** 28Orton, More Faith Than Fear, 45, 49.
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building in Ocean Park, President Grant and other General Authorities boarded the train in Salt Lake City bound for Los Angeles for a
historic stake formation.29+A train wreck delayed them on their journey near Las Vegas,30++but the party arrived in Los Angeles where they
contacted the mission, met with the Saints, enjoyed some golf, and
conducted the preparations necessary for organizing the Church’s
first stake in a major urban setting outside the intermountain
area.31++They had already selected Utah resident President George W.
McCune, fairly recently released as Eastern States Mission president,
to preside over the new stake.32+++They selected and called counselors,
high councilors, and other key stake officers. Following the stake conference, the stake presidency created wards in Ocean Park, Long
Beach, Adams (formerly Los Angeles Branch), San Pedro, Huntington Park, Boyle Heights, and Hollywood, as well as number of
branches.33*Thus on Sunday, January 21, 1923 President Grant organized the first urban stake outside the intermountain West. Modern
Mormons may fail to recognize the momentousness of this decision.
At the time, it amounted to an institutional venture into unknown territory. Would the stake grow, operate harmoniously, attain the stature
of stakes in other parts of the Church, and meet the needs of its
Saints?
Four years later, stake membership had doubled. On May 21
and 22, 1927, Elders David O. McKay and Stephen L Richards of the
Twelve divided the Los Angeles Stake into the Hollywood and Los
Angeles Stakes. The Los Angeles Stake quickly built a “tabernacle”
for a stake center.34**Hollywood Stake, in turn, acquired property at
the corner of Manhattan Place and Country Club Drive near Western Avenue and close to the downtown Los Angeles area at the huge
cost of $90,000.35***There the stake members built the Hollywood Tabernacle, which some called the grandest building in the Church up
to that time, except for Church temples and the Salt Lake Taberna+
++
+++
++++

29Grant, Journal, January 15, 1923.
30Orton, More Fear than Faith, 61.

31Ibid., 62.
32Correspondence between Heber J. Grant and George W. McCune,

1922–23, LDS Church Library.
33Orton, More Faith Than Fear, 61–63.
*
34Cowan and Homer, California Saints, 276.
**
35Orton, More Faith Than Fear, 73.
***
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cle. The cost and effort to construct these buildings required great
sacrifice of stake members. Some Church leaders in Salt Lake
thought the Hollywood Tabernacle was much too elaborate and expensive. The Saints were stretched to raise the money to complete it,
but with a little help from the Church they did.36****The California
Saints had grand ideas and accommodations had to be made. Upon
seeing the completed tabernacle, President Grant said: “I am paralyzed. I thought you were building something good, but it is far more
elaborate and substantial than I ever dreamed of. It is splendid.”37+
They had answered the question I raised initially in a resounding affirmative. The Church could indeed survive and greatly prosper in a
major community where Mormons were a tiny minority and not lose
membership as originally feared. There were now two stakes in California.
Just two months after the division of the Los Angeles Stake, San
Francisco received its first stake, organized on July 9, 1927, by Elders
Rudger Clawson and George Albert Smith of the Twelve. President
W. Aird Macdonald, president of the Oakland Branch and a writer for
the San Francisco Chronicle, was called as the first stake president. He
had met Elder Smith during the summer of 1924 at the Fairmont Hotel atop Nob Hill. He remembered:
From the Fairmont terrace we had a wonderful panorama of the
great San Francisco Bay nestling at our feet. The setting sun seemed
to set the whole eastern shore afire, until the Oakland hills were
ablaze with golden light. As we admired the beauty and majesty of the
scene, President Smith suddenly grew silent, ceased talking, and for
several minutes gazed intently toward the East Bay Hills.
“Brother Macdonald, I can almost see in vision a white temple
of the Lord upon those hills,” he exclaimed rapturously. “An ensign
to all the world travelers as they sail through the Golden Gate into
this wonderful harbor.” Then he studied the vista for a few moments
as if to make sure of the scene before him. “Yes, sir, a great white
temple of the Lord,” he confided with calm assurance, “will grace
those hills, a glorious ensign to the nations, to welcome our Father’s
children as they visit this great city.”38++

The San Francisco Stake comprised ten wards: Oakland, Richmond,
****
+
++

36Ibid., 89.
37Ibid., 90.

38Macdonald’s reminiscence quoted in Harold W. Burton and W.
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Elmhurst, Dimond, Berkeley, Martinez, San Francisco, Mission,
Sunset, and Daly City. The stake also included several branches.
Seven years later Elder Clawson divided the stake into the San Francisco and Oakland stakes on December 2, 1934. President Macdonald and his counselors presided over the new Oakland Stake, while
Stephen H. Winter was called as San Francisco Stake president.39++
One month before this division, two other stakes were created in the
northern California valleys.
LDS presence in the Sacramento area dated back to the days of
the gold discovery. More than a half dozen Church members, including Mormon Battalion veterans and the Peter Wimmer family,
were at Sutter’s Mill near Sacramento on January 24, 1848, when
gold was discovered.40+++Sacramento became a small community organized by Samuel Brannan and others on Sacramento River. At
first Sacramento was mainly inhabited by people on the move.41*Few
stayed permanently in the Sacramento area, but one family that did
was that of Aaron and Mary Garlick. By 1880 they had established a
branch with about twenty members meeting in the Garlick home. A
year after the California Mission was reestablished, two elders were
assigned to begin work in Sacramento in 1896. The Sacramento
Branch moved into various rented halls as it ebbed and f lowed, then
James Garlick donated a lot for a branch building, dedicated in
1926. The branch was then part of the Sacramento-Gridley District.
Sacramento branches were divided, and other branches grew in
Stockton (1926) and Roseville (1928).42**Migration from Utah
swelled convert numbers; and by 1934, members in the district had
increased to about 3,200.
Church members also moved into other communities in the
early 1900s. For example, in 1906 a party of Saints from Idaho headed
by George Cole and his family, looking for land and colonization opportunities, arrived in Gridley, California. Others joined this group of
Saints who began holding meetings. The mission president estabAird Macdonald, “The Oakland Temple,” Improvement Era, 67, no. 5 (May
1964): 380.
39Ibid., 71, 74, 76.
+++
++++ 40“Sacramento Gold: Sacramento California Stake, 1934–1985,” 1,
LDS Church Library.
41Ibid.
*
42Ibid., 1–3.
**
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lished a branch on February 23, 1907, with George Cole as branch
president.43**By 1909 these enterprising Saints had completed a first
temporary chapel, followed by a substantial chapel in 1912. Costing
$12,000, it was one of the finest—and perhaps the first real—chapel in
California.44***It was not until a year later that the Adams Chapel was
completed in Los Angeles. San Diego Branch, under the leadership of
its president, Stephen Barnson, completed its own chapel in 1916.45+
The Church was gaining in membership and stature in California.
From these modest but impressive beginnings, the Church in
the Sacramento-Gridley District grew to the point that Elders Melvin
J. Ballard and Alonzo A. Hinckley on November 4, 1934, created the
Sacramento and Gridley stakes,46++stakes that covered much of northern California. The Gridley Stake included wards in Grass Valley,
Gridley, Corning, Oroville, Liberty, and Yuba City with John C. Todd
as the first president of the Gridley Stake.47++Mark W. Cram was the
first president of the Sacramento Stake with wards in Sacramento,
Homestead, Sutter, Roseville, and Stockton, and a branch in Tracy.48+++
The two new stakes began functioning on January 1, 1935. Now California had six stakes: Los Angeles, Hollywood, San Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento, and Gridley. Things were moving rapidly.
On February 3, 1935, the Brethren created the San Bernardino Stake.49*The three southern California stakes became five
in 1936, and the Church had indeed entered into a new era. The
Church continued to grow in the north, south, and upper central
valleys. Nine California stakes came into being in the 1930s, five in
the 1940s, and twenty-seven in the 1950s.50**At present, some 161
stakes and between 750,000 and 800,000 members live in California, making it the state with the second largest membership in the
***
****

43Cowan and Homer, California Saints, 253.
44Undated program of stake fireside, “Gridley California Stake Heri-

tage,” March 5, 1989, 1, LDS Church Library; Cowan and Homer, California
Saints, 256.
45Orton, More Faith Than Fear, 257.
+
46“Sacramento Gold,” 3.
++
47Undated and unpublished history, “Gridley Stake,” 1, Gridley Stake
+++
Records, LDS Church Library.
++++ 48“Sacramento Gold,” 5.
492008 Church Almanac, 200.
*
50Ibid., 197–202.
**
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Church.51***The Church is also the second largest denomination in
California. It has the most missions, seventeen, of any state and
now has seven temples.52****
The First Presidency became serious about providing the Saints
with a temple in the mid-1930s. For some years leaders had looked for
sites and finally located one. Heber J. Grant’s diary, evidently written
by an unnamed clerk, contains this entry for February 18, 1937:
President Grant, on Friday, January 15, left for Los Angeles, accompanied by Sister Grant and his daughter, Rachel Grant Taylor, expecting
to be gone a week or ten days, the purpose of his trip being to try to secure a site for the proposed temple to be erected in California, and to
attend the Hollywood Stake Conference. He said he visited site after
site day after day. After visiting the Pico site with Elder Stephen L.
Richards and the Presidents of the Southern California Stakes he and
they were a unit that if it could be secured for $150,000 it was the site
that should be purchased. However the owners would not sell the
property for that amount and would not agree to sell it for $175,000.
[They] finally decided to purchase the Harold Lloyd property, which is
located between Ohio and Selby Avenues on Santa Monica Boulevard,
containing 24 plus acres, provided it could be secured for $175,000.
Yesterday received a telegram from Bishop David P. Howells announcing that the deal had been made for that price.53+

World War II stalled the process of building a temple but accelerated the process of growth in California. After overcoming various obstacles, the Church broke ground for the temple on September 22,
1951, under the direction of President David O. McKay. Work began
on November 6, 1951, and President Stephen L Richards laid the cornerstone on December 10, 1953. President McKay dedicated the temple on March 11, 1956.54++The Oakland Temple was next, dedicated in

51Figures supplied by LDS Church Statistical Information Depart***
ment, May 2008.
**** 522008 Church Almanac, 195.
53Grant, Journal, February 18, 1937, in David O. McKay, Scrapbook,
+
3 vols., private collection, LDS Church Library.
54Information on Los Angeles Temple gleaned from three scrap++
books on Los Angeles Temple, LDS Church Library. No dates except for individually dated documents in the scrapbooks.
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1964, followed by the San Diego Temple in 1993.55++By the time the
Church completed the Los Angeles Temple, President Grant was gone,
but his work and vision had opened the way for the Church in California. As a sign of Church growth, President Spencer W. Kimball held a
regional conference in the Rose Bowl on May 17–18, 1980, with some
75,000 members in attendance, perhaps the largest gathering of Latter-day Saints in one place at that time.56+++Yes, indeed, the Church could
thrive in urban areas where members were a small minority.
III
Just as Los Angeles Stake provided an answer to the first question, it also provided evidence of another major change that was coming quickly to the Church. The Los Angeles Stake, organized in 1923,
was largely comprised of members who had migrated from Utah,
Idaho, Arizona, and other parts of the intermountain Church of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. By the 1960s, another migration was quietly taking place in southern California that could also
be seen in the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Area stakes and that would
soon be seen all over the state. This migration continued in most major communities of the United States, especially along the borders.
People from other nations found their way to California in increasing
numbers. The nature of inner city stakes, such as those in Los Angeles,
Oakland, and San Diego, changed rapidly from white members with
European backgrounds to those of multiple cultures, languages, and
groupings.
When I arrived in Los Angeles to attend the UCLA School of
Law in 1957, John Russon was the stake president and the stake was
largely an Anglo stake, with many strong and professional leaders.
The stake quickly morphed into another kind of stake over the next
decade or two. By the time I became stake president in 1972, our stake
conferences resembled an assembly of the United Nations. We had
Spanish-speaking units, a deaf ward, two university wards, a Korean
branch, a Chinese group, and a sizeable group of Armenian members.
For a time membership in the stake decreased, but missionary
work intensified and the trend continued upward until the Church di+++
++++

552008 Church Almanac, 550, 561.
56Ibid., 196.
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vided the stake by organizing the first Spanish-language stake in California in 1984.57*We developed a great feeling of unity in spite of the
diversity of the stake membership. Our members felt that all were
their brothers and sisters and certainly felt themselves equal in importance to the Lord. As a stake presidency, we equipped all members
having language differences with translators, even if only one was in
attendance. We attended as many ward and branch socials as possible. All young men and women without means, but worthy and desirous of serving missions, received financial help from stake members.
We taught principles of unity in stake and ward conferences. We loved
the diversity of our stake.
There are now 200 ethnic units and six ethnic stakes in California. This trend has continued in Los Angeles, with Hispanic converts
leading the way. Oakland California Stake quickly took the same path.
When I attended stake conference there on September 15, 1984, they
had seventeen units and were even more diverse in membership than
Los Angeles Stake. Their leadership followed similar principles to
those that guided Los Angeles Stake.
About the same time internationalization began in California
stakes, in the 1960s the Church began to create stakes in international areas, with England and Switzerland also building temples.58**Quickly the Church became international in its makeup.
Membership in Brazil, for example, has grown to almost one million, and Mexico enjoys more than a million members.59***Total
Church membership is about 13.2 million, with about 6 million in
the United States and Canada and a little less than 7.2 million in international areas, including about 3 million in South America.60****Truly, the small Church of my boyhood, with membership
largely in the intermountain states, has changed dramatically. California proved a microcosm of internationalization as Los Angeles,
Oakland, San Diego, and other stakes became themselves international, and that proved a forerunner for many other stakes in the
United States.
We began with a question that became a hypothesis. The hy*
**
***
****

57Ibid., 198.
58Ibid., 514, 539.
59Ibid., 319, 413.

60Statistics supplied by LDS Church Statistical Information Depart-

ment, May 2008.
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pothesis was that the Church could grow and thrive in an urban setting where Church members were a distinct minority. The Church
tried it, as scientists test hypotheses; and in a matter of a few years,
California’s early stakes “proved” that the Church could become
healthy, viable, and powerful in such settings. This pattern then became the blueprint for the future of the Church in the United States
and Canada, spreading quickly to international areas.
The Church had pretty much abandoned California with its call
for members to return to Utah in 1857, but toward the end of the
nineteenth century, quietly, but soon in a f lood, the Saints began to
migrate to California. Since then, as described, many things happened geographically, culturally, and spiritually to bring California
back on center stage. The Los Angeles and San Francisco stakes provided some very important affirmative answers to important questions.
These stakes then answered a corollary question: As the white
population moved to the suburbs and drained center stakes of leadership, could those stakes take the gospel to the polyglot of international members that moved into the vacuum? Again, the answer was
affirmative, but only through unifying the various cultural and language groups into a cohesive whole and by strong efforts to bring the
gospel to these groups. As its membership changed dramatically in
the 1950s and 1960s, Los Angeles Stake and other stakes, including
Oakland and San Diego, also adjusted to these changes in the nature
of membership in the wards and stakes across the United States, pioneering new ways to remain strong and relevant.
The internationalization of the Los Angeles and Oakland California stakes seemed to coincide with a general period of internationalization as the Church spread and grew outside the United States.
The Church is poised now to become stronger and stronger in international areas. With the help of the Perpetual Education Fund, modeled on the old Perpetual Emigrating Fund, we can assist members in
international areas with education and employment that will allow
members time to serve and gain leadership skills. Church members,
in essence, become the spiritual nursing fathers and mothers (Isa.
49:23; 1 Ne. 21:23) for areas mired in poverty. In doing so, these members are equally blessed by sharing and sacrificing in a great era of reconciliation and redemption. The future is challenging, but looks
bright.
It has been my purpose to highlight the critical role California
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has played in all that has happened. I am grateful to have been privileged to see much of California’s role unfold and to participate in the
development of the Perpetual Education Fund.

THE RLDS CHURCH
ON THE PACIFIC SLOPE
Ronald E. Romig
THE STORY OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in California is woven from many threads connected to
the larger issues of the settlement of the West, the on-going tensions between the RLDS and LDS churches,1*stresses of the nation’s industrialization and modernization that accompanied improved communications, and the expansion and focus of the RLDS
Church. Although a group calling itself the “New Movement” coalesced in the Midwest during the 1850s, its formal identity as a
church did not fully emerge until 1860. This illustrated exploration
RONALD E. ROMIG {rromig@CofChrist.org} is archivist for the
Community of Christ, with international headquarters in Independence,
and is 2009-10 president of the Mormon History Association. An authority
on the 1830s Mormon experience in Missouri, he has written John Whitmer:
Eighth Witness (Independence: John Whitmer Historical Association
Books, 2009). This paper is expanded from an earlier version presented at
the 2008 Mormon History Association Conference at Sacramento, California, at the invitation of Paul L. Anderson, 2007-2008 MHA president, to
complement a related paper about the LDS experience delivered by Elder
John K. Carmack, Emeritus Seventy (this volume).
1Whenever possible throughout this essay, I use “LDS Church” or
“LDS” as an adjective to refer to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and its members, and the terms “Reorganized Church,” or “the Reorganization” to refer to the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, or, after April 6, 2001, to the Community of Christ.
*
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In the tense and mistrustful atmosphere of Nauvoo after Joseph Smith’s death,
his widow, Emma (H818.18), argued for succession by William Marks (right)
(H533), the Nauvoo Stake president, in opposition to Brigham Young
(H1016loc), president of the Twelve (p. 46). Courtesy Library of Congress
(H1061). All other photographs are courtesy of the Community of Christ Archives, identified by call number.
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focuses upon people and events with significant connections to the
broader California Mormon movement.
Thanks to the Mormon Battalion, the ship Brooklyn, and the
founding of San Bernardino, the Latter-day Saints associated with
Brigham Young established early footholds in California; but that
decade of LDS f lourishing came to an abrupt end in the summer of
1857 when U.S. President James Buchanan launched the Utah Ex-
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pedition, amounting to about a third of the nation’s army, to put
down what he supposed was a rebellion in Utah. Brigham Young,
consolidating his forces defensively and considering both f light
and fighting, ordered the outlying colonies in California, Idaho,
and Nevada to retreat to the Utah core. According to Leo Lyman,
about 55 percent of the Mormons in California obeyed this summons in 1857.2**
After the violent deaths of Joseph (1805–44) and Hyrum
(1800–44) Smith, a profound and unfortunate animosity developed
between Joseph’s widow, Emma Hale Smith (1804–79), and the president of the Quorum of the Twelve, Brigham Young (1801–77), at
Nauvoo. Conf lict over succession to the presidency of the Church
was part of their disagreement. James Madison Monroe (1822–51),
hired to teach Emma’s children, was in a position to observe Emma’s
activity following Joseph’s death. Monroe’s journal reveals that
Emma developed a rather sophisticated and strongly held view about
succession, arguing, at least privately, that her husband’s successor
should be William Marks (1792–1872), president of Nauvoo Stake.3***
The complicated questions involved in settling Joseph’s estate,
in which private and Church property were confusingly intermingled, further soured the relationship between Emma and Brigham.
Both desperately needed money, Brigham to finance the trek west,
Emma, a widow with a daughter and three—soon to be four—sons to
raise. Given Nauvoo’s cash-strapped economy and Joseph’s own lack
of strict accounting procedures, there was no way both parties could
be satisfied. Joseph Smith III (1832–1914) chronicled the tension
that developed in regard to the settlement of questions involving Jo**

2Edward Leo Lyman, San Bernardino: The Rise and Fall of a California

Community (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1996), 383, 414–15, and his
forthcoming biography, “Amasa Mason Lyman, Apostle and Apostate: A
Study in Mormon Dedication,” chaps. 6–7. For more details on the Utah
War, see William P. MacKinnon, At Sword’s Point, Part 1: A Documentary History of the Utah War to 1858 (Norman, Okla: Arthur H. Clark Company,
2008). Of particular relevance to California is MacKinnon’s “Buchanan’s
Thrust from the Pacific: The Utah War’s Ill-Fated Second Front,” Journal of
Mormon History 34, no. 4 (Fall 2008): 226–61.
3James Madison Monroe, Journal, September 1841–June 1842, mi***
crofilm of holograph, MS 8829, item 5, LDS Church Library; Ardis E.
Parshall, email to Romig, November 24, 2008.
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seph Smith Jr.’s property. Was it private or did it belong to the institution?4****Joseph III recalled,
At the death of my father, Joseph W. Coolidge was appointed administrator of the estate. Under his administration, besides the personal property allowed by law, there was allowed my mother $124 per
year, for the support of her family. The private and personal correspondence of my father, many books and some other matters of personal character were in his office in the care of Willard Richards, and
others, clerks and officials. These were either retained by the administrator upon his own responsibility; or were refused to my mother’s demand at the direction of the Twelve.5+

Emma’s and Brigham’s resultant mutual acrimony found many
means of expression. For example, Brigham accused Emma “of taking a portrait and ring from Hyrum [Smith]’s widow, Mary Fielding
[1801–52], and a ring from Don Carlos Smith’s widow [Agnes
Moulton Coolbrith, 1808–76] and never returning them.”6++While the
charge in regard to the Hyrum Smith oil portrait is less certain, events
described later in this paper appear to support the allegation about
Don Carlos’s ring.
Valeen Tippetts Avery and Linda King Newell, authors of the
only scholarly biography to date on Emma Smith, observed that
“Emma could not bring herself to leave behind the dream [of
Nauvoo]; [while] Brigham confidently believed he could take it with
him.” Emma’s and Brigham’s “mutual inability to resolve their differ-

4Edward W. Tullidge, Life of Joseph the Prophet, 2d ed. (1878; rpt.,
Plano, Ill: Herald Publishing House, 1880), 744–53. Furthermore, the estate would be embroiled for years in a suit brought by the U.S. government.
A partnership (including Joseph Smith) had purchased the steamboat
Nauvoo from the government but wrecked it within a few weeks. The case
dragged on till 1852, required the sale of several Nauvoo properties, and,
after legal costs and Emma’s dower rights were paid, left nothing for other
creditors. See Joseph I. Bentley, “In the Wake of the Steamboat Nauvoo: Prelude to Joseph Smith’s Financial Disasters,” Journal of Mormon History 35,
no. 1 (Winter 2009): 23–49.
5Tullidge, Life of Joseph the Prophet, 744–45.
+
6Brigham Young Jr. (1836–1903), Statement, re: Emma Smith, April
++
1, 1867, Photostat, Emma Smith Papers, P4, f38, Community of Christ Archives.
****
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ences cemented the divisions of the Latter-day Saints.”7++The Mormon Trail, forged by Brigham Young’s followers, actually ran both
ways. Members of the RLDS Church also traveled it, their presence
both a support and a critique. For instance, western Iowa became a
source of RLDS converts. Mormons who initially hesitated to follow
Brigham Young west often found that hesitation stiffening into resolve. Those who affiliated with other expressions of Joseph Smith’s
church, including the Strangites of Wisconsin and Michigan, the
Cutlerites of Iowa and Minnesota, and the Rigdonites of Pennsylvania,8+++not infrequently changed allegiance as they continued to seek
for truth.
Under Zenos H. Gurley (1801–71) and Jason W. Briggs (1821–
99), believers who hoped for the mantle of succession to fall on a descendant of Joseph Smith began forming a community. The Reorganized Church evolved during the 1850s among scattered individuals.
Joseph Smith III felt that God was calling him to accept leadership in
the Reorganization. Joseph III shared the following perspective upon
his calling with George Collier in 1901: “I was called of God to take
the step I did, and was directed to go to the parties representing the
Reorganized Church in 1860 and to assume the position that I did;
and therefore I claim that I have been called to act as an apostle in this
great latter-day work the same as my father.”9*On April 6, 1860, Joseph Smith III and his mother joined a “new organization” movement
at Amboy, Illinois. Brothers Alexander Hale and David Hyrum also
affiliated, becoming missionaries and Church officers. (The remaining brother, Frederick, died at age twenty-six in April 1862.) Sixtyseven-year-old William Marks (1792–1872), former Nauvoo Stake
president, served as Joseph III’s counselor in the newly formed First
Presidency.
Members of the Reorganization typically maintained close connections with their western relatives. In addition to Mormons who
7Valeen Tippets Avery and Linda King Newell, “The Lion and the
+++
Lady: Brigham Young and Emma Smith,” Utah Historical Quarterly 48, no. 1
(Winter 1980): 96, 82.
++++ 8For examinations of these and other groups, see Newell G. Bringhurst and John Hamer, eds., Scattering of the Gathering: Schism in Mormonism
(Independence: John Whitmer Books, 2007).
9Joseph Smith III, letter to George Collier, November 19, 1901, holo*
graph, MS 3914, LDS Church Library.
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stayed in the Midwest, a significant number of the disillusioned returned from Utah and converted to the RLDS Church. Once RLDS
missionary work began in Utah, converts to that faith trekked east
and settled throughout the Midwest, frequently in Iowa.
RLDS CONVERTS FROM THE MORMON BATTALION
Thirteen Mormon Battalion members affiliated with the RLDS
Church. An example is Josiah Curtis (1830–1910), one of nine children born to Thomas Curtis and Persis Baldwin Curtis. Josiah was
born August 5, 1830, at Sheridan, Chautauqua, New York. In 1838, as
the family moved to northern Missouri to be with the Church,
Thomas died. Persis remarried, and the family moved again, settling
on a farm near Nauvoo, then moving to Council Bluffs, Iowa, as part
of the migration west. Here, on July 16, 1846, Josiah enrolled in the
famed Mormon Battalion. He was not quite sixteen, five feet five
inches tall, and dark complected with dark eyes and black hair. He was
learning the carpenter’s trade. Leaving his family at Winter Quarters,
Curtis made the long march through the American Southwest where,
in November 1846, he was detached to Pueblo with those who had
fallen ill. The battalion continued on to California, where it helped establish an American presence and facilitated California’s incorporation as a U.S. territory.
Josiah reached Salt Lake City, where he was discharged on July
16, 1847. In August 1847, Josiah left the valley under the direction of
Captain Tunis Rappleye to return to Winter Quarters and his family.
Josiah’s mother and stepfather had joined Charles B. Thompson’s
group and were living near St. Joseph, Missouri. Josiah remained in
the Midwest and married Mary Ann Estes, April 11, 1850. Josiah and
Mary Ann affiliated with the RLDS Church in 1875, at Sedalia, Missouri,10**and eventually gathered to Independence.
Another Mormon Battalion participant, George Parker Dykes
(1814–88), was a first lieutenant in Company D of the Mormon Bat**

10In 1901 Josiah Curtis filed a claim for a pension, noting he was “too

feeble to support himself and his wife.” Janet Lisonbee and Annette Curtis,
Missouri Mormon Burials: Obituaries and Life Sketches of the Early Saints Who
Died and Are Buried in Missouri (Independence: Missouri Mormon Frontier
Foundation, 2008), 3–4; Susan Easton Black, Early Members of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 6 vols. (Provo, Utah: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1993), 2:408, 409.
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talion. Born at West Belleville, St. Clair County, Illinois, December
24, 1814,11***he married Dorcas Keeling (1811–81). The couple had
five children, born in Missouri and Nauvoo.12****They left Nauvoo
with the Saints for Winter Quarters, Nebraska, where George enlisted with the battalion. He marched all the way to California, was
mustered out July 16, 1847, at Los Angeles,13+and returned to Iowa
where, in 1849, he was enumerated among the active members of
the LDS Mills Branch in Mills County. He accompanied Erastus
Snow to Denmark, completing a mission in 1849–50.14++Dykes returned to California after his mission and declined to withdraw to
Utah in 1857. He somehow learned about the Reorganization and
began sharing the message in California in 1861; but he made the
eight-week journey across the Sierra Nevadas and desert to Salt Lake
City in October 1863 where he presented himself for baptism to Elders E. C. Briggs and Alexander McCord, the first RLDS missionaries in Utah. Their letter reported: “He was on Friday evening last
baptized, and the same evening was confirmed and ordained. I presume, by the time you get this, he will be on his way to California as
the legal and first missionary of the Reorganization.”15++Dykes’s mis-

11Ronald G. Watt, LDS-Iowa Branches Members Index, 1829–1859, Vols.
***
1–2 (Salt Lake City: Historical Department, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1991).
**** 12“Winter Quarters, Ward 5,” http://winterquarters.byu.edu/pages
/ward5/pafg02.htm (accessed November 23, 2008).
13“The Iowa Mormon Battalion, Company D,” Mormon Battalion, His+
torical Record, 8:913, http://iagenweb.org/pottawattamie/mil/mormonbattalion-D.htm (accessed November 23, 2008).
14At the October 1849 LDS general conference, Apostle Erastus
++
Snow was designated to open a Church mission in the Scandinavian
countries. Accompanied by Peter O. Hansen, a Dane, and John E.
Forsgren, a Swede, Snow left Salt Lake City, October 19, 1849. Dykes,
who was already in England on a mission, joined them and the party
landed in K!benhavn on June 14, 1850. “Hans Larsen,” http://
homepage.mac.com/venitar/Genealogy/Histories/Larsen/HansLarsen.
html (accessed November 23, 2008), and “The Church in Scandinavia,”
http://eom.byu.edu/index.php/Scandinavia,_the_Church_in
(accessed November 23, 2008).
15“News from Utah,” Herald 4, no. 9 (November 1, 1863): 142.
+++

George Parker Dykes, who first crossed the continent to California with the Mormon Battalion in 1847, affiliated with the RLDS Church in October 1863 at
Salt Lake City. (H244)
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Alpheus Haws (1825–1906), a member of the Mormon Battalion, affiliated
with the RLDS Church at Lander County, Nevada, in 1867. (H402)
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George W. Oman (1802–82) was one of the thirteen members of the Mormon
Battalion who later affiliated with the RLDS Church. He and his wife, Melvina
G. (1812–1888), were baptized in California in 1866. (H598)
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sionary expertise and enthusiasm benefited the RLDS cause.16+++
Alexander McCord (1811–87), one of these missionaries, was
also a battalion veteran. Born January 15, 1811, at New York City, he
was living in York, Ontario, when he was converted by Parley P. Pratt
in May 1836. He and his wife Sibyl gathered with the Saints at Nauvoo
and followed the Church to western Iowa in 1846. There, Alexander
enlisted in the battalion’s Company A and served as fourth sergeant
under Captain Jefferson Hunt. After his discharge, he recrossed the
continent and settled his family at Galland’s Grove, Shelby County,
Iowa. In 1859, he was baptized a member of the Reorganized Church,
was ordained an elder in 1860 and a seventy in 1861, then, in 1863,
went on a mission to Utah for the Reorganization with E. C. Briggs.17*
In addition to these three converts from the Mormon Battalion
were George W. Oman,18**Alpheus Haws (1825–1906), Benjamin Blanchette Brackenbury (b. 1827), Daniel Brown (1822–99), James Wood
++++ 16Dykes, an officer in the Mormon Battalion, could speak five or six
languages and also served a mission to the Sandwich Islands. His prolific
and turbulent career later led him to unite with the RLDS Church, but he
got crosswise with leaders of the RLDS Pacific Slopes Mission. Dykes then
withdrew and eventually died at Zenos, Maricopa County, Arizona, February 29, 1888, in relative isolation, no longer active in the movement. “Bro.
George P. Dykes,” Herald 4 (December 1, 1863): 167; Dykes, Letter, Herald
16, no. 4 (August 15, 1869): 120–21; “Extracts from Letters,” Herald 35, no.
11 (March 17, 1888): 161; Canute Peterson et al., “Story of the Life of
Canute Peterson as Given by Himself and by Some Members of His Family,”
12, LDS Historical Department Library and Archives (hereafter LDS
Church Library), Salt Lake City.
17Alexander McCord died June 15, 1887, at Harlan, Shelby County,
*
Iowa. “Died,” Herald 34, no. 35 (August 27, 1887): 567–68; Alexander McCord, in Black, Early Members of the RLDS Church, 30:56; Susan Easton, Members of the Mormon Battalion (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press,
1980); Frank Esshom, ed., Pioneers and Notable Men of Utah (Salt Lake City:
Utah Pioneer Book Publishing, 1913), 43; Early Reorganization Minutes,
1872–1905, Book C; History of the RLDS Church, 3:308, 451, 483, 546; 4:241,
575; Richard P. Howard, ed., The Memoirs of President Joseph Smith III
(1832–1914) (Independence: Herald Publishing House, 1979), 221, 236;
Alexander McCord, http://www.mormonbattalion.com/gallery/bios/
mccord_alexander.html(accessed May 12, 2008).
18G. W. Oman and William Potter were restored to fellowship upon
**
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Calkins (1827–98), Simon Dyke, John Thomas Mowrey (b. 1827), and
David Study (1826–1902).19**
RLDS CONVERTS FROM THE BROOKLYN
The Brooklyn sailed from New York with 235 Latter-day Saints on
board on February 4, 1846, arriving at Yerba Buena (San Francisco)
on July 31, 1846. Reorganization preaching later found eleven receptive listeners among them.
Seven-year-old Emily Hopkins (1837–1917) was one of the children who made this trip, traveling with her mother, Amy Ann Dowd
(1815–77), and stepfather, Orren E. Smith (1806–96), a shoemaker.
He was one of four excommunicated during the voyage for “wicked
and licentious [but unspecified] conduct.”20****Ever after, Smith was on
the edge of fellowship with his former shipmates. The family left California with the Ebenezer Brown Company on August 10, 1848, arriving in Salt Lake City exactly two months later.21+Although the intervening years are cloudy, Orren later returned to California, eventually
settled in Visalia, and affiliated with the RLDS Church. Joseph Smith
III recalled meeting Orren and Amy in Oakland in 1876, when both
their original baptisms. RLDS California Conference, November 23–26,
1866, Early Reorganization Minutes, Book A, p. 709, Community of Christ
Archives. It was RLDS policy to accept members of the early Church on their
original baptism, if they were in good standing. Whether to be rebaptized or
not was their choice.
19“List of Unknown Battalion Participants,” provided courtesy of
***
Larry C. Porter. Later, in 1876, during a missionary trip to California, Joseph Smith III recorded: “At Petaluma, we found rest with Bro. George W.
Oman, another old time Saint, who had passed through the [Salt Lake] valley and drifted to the shores of the Pacific.” Joseph III Smith and Heman C.
Smith, History of the [Reorganized] Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
1805–1890, 4 vols.; continued by F. Henry Edwards as The History of the [Reorganized] Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Vols. 5–8 (Independence: Herald House, 1897–1903, 1967 printing), 4:155 (cited hereafter as
History of the RLDS Church).
**** 20[Sam Brannan], “To the Saints in England and America,” The California Star, Extra, San Francisco (January 1, 1847), cited in Kerry and Jane
Petersen {kerryp@ptialaska.net}, June 9, 2001, email to Ron Romig.
21“Ship Brooklyn Passengers, Grave Site Location Project,” http://
+
www.shipbrooklyn.org/graves4.html (accessed on December 1, 2008).
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Professor George Bartholomew advertised the trained horses in his “Cyclone of
Success” with a typographically eclectic come-on: “The only school of horses in
the world educated exclusively for appearance upon the stage. They understand
over 500 commands, comprising a vocabulary of over 2000 words,” ca. 1888.
(D913.10)

were “quite ill” with “the Ague.” Amy, in fact, did not recover.22++
In 1858, Emily married George Bartholomew (1833–1920) in
Salt Lake City. Bartholomew, who was not a Mormon, had sought
treasure in the goldfields in 1849 but had settled in Salt Lake City. By
the early 1870s, Emily and George were living in St. Louis, Missouri,
where “Professor” George trained and showed horses. In 1875, they
moved to Oakland, California, where he launched a traveling horse
show extravaganza, “Bartholomew’s Equine Paradox.” This troupe
made its first appearance in Oakland on July 4, 1879, then toured
throughout Chicago, Milwaukee, and principal eastern cities. Emily
joined the RLDS Church at Oakland in 1881. In 1886, George, still
not a member, served as a Church trustee at Oakland (the branch was
incorporated October 10, 1886), and helped underwrite the construction of its building, dedicated February 20, 1887.
In May 1887, George was also baptized RLDS. Although he “re-

++

22Howard, The Memoirs of President Joseph Smith III, 152.

Orren E. Smith (1806–96), a passenger on the Brooklyn, affiliated with the
RLDS Church before 1876.
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tired” in the late 1880s and moved his family to Independence,23++he
reorganized his horse show, taking his performing animals across the
country by train from Independence until 1896.24+++The horses traveled in one specially built car with “doors on each side which were
used as ‘bay windows,’” each labeled with the name of its horse. The
family traveled in “the ‘palace car,’” which was “fully equipped with
the latest improvements.”25*Emily and George died at Independence
and are buried at the RLDS Mound Grove Cemetery, north of town.
Brooklyn researcher Richard Bullock has identified ten other
Brooklyn passengers who also became RLDS: Quartus S. Sparks
(1820–91), Emily’s sister Ellen Mariah Hopkins Bryan (1837–76), Moses Meader/Meder (1804–90), Sarah Blood Meader/Meder (1806–
72),26**George King H. Winner (1806–77), and sons Moroni (b. 1841)
and Israel J. (b. 1844), Amasa Burr (1812– 91), Earl Marshall
(1799–1881,) Letitia Dorsey Marshall (b. 1799), and Earl’s nephew
Simeon Stivers (1826–98).27***
In 1876 when Joseph III visited San Jose, California, he met “the
23Kerry and Jane Petersen {kerryp@ptialaska.net}, June 9, 2001,
+++
email to Ron Romig.
++++ 24A Memorial and Biographical Record of Kansas City and Jackson
County, Missouri (Chicago: Lewis Publishing, 1896), 600–602; History of the
RLDS Church, 4:558.
25Pearl Wilcox, Saints of the Reorganization in Missouri (Independence:
*
Pearl G. Wilcox, 1974), 328.
26During Alexander’s absence, W. W. Blair and Elijah Banta per**
formed an RLDS mission to the Pacific Slope. Blair baptized the Meaders in
1868. Moses was born in Ellsworth, New Hampshire, December 18, 1801. A
farmer, he converted to the Mormon faith and took his wife, Sarah, and
their children to California with Samuel Brannan and others in 1846 on the
Brooklyn. He became a prominent Santa Cruz citizen. A man of few words,
he was known for his generous aid to the Church treasury, liberal assistance
of the missionaries, and “cheerful almsgiving to all whose needs came to his
notice.” Moses died October 13, 1890, at Santa Cruz. Moses Meader, Obituary, “Died,” True Latter-day Saints’ Herald 37, no. 48 (November 29, 1890):
783. This periodical had a number of title changes; all will hereafter be
cited as Herald.
27Ship Brooklyn Passengers, Grave Site Location Project; John Hor***
ner [and] Annette Curtis, “Emily Mirilla, Hopkins Bartholomew,” MMFF
Newsletter 32 (June 2003–December 2003): 5–7. Richard H. Bullock, Brook-
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family of Brother Stivers who lived a short distance west of Brother
[Daniel S.] Mills, their wives being sisters; John M. and Stephen Y. Horner, brothers of Sister William Hopkins, of Lamoni, [Iowa]; Brother
John Joyce; the family of Earl Marshall, quite an elderly man; and a few
others who had come from New York on the ship Brooklyn.”28***
The combined effects of the Mormon Battalion, the Brooklyn,
and the Mormon role in the discovery of gold in northern California
resulted in several strong LDS branches on the West Coast. Samuel
Brannan (1819–89), leader of the Brooklyn company and entrepreneur, established an LDS branch in San Francisco. Apostles Amasa
Lyman (1813–77) and Charles C. Rich (1809–83) purchased a large
ranch at San Bernardino in southern California and oversaw the
thriving colony that f lourished between 1849 and 1857.29+
Both LDS and RLDS members played a role in the grand pageant of the California gold rush. In Nauvoo, the widowed Emma
Smith married Major Lewis Crum Bidamon (1806–91), a “new” resident of the slowly rebuilding city, on December 23, 1847. It was a
happy and compatible marriage, one that provided stability for
Emma’s young family and helped defend the Smith property during
the Mormon withdrawal and on-going court cases.
However, Lewis reacted like thousands of other eager Americans when news of the discovery of gold reached the Midwest. He
promptly outfitted himself to cross the plains, promising fouryear-old David Hyrum (1844–1904) that he would bring him some
gold. Emma continued to operate the Mansion House as a hotel, as
she had since Joseph’s death. En route to California, Bidamon apparently encountered numerous Mormons. From Indian Territory
(probably modern Nebraska or Wyoming), he wrote to Emma on July
5, 1849, after he had been gone about a month from home: “We are
now . . . 600 & 20 miles from our destination. . . . The acount from the
gold Regeans is good and I think we will do well if we should be so
lucky as to get there. . . . I intended sending this sheet by Babit
lyn descendant researcher, email to Ron Romig, March 13, 2008; for context, see also Richard Bullock, “Inf luence of the Ship Brooklyn Pioneers on
Early Western History and Their Migrations in Zion,” Paper presented at
the Mormon History Association annual meeting, May 2008, Sacramento,
California.
**** 28Howard, The Memoirs of President Joseph Smith III, 150.
29Lyman, “Amasa Mason Lyman, Apostle and Apostate,” chap. 6.
+

Lewis C. Bidamon married Emma Smith in 1847, yielded to the lure of the
goldfields, and returned, empty handed but with tales of his California adventure. (H045.13)
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The Smith-Bidamon family enjoyed warm relationships among parents, children, and siblings, including adopted sister Julia. Major Lewis Bidamon and
the sons of Joseph and Emma Smith, ca. 1859. Top left: David Hyrum and Alexander Hale Smith; seated, left: Major Lewis Crum Bidamon, Frederick
Granger Williams Smith, and Joseph Smith III. (D504.4)

bu[t]—[I] faled meeting him I now send it by a man—[from] Salt Lake
when you will get it I know—[not].”30++Emma cherished Lewis’s letters,
which are touchingly affectionate and tender; one of hers, in return,
half-teasingly reminds him about his promise to David: “David often
++

30Lewis Crum Bidamon, Letter to Emma Smith Bidamon, July 5, July

16, and August 16, 1849, Lewis C. Bidamon Papers, P12-2, f13, Community
of Christ Archives. The “Babit” he mentions was doubtless Almon W.
Babbit (1813–56), a long-time family friend who had gone west with
Brigham Young but who crossed the plains numerous times before being
killed by Cheyenne Indians near Fort Laramie, Wyoming, in 1856. Andrew
Jenson, Latter-day Saint Biographical Encyclopedia: A Compendium of Biographical Sketches of Prominent Men and Women in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 4 vols. (Salt Lake City: Andrew Jenson History Company,
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wishes it was not so far to Sacramento. . . . He is by me now and says he
loves his pa because he promised to bring him some gold in a little box
and he is going to love him till he gets home.”31++
In late 1850, Lewis Bidamon returned to Nauvoo empty handed, but his tales of the West and his adventures of that diverse and exciting region left important perceptions about California and the
western Mormons on the impressionable minds of his stepsons: Joseph III, Frederick G. Williams (1836–62), Alexander Hale (1838–
1909), and David Hyrum.
Meanwhile, the Latter-day Saints in the San Francisco area had
withdrawn fellowship from the dictatorial Brannan, making Parley
P. Pratt (1807–57) presiding elder. The LDS branch at San Francisco
was formally organized July 21, 1851, at the home of Brooklyn passengers George K. and Mary Ann Hannah Winner, with sixty-eight
charter members. Winner was a “coasting captain” out of Tom’s
River, New Jersey. En route to California, one of their six children, a
daughter, died. Winner settled in San Francisco and, during the
gold rush, piloted Sam Brannan’s ship, The Comet. Before Pratt left
for his mission to South America, he set Winner apart as presiding
elder. The Winners later moved to the Mormon colony at San Bernardino, where they became the first to live outside the fort, according to Leo Lyman, “for reasons of presumed incompatibility with
the more strictly orthodox residents there.” Hannah (1811–53) died
there in 1853. When San Bernardino Mormons returned to Utah in
1857, George went only as far as San Francisco, where he later joined
the RLDS Church.32+++
Sarah Jones (1840-1923), born at Nauvoo, was baptized in January 1855 at the San Francisco LDS branch at age fourteen with her sis1901–30), 1:284.
31Emma Smith Bidamon, Letter to Lewis C. Bidamon, January 7,
+++
1850, Emma Smith Papers, P4, f30, Community of Christ Archives.
++++ 32San Francisco, RLDS Branch Local Historian’s Cumulative Report,
microfiche, ca. 1909, Community of Christ Archives; Edwin Salter, A History of Monmouth and Ocean Counties [New Jersey], Embracing a Genealogical
Record, Etc. (Bayonne, N.J.: E. Gardner and Son, 1890), lxiv; List of deaths
aboard the Brooklyn, The Friend [Honolulu, Hawaii], July 1, 1846, cited in
Will Bagley, ed., A Scoundrel’s Tale: The Samuel Brannan Papers, Vol. 3 in the
KINGDOM IN THE WEST SERIES (Spokane, Wash.: Arthur H. Clark, 1999),
141–48; “A Mormon Mission to California in 1851: From the Diary of Parley
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ter Anna, and possibly her mother, Elizabeth Jones. Three years later,
Sarah married Daniel S. Mills, born April 1, 1831, in Norfolk, Connecticut. Daniel’s family participated in the Nauvoo gathering. While
still quite young, Mills traveled overland to San Bernardino in 1853,
then moved north to San Francisco in 1854, where he was rebaptized
Mormon, also in 1854. Daniel spent the winter of 1854–55 working in
the California goldfields with some success. He and Sarah married in
1857 and joined the RLDS Church in 1865 at Washington, Alameda
County, California.33*
Agnes Moulton Coolbrith Smith Pickett (1808–76) also became
a member of the San Francisco Branch in January 1855 when she was
seventy-six.34**Born July 9, 1808, at Scarborough, Cumberland County,
Maine, she was the third of eight children born to Joseph Coolbrith
and Mary Hasty Foss Coolbrith. At age twenty-three, she was working
in Boston and boarding with Augusta Cobb, later Brigham Young’s
plural wife, when they heard Mormon preaching from Orson Hyde
(1805–78) and Samuel Harrison Smith (1803–44) in the summer of
1832. Both were baptized on July 30. Mary Bailey (1808–41), living in
the same boarding house, also joined the Church that summer. Both
young women moved to Kirtland, where they boarded with Lucy
Mack Smith and Joseph Sr. Mary married Samuel Smith, and Agnes
married Don Carlos, on July 30, 1835. They became the parents of
Parker Pratt,” California Historical Society Quarterly 14 (March 1935): 58–73,
and (June 1935): 175–82; Lyman, San Bernardino, 109; Kerry Petersen, June
9, 2001, email to Ron Romig.
33San Francisco RLDS Branch Cumulative Local Historian’s Report,
*
ca. 1909. Sister Anna M. Jones married Simeon Stivers, September 12,
1858. Black, Early Members of the RLDS Church, 5:632; Daniel S. Mills, Diaries, 1854–58, Ms CHVS02-B171, California Historical Society; http://
oac-dev.cdlib.org:2410/search?style=oac4;titlesAZ=d;idT=f632afa3032a86
7582d7c8ce6d7fe796 (accessed November 15, 2008); also confirmed in a
conversation with Mills’s great-grandson, John Mueller, November 16,
2008; RLDS Pacific Slope Membership Record Book, Alameda Creek
Branch, San Francisco District, Community of Christ Archives; Daniel S.
Mills and Sarah M. Mills, in Black, Early Members of the RLDS Church,
4:446–47, 450; Daniel S. Mills, Diaries, 1854–58; Daniel S. Mills, Diary, February 12, 17, 1855, typescript, Community of Christ Archives.
34San Francisco RLDS Branch Local Historian’s Cumulative Report,
**
ca. 1909.

Daniel S. Mills traveled to California overland, was rebaptized LDS in 1854
and, in 1863, affiliated with the RLDS Church at Washington, Alameda
County, California. (H561)
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Charles W. Wandell, a stalwart
missionary for the Mormon
movement, fulfilled two missions to
Australia, one for the LDS Church
and the second for the RLDS
Church. (CD656.3)

three daughters: Agnes Charlotte, born August 7, 1836, at Kirtland;
Sophronia, born April 22, 1837, at Norton, Ohio (died October
1843); and Josephine Donna (“Ina”), born March 10, 1841, at Nauvoo.
Don Carlos died in Nauvoo, apparently of pneumonia, on August 7,
1841. Agnes was sealed to him by proxy on January 28, 1846, but in a
confusing series of events about which she left no personal record,
was also sealed to Joseph Smith (before March 24, 1842), then on January 28, 1846, to Don Carlos’s first cousin George A. Smith
(1817–75), who was proxy for her sealing to Don Carlos, for “time,”
meaning for mortality. The extent to which this union was considered
a marriage is not clear, since she then married William Pickett, a recent convert from St. Louis who had been an attorney in Mobile, Alabama. Agnes gave birth to twin sons at St. Louis on December 11,
1847.
The family moved to California, where Pickett became an alcoholic, threatening Agnes’s life in his murderous rages. She left and lived
with Ina in Oakland, where she died December 26, 1876.35**Ina never
affiliated with either branch of Mormonism, although she maintained
friendly contacts with her Smith cousins in both branches.
***

35Lavina Fielding Anderson, ed., Lucy’s Book: A Critical Edition of Lucy

Mack Smith’s Family Memoir (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2001), 865–66.
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Charles Wesley Wandell was another interesting member of the
San Francisco Branch.36****Obviously named for the great Protestant
missionary, Wandell became a Mormon in New York in 1837 and diligently served missions in New York and New England but came to
cross purposes with Brigham Young and the LDS Church. Attracted
to the Reorganized Church in California, Wandell poured out his life
journey in a letter to Joseph Smith III, written March 20, 1873, from
Santa Cruz:
Dear Brother Joseph:
I was baptized into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
in the State of New York, in 1837 (as nearly as I can recollect)—was ordained an Elder at the following April Conference in New York
City—preached until 1843, at which time removed to Nauvoo, where I
was ordained a Seventy, and was made one of the Presidents of the
Fourteenth Quorum. In the spring of 1844, your father appointed me
to preside over <all> the branches in the State of New York. I went on
that mission and was laboring there when your father and Hyrum were
killed. I was recalled by Doctor Richards. I remained in Nauvoo until
the so-called Endowments were given, when my wife and I became disgusted and (in 1846) removed to St. Louis, and from there to New Orleans. In 1849, I went to California via. Cape Horn; and in 1851, meeting Parley P. Pratt, Amasa Lyman and Charles C. Rich at San Francisco,
I was re-baptized, and sent on a mission to Australasia in company with
old father John Murdock.37+

Murdock (1792–1871), the biological father of Joseph Jr. and
Emma Smith’s adopted daughter, Julia (1831–80), ordained Wandell
a high priest in Australia. Wandell corresponded with Franklin D.
Richards (1821–99), who was president of the British Mission and
publisher of the Millennial Star. He obtained from Richards a copy of
Parley P. Pratt’s History of the Late Persecution Inflicted by the State of Missouri Upon the Mormons (Detroit: Dawson & Bates, 1839).38++From it,
Wandell produced an expanded work, History of the Persecutions, pub-

****
+

36San Francisco RLDS Branch Local Historian’s Report, 1909.
37Charles Wandell, Santa Cruz, California, Letter to Joseph Smith III,

March 20, 1873, Henry A. Stebbins Papers, P24, f25, Community of Christ
Archives.
38Pratt’s work was reprinted as Late Persecutions of the Church of Jesus
++
Christ of Latter Day Saints (New York: J. W. Harrison, 1840), and are conveniently reproduced in Clark V. Johnson, ed., Mormon Redress Petitions: Docu-
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lished in Sydney.39++While in Australia, Wandell actively defended the
Church from charges of polygamy; but leaders in Salt Lake City publicly announced the doctrine in 1852.40+++
Still an active Mormon, Wandell returned to San Francisco in
1853. His letter to Joseph III continues: “In 1857 [I] went to Utah (my
first appearance there.) I did not go into polygamy, though counseled
to do so by Brigham Young. I finally left the Territory in disgust and
removed to Lincoln County, Nevada, where my family still remains.”41*Contributing to his disillusion was the 1857 Mountain
Meadows Massacre. He collected a great deal of material about it in
the following decade. Biographer Marjorie Newton observed,
“Wandell grew steadily more disaffected.”42**The San Francisco RLDS
branch fellowshipped Wandell on March 4, 1873, on the basis of his
original baptism.43***
RLDS CONVERTS FROM SAN BERNARDINO
Thaddeus S. Kenderdine, who visited San Bernardino in December 1858, soon after the withdrawal to Utah of most of its Mormons, wrote in colorful terms:
This settlement Brigham Young, by an arrangement of his own,
incorporated into Utah Territory, which he extended to the Pacific.
. . . Soon after the Mexican war San Bernardino became a portion of
the Golden State, much to the disgust of the Prophet, to whom California was a great eye-sore. The settlement continued thriving until
the autumn of 1857, when all true believers were summoned to repair
immediately to Utah. . . . The majority obeyed the summons, and selling their property for what they could get, removed to Utah, while the
remainder, setting at defiance the thunders of excommunication
hurled at them by the head of the Church, resolved to remain. These
backsliders were called “Apostates” by their zeal-blinded brethren,
ments of the 1833–1838 Missouri Conflict (Provo, Utah: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1992), 59–98; New Mormon Studies: A Resource Library, CD-ROM
(Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1998); BYU Library Online, 19th Century
Mormon Publications, http://relarchive.byu.edu/19th/index.html.
39Marjorie Newton, Hero or Traitor: A Biographical Study of Charles W.
+++
Wandell (Independence: Independence Press, 1992), 22.
++++ 40Ibid., 29, 34.
41Wandell, Letter to Joseph Smith III, March 20, 1873.
*
42Newton, Hero or Traitor, 45, 22, 39.
**
43Ibid., 47–48.
***
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who entertained feelings of the greatest contempt towards them. Several of the Mormons of our party had been residents of San
Bernardino, and these spoke to us Gentiles in terms of undisguised
disgust of those of their fellow colonists who were not devoted
enough to the cause of Polygamy to take up the cross and follow them
to the realm of Brigham. But even if the Mormons had not left when
they did, they would soon have been routed out by the Americans of
Southern California, who saw in this settlement a nest of corruption,
an abiding place for all the villains of the country, and where money
was extorted by all manner of means by unscrupulous Church dignitaries and forwarded to Salt Lake. . . .
Several Americans now lived in San Bernardino; but its population had greatly decreased since the time when Mormonism sat enthroned there, and tenantless houses gaped sadly through unglazed
windows at the few strangers who visited the city. The whole place,
which contained six or eight hundred inhabitants, had a tumble-down
look.44****

About 1860 an anti-Mormon group called the Rakabites formed
at San Bernardino and pledged themselves “not to permit a Mormon
elder to speak” in the old settlement.45+In 1861, Walter Murray Gibson (1822–88), a Mormon adventurer, passed through San Bernardino. Born in the U.S. South, he led a colorful life as a ship’s captain
and became involved in gunrunning in the Caribbean. Gibson got in
trouble with the East Indies authorities and was charged by the Dutch
authorities with fomenting rebellion in the East Indies. He made his
way to Utah in 1859, joined the LDS Church, and persuaded Brigham
Young to let him establish a LDS colony in the Pacific.46++ Passing
through San Bernardino on his way to Hawaii in 1861, Gibson described the community as a mix of “apostate infidel Mormons, spiritualist Mormons, Josephite Mormons, and a few . . . vacillating

44Thaddeus S. Kenderdine, A California Tramp and Later Footprints
(Doylestown, Penn.: Doylestown Publishing, 1898), 181–82; excerpted in
Lyman, San Bernardino, 421.
45Ibid., 321.
+
46Will Hoover, “Walter Murray Gibson,” Honolulu Advertiser, Febru++
ary 7, 2002, http://the.honoluluadvertiser.com/150/sesq1gibson (accessed November 15, 2008); Ernest Andrade Jr., Unconquerable Rebel: Robert
W. Wilcox and Hawaiian Politics, 1880–1903 (Boulder: University Press of
Colorado, 1996), 11; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_M._Gibson
(accessed November 23, 2008).
****
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saints.”47++As Gibson noticed, the withdrawal of the Mormons, who
did not return to San Bernardino even after the resolution of the military crisis, represented an opportunity for the f ledgling RLDS
Church, then barely a year old.
Fired by missionary zeal, the early Reorganization enjoyed considerable success in reclaiming members from the earlier movement
throughout Illinois, Wisconsin, and western Iowa. In the process, Joseph III became aware of the large number of unaffiliated Mormons
in California. Those who had refused to return to Utah were, almost
by definition, considered “apostates” by the Utah core, and Joseph III
had every reason to believe they would find the new organization’s
message attractive. Almost certainly, Joseph III would have contemplated with satisfaction the prospect of removing these Saints from
the inf luence of the family’s old enemy, Brigham Young.
The 1863 RLDS general conference sent Apostle Edmund
Clarke Briggs (1835–1913), then age twenty-eight, and Seventy Alexander McCord (1811–87), a fifty-two-year-old farmer, on a mission to
the West. Briggs, born February 20, 1835, at Wheeler, Steuben
County, New York, affiliated with the Reorganization in July 1852, was
ordained an apostle on October 3, 1860, and became one of the first
RLDS missionaries sent to Utah in 1863.48+++Briggs and McCord traveled directly to Utah by stagecoach, arriving in August 1863. Their efforts to preach met with opposition. The Herald reported: “Bro. Briggs
had had an interview with Brigham Young, . . . [but] Brigham had
given a ‘f lat’ denial to a request which Bro. Briggs had made. We suppose that Bro. Briggs requested the privilege of preaching the gospel
and that Brigham refused to give them this privilege.”49*
Meanwhile, George Parker Dykes (1814–88) had been sharing
his message with isolated Mormons in California in 1861 and became
an even more energetic missionary after his RLDS baptism in October 1863 in Utah. Dykes preached his first formally authorized RLDS
47Walter Murray Gibson, Letters to Brigham Young, January 9 and
+++
February 16, 1861, Brigham Young Papers, quoted in Lyman, San Bernardino, 421.
++++ 48James F. Mintun, ”Presidents of Seventy: Biography of Edmund C.
Briggs,” Journal of History 7, no. 3 (July 1914): 343–55; “Death of Elder
Edmund C. Briggs,” Herald 60, no. 28 (July 9, 1913): 664.
49“News from Elders,” August 11, 1863, Herald, 4, no. 5 (September
*
1863): 79.

Joseph Smith III (1832–1914) in 1860, president of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (1860–1914). (H838.5)
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sermon in Sacramento on November 23, 1863, and organized a
branch, designating E. Henry Webb as president.50**Webb, who had
espoused Mormonism in 1841 at Sheltenham, Gloucestershire, England, emigrated to the United States sometime after 1845. He affiliated twice with the RLDS Church: in 1863 and again in 1871.51***
In December 1863, Dykes traveled to San Francisco, where he baptized Edmund Cameron Brand (1822–90) and Thomas J. Andrews
(1834–86). The fragments of the former LDS San Francisco branch were
reorganized and revitalized with Andrews as presiding elder.52***Brand,
an old-time British Saint, had emigrated to Utah in 1854 and to California in 1860. He and his wife, Miriam Abraham Brand (1855–99), were
baptized at San Francisco in 1863 but agreed to move to Petaluma in
Sonoma County where they opened a successful mission in 1864.53+
A contemporary description of Brand captures this portrait:
“Mounted upon a sturdy mustang, his ministerial coat-skirts parted
upon either f lank, an Oxford Bible with f lapping bookmarks in one
hand, and guiding the horse with the other, he was a picturesque embodiment of a dauntless pioneer missionary among a dangerous people. No sign of fear crossed his jolly features.”54++
According to Andrews, the missionary sparkplugs in southern
50E. C. Brand, “History of the RLDS on the Pacific Slope Mission,”
**
Mss., #25, Local Jurisdictional Records Books, Community of Christ Archives, does not date the branch’s organization but Brand gives his ordination as an elder as December 18, 1863.
51Frederick Gardiner was baptized at Bath, England, May 30, 1845, by
***
James Stephens and confirmed June 2, 1845, by E. H. Webb. Hugh Garner,
ed., A Mormon Rebel: The Life and Travels of Frederick Gardiner (Salt Lake City:
Tanner Trust Fund University of Utah, 1993), xii. See also E. Henry Webb,
in Black, Early Members of the RLDS Church, 6:137–38.
**** 52History of the RLDS Church, 3:339. San Francisco RLDS Branch, Local Historian’s Report, Community of Christ Archives. Andrews also
served as Pacific Slope Mission Treasurer. The Herald reported that the
April 1867 RLDS Pacific Slope Conference appointed Andrews “to receive
voluntary contributions of the saints on the Pacific slope . . . and disburse
the same in righteousness, where most needed. “California Conference,”
Herald 11, no. 11 (June 1, 1867): 175.
53Brand, “History of the RLDS on the Pacific Slope Mission.”
+
54J. J. Phare, quoted in Charles Fry, “Biography of E. C. Brand,” Jour++
nal of History 7, no. 3 (July 1914): 480.

The Sacramento RLDS building, 1923. This building served congregational
needs from 1884 to 1927. (D1613)
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Thomas J. Andrews, presiding elder of the RLDS San Francisco branch, had
this photo taken in a San Francisco studio in the 1860s. (H16)
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California were two old-time English Saints. Henry Hollister Morgan (b.
1834)55++had volunteered as a missionary immediately after his baptism
and first labored in Watsonville “with untiring diligence” where he baptized fourteen and organized a branch “composed [of] many old veterans of the truth.” Joined by Hyrum P. Faulk,56++then a new convert but already “well known for unbounded energy,” the two went south, organized “a branch of 8 or 9 members” at El Monte, and then traveled sixty
miles to San Bernardino, arriving on June 12 “with buoyant hopes.” Andrews then quoted their own letter: “We . . . preached to an attentive congregation, and . . . after our discourse a noted polygamist of over sixty
years of age arose to answer us; and being done, we answered him in a
few words, which has, by the help of the Lord, effectually silenced him,
and we have not been troubled by him or any other person since that
time.” They had their first baptism on June 26 and had baptized
eighty-six by August 11. Morgan and Faulk testified: “The Lord is truly
preparing the way for us by His Spirit, and when the strength is needed
His assistance is always found. . . . The Lord has restored a large number
to perfect health since their obedience to the truth, through our administrations for their benefit.”57*Two months later in November, the earliest reference to an RLDS Sunday School anywhere in the Church appears in a report of the California fall conference.58**
According to Joseph III, who visited in 1876, Thomas and Mary
E. (b. 1842) had three children and also made a home for Mary’s fa55Henry Hollister Morgan was the son of John H. Morgan, of Lydney,
+++
England. E. H. Webb, Letter to the Herald, Sacramento, California, March
23, 1864; “Letters from Elder J. W. Briggs,” Herald 4, no. 5 (September 1,
1863): 74. Henry Morgan was baptized February 19, 1864, and ordained an
elder February 20, 1864, at Sacramento by George P. Dykes. Black, Early
Members of the RLDS Church, 4:508. Henry Morgan was retired from the
Quorum of Seventy at the April 1886 RLDS Conference due to age. History
of the RLDS Church, 4:530.
++++ 56A Brother Faulk (possibly Hiram Faulk) was ordained an elder at
Kirtland, Ohio, April 11, 1841, Kirtland Elders’ Quorum Record (1836–
41), Ms., Community of Christ Archives.
57T. J. Andrews, Letter to the Herald, San Francisco, August 13, 1864;
*
“Good News from California,” Herald 6, no. 5 (September 1, 1864): 80;
“News from the Elders,” Herald 6, no. 6 (September 15, 1864): 94;
58“California Semi-Annual Conference,” Herald 60, no. 10 (Novem**
ber 15, 1864): 152.

The RLDS San Bernardino chapel was dedicated in 1888. In the early
twentieth century, the congregation sold this building and built a new structure
in 1925, at 16th Street and G. Avenue. (D2137.21)
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RLDS Church Recorder Henry Stebbins in his office. The map above his head
shows mission boundaries in the United States in the early 1900s. (H878)
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ther. Thomas “was a prosperous business man, owning and operating
two kilns for drying oats for oatmeal, and preparing barley and malt
for distilleries and breweries.”59***
Dykes continued to travel indefatigably around the state,
preaching, baptizing, and building up branches. An unidentified correspondent to the Herald reported in 1878, “There are hundreds of
good, honest, old saints that have left the old church who feed and assist our Elders in their travels, who would, if treated well by the Elders,
swell our ranks.”60****
The first RLDS conference in California was held at Sacramento
in the spring of 1864. Edmund Briggs, still proselytizing in Utah, traveled to California for the event. E. C. Brand’s history recorded: “Dykes .
. . delivered the whole work over to Br. Briggs . . . nearly 400 having
joined the church in less than 11 months under his watchful care &
faithful teachings.”61+ Church Recorder Henry Stebbins noted: “My
books . . . show that many thousands of men, women and children have
come . . . from the Utah and other fragments of the old organization.”62++
Here is a sampling of some RLDS members who had been affiliated with Mormonism before Joseph Smith’s death:
John Brush
John Brush (1815–95) was born May 22, 1815, at Conneaut
Township, Erie County, Pennsylvania. When he was eighteen, his family gathered to Jackson County, Missouri, where he was baptized by
Solomon Hancock. He moved with the church to Clay County and, in
August 1835, married Catharine Faucett (1821–43). In Caldwell
County, John entered eighty acres of land on Plum Creek, about six
miles southwest of Far West. During the Nauvoo period, Catharine
died; and in February 1845, he married Martha Milligan (1815–73).
They stayed in Fulton County, Illinois, for eight years while Brigham
Young’s followers were establishing the Church in Utah. They
planned to gather with the Saints there, but John was troubled by ru***
****

59Howard, The Memoirs of President Joseph Smith, 150.
60“Positive Principles and Practical Purposes,” Herald 25, no. 7 (April

1, 1878): 104.
61Brand, “History of the RLDS on the Pacific Slopes Mission.”
+
62Henry A. Stebbins, quoted in “Our Position,” The Expositor 1, no. 3
++
(March 1885): 15. The Expositor was an RLDS newspaper, published in Oakland, California.
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mors that “all was not the same in Utah as it had been with the church
in Nauvoo.” At that point, he dreamed he entered a house arranged
with “a room on each side, and a stairway in the middle leading up to
the second story. At the top of the stairs he saw Bro. Joseph standing,
and said to him, ‘Bro. Joseph, I am now without a home; what shall I
do?’ Bro. Joseph replied, ‘Move right in here into my house, Bro.
Brush,’ pointing to one of the rooms below, ‘for here is a mansion for
you and your family forever.’”63++Brush interpreted the dream as confirmation that he should move his family to Utah. After they arrived
on August 25, 1854, some of his disillusioned in-laws
told him that the church had changed from what it used to be, and that
it was now but a temporal organization, not a spiritual one. They said
the gifts of the gospel were no longer manifested, and that coercion
and not free-will ruled the body. He was advised, however, to keep a
cheerful countenance, and not to openly find fault with anything he
saw, for said they, “It will cost you your life if you do.” He was also told
that before he could participate in any of the church labors or privileges he must be rebaptized, and that he had better be rebaptized or he
would not be permitted to live in the territory.64+++

When John was rebaptized, Church authorities demanded a
heavy tithing. In September 1855, John, Martha, and their six children left for California where they settled among San Bernardino’s
150 families. Charles Rich, whom they had known in Caldwell
County, was branch president. Rich sold Brush twenty acres of irrigable bottom lands along the Santa Ana River. He refused to exercise
his priesthood as an elder because he firmly believed, based on “old
hearsays at Nauvoo, and from the testimony of the Spirit to him as he
read the law in the Book of Covenants” that Joseph III would take his
father’s place. “When asked to officiate as an elder he gave as his reply, ‘I will wait ‘till Joseph comes.’”65*
The Brush family remained in San Bernardino when Brigham
Young issued the call to return to Utah. In the early summer of
1864, a neighbor sent word that two Reorganization elders had
63“Biography of Elder John Brush by Two Friends,” Autumn Leaves 4,
no. 5 (May 1891): 219.
++++ 64Ibid., 220.
65“Biography of Elder John Brush by Two Friends,” [Part 2] Autumn
*
Leaves 4, no. 6 (June 1891): 274–75.
+++

John Brush joined the LDS Church at age eighteen, journeyed with the Saints
through Missouri and Nauvoo, then in 1864, joined the RLDS Church in San
Bernardino.
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come to their neighborhood with news that Young Joseph had taken
his father’s place.66**John and Martha promptly joined the Reorganization and helped build a thriving RLDS branch at San
Bernardino.
Hervey Green
Hervey Green (1806–75) was born December 4, 1806, at Lake
Pleasant, New York. After converting to Mormonism, Green moved
to Clay County, Missouri, where his wife, Sally Ann (1811–36), died
September 2, 1836. While serving a mission in Kentucky, Green
married Jane Ann Rich (1813–95), November 14, 1837, at Fitchville,
Huron County, Kentucky. They farmed in the Rich settlement,
south of Far West, where their son, Hervey Green Jr. was born about
1838.
Hervey Sr. served many missions for the LDS Church and
baptized Granville Hedrick (subsequently the leader of another
Mormon group often called the Hedrickites) at Woodford County,
Illinois, in 1843. Green also ordained Hedrick an elder. The
Greens reached Utah in September 1848. Over the next three
years, Green traveled to the California goldfields several times for
Brigham Young. But for unspecified reasons, he became “heartily
disgusted with the church officials in Utah” and moved to California in the spring of 1851.67***He remained unaffiliated until 1865
when he heard the preaching of Glaud Rodger. Rodger, an old-time
British Saint, had served an 1845 mission in the British Isles under
Wilford Woodruff, presiding over the Bradford Conference (District).68****Glaud and his wife, Matilda, immigrated to Utah in 1852.
When counseled to take another wife, he “rebelled in his heart”
and took his family to San Bernardino in December 1854. He did
not return to Utah in 1857, but was converted in 1864 to the RLDS
Church by Henry H. Morgan.
Fired with renewed zeal, Rodger began preaching this new

**
***

66Ibid., 275.
67D. S. Mills, “An Incident in the Life of Elder Hervey Green,” Au-

tumn Leaves 2, no. 11 (November 1889): 521–23.
**** 68“Conference Minutes,” Times and Seasons 6, no. 1 (June 15, 1845):
935.
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faith and baptized old-time Saint Hervey Green.69+Rodger recalled
Green in 1873 as “a good old man, God bless him. He will yet do
much good in bringing souls to Christ. He wept like a child when I
talked to him of the Reorganization and explained to him some of
the things which, as he said, he could not just understand. . . . I traveled with Brother Hervey Green more or less for a year, and we had
visited all the branches in California except San Bernardino. . . .
Hervey Green was one of the best traveling companions, and one
whom I loved. We felt sad at parting to be separated.”70++
Olive Jane Gibbs Ames/Eames
Olive Jane Gibbs Ames/Eames (1815–1902) was born February 13, 1815, at Rutland, Rutland County, Vermont. In about 1835,
she married Ellis Augustus Eames (later Ames) (1809–82). Olive
and Ellis moved first to Far West, and then, in August 1837, to
Haun’s Mill. Here Ellis brought merchandise to establish a store
and operated a saw mill and grist mill. He survived the massacre in
October 1838, and they later moved to Utah, where in 1850 Ellis
married Sarah Haskins as a second wife. The 1850 census lists
Ellis’s profession as “fiddler.” It is said that Ellis and Olive sang together beautifully. After Ellis served a term as mayor of Provo, the
Ames family moved to San Bernardino in 1854. In 1857 Sarah and
her children returned to Utah, but Olive and Ellis remained in San
Bernardino, California. Olive joined the Reorganization in 1864
with Ellis following in 1870. In October 1896, Olive wrote a gripping account of the Haun’s Mill Massacre that was published in the
History of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.71++
69Glaud Rodger, Biography, Miscellaneous Collection, P95, f151,
+
Community of Christ Archives; “Died,” Glaud Rodger Obituary, Herald 31,
no. 35 (August 30, 1884): 567.
70Glaud Rodger, “Autobiography of Brother Glaud Rodger: Com++
piled from his Journals and Letters,” Autumn Leaves 2, no. 12 (December
1889): 572–73. See also Lynn G. Hodge, “Hervey Green: Articulate Convert
to the Faith and Eventual President of the Northern California Slope for the
RLDS Church,” Paper presented at the Mormon History Association annual meeting, May 24, 2008, Sacramento, California.
71“Introduction to the Eames Family,” http://richardsonfamily.
+++
homestead.com/Eames.html (accessed December 1, 2008); Ellis Eames,
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Olive Ames/Eames, a
survivor of the Haun’s
Mill massacre, in about
1880. (H005)

Josiah Butterfield
Josiah Butterfield (1795–1871) was born March 13, 1795, at
Dunstable, Middlesex County, Massachusetts, was baptized in Maine
on October 1, 1833, and moved to Kirtland around 1834. He helped
build the Kirtland Temple, was ordained president of the First Quorum of Seventy April 6, 1837, and was a leader of Kirtland Camp as
the Saints made their way to Missouri in 1838. After the expulsion
from Missouri, Josiah located at Bear Creek, Adams County, Illinois,
where his wife, Polly, died in 1840. Butterfield served several missions, was excommunicated in 1844, and was rebaptized before 1846.

“Haun’s Mill Massacre,” http://richardsonfamily.homestead.com/ellis.
html (accessed December 1, 2008); Olive Eames, “Haun’s Mill Massacre,” in
History of the RLDS Church, 2:234.
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George and Mary Ann Adams came to the United States as Latter-day Saints
but joined the Reorganization in 1864 in California. George was president of
the Santa Cruz District. (H01)

He continued to serve as president of the Seventh Quorum of Seventies but did not go west with Brigham Young. In 1853, after the death
of his second wife, he moved directly to California, where he married
Clarinda Cram (1825–80). They joined the Reorganized Church on
May 1, 1865, at Watsonville, where Josiah served as the congregation’s presiding elder.72+++
George and Mary Ann Adams
George Adams was born at Pembrokeshire, England, in 1820.

++++

72Biographical Note on Josiah Butterfield, in Lyndon W. Cook, ed.,

The Revelations of the Prophet Joseph Smith (Provo, Utah: Seventy’s Mission
Bookstore), 254–55; see also, “Died” (Butterfield’s obituary), Herald, 18,
no. 7 (April 1, 1871): 222; Black, Early Members of the RLDS Church, 1:782,
784. The Community of Christ Museum has a period belt buckle bearing a
large “70,” contributed by the Butterfield family.
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He and his wife, Mary Ann, were converted to Mormonism in Wales
and immigrated to Utah, then to Watsonville, where they were baptized into the Reorganization on March 7, 1864, by Henry H. Morgan.
George was presiding elder of the Watsonville Branch and president
of the Santa Cruz District. When Joseph Smith III visited them in
1876, he observed that George “was a miller and had quite a nice
property there, and was inf luential.”73
William and Susanna Potter
William and Susanna Potter joined the Mormons in 1840 and
moved to Nauvoo, where they were acquainted with Joseph and
Hyrum Smith. William held an elder’s license, given by Joseph the
Martyr, of which he was very proud.74*They were in Petaluma in 1864
when they joined the RLDS Church. William became tangentially involved in an administrative struggle between Briggs and Dykes.
Dykes’s early convert E. C. Brand reported that, on December 18,
1864, he and Brother Dykes “started for San Francisco and were
joined in the town of Petaluma by Wm. Potter he & myself both having also been silenced by that secret court [held by E. C. Briggs] without ever having been labored with as the Scriptures require.”75**The
following August, Potter was selected as president pro tem of a “special conference” (possibly a protest) of the RLDS Northern California
District, held at Napa County. The minutes indicate that several elders, including Potter, spoke “on the propriety and necessity of Re
baptism. Bro. Cook referring particularly to Rev. 2, where the Church
being troubled by False Apostles [a possible reference to E. C. Briggs],
became cold and had lost their first love, were commanded to repent
and do their first works.”76***Alexander H. Smith effected a reconciliation between these men and the Church in 1866, Potter and Brand
were rebaptized RLDS at San Francisco, but perhaps Potter continued to harbor some prickly feelings. When Joseph III visited a decade
later, he noted: “This Brother Potter was an odd character; from him I
gathered quite a number of details about the early days of the church
74“Died” (William Potter obituary), Herald, 43, no. 40 (September 30,
1896): 656.
75Brand, History of the RLDS on the Pacific Slopes Mission.”
**
76“Minutes of a Special Conference of the Northern District of Cali***
fornia, held at Anderson[’]s Hall, Napa Co., Cal., Aug. 8th, 1865,” Artificial
Collection, P31, f3, items 5, 6.
*
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Susanna and William Potter. William became RLDS by rebaptism in 1866 at
San Francisco, serving as president of the Plumas District in 1875 and of the
Northern California District in 1885. (H673)

in California.”77****Unfortunately, these no doubt colorful details did
not make it into Joseph III’s record. Potter served as president of the
Plumas District in 1875 and as president of the Northern California
District in 1885.78+The Herald published at least two poems by William. In “Pioneers,” he enthused
They hewed down the vast wilderness,
And made it blossom white and red,
They gave to us the plow to bless
Our larders with abundant bread.
They gave to us the printing press,
That minds which hungered might be fed;
They made the hours of labor less,
And now the hands obey the head.79

****
+

77Howard, The Memoirs of President Joseph Smith, 155.
78“Northern District Conference,” The Expositor 1, no. 4 (April 1885): 20.
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Justus Morse+
Justus Morse (1809–87) joined the Church in 1833, participated
in Zion’s Camp, lived in the Rich Settlement in Caldwell County, and
led a company of Saints to Utah. A polygamist, he helped found San
Bernardino, where his skills as a lumber man and shingle maker
proved valuable to the community. One wife, Eleanor Earl, returned
to Utah in February 1857. Later in 1857, probably as part of the general retreat from California, Justus also moved to Utah, leaving his
other wife, Nancy Pratt, and her children in California. In 1858,
Justus became “disillusioned with Utah Mormonism” and moved
back to San Bernardino, where Nancy joined the RLDS Branch in
1869. That same year, ironically, Eleanor affiliated with the Salt Lake
City RLDS Branch, and Justus joined early in 1870. Three years later,
he made another drastic life-change, leaving Nancy and moving to
Hopkins, Michigan, to reunite with his siblings and their families. In
Hopkins in 1879, at age seventy, he married Almira Barns Cochran
(1821–1916), who had become RLDS in 1867.80++ They moved near
RLDS Church headquarters in Iowa and remained faithful to the Reorganization till death. Three of Morse’s children also became RLDS.
Joseph Carlos Clapp
At Far West, Missouri, Joseph Smith Jr. blessed infant Joseph
Carlos Clapp, born on August 24, 1837, to Benjamin L. Clapp
(1814–65) and Mary L. Shultz Clapp.81+++The family followed Brigham
Young to Utah, but Mary’s distress when Benjamin took a polygamous
wife turned young Joseph Carlos against Mormonism forever. “At his
earliest opportunity he moved to California, taking his mother with

79William Potter, “Pioneers,” Herald, 17, no. 20 (October 15, 1870):
638; see also Potter, “Saints Never Stop,” Herald 14, no. 10 (November 15,
1868): 159.
80There is no record of a divorce from either of Justus’s first two
+++
wives. For Eleanor’s baptism, see RLDS Salt Lake City, Utah, Branch Records, 12, Community of Christ Archives. See also Michael S. Riggs’s
well-researched and insightful article, “‘His Word Was as Good as His
Note’: The Impact of Justus Morse’s Mormonism(s) on His Families,” John
Whitmer Historical Association Journal 17 (1997): 59–62.
++++ 81“Elder Joseph Carlos Clapp,” Herald, 59, no. 9 (February 28, 1912):
207.
++
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Justus Morse, a
Mormon polygamist in San
Bernardino, became RLDS in
1869. Both of his
wives had affiliated earlier with
the RLDS Church,
but Morse remained married to
neither.

him.”82*Clapp joined the RLDS Church in Los Angeles on June 6,
1864, and became a highly successful missionary. According to Joseph III’s biographer, granddaughter Mary Audentia Smith Anderson, “Elder Clapp was one of the old-time, pioneer, front-line missionaries of the church—a man of great courage and ability. He had a pow*

82History of the RLDS Church, 6:457–58. Joseph’s father, Benjamin

Clapp, came west from Nauvoo, settled in Salt Lake City for several years,
then moved to Ephraim, Utah, “where he had some difficulty with Bishop
Warren S. Snow. After investigation before the council of Seventies, he was
dropped from his position in the council and was excommunicated at the
general conference held in Salt Lake City April 7, 1859. He died in California about the year 1860 [1865].” Jenson, LDS Biographical Encyclopedia,
1:195. See also D. Michael Quinn, The Mormon Hierarchy: Origins of Power
(Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1994), 542. See also, “Autobiography of
Elder J. C. Clapp,” Autumn Leaves 20, no. 12 (December 1907): 540, and F.
Edward Butterworth, Divine Origin of the Restoration (Chico, Calif.: Cosmic
Press, 1989), 432.
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Joseph Carlos Clapp
(1837–1912) served as one
of David H. Smith’s missionary companions in
Utah in 1872. (H157.2)

erful body, a deep voice, a great Roman nose, and a buzz saw wit that
was dangerous to play with. He was noted for his phenomenal memory. He could repeat whole chapters of the Bible. . . . This won him the
title, ‘the walking encyclopedia.’”83**
Hiram P. Brown
Another old-time LDS member who became a fierce proponent
of the RLDS anti-polygamy message was Hiram (also Hyrum) P.
Brown (1825–89). Born at Queensbury, Warren County, New York,
he was baptized Mormon at seventeen in 1842 and gathered with the
Church at Nauvoo. After Joseph the Martyr’s death, he affiliated with
Strang, serving as one of Strang’s Twelve in 1848. He joined the Reorganization in 1864. “He was a man of more than ordinary ability and a
profound Biblical scholar,” according to his obituary, “an earnest, log**

83Howard, The Memoirs of President Joseph Smith, 241.

Hiram/Hyrum P. Brown, president of the Northern California District and
publisher of the RLDS paper, The Expositor in Oakland (1885–88). (H106)
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ical and eloquent speaker, and an able expounder of the faith and doctrine of the Saints.”84***Brown moved to California, where he served as
a lawyer and judge in Oakland. In 1876 he presided over the Pacific
Slope Conference.85****Beginning in January 1885, he began publishing
an anti-polygamy newspaper, The Expositor, in Oakland.86+
A frequent contributor to its pages was Joseph Smith Jr.’s younger brother William B. Smith (1811–93). Although he turned seventy
in 1881, William remained vigorous throughout the 1880s and was a
supporter of his nephew, Joseph III, and the Reorganization. William
had known Hiram Brown at Nauvoo and, in a colorful letter published in The Expositor in 1886, expressed a desire to visit California, a
pleasure denied by both his health and finances. “Had I not been
whipped though hell’s back kitchen with the devil’s smut-bag so many
times during my experience in the history of this Latter-Day work,
there might have been a dollar saved to help me on so desirable a journey,” he lamented.87++The Expositor ceased publication in November
1888 but documents Brown’s ambitious vision for the RLDS Church
in California.
THE PACIFIC SLOPE MISSION, 1866
In 1866, the RLDS Conference, acting with enthusiasm and optimism, created the Pacific Slope Mission, essentially comprising the
entire territory west of the Rocky Mountains. Joseph III installed his
twenty-seven-year-old brother Alexander as mission president. William Anderson (1835–88), then living in Missouri, was designated as a
traveling companion. William was born October 4, 1835, in Mahoning County, Ohio, and joined the RLDS Church at Nashville, Iowa,

84“Died,” H. P. Brown obituary, Herald, 37, no. 52 (December 29,
1889): 851.
**** 85History of the RLDS Church, 4:131–32.
86The first number of The Expositor, dated January 1885, boldly an+
nounced its purpose as promulgating RLDS truths and “to draw the distinction plainly and clearly between the said church, which is opposed to polygamy and its kindred evils, and the so-called Latter Day Saint or ‘Mormon’
church of Utah, which teaches and practices the abominable doctrines of
polygamy, Adam worship, and ‘blood-atonement.’”
87W. B. Smith, “Letter from Uncle William,” The Expositor 2, no. 5
++
(May 1886): 125; italics removed.
***

Map of the Pacific Slope Mission, created in 1866.
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Alexander Hale Smith, Joseph III’s younger brother,
ca. 1866. He served multiple
missions in California and
also journeyed from California to Tahiti, Australia, and
New Zealand. (H802.1)

February 28, 1861.88++ In May 1866, Alexander and William set out
overland to California, accompanied by Utah-bound missionary
James W. Gillen (b. 1836). Gillen, born March 18, 1836, in Coleraine,
Ireland, taught school in Canada, then moved to the United States
where he joined the Reorganization in 1861 and was ordained a
seventy in 1863.
+++

88William Anderson, Obituary, “Died,” Herald 35, no. 12 (March 24,

1888): 191. Alexander remembered his friend William, saying: “There are
remembrances delightful to recall of God’s richest and wonderful feasts
spread for them by his spirit as they journeyed together binding in bonds of
friendship and love to the gospel and each other for life.” Daisy Bowen
Brown, Lee’s Summit, Missouri, Letter to Sister Nell Goodrich, quoting
from a letter in her possession from William Anderson’s daughter, a Sister
Morrison, of Oakland, California, October 1, 1947, P43-17, f1, Community
of Christ Archives.
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J. W. Gillen (b. 1836).
In the early days of the
Reorganization, Gillen
was one of the pioneers
of the Reorganization in
Utah, Idaho, and on the
Pacific Coast. (H321.2)

During the initial stages of their journey, the missionaries traveled by wagon from one church branch to the next. The Saints at
Council Bluffs helped them procure a team and an outfit for crossing
the plains. The Columbus [Nebraska] Golden Age, reported on the “Distinguished Visitants.” Although it identified them as “connected with
the Mormon church,” the article explained:
“They are members of the Joseph Smith [III] branch of the
church, and have no affiliation whatever with the Brighamites, except
their conversation.”89+++
At Fort Kearny, they joined a LDS train of 250 emigrants. Alex++++

89Columbus [Nebraska] Golden Age, June 21, 1866, quoted in Vida

Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” Journal of History 4,
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ander identified himself as “Alex Hale” to avoid possible hostilities;
but when the emigrants serenaded him with “We Thank Thee, O
God, for a Prophet,” he ruefully realized that they had figured out
who he was. The trip passed peacefully, however.
Alex and his traveling companions climbed Independence
Rock and inscribed their names on it. Alex also climbed over the infamous Rocky Ridge at Devil’s Gate.90*As they descended into Salt Lake
Valley, John Smith (1832–1911), Alexander’s thirty-four-year-old
cousin and the LDS Church patriarch, came out to meet them and invited the missionaries to stay in his home.91**
As part of the second team of RLDS missionaries to Utah and as
the first descendant of Joseph Smith Jr. to visit Utah, Alex was aware
of the curiosity they would arouse and hoped to win over some of
Brigham’s carefully guarded sheep. John Smith, a gracious host, took
Alex and William Anderson sightseeing around the city. He also accompanied them as they preached and visited local RLDS members.
Alex disappointedly noted: “[I] did not meet the general good fellowship my cousin anticipated for me.”92***When the two were attending a
Mormon meeting, John asked Alex “if I would go up and sit on the
stand, if requested to do so. I told him yes, but . . . there was no danger
of my getting an invitation. However, he went up to the stand and I
saw him in conversation with the presiding officer. I saw him point me
out. I saw the man shake his head, and John came back to me and said
he told him he thought it wouldn’t do. John seemed hurt and
plagued.”93****
In marked contrast to John’s hospitality, Brigham Young publicly denounced Emma Bidamon on October 6, 1866, during Alexander’s visit but not when Alex was present. Speaking in the Bowery,
Young charged: “Emma is naturally a very smart woman; she is subtle
and ingenious. . . . She has made her children inherit lies. To my certain knowledge Emma Smith is one of the damnest liars I know of on
no. 2 (April 1911): 156. This biography was serialized in the next several issues.
90Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” Jour*
nal of History 4, no. 3 (July 1911): 272.
91Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” Jour**
nal of History 4, no. 4 (October 1911): 394–95.
92Ibid., 401.
***
**** 93Ibid., 400.

E. C. and Miriam A. Brand. Brand wrote a detailed and valuable history of the
Pacific Slope Mission. Despite a conflict with E. C. Briggs in 1864 that resulted
in his excommunication, Brand was rebaptized and served as a stalwart RLDS
missionary. (D46)
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this earth; yet there is no good thing I would refuse to do for her, if she
would be a righteous woman.”94+
After fifteen days in the city, Alex and William continued their
journey, leaving Gillen to continue missionary efforts in Utah. In Nevada, they encountered small branches of the Reorganization and former acquaintances. Alexander visited Warren Wasson, a cousin from
Emma’s side of the family, at Carson City, Nevada. It was so cold that
“ice an inch thick would freeze in our water pail over night.” Wasson,
concerned because snow had already fallen in the Sierra Nevada
range, “proposed that we sell our outfit and make the balance of our
journey on the stage.”95++It seemed like good advice, but they failed to
find a buyer. At Jack Valley, they were hosted by David Isaac Jones
(1817–96), a Welsh LDS immigrant to Utah in 1853 who had moved
to Nevada in 1857 and joined the RLDS Church.96++While they were
preaching in nearby Genoa, Carson City, Silver City, Gold Hill, and
Virginia City, Wasson was able to arrange “a hundred dollars gold”
for their team.97+++They accepted and reached Sacramento by stagecoach.
Here they were welcomed by Joseph W. (b. 1819) and Anne (b.
1826) Vernon.98*These two emigrants from Wales had joined the
RLDS Church at San Francisco in 1864. Alex’s first administrative
challenge was healing the breach that had erupted between
Edmund C. Briggs and Edmund C. Brand, the preeminent historian
of the Pacific Slope Mission. Alexander made especial note of
Brand’s faithfulness: “He came to me and desired rebaptism. I was
impressed with the sincerity of his profession, and promised to let
the issues of the past, so far as his disaffection and connection with
George P. Dykes were concerned, alone, a dead issue. He would be
silent upon it, and preach the gospel, pure and simple, and build up
the kingdom. . . . I baptized and ordained him an elder, and sent him
+

94Valeen T. Avery, From Mission to Madness: Last Son of the Mormon

Prophet (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1998), 167. Brigham Young,
October 7, 1866, “Brigham Young Addresses, 1865–69,” 5:116–19,
Brigham Young Papers, LDS Church Library.
95Vida Smith, “Biography of A. H. Smith,” October 1911, 408.
++
96Black, Early Members of the RLDS Church, 3:760.
+++
++++ 97Vida Smith, “Biography of A. H. Smith,” October 1911, 410.
98Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” Jour*
nal of History 5, no. 1 (January 1912): 54.
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out to preach. And he kept his promise to me, and was a feerless
[sic], untiring missionary for years, and died at his post of duty, literally with his armor on.”99**
Alexander remained in California for a year, put the branches
into order, and preached wherever opportunity offered. After visiting
branches in northern California, Alexander and William Anderson
sailed from San Francisco to southern California. In San Bernardino
during the fall of 1866, Alex baptized thirteen converts in Warm
Creek,100***visited Santa Rosa and Stockton in December and, in January 1867, was in Watsonville when he received the joyous news that
his third child, Ina Inez (1866–1941), had been born. By fall 1867,
twelve RLDS branches were established. After being away from his
family eighteen months, Alex left California on November 15, 1867,
crossed the isthmus, sailed to New York City, and reached Nauvoo in
time for Christmas 1867.
ALEXANDER’S AND DAVID’S 1869 MISSION
The following spring, in March 1868, Alexander moved his family to Plano, Illinois, where Joseph III had established Church headquarters in 1865.101****Alex’s family first lived in three small rooms on
the second f loor of Joseph’s house. In April 1868, the general conference reappointed Alexander to the Pacific Slope Mission. He built his
family a house on a lot near the RLDS Plano Stone Church but was
still in Plano in April 1869 when the general conference repeated his
assignment to the Pacific Slope Mission. His twenty-four-year-old
brother David Hyrum, then president of the RLDS Second Quorum
of elders and a successful missionary in the Midwest, was assigned to
accompany him.
Traveling on the recently completed transcontinental railroad,
they reached Utah around July 15, 1869. Two days later, they met with
Brigham Young.102+Emma, who knew they planned such a meeting,
expressed her anxiety to Joseph III about what she saw as inevitable
unpleasantness: “I hope they will be able to bear with patience all the
**
***
****
+

99Ibid., 54.
100Ibid., 57–59.

101Ibid., 64.
102Vida Smith, “Biography of Alexander H. Smith,” Journal of His-

tory, 5, no. 3 (July 1912): 259.
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abuse they will have to meet. I do not like to have my children’s feelings abused, but I do like that Brigham shows to all, both Saint and sinner that there is not the least particle of friendship existing between
him and myself.”103++
Alex was amused that Young imposed a “long wait” on him and
David so he could “call in the principal men of the church” for the
meetings. Among the nineteen or twenty present were John Taylor,
Daniel H. Wells, Brigham Jr., George Q. Cannon, Joseph Young,
Phineas Young, and several relatives: John Smith, Joseph F. Smith,
Samuel Harrison Bailey Smith, George A. Smith, and George A.’s
son, John Henry. Alex had intended simply to request permission to
preach in the tabernacle, “not expecting to meet so strong an array of
talent.” Although Young allowed other visiting preachers to use the
tabernacle, he was still holding a grudge about some statements Alex
had made in a public address during his 1866 visit that Joseph F.
Smith had challenged. Young demanded that Alex
retract my statements. I told him I could not do so because they were
strictly true, and I stood ready to prove them. He asked me where I
got my information, and I remarked I had lived through the experiences of many of the events referred to, and did not need to have anyone inform me. He then asked me if my mother did not give me information. By this time so much had been said we were both getting
warm and earnest in our converse. I answered, Yes sir, and I had more
confidence in her statement than I did in his. This made him quite angry, and he began to abuse my mother, calling her “the damnedest liar
that ever lived;” accused her of trying to poison my father twice, and
also accused her of stealing my father’s and Uncle Hyrum’s picture,
and his family ring, and withholding them from the church and the
family, and other things of like nature.
I finally told him to stop; that what he had said was false and he
knew it to be false. Of course this angered him still more.
Some one said, “We love you boys for your father’s sake.” I said
that made no impression upon me, I expected to live long enough to
make for myself a name, and have the people of God love me for my
own sake.
At this President Young arose to his feet, clenched his fists, and
shook them down by his side, raised upon his toes and came down on
his heels repeatedly as he said, “A name, a name, a name. You have not
got God enough about you to make a name. You are nothing at all like
++

103Emma Smith Bidamon, Nauvoo, Letter to Joseph Smith III, Au-

gust 1, [1869], MS 9091, LDS Church Library.
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your father. He was open and frank and outspoken, but you; there is
something covered up, something hidden, calculated to deceive.”
I told him time would tell.
He then told me that article on marriage in the Book of Covenants had been written by Oliver Cowdery and published in the book
directly in opposition to father’s wishes.
I remarked, “President Young, unfortunately for your statement,
that article with every other one in the book, used by the church previous to father’s death, was laid before a general assembly of the church
in solemn assembly, and indorsed by the whole church.” I then challenged him or any other authorized representative of the church
there in Utah to meet us in discussion of the differences in faith and
organization existing between us. I told him, “You say you have the
truth, and that we are in error. If you have the truth, what need you
fear? You are men in full vigor of mind and reason, we are but boys. If
it is as you say you can easily overcome us, if we are in the wrong; but if
it proves that we are right the sooner you get right the better. Unfortunately for us, a Mormon legislature has made laws prohibiting preaching upon the streets of the cities in Utah, so we are denied the means
used by your missionaries in Europe to convert thousands; but you
have not made it a misdemeanor to preach upon the mountain side,
and we propose to get the ears of this people, if we must needs preach
on the mountain side.”
President Young would no longer talk to me; so I said, “Come,
David, let us go; it is useless to prolong this controversy.” We arose to
our feet, and David said, “Mr. Young, are we to understand that we
are denied the use of the tabernacle?”
President Young then turned to his brethren, and said, “What do
you say, brethren?” Several of them expressed themselves disapproving the letting us have it. The exact words of none come to me except
those of George Q. Cannon. . . . “After we whose hairs have grown
gray in the service of God and after we have borne the heat and burden of the day in persecution and suffering, on land and sea, and have
labored long and hard in heat and cold to build up the work and name
for their father; for these boys to come now and ask us for the use of
our houses to tear down what we have been so many years in building
up, to me it is the height of impudence, and I will not give my consent
to it.” He was very much in earnest, his face was as white as death.
David then quietly arose to his full height and his face was also
white but his words were calm, but oh, so full of sarcasm: “We will not
deny that you have traveled far, suffered much, and labored hard to
build up a name for our father, but what sort of a name is it? A name
that we his sons are ashamed to meet in good society, and it shall be our
life’s work to remove from our father’s name the stain you have heaped
upon it.”
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Brigham Young then explicitly said they could not use the tabernacle. As they were leaving, however, he apparently regained at least
part of his good humor and said:
“Boys, don’t let this be your last visit; come again. I would gladly
take you to my bosom if I did not think I would be taking a viper to my
bosom that would sting me to death.”
I told him he need not be alarmed, it was not likely after the reception we had just passed through, that we would visit either at his home
or office. We went out, and the fight was on.104++

The two brothers stayed in Salt Lake City six months. While
Alex was naturally reserved, David was charismatic and innately
friendly, and made many friends for the Church.105+++One of his converts was Irish-born William M. Gibson (ca. 1821–1919). In 1862, William and his wife, Elizabeth, left Ireland and reached Utah in 1863 by
ox-team. But while helping conduct emigrant trains across the plains,
Gibson saw and heard things that unsettled his faith in Utah Mormonism. After David baptized him, the forty-eight-year-old Gibson, fearing for his personal safety, moved to San Bernardino. He launched an
energetic ministry, traveling all over southern California in a little
buggy drawn by his faithful pony, Daisy.106*As a result, he was one of
the best known and best loved RLDS missionaries in southern California.
Alex and David left Salt Lake City on December 4, 1869, traveling
by train on which, as clergymen, they had free passage. David was not
impressed by Sacramento, writing to his mother: “[Sacramento] is on
the bank of a river of the same name and is miserably dirty and ill built
in some places but in others well built and handsome, quite a strange
contrast presented in its streets.”107**In San Francisco they were hosted
by Thomas and Mary Andrews, who arranged a memorable visit to the
coast, giving David his first view of the ocean: “They passed an hour
104Alexander H. Smith, “Early Ministerial Experiences: No. 16,” Autumn Leaves 14, no. 8 (August 1901): 349–52.
++++ 105Avery, From Mission to Madness, 190-91.
106“Chauncey West and Jeanette Gibson,” http://freepages.genealogy.
*
rootsweb.ancestry.com/~steeles/West-Gibson.html (accessed on November 13, 2008); Elbert A. Smith, Brother Elbert: Revised and Enlarged from his
Autobiography on Memory’s Beam (Independence: Herald House, 1959),
135–36.
107David H. Smith, Letter to Dear Mother [Emma Smith Bidamon],
**
+++
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David Hyrum Smith (1845–1903), the
youngest son of Joseph Jr. and Emma
Smith, served two missions in California and became a counselor in Joseph
III’s First Presidency. He had this photograph taken at J. Olsen’s Photo
Gallery, Salt Lake City, Utah,
ca. 1869. (H810)

watching seals and snipes play in the sand before leaving.”108**
While Alex and David were in the Bay Area, they visited their
aunt and cousin, Agnes Pickett and Ina D. Coolbrith, who welcomed
them warmly. Ina had already gained considerable recognition as a
writer. Her first poems were published in the Los Angeles Times in
1854. After a brief and unhappy marriage at seventeen and the death
of her child, Ina had moved to San Francisco, where she worked as a
journalist on the Overland Monthly during the 1860s. Later she became librarian of the Mechanics Institute Library, the Bohemian
Club Library, and first librarian of the Oakland Public Library and
continued to write essays and nature poetry. She was named Poet Laureate of California at the Panama Pacific International Exposition in
1915.109****The two brothers gave Ina a heavy gold ring that had belonged to her father. A Nauvoo admirer had given matching rings to
Don Carlos, Joseph, and Hyrum, and the gift now became Ina’s
“prized possession.”110+
For some time, the family had been aware of David’s increasSacramento City, California, December 8, 1869, David H. and Clara Smith
Papers, P78-1, f16, Community of Christ Archives.
108Avery, From Mission to Madness, 118–19.
***
**** 109http://www.jacklondons.net/inacoolbrith.html (accessed May
12, 2008); http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ina_Coolbrith (accessed May
12, 2008).
110Avery, From Mission to Madness, 119.
+
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ingly frequent bouts of anxiety and depression. Alexander Smith’s
daughter Vida wrote, “For a while they enjoyed the sunshine and f lowers and friends of California and then . . . David’s health began to
break.” Alternating locations between the mountains and oceans
brought only temporary respite. Simultaneously, Alexander received
word that his wife, Elizabeth, was seriously ill with lung fever at Plano,
and that Joseph III’s oldest daughter, Emma, was stricken with the
same disease.111++Emma Bidamon reported this difficult time to an
RLDS correspondent in Independence in March 1870. Joseph III had
sent for his mother, who arrived to find her namesake granddaughter
free of fever but “very weak.” Elizabeth, however, was “taken with the
same fever the day before I got there, and she grew worse for seven
days before the fever abated.” Worried, Joseph III telegraphed Alexander to come back, bringing David. “I had to stay at Plano a week longer before Alex[‘s] wife was well enough for me to leave her or David
well enough to go home with me,” wrote Emma.112++
David’s health appeared to improve and he married twentyyear-old Clara Hartshorn (1851–1926) about six weeks later on May
15, 1870. On March 8, 1871, their son, Elbert Aoriul, was born. Uneasy and restless, David abruptly went to Utah, then returned to
Nauvoo, then was off to Utah again after receiving an official appointment from the conference in April 1872. He made friends in Utah
with Amasa M. Lyman, who had been ordained an apostle in 1842,
served many successful missions, and had provided crucial leadership during the establishment of San Bernardino. He had, however,
been dropped from the Twelve in 1867 for unorthodox doctrine and
was excommunicated in 1870. Lyman appeared to be interested in coordinating with David and his two companions in an anti-Brigham
Young campaign, but David was wary because Lyman was not only a
polygamist but also involved with spiritualism.113+++
In about February 1873, David “had a severe nervous break-

111Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” July
1912, 267.
112Emma Smith Bidamon, Letter to Mrs. [Emma] Pilgrim, March 27,
+++
1870, Emma Smith [Bidamon] Papers, P4, f43, Community of Christ Archives.
++++ 113Edward Leo Lyman, “Amasa Lyman’s Dissent and His Rejected
1872 Overture to the RLDS Church,” in Scattering of the Saints: Schism within
++
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down,” and again returned home.114*He recovered sufficiently to be
ordained as Joseph III’s second counselor in April 1873 but rapidly
became unable to function. He made his home, first with Alexander
near Lamoni, Iowa, and then, in the fall of 1876, with Joseph’s family
in Plano. His behavior became violent; and reluctantly, Joseph III
committed him to an institution in January 1877 where he eventually
died in 1904.
Meanwhile, the April 1873 conference appointed Alexander an
apostle and reappointed him to the Pacific Slope Mission. He had to
borrow money from a member to reach California, where, in October,
he ordained Charles W. Wandell and Glaud Rodger as seventies and set
them apart for an RLDS mission to Australia.115**These two experienced missionaries, fervent believers in the Reorganization message,
launched the RLDS Church’s first missionary ministry in the Pacific.
Before departing, Wandell helped plant a RLDS branch at San
Benito, California, at the home of Jasper Twitchell. “We number in
this Branch twenty-four members, of whom thirteen are heads of families. The prospect is good for a still farther increase in our numbers.”116***On November 6, 1873, the fifty-six-year-old Wandell and the
fifty-five-year-old Rodger sailed from San Francisco. When their ship
stopped at Papeete, Tahiti, in mid-December for repairs, the missionaries found a long-neglected congregation established during the
1840s by Addison Pratt (1802–72) and Benjamin Grouard (1819–94).
They retaught and rebaptized these members.117****It proved to be the
beginning of a continuing ministry. Today the Community of Christ
is recognized as one of the largest Christian denominations in Tahiti.
The two missionaries experienced initial success in Australia,
with baptisms in February and March 1874. Unfortunately, Wandell’s
worsening heart condition resulted in his death on March 14, 1875.
Mormonism, edited by Newell Bringhurst and John Hamer (Independence:
John Whitmer Books, 2007), 256–57.
114Avery, From Mission to Madness, 208–9.
*
115James McKiernan, Letter to Vida Smith, July 21, 1911, quoted in
**
Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander H. Smith,” July 1912, 275;
Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander H. Smith,” October 1912,
477, 482.
116“Branch Organization,” Herald 20, no. 22 (November 15, 1973):
***
712.
**** 117Newton, Hero or Traitor, 58, 47–48.
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This view of Papeete, the capital of Tahiti, shows the harbor from the Semaphore Station. The church property is visible at the right, near the water front.
Photo by Joseph Burton, 1903. (D949.38)

Rodger remained in Australia, preaching, holding debates, visiting,
baptizing, and organizing branches in the southeast provinces.
Rodger baptized his brother John, December 10, 1876, at Waratah.
Then, after a six-year absence from his wife and children, Rodger returned home in the spring of 1879.118+
CALIFORNIA CONVERTS
In addition to finding a warm welcome from many who had become disenchanted with the LDS Church, the RLDS missionaries in
California also reached out to those of other faiths.
Joseph and Emma Burton
Joseph Burton (1838–1909) was born at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia,
and went to sea at age fourteen, eventually becoming a captain. He
married Emma Davison (1844–1927), a Baptist, and they moved to California in 1869, homesteading near San Juan in Monterrey County. In
1872, they prayed to discern God’s will for them. Unbeknownst to
them, two RLDS missionaries had established a branch eighteen miles
away but were undecided where to go next. Elder Daniel S. Mills prayed
for guidance and “was told to go as far as the next settlement, there

+

118Glaud Rodger, Biography, Miscellaneous Collection.
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Charles Wesley Wandell’s grave in “Old Balmain Cemetery,” Sydney, Australia.

were people up there praying for the gospel.”119++There they met the
Burtons, who were immediately drawn to Mills’s genial friendliness
and to the Reorganization message. Mills’s companion John R. Cook
(1841–95) baptized them, Mills confirmed them, and they invited “one
or two others” to meet with them. Only a week later, these friends had
also been baptized and Mills organized a branch with Carmichael as
president and Burton as presiding priest.120++

++

119Emma Burton, Beatrice Witherspoon: Autobiography of Emma Beatrice

Burton (1915; rpt., Independence: Herald Publishing House, 1970), 146.
120Emma B. Burton, “Biography of Elder Joseph F. Burton,” Journal
+++
of History 4, no. 4 (October 1911): 458–61. See also Emma Burton, Beatrice
Witherspoon, 154–58. Elizabeth Carmichael, widow of Elder John Carmichael, was born at Little Bolton, England, June 30, 1822, joined the LDS
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Joseph and Emma Burton, converted in
1872, near San Juan, Monterrey
County, California. (D43.1)

The Carmichael Brothers
John Carmichael, a neighbor of the Burtons, and his brother
James had joined the Mormon Church in Lanarkshire, Scotland,
around 1842, and were ordained priests. When they arrived in Utah
in the 1850s, Brigham Young instructed them to take additional
wives, but they refused and left for California in the spring of 1859, escorted by U.S. Army troops.121+++
The Carmichaels settled first in Yolo County, then in Nevada
County, attempting to avoid any LDS associates. John began ranching
in San Benito County where the much more compatible RLDS message found them.122*
ALEXANDER SMITH’S 1870S MISSIONS
Alex had returned to Plano in early 1870. During the summer, AlChurch, and emigrated with her husband to Utah. They moved to California in 1859 and settled in San Benito County. On May 28, 1870, they joined
the Reorganized Church. Emma died February 14, 1902, at Hollister, California, survived by three of her four children. “Died,” Herald 49, no. 12
(March 19, 1902): 271.
++++ 121History of the RLDS Church, 4:155; “Died” (Obituary of Elizabeth
Barker Carmichael), Herald 49, no. 12 (March 19, 1902): 27. For a study of
the Utah context, see Polly Aird, “‘You Nasty Apostates, Clear Out’: Reasons
for Disaffection in the Late 1850s,” Journal of Mormon History 30, no. 2 (Fall
2004): 129–207.
122Carolyn Schoff, email to Ron Romig, February 26, 2008.
*
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John Carmichael, taken at
the portrait studio of RLDS
member H. P. Brown, 1718
7th Street, West Oakland,
California, in the 1870s.
(H128.1)

exander and Elizabeth moved back into the Nauvoo Mansion where
Don Alvin was born. On April 10, 1873, Alex was ordained an apostle
and reappointed to Pacific Slope. Under his direction, the mission conference divided California into subdistricts: San Bernardino, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz, San Francisco, Alameda, Visalia, San
Joaquin, Sacramento, Alpine, Petaluma, Yolo, Humboldt, Del Norte,
Placer, Shasta, Butte, and Plumas.123**In 1874, the Pacific Slope Mission
was divided, with Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado
forming the newly created Rocky Mountain Mission, while Nevada, Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington remained in the Pacific
**

123“Minutes,” Pacific Slope Mission Conference, 1875, “Pacific Slope

Mission,” Herald 22, no. 11 (June 1, 1875): 349, identifies the RLDS district
presidents: John Brush, San Bernardino; Alma Whitlock, Los Angeles; Joseph F. Burton, Santa Barbara; R. R. Dana, Santa Cruz; S. M. Hubbard, San
Francisco; H. H. Morgan, Alameda; Orrin Smith, Visalia and San Joaquin;
Cornelius Bagnall, Sacramento; (not known), Alpine; Peter C. Briggs,
Petaluma; J. B. Price, Yolo; Bradbury Robinson, Humboldt; J. M. Parks, Del
Norte, Placer, and Shasta; William McLean, Butte; and William Potter,
Plumas.
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Slope Mission. Membership in the Pacific Slope Mission numbered
1,072 in 1875.124**
While Alex was traveling for the Church, Elizabeth and the children lived in Nauvoo near Emma and Lewis Bidamon. Alex had high
hopes that his family might join him in California. The Pacific Slope
Mission conference petitioned the general conference to send Alexander to it in 1874 and had, in fact, promised to provide a mission
home. Unfortunately, the Pacific Slope Conference never was able to
fulfill this hope.125****Alex ended an arduous decade of missionary responsibility for California in 1876 and, concerned about providing
for his growing family, bought a farm about a mile south of the Iowa
border, just over the state line in Harrison County, Missouri.
In 1897, Alexander was appointed to two important offices. The
first was as counselor in the First Presidency of his brother, Joseph III.
The second was as Presiding Patriarch/Evangelist, an office that had
been vacant in the RLDS Church since 1860. Joseph and Alex’s uncle,
William B. Smith, had been patriarch in the LDS Church and also in
the Strangite movement but had been excommunicated from both
churches. William affiliated with the Reorganization in 1878 and
pressed Joseph III to restore him to the office of patriarch. Joseph
Smith found ways to decline without causing a breach with his sometimes problematic uncle. William died in 1893 at age eighty-three;
and after a tactful four years, Joseph III called Alexander to this previously vacant office. Until his death in 1909, Alexander simultaneously
filled both positions.
JOSEPH III’S 1876–77 MISSION
For a time, watch care of the Pacific Slope Mission was left to
others. Joseph III, age forty-three, made his first trip to the Pacific
Slope in November 1876. He had been Church president for sixteen
years; and although he had traveled extensively in the East, this journey was his first west. He stopped over in Salt Lake City, but Brigham
Young was in St. George and Joseph was suffering from neuralgia in

***

124Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” Oc-

tober 1912, 488–89.
**** 125Ibid., 492.
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his face, a painful aff liction that made speaking difficult.126+He had
mostly recovered by the time he arrived in California on July 29,
1876. From then until his departure on September 28, 1876, he
preached in RLDS congregations and public services in San Francisco, Oakland, Nortonville, Stockton, Sacramento, Santa Rosa,
Healdsburg, Windsor, Petaluma, San Jose, Watsonville, San Benito,
Hollister, Newport, San Bernardino, and Santa Cruz. Members and
visitors thronged RLDS meetinghouses, producing crowded houses
at every service.127++
At San Bernardino, Joseph III made a point of encouraging wayward Saint Quartus Strong Sparks (1820–91). As a youthful Methodist, he had been known as the “boy preacher of Connecticut” about
1836. He joined the Mormon Church in 1838, came to California
aboard the Brooklyn in 1846, and became an attorney in the San
Bernardino area.128++Quartus was arrested a number of times for alcohol abuse and adultery. His wife, Mary, divorced him in 1858 and took
their five children to Beaver, Utah, while Sparks married and divorced three more women in San Bernardino.129+++Weeping, the
fifty-five-year-old Sparks confessed his many wrongdoings to Joseph
III who assured him: “God wants you to return to your faith and
works, and you will again preach this gospel; by acting wisely and well
you can do much good within the next fifteen or twenty years.” Sparks
eventually joined the RLDS Church in 1886 and faithfully undertook
this encouragement to “preach this gospel.”130*
In Sacramento, Joseph III visited the new state capitol and
climbed to the cupola of the dome. On his return trip, he again
passed through Utah in November 1876, spent time with his cousins
(Brigham Young was still in St. George), and visited the Salt Lake
+

126Alexander L. Baugh, “Another Prophet in the City of the Saints:

Joseph Smith III’s 1876 Visit to Utah,” Paper presented at the Mormon History Association annual meeting, Salt Lake City, May 2007.
127San Francisco RLDS Branch Local Historian’s Report, 1876, Com++
munity of Christ Archives.
128“Died,” Quartus S. Sparks obituary, Herald 38, no. 36 (September
+++
5, 1891): 578, reprinting an article originally published in the San Bernardino Kaleidoscope.
++++ 129Ship Brooklyn Passengers, Grave Site Location Project.
130Daniel S. Mills, “Quartus Sparks: Obituary,” Herald 38, no. 41 (Oc*
tober 10, 1891): 659.
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Quartus Sparks, a 1846 Brooklyn
pioneer, joined the RLDS Church
in 1886 in San Bernardino, California, about a decade after being
touched by Joseph III’s kindly prediction. Quartus died August 1,
1891, at Redlands, San
Bernardino, California.

Temple grounds where the “the [temple] walls were up some twenty
feet.” Joseph III also toured the Tabernacle and was treated to a demonstration of the organ by Professor Charles J. Thomas.131**
Almost nine years later in August 1885, Alexander and Joseph
III traveled west together. Alex had been reappointed to the Pacific
Slope Mission, and Joseph III’s destination was Utah. At that point,
Brigham Young had been dead since 1877, and Emma Bidamon since
1879. The Edmunds Act (1882) was applying heavy legal and judicial
pressure against plural marriage that would intensify when the
Edmunds-Tucker Act was passed in 1887. Joseph planned an extended stay in Utah to directly attack polygamy “as a principle foreign
to the law of God and distinctly contrary to the instruction and intentions of the laws of the United States.” He had refined and solidified
his own beliefs: “Whether it [polygamy] originated with Joseph Smith
or any other teacher in the church, in his lifetime and subsequently,
the doctrine was false, its practice erroneous and degrading, and its
acceptance wholly unwarranted by any law of God as revealed.”132***
He hoped his message would resonate directly with rank-and-file LDS
members.
Prevented from speaking in Mormon venues, he delivered a se**

131History of the RLDS Church, 4:162. Thanks to Lynn Carson for Pro-

fessor Thomas’s given name.
132Mary Audentia Smith Anderson, ed., condensed by Bertha
***
Audentia Anderson Hulmes, Joseph Smith III and the Restoration (Independence: Herald Publishing House, 1952), 321.
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ries of public discourses at the Liberal Institute and the local opera
house, supplemented by visits with members and friends. He felt that
their efforts had accomplished much good but returned to Lamoni,
Iowa, in late 1885 feeling, as biographer Roger D. Launius put it,
“somewhat discouraged that his mission did not prove any more successful than the trip in 1876. . . . By the end of 1863 the Reorganized
Church in Utah numbered some 300 members. By 1880 the census
registered 820 Reorganized Church members in the territory, and by
1890 the members were no more than 1,000 in the Mormon
coreland.”133****These figures do not accurately ref lect baptism numbers, however, since many Utah converts to the RLDS Church moved
out of state.
CALIFORNIA AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY
In the early 1890s, RLDS women’s groups and Sunday Schools
contributed to the construction of the missionary ship Evanelia for
use in French Polynesia. Marietta Hodges Walker (1834–1930) was
born in Willoughby, Ohio, on April 10, 1834, a daughter of Curtis
Hodges and Lucy Clark Hodges. After Marietta’s brothers William
and Stephen were convicted of the murder of a Mennonite minister
near Nauvoo in 1845, the family returned to Pennsylvania. After her
father’s death, Marietta lived in Missouri, Texas, and Indiana. Eventually she located near Plano, Illinois, affiliated with the RLDS Church,
and began writing children’s literature for the Church’s publishing
house. In 1892 at age fifty-eight, she published Afterglow, a book of poems, and donated all of the proceeds to the “Gospel Boat” fund. The
Evanelia was built in San Francisco and set sail for Tahiti in 1894 with
California convert Joseph Burton as its captain.134+
In 1886, thirty-six-year-old Heman Conoman Smith (1850–
1919) was appointed Pacific Slope Mission president. That same
year, he married Vida Elizabeth Smith, Alexander and Elizabeth’s
daughter. Heman was not related to the Joseph Smith Jr. family; his
father, Spencer Smith, had been a prominent member of the Lyman
Wight colony at Zodiac, Texas, where Heman was born on September 27, 1850.
Heman Smith was ordained an apostle in 1888, although he con****

133Roger D. Launius, Joseph Smith III: Pragmatic Prophet (Urbana: Uni-

versity of Illinois Press, 1988), 238.
134History of the RLDS Church, 5:136–39, 271–75.
+
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Marietta Hodges Walker, a
poet and essayist, contributed
all of the proceeds of her collection of poems, Afterglow,
toward the fund to underwrite
the building of the RLDS ship
Evanelia. (H937)

tinued to serve in the Pacific Slope Mission. An effective minister, he
took a great interest in the history of the Pacific Slope Mission and
must be credited for collecting and preserving photographs of early
California members, many of which illustrate this article. He remained in the Pacific Slope Mission until he was reassigned in 1892.
Smith also served as Church historian (1897–1909, the year his term
as an apostle ended). With Joseph III, he was a contributing editor for
the first four volumes of the RLDS History of the Church.
Francis Marion Lyman (1840–1916), an LDS apostle, and B. H.
Roberts (1857–1933), one of the First Council of the Seventy, visited
California in 1894 and, by permission, presented a series of lectures at
the RLDS San Bernardino church. Lyman, son of the town’s founder,
Amasa Lyman, told a Redlands Citrograph reporter that the LDS
“church had not attempted to assert any official presence in the area
since 1857.”135++Indeed, the LDS Church did not reestablish a foothold in San Bernardino until the early 1900s.136++
During the 1900 conference, Alexander Smith, no doubt referring to the success of the work he had helped plant in California, ob++

135Francis Marion Lyman, Journal, January 16, February 11, and 20,

1894; quoted in Leo Lyman, San Bernardino, 431.
136Leo J. Muir, A Century of Mormon Activities in California, 2 vols. (Salt
+++
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The Evanelia was constructed in San Francisco and sailed to Tahiti in 1894,
captained by Joseph Burton. (D163.6)

served: “Our advance has been . . . slow, seemingly, but it has been
sure. We have not had to yield any ground where we have planted our-

Lake City: Deseret News Press, n.d. [1950s]), 1:119; Leo Lyman, San
Bernardino, 431. For twentieth-century LDS Church activities in California,
see John K. Carmack’s article in this volume.
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Elbert A. Smith, son of David H.
Smith. Elbert served as editor of
the RLDS Church’s youth periodical, Autumn Leaves, and later of
the Saints’ Herald, while spending time in California as an
appointee (1900–1912), and as a
counselor in the First Presidency.
(H815.14)

selves.”137+++Perhaps this allusion to California prompted the administrative decision to send Elbert A. Smith (1871–1959), the twenty-nineyear-old son of David Hyrum Smith, to San Bernardino that same
year as a full-time appointee missionary. Elbert served in California
off and on from 1900 to 1917, at least partly for his health.138*For part
of that time, he also served as editor of the Autumn Leaves and Saint’s
Herald and as a counselor in the First Presidency (1909–17). In 1913,
Elbert encountered his look-alike cousin George Albert Smith
(1870–1951), who was also “spending some time in southern California on account of his health,” as Elbert reported to Joseph III. “He
seems very friend- ly and sociable.”139**Clearly family feeling was
strong within the extended family; and despite the sometimes bitter
competition between the two churches, the Smiths themselves
maintained extraordinarily good relations through the years.
Another Smith family connection with California occurred the
following year. By “inspired counsel” during the 1901 conference, Jo137Alexander H. Smith, 1900 Conference speech, quoted in Vida
Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” 7, no. 1 (January
1914): 63.
138History of the RLDS Church, 6:644.
*
139Elbert A. Smith, Letter to Joseph Smith, November 17, 1913, Lynn
**
E. Smith Papers, Elbert and Clara Smith Collection, P78-2, f160, Community of Christ Archives.
++++
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Joseph and Emma Burton, Leon Gould, and Alexander Hale, shortly before
their Pacific Mission departure. (D844.4)

seph III authorized Alexander “as one of the Presidency to visit Australia” and the Society Islands.140***Alexander again crossed the continent, preparing to sail from San Francisco. Accompanied by a stenographer, Leon Arthur Gould (1886–1971), Alexander attended the
reunion (a RLDS family camping event) at Sycamore Grove near Los
Angeles. There he was joined by Joseph and Emma Burton, whom
the RLDS Conference had authorized to accompany him as far as the
Society Islands (Tahiti). As it turned out, Joseph III was also in California brief ly during the 1901 reunion season. The two brothers were
photographed together during the Bushrod Park reunion near Oakland, California.
Alexander and five others sailed from San Francisco in September 1901, visiting Tahiti, Tuamotu, Anaa, Makemo, Raroia, Tonga,
***

140Vida Smith, “Biography of Patriarch Alexander Hale Smith,” Jan-

uary 1914, 67.
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Brothers Alexander
Hale Smith (left)
and Joseph Smith III
found themselves far
from home in 1902
during the Bushrod
Park reunion near
Oakland. (D501.3)

Auckland, New Zealand, and Sydney, Australia.141****He passed
through California again on his way home in mid-1902.
The RLDS Church continued to enjoy considerable success,
planting congregations and constructing church buildings throughout the state between the 1880s and 1920s including San Bernardino,
(1887), Oakland (1897), Newport (1892), San Jose, Santa Anna,
Modesto, Stockton, Chico, Fresno, and Los Angeles (1925).
The thriving San Francisco congregation suffered a near fatal
blow during the catastrophic earthquake of April 18, 1906. The resulting fire consumed some 520 city blocks. Two weeks later, C. A.
Parkin (1847–1924), branch president, lamented, “It seems as if S. F.
branch is broken up, so many have gone away. Everything we had was
burned. . . . More than two thirds of S. F. branch lost their homes and

****

141Ibid., 68–69, 143. Only Alexander, Leon Gould, Joseph and Emma

Burton are accounted for.
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The RLDS church building in Newport, photographed in 1893. (D1892.3)

The RLDS church building in Chico, California, photographed in 1923.
(D1614)
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The RLDS church building in Modesto, California, photographed in
1923. (D1613)

The RLDS church building in Fresno, California, photographed in
1924. (H1613)
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Charles A. Parkin was RLDS
branch president in San
Francisco at the time of the
disastrous earthquake of
1906. (H632)

the rest lost businesses.”142+However, the Saints regrouped, rebuilding their branch chapel later in 1906 at Danvers and Caselli.
In an effort to reach an expanded public, RLDS members in California sponsored a booth at the 1915 World’s Fair in San Francisco.
Visual symbols in the display were intended to emphasize the differences between RLDS and LDS faiths, especially the sign under the
name of the Church that reads: “Not the Mormons.” A picture of the
youthful Christ in the temple at Jerusalem is positioned to first capture the visitor’s eye. The booth next features the RLDS preferred
front-view oil portrait of Joseph Smith and a bust of Joseph Smith III,
along with two American f lags. The presence of a woman staffing the
booth may be a subtle reminder that the RLDS had never accepted
polygamy.
During the 1950s, the Sacramento RLDS branch also sponsored
an annual booth at the California State Fair.
+

142Charles A. Parkin, Letter to Dear Brother, May 6, 1906, San Fran-

cisco RLDS Branch Local Historian’s Report, Community of Christ Archives.
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This RLDS church building at the corner of Danvers and Caselli streets, in San
Francisco, constructed in 1906, was sold in the 1980s and is now a private residence, remodeled in 1997 for “This Old House” TV series.

Both RLDS and LDS traditions have a common interest in the
origins of the scriptures linked to Joseph Smith. In 1903, the RLDS
Church acquired the Book of Mormon Printer’s Manuscript from the
heirs of David Whitmer (1805–88). It was obvious that the manuscript, which had been received in its original but well-worn condition, needed special attention and conservation. During printing,
typesetter John Gilbert (1802–95) had cut apart many of the original
pages to avoid confusion over what had already been typeset and what
remained to be done. After the printing was complete, early guardians of the manuscript fastened the pages back together with straight
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Discreetly but firmly labeled “Not the Mormons,” the RLDS display at the
1915 World’s Fair in San Francisco deployed religious and patriotic symbols. At the time of the photograph, the booth was staffed by Frederick G.
(1848–1940) and Rosa Parks Pitt (1873–1959). (D844.15)

pins to maintain the order.
RLDS member Edward H. Tordoff (b. 1865) of Berkeley, California, offered to take the manuscript to his place of work, mend the
pages, and produce a photographic facsimile of the entire document.
Tordoff had obtained some fame for inventing a system of splitting
paper allowing the production of facsimile texts. At the close of the
1922 RLDS conference, Tordoff packed the manuscript under a false
bottom in his bag. En route to California, he stopped off at Salt Lake
City, where, carrying the manuscript, he gleefully reported: “Called
on Woodruff He introduces me to Librarian Smith & 2nd councilor
[I] Asked if they had the B of M Mss. Was shown a ½ leaf framed
[Meanwhile,] The whole ‘Mss’ [was] resting in [the] false bottom of
[my] Bag [I] Promised Walter [Smith, RLDS Church Historian] not to
take it out until I arrived home.”143++Tordoff carefully repaired the
manuscript pages, produced a facsimile, and returned the manu-

++

143E. H. Tordoff, Letter to C. Ed Miller, August 21, 1925, Archaeol-

ogy: Book of Mormon manuscript file, P61, f17, Community of Christ Archives.
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Albert H. Carmichael, born September
14, 1863, at Sacramento, was an
RLDS member who grew up in California, was on the faculty at
Graceland College, and served as Presiding Bishop (1925–32). (H129.1)

script to Independence in the fall of 1923.144++
As many of the old-time Saints in California began to pass from
the scene, a second generation of Church leaders and members
emerged. Albert Carmichael (1863–1956) is representative of this
new generation. Albert was the nephew of John Carmichael (discussed above), who had raised and educated the young man. In the
1890s, Albert became the superintendent of Ocean View School, at
Huntington Beach. Later, Albert taught at the RLDS Church college,
Graceland College, in Lamoni, Iowa, and served as RLDS Presiding
Bishop (1925–1932).145+++
After decades during which the RLDS Church was the primary
representative of the Restoration in California, the LDS Church began to reengage with gospel work in the state beginning in the 1920s.
During most of the twentieth century, the two expressions of the Restoration pursued their own courses within the state, taking little notice of each other. For example, there is no evidence of any LDS response when the Park-Presidio RLDS Branch in San Francisco in September 1927 publicized the centenary of the Book of Mormon’s
coming forth with a pageant written by Elbert A. Smith. One poetic
passage proclaimed:
+++

127.
++++

144“Notes and Queries,” Journal of History 19, no. 1 (January 1925):
145My thanks to Carolyn Schoff, Carmichael family research.
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This map gives the contemporary locations of Community of Christ congregations in California, available on the church’s website: http://www.
cofchrist.org/ Posted on: Sunday, July 2, 2006. (homemapnew2)

Be not fearful; we are working
With the Infinite and Just
Who has caused the truth to spring from earth,
The gospel from the dust.
He has given us the message
And the precious truths of old.
Angels guard us just as they guarded
The hidden plates of gold.146*
Elder Carmack’s presentation outlines decades of remarkable
growth for LDS counterparts in California. Particularly since the
1980s, socio-economic and cultural forces began to negatively impact
the growth of the RLDS Church in the state. The RLDS Church officially became the Community of Christ, April 6, 2001. While families
with long-term roots in Community of Christ remain supportive, the
established message resonates less well with prospective converts.
Membership has declined, buildings have been sold, and congregations combined. Presently, the Community of Christ in California is
divided among three mission centers: Sierra Pacific (about 3,500
*

146Elbert A. Smith, Remember Cumorah, pamphlet, P78-2, f429, Com-

munity of Christ Archives.
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members), Southwest Mission Center (about 1,700 members), and
Southern California Mission Center (about 2,500 members). The
Community of Christ in California today remains a vital expression
of an international fellowship of about 250,000 members in more
than fifty nations, with international headquarters located in Independence, Missouri.

THE TRAGIC MATTER OF
LOUIE WELLS AND JOHN Q. CANNON
Kenneth L. Cannon II
Her’s was the poet’s temperament, her’s likewise the poet’s dual
doom—the power to feel intensely, joy or sorrow, pleasure or pain.
—Orson F. Whitney1*
2**

So good and so able, yet so weak! —Angus M. Cannon

What tragedies are enacted every day that are never put into books,
or into any tangible form, only engraven on the tablets of the hearts of
those who have felt the keen anguish of the real acts. —Emmeline B.
Wells3***
A SMALL MARBLE HEADSTONE next to an ancient evergreen tree in
the southwest corner of the Salt Lake Cemetery bears only the
KENNETH L. CANNON II {kcannon@djplaw.com} is an attorney in
private practice in Salt Lake City who has published on historical and legal
historical subjects. He is the great-grandson of Angus M. Cannon and the
great-great grandson of George Q. Cannon by adoption.
1Orson F. Whitney, “Louie,” Woman’s Exponent 16 (June 15, 1887):
21. Whitney thought enough of Louie or of his tribute to her (or both) that
he included a condensed version of this piece in his Poetical Writings, Poems
and Poetic Prose (Salt Lake City: Juvenile Instructor Office, 1889), 203–5.
2Angus M. Cannon, Diary, September 5, 1886, History Library,
**
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City (hereafter LDS
Church Library); emphasis in the original.
3Emmeline B. Wells, Diary, January 23, 1886, Emmeline B. Wells Col***
lection, L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham
Young University, Provo, Utah (hereafter Perry Special Collections).
*
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Louisa (“Louie”) Martha Wells, 1862–87. Utah State Historical Society.
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“Louie,” the only word carved on the gravestone of Louie Wells, Salt
Lake City Cemetery. Photo by Kenneth L. Cannon II.
name of “Louie” in raised letters. This stone, located in the Wells
family plot, shows no birth or death date, no birth name or married name. Louie was a young woman universally known in 1880s
Salt Lake City who is rarely remembered today.4****
In the space of one year, Louisa (“Louie”) Martha Wells, later,
Cannon, went from a vibrant life full of unusual potential to an agonizing death at age twenty-four far from home, the result of complications from childbirth. During the same period, John Q. Cannon, eldest son of George Q. Cannon, counselor in the LDS Presiding Bishopric, journalist, politician, husband, and father, went from prominence and promise to disgrace and dishonor. Together Louie and
John Q. caused a scandal that made local headlines, created a serious
rift between their two prominent Mormon families, and contributed
to the delay in the reorganization of the First Presidency after the
****

4Five years after Louie’s death, in May 1892, Emmeline Wells and

John Q. Cannon “chose a pretty Italian marble scroll for our dearly beloved
Louie.” Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 18, 1892.
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Left: Daniel H. Wells, former mayor of Salt Lake City, former counselor
in Brigham Young’s First Presidency, and Louie Wells’s father, early
1880s. LDS Church Library. Right: Emmeline B. Wells, editor of the
Woman’s Exponent, suffragist, community activist, and mother of
Louie Wells, 1884. Utah State Historical Society.
death of John Taylor. Louie’s story of largely unfulfilled promise and
intrigue and John Q.’s vital part in that tragic story constitute both a
fascinating, universal drama and one that could have been played out
only in troubled 1880s Mormon Utah.5+
Louie was born August 27, 1862, the youngest of Emmeline B.
and Daniel H. Wells’s three children, all daughters. Only weeks earlier, Abraham Lincoln as U.S. president signed into law the Morrill

+

5Though some of the story of Louie Wells and John Q. Cannon was

described in the newspapers of the day and contemporary diaries and letters referred to it, it has rarely been recounted since. Carol Cornwall
Madsen provides the most extensive description in “A Mormon Woman in
Victorian America” (Ph.D. diss., University of Utah, 1985), 81–86. Somewhat surprisingly, Davis Bitton’s excellent and generally definitive biography of George Q. Cannon does not contain any reference to or account of
the John Q. Cannon-Louie Wells matter, which was one of the most traumatic experiences of George Q. Cannon’s life. Davis Bitton, George Q. Cannon, A Biography (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1999).
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The Emmeline B. Wells residence, 243 South 100 East (now State
Street), Salt Lake City, Louie Wells’s only home. LDS Church Library.
Anti-Bigamy Act, the Republicans’ first legislative salvo in their promised program to eradicate the second of America’s “twin relics of barbarism.”6++
Growing up in the two-story adobe house at 243 South First East
(now State Street) that Daniel Wells provided for Emmeline, his seventh wife, in the mid-1850s, Louie was one of the liveliest in a lively
household. Together, Emmeline and her five attractive daughters
(the first two fathered by Newel K. Whitney) provided a warm and
gracious welcome to many visitors. These girls, consistently known by
++

6Family Group Records of Daniel H. Wells and Emmeline B. Wood-

ward, www.familysearch.org (accessed September 2008); Morrill Anti-Bigamy Act, 12 Stats. 501 (1862). Sarah Barringer Gordon, The Mormon Question: Polygamy and Constitutional Conflict in Nineteenth Century America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 55–83, explains why the
language (such as “relic of barbarism”) and concepts utilized in the anti-polygamy campaign struck such a powerful chord with Americans.
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Orson (“Ort”) Ferguson
Whitney, Wells family friend,
bishop, and future apostle.
Utah State Historical Society.

their nicknames, were Isabel (“Belle”) Modalena Whitney, Melvina
(“Mell”) Caroline Blanche Whitney, Emma (“Emmie” or “Em”) Whitney Wells, Elizabeth Anne (“Annie”) Wells, and Louisa (“Louie” or
“Lou”) Martha Wells. As Emmeline B. Wells became increasingly
prominent in literary, ecclesiastical, and political circles and was
sought out by many foreign as well as local visitors, the girls were exposed to people of varying viewpoints and experience. The girls also
always had friends of both genders over for visits and parties.7++
One of the groups that met often at the Wells home, and whose

+++

7Emmeline B. Wells is listed at that address in Robert W. Sloan, ed.,

Utah Gazetteer and Directory of Logan, Ogden, Provo, and Salt Lake Cities for
1884 (Salt Lake City: Herald Printing and Publishing, 1884), 601. The 1884
Sanborn insurance map of Salt Lake City (available at the Salt Lake Public
Library) shows a building identified as 243 South near the middle of the
block on the east side of First East Street. Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 6,
1883, noted that she had moved into her house “27” years before. The property had room for a garden and a barn. Emmeline B. Wells was sometimes
known as “Aunt Em” and signed many of her articles in the Exponent with
this sobriquet. Carol Cornwall Madsen, An Advocate for Women: The Public
Life of Emmeline B. Wells, 1870–1920 (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young Univer-
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Three Salt Lake City girls as Japanese maids in the Salt Lake Theatre’s
1885 production of The Mikado. Left: Louie Wells, Nettie Thatcher,
and Ivy Clawson. LDS Church Library.
members certainly had a strong inf luence on young Louie, was the
Wasatch Literary Association. A substantial number of bright young
Mormons and a few Gentiles of the 1870s, many of whom later became prominent in various fields, belonged to the association. It was

sity Press, 2006), 54–55. Nevertheless, she was always known formally as
“Emmeline.” For examples of frequent visitors, see Emmeline Wells, Diary,
August 26 and September 6, 1874, February 6, 1878, March 4, 1879, January 24 and February 6, 1881. Many of the family’s visitors were half-siblings
of the Wells girls who came down from “the other house” several blocks
away and often stayed the night. See, for example, Annie Wells Cannon, Diary, May 7, 27, 1878, Annie Wells Cannon Collection, Perry Special Collections.
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Robert (“Rob”) W.
Sloan, Louie’s
serious suitor for
about six years, here
shown in 1885
when he was
serving a mission
in Great Britain.
LDS Church
Library.

founded in 1874 by Emmie, Mell, and Orson (“Ort”) Ferguson Whitney, poet, musician, historian, and future bishop and apostle. He was
virtually a member of the household and was, in fact, a relative. His father, Horace, was the son of Emmeline’s deceased husband, Newel K.
Whitney. His mother, Helen Mar Kimball Whitney, was a plural wife
of Joseph Smith and the daughter of Heber C. and Vilate Kimball.
Ort found Emmeline’s household congenial and spent many evenings with the family. Born in 1855, he was two years younger than
Emmie and seven years older than Louie, who was twelve when the association was organized. The Wasatch Literary Association thrived
for a time but began losing momentum after several years and held its
last meeting in May 1878. Louie was no doubt an avid onlooker as a
child and young teen. For reasons known only to the participants, no

John Q. Cannon in about 1890, journalist, businessman, counselor in
the Presiding Bishopric, and promising eldest son of George Q. Cannon.
Utah State Historical Society.
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Abraham (“Abram”) H. Cannon, John Q.’s brother and
confidante, and apostle, ca.
1890. From family website
GeorgeQCannon.com.

Cannons were part of the Wasatch Literary Association.8+++Two additional members were Mell’s future second husband, Major W. W.
(“Will”) Woods, a non-Mormon, a decorated Civil War veteran, a
prominent young lawyer, and, coincidentally, a nephew of Daniel H.
Wells. He was thus a first cousin to Louie, Annie, and Emmie, though
no relation to Mell.9*Another member of the Wasatch Literary Asso-

++++

8“Wasatch Redivivus,” Salt Lake Herald, June 22, 1890, 5; Orson F.

Whitney, Through Memory’s Halls: The Life Story of Orson F. Whitney, as Told
by Himself (Independence: Zions Printing & Publishing, 1930), 55–64;
Orson F. Whitney, “The Wasatch Literary Association,” Improvement Era 28
(October 1925): 1017–24; Ronald L. Walker, “Growing Up in Early Utah:
The Wasatch Literary Association, 1874–1878,” Sunstone 6 (November/December 1981): 44–51, a slightly revised version of which is reprinted in Qualities That Count: Heber J. Grant as Businessman, Missionary, and Apostle, BYU
Studies 43, no. 1 (2004): 61–79; because of its currency and ease of accessibility, I will use the BYU Studies article.
9Walker, “Growing Up in Early Utah,” 63, 66, 74, 78; “Former Jurist of
*
Utah Dies,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 12, 1920, 9. Mell and Will married
in late 1874. Family Group Records of William Wells Woods and Melvina
Caroline Blanche Whitney, www.familysearch.org (accessed September
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Joseph Lippman, the
Salt Lake Tribune
reporter who wrote an
article claiming John
Q. and Louie had
married in 1884.
Utah State Historical
Society.

ciation was Robert Sloan, Louie’s beau for several years.10**
Louie grew into a lovely, vivacious young woman who was also
talented and bright. She was unusually outgoing and appeared to be
happy. Much had been expected of her since a young age and she met
or exceeded expectations as she grew older. She received training
and education from the best local teachers and developed considerable musical and artistic skills.11***Naturally enough, she also took enthusiastically to literature. By her late teens, her well-written pieces
were being published in the Woman’s Exponent, edited by her mother,
2008).
**
***

10Walker, “Growing Up in Early Utah,” 66, 74.
11Orson Whitney, “Louie,” 21; “In Memoriam,” Woman’s Exponent 16

(June 1, 1887): 4. This unsigned memorial to Louie in the Exponent was
clearly written by Emmeline. It contained details about the last weeks of
Louie’s life that Emmeline knew first hand, and it is virtually unthinkable
that Emmeline would have entrusted the preparation of this tribute to anyone but herself.

George Q. Cannon, first counselor in the First Presidency, and father of
John Q. and Abram Cannon. Photo by C. R. Savage, LDS Church Library.
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Angus M. Cannon, president of Salt Lake Stake, who presided over the
public service in which John Q. Cannon was excommunicated on September 5, 1886, and over Louie Wells Cannon’s funeral service on May
21, 1887. LDS Church Library.
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and other local publications such as the Contributor, which was owned
by her half-brother Junius Wells and edited by Ort Whitney. In 1883,
Louie took an extended trip through the Midwest and Northeast with
her sister Belle, reporting on the people they met and on their many
stops at Mormon history sites and art museums and galleries in four
lengthy letters published in the Exponent. This trip ostensibly allowed
Louie to represent her father’s family at a reunion in Amherst, Massachusetts. Daniel H. Wells was a descendant of Nathaniel Dickinson,
who settled in Connecticut in the 1630s. Louie met many relatives on
that occasion and also visited her mother’s birthplace of Petersham,
Massachusetts.12****
Louie had a beautiful mezzo-soprano singing voice and
played several musical instruments. She became a member of the
Tabernacle Choir in 1878 at age sixteen and taught “a department
of Miss Cook’s school” in 1880 and 1881. She sang and acted in
ward productions but soon graduated to substantial roles in
Gilbert and Sullivan light operas produced in the Salt Lake Theatre. In 1885, she played Lady Jane in Patience during the spring and
one of the Japanese maidens in The Mikado in November. A local
review called her the “cynosure of all eyes” when she was on-stage,
and all acknowledged her substantial ability. The next year when
she had to testify at John Q. Cannon’s preliminary hearing on polygamy charges, even the hyper- critical Tribune crime reporter
warmly remembered her Mikado performance. Even as Louie experienced unusual success on the stage, she maintained a personal
touch, often singing for polygamist inmates at the territorial peni-

****

12Louie Wells, “In Memoriam: Elizabeth Ann Whitney,” Contributor 3

(February 1882): 156–58; and her “Nauvoo the Beautiful,” Woman’s Exponent 12 (August 8, 1883): 37–38; “Letter Number Two,” Woman’s Exponent
12 (August 15, 1883): 44–45; “The Dickinson Reunion,” Woman’s Exponent
12 (September 1, 1883): 53–54; and “Letter IV,” Woman’s Exponent 12 (September 15, 1883): 61–62. Some Utah newspapers noted Louie’s fine travel
accounts. Ogden Herald, August 8, 1883, 3. Substantial advertisements for
the Contributor listed Louie as one of the magazine’s regular writers. “Prospectus of The Contributor,” Deseret Weekly News, September 13, 1882, 549.
Louie’s distant relative, poet Emily Dickinson, lived in Amherst at the time
Louie visited, and it would be interesting to know if Louie met the reclusive
Emily.
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tentiary, as well as at funerals and ward functions.13+
An accomplished artist, Louie painted in both oils and watercolors. She exhibited her paintings with the likes of J. T. Harwood,
George Ottinger, and Cyrus Dallin, all of whom were, or later became, prominent Utah artists. Louie was chosen from among all
young Utah women to represent “Art” at the LDS Church’s Jubilee celebration on July 24, 1880. In 1882, Louie and some friends visited San
Francisco, where she spent most of her time visiting art museums, attending the theater, and shopping for herself, her “Ma,” and her sister
Annie. On her trip east in 1883, Louie obtained visual impressions of
the history of her religion at Mormon sites and also, with her artist’s
eye, absorbed the styles and techniques of the country’s best artists.
Locals expected that Louie would soon return to New York to further
her art studies at the Academy of Design.14++
In 1884, Louie was by far the youngest of the twenty women in
“Representative Women of Deseret,” a large lithographic poster repre+

13Mormon Tabernacle Choir Historical Roster, www.mormontaber

naclechoir.org/roster (accessed September 2008); “Louie M. Wells,” in
Augusta Joyce Crocheron, Representative Women of Deseret: A Book of Biographical Sketches to Accompany the Picture Bearing the Same Title (Salt Lake
City: J. C. Graham & Co., 1884), 129; “Comedy and Operetta,” Salt Lake Tribune, March 4, 1881, 4; “The Bishop’s Party,” Deseret Weekly News, February
13, 1884, 57; “18th Ward Concert,” Salt Lake Herald, February 17, 1884, 12;
“The Concert,” Salt Lake Herald, February 19, 1884, 8; “Funeral of Elder
Heber P. Kimball,” Deseret Weekly News, February 18, 1885, 65; “Patience,”
Salt Lake Herald, February 24, 1885, 8; “Patience at Ogden,” Salt Lake Herald, March 20, 1885, 8; “At the Pen, Bishop Whitney Holds Services for the
Prisoners,” Ogden Herald, November 5, 1885, 1; “The Mikado,” advertisement in Salt Lake Tribune, November 1, 1885, 1; “The Mikado,” Salt Lake
Herald, November 3, 1885, 8; “The Mikado,” Deseret Weekly News, November
11, 1885, 674; “The Mills of the Gods: They are Grinding Slowly But They’ll
Get There,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 9, 1886, 4.
14“The Art Show,” Deseret Weekly News, June 4, 1884, 31; Louie Wells,
++
“Nauvoo the Beautiful,” 37–38, “Letter Number Two,” 44–45, “The
Dickinson Reunion,” 53–54; “Letter IV,” 61–62; Crocheron, Representative
Women of Deseret, 128; Emmeline Wells, Diary, July 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14,
1882. These entries are in a tiny diary in the Emmeline B. Wells collection
labeled “July 5, 1882–July 16, 1882 and August 28, 1883.” It is apparently attributed to Emmeline but is in fact a diary Louie kept during her 1882 trip
to San Francisco and has one entry from her 1883 trip east. This is the only
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senting different talents among Mormon women prepared by Augusta
Joyce Crocheron for Eliza R. Snow’s eightieth birthday. Louie represented the visual arts. Her accomplishments and promise were detailed
in the small book published as a companion piece to the poster.15++
Louie also was a devoted member of the LDS Church and, at age
eighteen, became the first general secretary of the Young Ladies Mutual Improvement Association when it was formed in 1880. The Deseret
Weekly News occasionally printed accounts of YLMIA leaders, including Louie Wells, speaking in conferences around the territory.16+++
Most of the extended descriptions of Louie Wells’s personal
qualities come from tributes after her death and must, therefore, be
somewhat discounted. They do, however, provide a compelling image. Ort Whitney, a life-long friend, described Louie as being
equally good and beautiful. Amiable in disposition, affectionate, with
a heart full of sympathy for the sorrows of others, and a spirit of sublime self-sacrifice for those she loved, she was gifted with a magnetic
charm, a powerful attraction, that drew all souls in her direction. . . .
Her soul was sensitive and refined. Fond of music, poetry, and painting, and talented withal, she became their ardent devotee, and, from
the treasury of her heart and mind, brought forth gems of melody and
beauty. . . . She was a child of faith, a daughter of religion. Her aspirations were spiritual. Her dreams were sparks of prophecy from the

example of Louie’s handwriting I have found.
15Augusta Joyce Crocheron, “Representative Women of Deseret,”
+++
Photo Archives, LDS Church Archives; “Eliza R. Snow Smith, Her Birthday
Party in the Social Hall,” Deseret Weekly News, January 30, 1884, 17; “Women
of Deseret,” Deseret Weekly News, January 30, 1884, 25; Crocheron, Representative Women of Deseret, 128. A number of copies of the poster were made
and were hung in homes. Jennifer Reeder, “Representative Women of Deseret:
A Study of Mormon Material Culture,” Paper presented at 2008 Mormon
History Association conference.
++++ 16B. H. Roberts, A Comprehensive History of the Church, 6 vols. (Salt
Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1930), 5:483; Andrew Jenson, ed., Latter-day
Saints Biographical Encyclopedia: A Compilation of Biographical Sketches of
Prominent Men and Women in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 4
vols. (Salt Lake City: Andrew Jensen History, 1901–36), 4:270; Crocheron,
Representative Women of Deseret, 128; “Y.L.M.I.A.,” Salt Lake Herald, February
28, 1884, 8; “Woman’s Work,” Deseret Weekly News, June 18, 1884, 337.
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flaming forge of inspiration.17*

Emmeline’s tribute, published in the Woman’s Exponent was no
less poetic: “Her disposition, from her earliest childhood, was gentle,
tender and amiable; her nature refined and sensitive, her manners
winning and attractive. She was in many respects specially gifted, her
ardent love of music, her taste for art studies, her genuine admiration
for the beautiful and poetic in nature and her intellectual qualities
combined with her goodness of heart, endeared her to all who knew
her, and she was a special favorite with children.”18**
Not surprisingly, Louie attracted many suitors. Her sister Annie
confided to her diary that “dear little Lou, . . . so affectionate and
*

17Orson Whitney, “Louie,” 21. Whitney wrote this tribute shortly af-

ter Louie’s death in May 1887. Martha Hughes Cannon was living in Great
Britain to avoid testifying against her husband, Angus M. Cannon. She
complained to Angus that, given Louie’s adultery, she (Mattie) could
“hardly account” for Ort Whitney’s tribute and found it inappropriate. To
Mattie, Whitney’s laudatory piece exhibited “a lack of moral courage on his
part,” and likely was caused by his giving in to “the solicitations of the
blinded mother.” Mattie worried that one “knowing the circumstances and
reading [Whitney’s tribute], would get the idea, that all that was necessary
to be considered—or lauded, rather as pure, holy, noble, prophetic, inspirational etc., would be to go and commit adultery.” Martha Hughes Cannon,
Letter to Angus M. Cannon, August 6, 1887, in Constance L. Lieber and
John Sillito, eds., Letters from Exile: The Correspondence of Martha Hughes Cannon and Angus M. Cannon, 1886–1888 (Salt Lake City: Signature Books,
1989), 156. Ironically, when Mattie first learned of John Q. and Louie’s
adultery, she was quite tolerant of both, lauding John Q.’s courage for confessing his sin publicly and advising charity and sympathy for Louie and
Emmeline. Martha Hughes Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September 26, 1886, in ibid., 49.
18Emmeline Wells, “In Memoriam,” 4. Mattie Hughes Cannon con**
sidered herself a close friend of Emmeline but found Emmeline’s tribute to
Louie equally disturbing. Despite her curt criticism of Emmeline’s tribute,
Mattie was more forgiving of the sentiments of the grieving mother, though
Mattie worried that Emmeline should have been more discreet, given the
circumstances of Louie’s last months and death. “I only feel sorry for Aunt
Em—who injures her cause by her vanity.” Martha Hughes Cannon, Letter
to Angus M. Cannon, August 6, 1887, in Leiber and Sillito, Letters from Exile,
157. In a tribute to Emmeline published twenty-eight years after Louie’s
death, Annie Wells Cannon remembered her younger sister as one “who
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bright” then three months shy of her sixteenth birthday, had received
“three proposals, a whole box of ‘love letters,’” and poems from many
suitors.19***Emmeline found it natural that Louie, “the dearest sweetest girl in the world almost,” received a f lood of male admirers but
wrote anxiously in her diary about one of Louie’s would-be suitors, Joe
Sharp, “Dear Joe how sorry I am he is not a Latter day Saint in sentiment and spirit—Lou . . . must never marry any one who is not good &
pure & true in the Gospel.”20****Emmeline had watched her daughter
Mell’s first marriage to a Mormon, sealed in the Endowment House
in 1867, disintegrate because of her husband’s heavy drinking and
abuse. Mell divorced Billy Dunford after five or six years of marriage
and three children. Emmeline had fretted but been helpless when
Mell next fell in love with and married a non-member. Despite the
marriage’s success, Emmeline still suffered keenly that her daughter
had married out of the faith.21+Emmeline’s oldest daughter, Belle,
married Septimus Sears, a rising merchant in Salt Lake, as his second
wife in 1869. Even though (or because) she was herself twice married
as a plural wife, Emmeline also seemed to have concerns about Belle’s
marriage. When Sears was charged in 1885 with unlawful cohabitation, he renounced polygamy, vowed to stop seeing his first wife
(whom he eventually divorced), and lived exclusively with Belle,
whom he legally married in 1892.22++Emmeline was extremely fond of
Emmie’s most serious suitor, a non-Mormon named Hendrie, but
was as beautiful and gifted a girl as ever graced a mortal home. None who
ever saw or knew her but admired and loved her with unspeakable affection; none can forget or cease to love her.” Annie Wells Cannon, “Mothers
in Israel,” Relief Society Magazine 3 (February 1916): 63–65.
19Annie Wells Cannon, Diary, May 12, 1878.
***
**** 20Emmeline Wells, Diary, March 4, 1882.
21Walker, “Growing Up in Utah,” 78; Family Group Records for Wil+
liam Dunford and Melvina Whitney and William W. Woods and Melvina
Whitney, www.familysearch.org (accessed in September 2008).
22“Liberty and Dishonor,” Deseret Evening News, September 29, 1885,
++
2; Abram H. Cannon, Diary, October 29, 1885, Perry Special Collections:
“About eighteen brethren have been sent to the ‘Pen’ during my sickness,
because they would not deny their wives, while John Sharp, T. O. Angell, Jr.,
and John Daynes and Septimus W. Sears were released with only a fine
promising to obey the law in the future.” See also “The Case of S. W. Sears,
Another Instance of Renunciation,” Deseret Evening News, September 29,
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feared he would marry Emmie and never join the Church. In fact, a
telling marginal note in Emmeline’s diary likely made by Annie Wells
Cannon many decades later, described him: “An extremely nice man
educated wealthy good family but not a member of the church.
Mother idolized Emmie and desired her happiness but belief caused
difficulties.” Emmie died, still single, in 1878 at age twenty-four, from
“inf lammation of the brain.” Thus, Annie, three years Louie’s senior,
was the only daughter to marry a good Mormon man about whom
Emmeline had no anxieties (at least until later), and Emmeline ardently vowed to make sure that Louie did the same.23++
Louie, who turned sixteen in 1878, began to be courted that year
or the next by Robert (“Rob”) W. Sloan, seven years her senior; and
within a relatively short time Rob appears to have been Louie’s almost
exclusive suitor. Rob was a reporter for the Salt Lake Herald, an
award-winning writer, and the compiler of the best nineteenth-century Utah gazetteer. A member of the Wasatch Literary Association,
he was viewed as one of the leading young intellectuals in the territory and was sometimes described as “brilliant” and “forceful.” He
later served as Democratic state chair, was elected to the legislature
when Utah achieved statehood, and had a broad entrepreneurial
streak which led him to own a newspaper, to own and operate a theater company, and ultimately to realize a small fortune in the insurance business.24+++
Rob’s father, Edward Lenox Sloan, was a Mormon convert from
1885, 2; Western States Marriage Record Index, marriage of Septemus [sic]
Sears and Isabel M. Whitney, April 11, 1892, Davis County, Utah, 1:100.
Abraham Cannon’s friends and family usually referred to him as “Abram,”
and I have adopted that usage. “The Case of S. W. Sears,” Deseret Evening
News, September 29, 1885, 2; “Death Calls a Prominent Man, Septimus W.
Sears, Utah Pioneer, Passes Away,” Salt Lake Herald, April 8, 1903, 8; “Sears
Will Filed,” Ogden Standard, May 1, 1903, 8. “Mrs. Isabel M. Whitney Sears”
received the entire estate and was the administratrix under her husband’s
will, with their six children to share alike upon her death. Ibid. The first wife
and her children, who included artist Jack Sears, apparently received nothing from Septimus’s estate.
23Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 2, 1875, April 9, 1878.
+++
++++ 24Emmeline Wells, Diary, January 6 and February 1, 1878, February
9, 1879, January 1, 2, February 7, March 22, April 17, May 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11,
19, 24, 29, June 5, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19, July 5, 11, 24, 30, 31, August 30, Septem-
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Ireland whom Orson F. Whitney described as “brilliant” and who,
with William Dunbar, established the Salt Lake Herald. The elder
Sloan also founded the Woman’s Exponent in 1874, making Lula
Greene Richards the first editor.25*Edward Sloan died in 1874 at age
forty-three, before Emmeline B. Wells succeeded Lula Richards, but
members of the Sloan family were close friends of the Wellses. Rob
was a frequent visitor to the Wells home even before he and Louie began their long relationship.
Annie Wells, the “safely” married sister, had indeed made a
most auspicious match. John Q. Cannon was born in San Francisco in
April 1857, where his father, George Q. Cannon, was mission president and was publishing a Mormon paper called the Western Standard.
His mother, Elizabeth Hoagland, was George Q.’s first wife and John
Q. was born before his father became a polygamist. John, named for
ber 13, 28, October 14, 15, November 1, 21, and December 7, 24, 25, 1881,
January 11, February 1, 3, 28, March 31, April 6, 28, July 8, 13, 14, 1882 (the
July 1882 entries were actually written by Louie), May 24, 25, June 4, 5, 11,
1883; Annie Wells, Diary, May 27, 1878, June 15, 1878, John Q. Cannon, Diary, June 3, 1881, Perry Special Collections; “Meears Prize Essay,” Salt Lake
Herald, November 6, 1881, 4; “The Meears Prize Essay, Utah—Her Attractions and Resources,” Salt Lake Herald, November 6, 1881, 13; Sloan, Utah
Gazetteer; “Learning and Faith, the Lecture Delivered by R. W. Sloan Last
Night,” Ogden Herald, September 14, 1887, 1; “Chairman Sloan’s Reply,”
Salt Lake Tribune, April 28, 1898, 8; “The Three Black Mantles,” Ogden Standard, May 21, 1891, 5; “The Mormon Religion, Its Philosophy Discussed by
R.W. Sloan, Lecture in Unity Hall,” Salt Lake Herald, January 11, 1897, 5;
“Robert Sloan Dies Suddenly: Prominent Figure in Local Business Circles
Passes Away in Cab,” Salt Lake Tribune, December 27, 1926, 11; “R. W. Sloan
Dies on Way to Hospital, Was Former Newspaper Man, Founder of Insurance Company,” Deseret News, December 26, 1926, 2-1; J. Cecil Alter, Early
Utah Journalism (Salt Lake City: Utah State Historical Society, 1938), 102,
104. Emmeline B. Wells referred in her diaries to “Rob” many times over a
five-year period (usually but not always in reference to Louie), but never
listed his last name. She did, however, refer to a short notice about him in
the personal column of the Salt Lake Herald, which permitted the identification of “Rob” as Robert W. Sloan. Emmeline Wells, Diary, February 3, 1882;
Salt Lake Herald, February 3, 1882, 8.
25Orson F. Whitney, History of Utah, 4 vols. (Salt Lake City: George Q.
*
Cannon & Sons, 1892–1904) 4:622–24; “Death of E.L. Sloan,” Salt Lake Herald, August 4, 1874, 2; Madsen, An Advocate for Women, 40–42.
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his father’s maternal grandfather, John Quayle, was always regarded
(and treated) as the eldest son; his older brother, George Q. Cannon
Jr., had died at nine months. As the Utah Expedition marched toward
Utah in 1857, George Q. sent his young wife and infant son back to
Utah in the care of his younger brother, David.26**In 1860, shortly after
being called as an apostle, George Q. Cannon was assigned to preside
over the European Mission, and Elizabeth accompanied him. They
left three-year-old John Q. and year-old Abraham (“Abram”) Hoagland with George Q.’s second wife, Sarah Jane Jenne, and her year-old
son, Frank Jenne Cannon. The boys did not see their father for four
years.27***
Brigham Young enlisted John Q. at age twelve to learn shorthand so that he could report addresses given by the LDS Church president. A correspondent of the Chicago Times visiting Salt Lake City in
1870 described the thirteen-year-old John Q. as “a fine student, ambitious, and diligent” and depicted him taking down in shorthand a discourse by Orson Pratt in the Tabernacle. Adults assured the correspondent that John Q.’s accurate notes would be used as the basis for
the published address. The Times writer was sufficiently impressed to
seek the young man out and he was more impressed when he learned
that John Q. had already read Caesar’s Commentaries in Latin. John Q.
had been introduced to the printing and publishing business by his father, who thought that learning shorthand and reporting church leaders’ talks were important parts of the practical education he wanted
his son to receive.28****
Before long, George Q., who at the time was spending much of
**
***

26Bitton, George Q. Cannon, 88, 463; Whitney, History of Utah, 4:660.

27Bitton, George Q. Cannon, 108–9, 134–37; Whitney, History of Utah,

4:660. Elizabeth returned to Salt Lake from England in 1863, a little over a
year before her husband. The two children born to the couple in England
who returned with Elizabeth had passed away by the time their father returned to Utah. Bitton, George Q. Cannon, 128, 137; Whitney, History of Utah,
660.
**** 28“Heart Attack Proves Fatal to Utah Editor, Colonel John Quayle
Cannon, Managing Editor of Deseret News, Dies,” Salt Lake Tribune, January 15, 1931, 3; “Letter on ‘Mormonism’ and the ‘Mormons,’” Deseret Weekly
News, April 19, 1871, 129; “Mormonism and the Mormons,” Millennial Star
33 (May 23, 1871): 322; Jenson, LDS Biographical Encyclopedia, 1:243. The
first by-line John Q. received for transcribing a discourse for the Deseret
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his time in Washington, D.C., as Utah’s territorial delegate, wrote that
he expected John, Frank, and Abram to “render me efficient aid and
be a great help to me by taking an interest in my affairs and looking
[after] and caring for my property.” Beginning in 1876, nineteenyear-old John Q. served as his father’s personal secretary in Washington while George Q. Cannon was serving in Congress. In this capacity, John Q. oversaw his father’s substantial incoming correspondence
and took dictation to prepare outgoing correspondence and articles
published in Utah and other places. George Q. also took his son on
trips, including a memorable one to New York City, where they attended plays, walked up Broadway to Central Park on Christmas day,
admired the growing collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
and saw the Brooklyn Bridge, then nearing completion.29+
In 1880, John Q. Cannon was living in Salt Lake City, working
as an editor at the Deseret News. He was relatively tall (six feet), handsome, smart, and hard-working. He appears to have had his own
farm, near his father’s southwest of downtown Salt Lake City, and
loved working on it.30++ According to later reports, he also had a
slightly rakish aspect to his personality, and liked spending time
News came on May 10, 1871. Discourse by Elder Orson Pratt, Deseret Weekly
News, May 10, 1871, 161.
29George Q. Cannon, Letter to John Q. Cannon, January 25, 1874,
+
Annie Wells Cannon, Scrapbook, photocopy, Manuscript Collection, Utah
State Historical Society; Bitton, George Q. Cannon, 185–86. Cannon was
elected in 1872 to Congress and served until he was displaced by the
Edmunds Act, which gave Utah’s federal officials power to refuse to seat
him because he was a polygamist even though he was reelected to the office
in 1882 in a landslide.
30John Q. Cannon, Diary, January 29, 30, March 2, 14, 16, 18, 19, June
++
22, July 16, 1881. John Q. noted in his diary how much he enjoyed both
newspaper and farm: “I wish I was ubiquitous enough so that I could be in
the office and at the farm all the time.” Ibid., March 2, 1881. John Q. Cannon’s 1881 diary is the only one I have located, though there are references
to other diaries in a few extant letters. See John Q. Cannon, Letter to
George Q. Cannon, June 3, 1882: Annie Wells Cannon, Scrapbook, Utah
State Historical Society. The book in which John kept his 1881 diary was a
Christmas gift from his “sister-in-law Louie Wells.” John Q. Cannon Diary,
January 2, 1881.John Q.’s stature comes from a certificate of American citizenship he obtained in London while on his mission in March 1882, a copy
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with “the boys.”31++
John Q. Cannon and Annie Wells, Louie’s older sister, reportedly first really noticed each other at the Sunday School Jubilee on
July 24, 1879. They were engaged on New Year’s Eve that year, and
were sealed in the Endowment House on March 17, 1880, with Annie’s father, Daniel H. Wells, officiating. John was twenty-two and Annie was twenty. Their union was socially significant. Their fathers
were or had been counselors in the First Presidency. Annie’s mother
was one of Mormondom’s most visible and prominent women, arguably second only to the redoubtable Eliza R. Snow. Their wedding reception was grand and memorable. John Q.’s parents, then in Washington, D.C., sent their salutations and regrets for not being able to attend.32+++
Annie and John lived in Emmeline’s home for almost a year, a
common practice at the time, as their own house was being conof which is in Annie Wells Cannon, Scrapbook.
31In 1884, after John Q. Cannon had returned from a mission, the
+++
Tribune reported that “before he went abroad, John Q. used to be one of the
boys, spent his time where young fellows usually do, hung around livery stables a good deal and was generally considered a pretty nice fellow.” “On the
Quiet, John Q. Cannon Enters Polygamy Very Stealthily, and His Reasons
for So Doing,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 2, 1884, 4. George Q. Cannon
had some knowledge of John Q.’s “faults” and worried at the time of his
son’s excommunication that “All John Q.’s faults will be likely to be made
known.” George Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September [11],
1886, Angus M. Cannon Collection, LDS Church Library. I deduce the date
of this letter from internal evidence. The allegations of a slightly checkered
past are reinforced by John’s later admissions of “gambling on hor[s]es,
drinking strong drink, smoking cigars, and playing billiards at the Walker
House.” Francis M. Lyman, Letter to Joseph F. Smith, May 25, 1887, Joseph
F. Smith Incoming Correspondence, LDS Church Library.
++++ 32Margaret Cannon Clayton, “Our Mother, Biography of Elizabeth
Anne Wells Cannon (Annie Wells Cannon), December 7, 1859–September
2, 1942,” typescript, Perry Special Collections, 15; Leonard J. Arrington
and Susan Arrington Madsen, “Annie Wells Cannon, Versatile and Exemplary Leader,” in their Sunbonnet Sisters: True Stories of Mormon Women and
Frontier Life (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1984), 134–40; John Q. Cannon and
Elizabeth Ann Wells, Family Group Record, www.familysearch.org (accessed September 2008); Salt Lake County Probate Court Docket, Vol. E, p.
93, Western States Marriage Record Index; Bitton, George Q. Cannon, 237.
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structed on John Q.’s farm in southwest Salt Lake City. It was a congenial arrangement. Emmie had died two years earlier. Mell and
Belle were both married and living elsewhere, so Louie was the only
other daughter at home. Still in school, seventeen-year-old Louie
was studying art and piano, and beginning to appear in local dramatic and operatic productions. Socially active, various members of
the family attended the theater, Church meetings, or political rallies
together. Louie sometimes attended functions alone with her
brother-in-law John Q. Cannon, particularly when Annie’s pregnancy advanced. Little George Q. was born in January 1881; and in
February, John and Annie moved to their new home on the farm several miles southwest from Emmeline’s home. Louie continued to
spend a great deal of time with them and often tended her little
nephew.
In August 1881, John Q. left on a mission to Europe. Emmeline
and Louie joyfully welcomed Annie and eight-month-old George
back to Emmeline’s home. John Q. Cannon first served in Great
Britain, then Switzerland where he became Swiss Mission president
in August 1883 at twenty-six. In October 1883, Annie bravely left
two-year-old George Q. with Louie and Emmeline, and joined John
Q. in Europe. As John Q. oversaw missionary work in Switzerland
and Germany, the young couple attended operas, visited art galleries and museums, and toured continental Europe. Annie wrote enthralling travel letters to her mother and/or sisters that Emmeline
also published in the Exponent. Annie’s article about the history and
purpose of the Relief Society was published in several European
Mormon periodicals. John Q. and Annie returned to Salt Lake City
in June 1884 and settled down temporarily in the Wells household.
He was soon employed again by the Deseret News as an editor. In October conference, he was called as a counselor in the Presiding Bishopric. In 1886, he was elected both to the territorial legislature and

Daniel H. Wells was a counselor to Brigham Young from 1857 until Young’s
death in 1877, George Q. Cannon served as an assistant counselor to
Brigham Young and as first counselor to John Taylor, Wilford Woodruff,
and Lorenzo Snow. D. Michael Quinn, The Mormon Hierarchy: Extensions of
Power (Salt Lake City, Utah: Signature Books, 1997), 645–47, 711–12.
Emmeline later remembered the grandeur of Annie and John Q.’s wedding
reception. Emmeline Wells, Diary, March 17, 1889.
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the Salt Lake City council.33*
At that point, twenty-two-year-old Louie was a happy and talented young woman, appearing regularly in the Salt Lake Theatre’s
elaborate operettas and continuing her studies in art. She had obviously enjoyed her trip to the East the previous year, and her relationship with Rob, a man as bright and lively as she was, seems to have
been both welcome and acceptable. Emmeline expressed occasional
anxiety that Louie was pushing herself too hard and might damage
her health but had no other worries about her beloved daughter.34**
Emmeline also had no worries that show up in her diary about Annie’s marriage. John Q. Cannon was a counselor in the Presiding
*

33Emmeline Wells, Diary, January 8, 16, February 5, 12, 17, May 3,

1881; John Q. Cannon, Diary, January 3, 10, 11, 15, 27, February 15, 17,
April 2, May 4, August 18, 1881; Clayton, “Our Mother, Biography of Elizabeth Anne Wells Cannon,” 2; Annie Wells Cannon, “Letter One” and “Letter Two,” Woman’s Exponent 12 (December 15, 1883): 108–9, “Letter III”
and “Letter IV,” Woman’s Exponent 12 (February 1, 1884), 132–33, “Letter
V” and “Letter VI,” Woman’s Exponent 12 (March 1, 1884): 148–50, “Relief
Societies Abroad,” Woman’s Exponent, 12 (February 1, 1884): 158–59, “Letter VII,” “Letter VIII,” and “Letter IX,” Woman’s Exponent 12 (April 1,
1884): 165–66, “Letter X,” Woman’s Exponent 12 (May 15, 1884): 188–89,
“Letter XI,” Woman’s Exponent 13 (June 1, 1884): 5–6, “Letter XII,” Woman’s
Exponent 13 (June 15, 1884): 13-14, “Letter XIII,” Woman’s Exponent 13 (July
1, 1884): 21; Andrew Jenson, LDS Biographical Encyclopedia, 1:243, 3:335; B.
H. Roberts, Comprehensive History of the Church, 5:90–91; Deseret Weekly
News, June 11, 1884, 329; “Editorial Notes,” Woman’s Exponent 13 (July 15,
1884): 15; “Utah Territory,” Salt Lake Herald, September 28, 1887, 3; Territory of Utah Legislative Assembly Rosters, Twenty-Seventh Session, 1886,
Members of the House of Representatives, www.archives.state.ut.us/research/
guides/legassembly21-31.html (accessed September 2008). John Q.’s mission report is published in the Journal of Discourses, 26 vols. (London and
Liverpool: LDS Booksellers Depot, 1855–86), 25:202–6. Upon his return to
Utah, John Q. Cannon did not want to displace the man who had been hired
to take his position on the staff of the News and was offered the editorship of
the Salt Lake Herald. President John Taylor insisted, however, that he write
for the News. Bitton, George Q. Cannon, 507 note 18. John Q. was proposed
as a member of the Quorum of Twelve in 1882 but his uncle, President John
Taylor, did not approve the proposal. Quinn, Extensions of Power, 648–49.
34In an illustrative diary entry, Emmeline recorded that “I do not like
**
to see Louie have so much to do.” Wells, Diary, March 23, 1881.
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Bishopric, working as an editor at the Deseret News, involved in his father’s business enterprises, a member of the territorial legislature, on
the city council, and a man of unusual promise. The young couple
seemed very happy together, and their daughter, Louise, was born in
July 1884, joining healthy three-year-old George.
Then, on November 2, 1884, a storm broke on the horizon of the
happy lives of Louie Wells and John Q. Cannon. The Salt Lake Tribune
published a sensationalized report, written by city editor Joseph
Lippman. Citing as his source the “son of a Mormon high up in authority in the Mormon Church.” Lippman described John Q. and his
“pretty and charming” Annie as extremely happy. Annie’s “cultured
mind and refined manners” commanded John’s respect and resulted
in a “love that was pure and holy in every aspect.” However, “while monogamy suited them both very well,” John Q.’s father wanted his son to
achieve “Celestial glory,” meaning plural marriage. He constantly
urged his son to find a second wife. The article took a nasty turn as it
described the “blooming, pretty, petite lass named Louie Wells” as the
object of his search, facilitated by their living under the same roof. The
Tribune described Louie: “Her cheeks were as rosy as a peach, her eyes
as sparkling as the diamond, her looks as bewitching as a dove’s and her
form and movements were the idealizations of grace and harmony, . . .
and time had favored her with perfect development.”35**
The report continued: The smitten John Q. began “casting furtive glances at her at the table, in the hallway, on the streets and whenever the opportunity provided itself.” He took her on carriage rides.
Finally, the article alleged, they went separately and for different reasons to Logan in August or September 1884 and were married in the
temple there. Although the prosecution provisions of the Edmunds
Act (1882) were encouraging circumspection in plural courtships and
marriages, Lippman attributed the secrecy of this courtship, not only
to the Edmunds Act but to keep Louie’s devoted “Romeo,” an unnamed “young journalist of this city,” in the dark.36****
In an overtly provocative allegation, Lippman charged that
George Q. Cannon, “who solves nearly all of the difficult problems of
***

35“On the Quiet,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 2, 1884, 4; “Matter vs.

Mind, In the Contest, the Former Comes Off Victorious, The Facts Concerning Cannon’s Polygamous Marriage, Cannon’s Trial for Assaulting a
‘Tribune’ Reporter,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 11, 1884, 4.
**** 36“On the Quiet,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 2, 1884, 4. The Tri-
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the church,” solved the “small social problem” of having Louie’s
suitor stand in the way of her relationship with John Q. by sending the
suitor on a mission, even though, in the Tribune’s view, “it was well
known that the habits of this journalist were anything but in accord
with those of a person one would expect to be sent on a mission for
any faith.” The Tribune story indicated that the unnamed reporter
would probably be gone on a mission just long enough to give time for
Louie and John Q. to get settled in.37+
On November 3, the day after Lippman’s article appeared in the
Tribune, Emmeline B. Wells, accompanied by her non-Mormon lawyer son-in-law, Major W. W. Woods, accosted the Tribune’s editor-in-chief, accused him of printing utter lies, and “demand[ed] a retraction.” The next edition of the paper, in fact, printed Will Woods’s
“card” to the effect that he was in a position to know the facts and
knew the Tribune article to have been false. He had, “moreover, the
positive statement of Mrs. Wells—a lady whose word neither Mormon
nor Gentile will question, that it is not true.” The Tribune accompanied the card with a half-hearted retraction, stating that Major Woods
was entirely trustworthy while the reporter’s informant was not.38++
That informant was John Q.’s ne’r-do-well first cousin, Angus Can-

bune noted of the unidentified Sloan that “no Romeo was ever more devoted to his Juliet than this young wielder of the Faber, to his inamorata.”
Ibid.
37Ibid. It seems somewhat inconsistent for the Tribune to report that
+
the Cannons needed to get rid of Louie’s suitor if Louie and John Q. were already married. The Tribune likely knew that the two were not married but
simply wanted to exacerbate tensions already present in Utah over the polygamy question.
38“Card from Major Woods,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 4, 1884, 4.
++
A card was simply a brief description of events from the bearer’s point of
view written on a card. A week later, after the events described below, the
Tribune published what amounted to a retraction of its earlier retraction.
The November 11 article described how the Tribune reporter, Lippman,
had spoken with Major Woods about the informant’s allegations before the
Tribune published its initial article on November 2. According to that report, Woods told Lippman at that time that he and his wife (Louie’s sister)
Mell believed the story. The November 11 report also stated that the editorial note accompanying Woods’s denial of allegations, which stated that
Major Woods was a far more trustworthy source than the informant, had
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non Jr., son of the Salt Lake Stake president.39++
A journalistic firestorm erupted in Salt Lake City’s charged
been published without Lippman’s knowledge or agreement. “Matter vs.
Mind,” 4. Of interest is that Joseph Lippman reportedly resigned as city editor of the Tribune on November 22, 1884, and left Salt Lake to live in New
Orleans for the winter. Salt Lake Evening Chronicle, November 22, 1884, 3. It
could be that Lippman felt pressured by the Tribune for the controversy his
article created, or more likely, that he did not believe his editor had been
sufficiently supportive while he pursued his article on John Q. Cannon. He
returned to Utah and worked for the Tribune off and on as an editor and
business manager, practiced law, and was active in political campaigns, occasionally at odds with Robert Sloan. Alter, Early Utah Journalism, 360; O. N.
Malmquist, The First Hundred Years: A History of the Salt Lake Tribune,
1871–1971 (Salt Lake City: Utah State Historical Society), 194, 207, 235,
244; “County Is Democratic,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 4, 1896, 1, 2, 3;
“Are against Fusion,” Salt Lake Tribune, March 29, 1898, 8; “Letter to Chairman Sloan,” Salt Lake Tribune, April 24, 1898, 4.
39The Tribune originally did not identify the “informant” but its No+++
vember 11, 1884, article identified Angus Jr. as the informant. “Matter vs.
Mind,” 4. Angus had not wanted to be associated with the story because he
had just been appointed deputy county recorder by his brother, George M.
Cannon, and he worried he would lose his position. Ibid. This was not the
only time that Angus Jr. had told stories about his extended family. Angus Jr. was known to have a drinking problem and a loose tongue. See, for
example, Abram Cannon, Diary, May 14, 1883: “Uncle Angus is greatly
troubled about his son Angus, who lies, steals, drinks and even commits
adultery without scruple.” See also entries on July 26, 1884, and December
31, 1886. The Tribune sometimes referred to Angus Jr.’s lack of credibility.
See, for example, “A Specimen Case,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 9, 1886, 2.
In spite of all this, Angus Jr. often had dinner with his parents, siblings, and
cousins, traveled with them, and worked with them in family businesses. He
was his father’s oldest son and the closest sibling in age to Mina Cannon,
Abram Cannon’s second wife, and he was clearly well-liked by family members in spite of his faults. See Abram Cannon, Diary, September 4, October
30, 1882, March 12, 1883, February 24, June 10, 1884, April 26, 1885. Occasionally, he would drink and carouse with his cousin, Frank J. Cannon. Ibid.,
December 31, 1885. In May 1882, George Q. Cannon commiserated with
his brother Angus over the waywardness of their sons (no doubt referring
to Angus Jr. and his own son, Frank J.): “I certainly looked for no such wickedness in either my own family or your family as we have had. It ought not to
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newspaper atmosphere.40+++The Herald took unusual exception to
Lippman’s original article, referring to the Tribune as an organ of
“filth,” “venality,” and “disrespect for character,” and to the reporter
as a “dirty, rotten apostate Jew.” The Herald viewed the Tribune’s article largely as an attack on Louie Wells (though it had the sensitivity
not to repeat her name) and asserted that the slanderous story was intended to “destroy her happiness, her character, or her womanliness.”
In the Herald’s opinion, the Tribune had known that the report was
false and had nevertheless published it to “forever blast the character
of a young woman whose whole walk in life has been to win the love,
the confidence and the admiration of all who have known her.”41*
The Deseret Evening News did not immediately respond to the
Tribune’s bombshell article. A week after its appearance, however, in a
fracas described even today in tales of the long-standing Deseret
News–Tribune rivalry, John Q. Cannon assaulted Lippman. Cannon
had been out of town when the Tribune article appeared and had gone
several times to the Tribune’s offices to confront Lippman. Lippman,
correctly deducing John Q.’s fury, had eluded him. But on November
9, 1884, Cannon found Lippman in front of City Hall on the corner of
First South and First East. Modern Tribune historian/journalist Harold Schindler claims that John Q. himself wrote the description of
their encounter, published in the Deseret News:
Mr. Cannon accosted the Tribune scribe with: “Your name’s
Lipman [sic], I believe.”
be. There is nothing to extenuate it, much less to justify it.” Nevertheless,
George Q. counseled against “improper severity,” and urged his brother
and sister-in-law to work together “towards saving” Angus Jr. George Q.
Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, May 30, 1882, Angus M. Cannon Collection, LDS Church Library.
++++ 40The Tribune had a decided bias against the LDS Church and its
leaders and often employed incendiary, dramatic language in pursuing its
anti-Mormon agenda. The Deseret News was the official organ of the Church
and could be depended on to defend the institution and its leaders. The Salt
Lake Herald, which was sometimes referred to as “Zion’s Echo,” was usually
pro-Church, though with a more neutral, pro-business attitude. See Hal
Schindler, “Early Tribune, Deseret News Made Trash Talk an Art Form, Tribune, Deseret News Took Off Gloves,” Salt Lake Tribune, April 14, 1996, A1.
41“The Tribune’s Last Slander,” Salt Lake Herald, November 4, 1884,
*
2.
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“It is,” replied the one addressed.
“Mine is Cannon and I want you to get right down on your knees
and apologize for the lie you published about me last Sunday.”
“I never published any lie about you.”
“You did and you knew it was such at the time. Now I want you to
apologize.”
“I will not.”
The words were not out of his mouth when he found himself flying
through the air as if a cannon-ball had struck him. He was knocked
about ten feet and lit on the back of his neck and shoulders. Before he
could scramble to his feet, Mr. Cannon stood over him and was reaching for a little rawhide in his pocket, with the intention of giving him a
taste of its keenness, when the prostrate reporter began to cry piteously
and beg for his life, making all sorts of promises about future good conduct, and at the same time wriggling his fingers in front of him as if he
expected the grim visage of death to stare at him from the muzzle of a
revolver.42**

The accounts published in the Tribune and the Herald varied
only slightly. The Tribune noted how much larger Cannon was than
Lippman and added two details: Lippman boldly told Cannon he
would go to hell before he retracted the article, and John Q. yelled
“don’t shoot” when it looked as if Lippman might pull a small pistol
from his pocket. All accounts agree that police officers eventually
made their way out from City Hall and, amid cursing and name calling between the two men, arrested John Q. He was released on $50
bail and then paid a $15 fine the next week after he pleaded guilty to
assault. The Herald strongly approved of the “licking” delivered to
Lippman, but found it a bit strange that John Q. “considered himself
the aggrieved party.” Obviously, the Herald believed the truly aggrieved party in the matter to be Louie Wells.43***
Ironically, much of the Tribune story was accurate. John Q. and
**

42“A Reporter Rawhided,” Deseret Evening News, November 10, 1884,

3; Schindler, “Early Tribune, Deseret News Made Trash Talk,” A1.
43“Matter vs. Mind,” 4; Schindler, “Early Tribune, Deseret News Made
Trash Talk,” A1; “Chastised. The ‘Tribune’ Local Editor Soundly Thrashed.
The Penalty of Lying,” Salt Lake Herald, November 9, 1884, 9; “A Reporter
Rawhided,” 3. Strangely, there is no reference in Abram Cannon’s diaries to
the original Tribune article or the subsequent confrontation between John
Q. and Lippman even though Abram mentions John Q. many times during
this time period. Abram Cannon, Diary, November 4, 13, 16, 1884.
***
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Annie appear to have had a loving relationship before (and after) the
article and the later scandal. Furthermore, it is almost unthinkable
that George Q. Cannon would not have strongly encouraged his eldest son to enter the principle of plural marriage—he was clearly an
advocate of the practice and believed it was necessary for the greatest
eternal blessings. As the Tribune had reported, Louie had been seeing
Rob Sloan, a prominent Salt Lake Herald reporter, for at least six years,
and Sloan was genuinely attached to her. He had just made a career
breakthrough by publishing the 1884 Utah Gazeteer when he was
called on a mission to Great Britain, announced over the pulpit (as
was customary) in October 1884 conference by George Q. Cannon.
At that same conference, John Q. Cannon had reported on his mission and been sustained as second counselor in the LDS Church’s Presiding Bishopric. In early November, just as the Tribune published its
story about Louie Wells and John Q. Cannon, Sloan was preparing to
leave for Europe on his mission and, in fact, gave a well-attended lecture in the Salt Lake Theatre on November 10, 1884, the evening after
John Q.’s explosive encounter with Joseph Lippman. Only the article’s two most inf lammatory accusations cannot be confirmed: that
George Q. Cannon had called Rob Sloan on a mission to clear the way
to Louie’s heart for his son and that John Q. and Louie had been married polygamously in the Logan Temple.44****
The historical record does not give a clear answer of why Rob
Sloan received a mission call at this point. It could have been a plot
hatched by John Q. and his father, but it is more likely that Rob Sloan,
like many other young Mormon men, was seen by Church leaders as a
talented and effective prospective missionary. Rob and Louie may, in
fact, have already broken off their relationship. There is no indication
that Sloan objected to the mission call; in fact, he faithfully served in
Ireland and England for almost two years under Louie’s father, Daniel
H. Wells, often publishing well-written lead articles in the Millennial
****

44Sloan, Utah Gazetteer; “Utah Gazetteer,” Salt Lake Herald, March 19,

1884, 3; “Fifty-Fourth Semi-Annual Conference,” Deseret Evening News, October 7, 1884, 2; Quinn, The Mormon Hierarchy: Extensions of Power, 648–49;
“Utah, Past, Present and Future,” Deseret Evening News, November 8, 1884,
5; “Utah, Her Past, Present and Future,” Deseret Evening News, November 11,
1884, 8; “Mr. Sloan’s Lecture, The Past, Present and Future of Our Territory,” Salt Lake Herald, November 11, 1884, 1; “On the Quiet,” Salt Lake Tribune, November 2, 1884, 4.
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Star, the official Church organ in Great Britain as his father had done
twenty-five years earlier.45+
On the other hand, it is almost certain that John Q. and Louie
were not married in 1884 or, for that matter, at any time before their
controversial marriage on September 10, 1886 (described below). At
that point, John Q. publicly confessed that he was guilty of adultery
+

45Always the bon vivant, Rob Sloan had himself listed in city directo-

ries during the time of his mission as a “journalist and pilgrim in foreign
lands.” George A. Crofutt, Crofutt’s Salt Lake City Directory 1885–86 (Salt
Lake City: Herald Job Dept., 1885), 170. Sloan’s articles in the Millennial
Star evince a thoughtful and subtle mind and faith: “The Inf luence of the
Bible,” 47 (January 11, 1886): 30–31; “Why Mormonism Is Opposed,” 47
(February 16, 1886): 97–99; “Religion Must Be Practical,” 47 (June 8, 1885:
353–56; “Thy Kingdom Come,” 47 (June 21, 1885): 373–75; “Gospel
Blaze,” 47 (September 14, 1885): 377–79; “Too True and True Too,” 48
(February 15, 1886): 97–100; “Ecclesiastes Modernized,” 48 (March 15,
1886): 171–74; “The Old Theme,” 48 (April 19, 1886): 241–43; “Eternal
Life a Reward,” 48 (June 14, 1886): 373–75; “The Duty of the Hour,” 48 (July
12, 1886): 433–34; “Proof Accumulating,” 48 (July 26, 1886): 472–75;
“What Is Salvation?” 48 (August 2, 1886): 488–90. The Tribune’s allegation
that Sloan was not worthy to be called as a missionary probably amounted
to the reporter’s teasing Rob as a fellow reporter. Sloan was released from
the British Mission on August 21, 1886, and sailed from Liverpool. Millennial Star 48 (August 2, 1886): 475. He clearly had developed missionary zeal
in his time away. He spoke in the Tabernacle with Heber J. Grant on November 21, 1886, shortly after his return and at precisely the same time engaged
in a public debate in the newspapers with a young anti-Mormon reformer,
J. B. Stoddard, who was beginning a nationwide tour. “Opposition, That
Which Activates the Enemies of the Mormons, the Truths of the Gospel, Elder R. W. Sloan and Apostle H. J. Grant’s Discourses at the Tabernacle on
Sunday,” Salt Lake Herald, November 23, 1886, 6; “Young Stoddard’s Lecture,” Salt Lake Herald, November 20, 1886, 8; “An Invitation to Mr.
Stoddard to Discuss Mormonism,” Salt Lake Herald, 8; “Reply to Mr. Sloan,
Mr. Stoddard Willing to Discuss Mormonism from His Own Standpoint,”
Salt Lake Herald, November 23, 1886, 8; “Sloan vs. Stoddard, Will the Young
‘Reformer’ Meet the Young Gentleman?” Salt Lake Herald, November 24,
1886, 1. The Tribune later indicated that it had it on good authority that
Robert Sloan was being sent east by the Church as a “special missionary to
combat the arguments of Mr. Stoddard against Mormonism.” Salt Lake Tribune, December 27, 1886, 3.
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(though he did not disclose his partner), and it would have made no
sense for him to have faced public humiliation and excommunication
if Louie really had been his plural wife.
The more interesting question, however, is whether the two
were romantically involved at the time of the Tribune’s incendiary article. Unfortunately, the best source for the relationship between
Louie Wells and her suitors for earlier years is Emmeline’s diaries and
there is a gap in them from late summer 1883 until mid-December
1885 and from February 1886 to the beginning of 1887.46++Sources
other than the Wells diaries point to a continuing relationship between Louie and Rob Sloan; but at some point before his departure
for Great Britain in November 1884, close personal contact between
the two ended.
Thus, the state of John Q’s and Louie’s relationship in November 1884 cannot be determined. However, by late 1885, John Q. and
Louie were linked romantically. In testimony given at John Q.’s preliminary hearing on polygamy charges in October 1886, Annie Wells
Cannon testified that she believed that, for more than a year, her husband and her younger sister “loved each other” and “wanted to
marry.” The month before, September 1886, John Q. confided to his
brother Abram that he had “given” himself to Louie at some earlier
point and that she had miscarried their child.47++
The situation presents perplexing questions. Why would a General Authority, son of a counselor in the First Presidency, not enter polygamy, especially since his polygamous father and his devoted wife
(herself the product of a polygamous union) encouraged it as a principle that would bring eternal blessings to their family? And especially
since Annie fully approved of his choice, her own beautiful, talented,
++

46To my knowlege, the only Emmeline Wells diary available from the

mid-1883 to the end of 1886 is one she kept from mid-December 1885
through January 1886, in which she chronicled a trip she took to the East. It
is unlikely that Emmeline stopped keeping a diary during the missing periods; she was an inveterate diarist and it was an important personal expression for her. Perhaps diaries from the missing periods are still in private possession. Or they may have been lost or destroyed. I find it likely that, after
Emmeline’s death, Annie destroyed the diaries for the agonizingly painful
1885–86 period.
47“Mills of the Gods,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 9, 1886, 4; Abram
+++
Cannon, Diary, September 4, 1886.
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willing, single sister—a woman to whom he was already attached? It is
true that prosecution against polygamy was intensifying, but many
unions continued to be contracted secretly during the early 1880s.
Still, Apostle Francis M. Lyman, a member of the LDS Church’s Quorum of Twelve, reported at an 1888 meeting of the Quorum of the
Twelve that President John Taylor had earlier advised John Q. Cannon, John W. Taylor, and Orson F. Whitney to refrain, at least temporarily, from entering plural marriage, presumably so at least some
Church authorities could live openly in Utah society without fear of
prosecution. Martha Hughes Cannon, who was living in Great Britain
to avoid being required to testify against her husband, Angus M. Cannon Sr., described John Q. (after his confession of adultery) as “a
young man of hitherto unblemished character, . . . who had twice
asked for the woman he loved.” She does not identify her source of information.48+++On the other hand, Abram Cannon was stunned when
he learned of John Q.’s self-confessed adultery and incredulously
wondered that he “could so far forget himself as to fall when he might
long ago have been joined to Louie in honorable wedlock.” Furthermore, John Taylor’s later counsel to several young Church authorities
not to enter plural marriage seems inconsistent with the revelation he
had received in October 1882, which required Heber J. Grant and
Seymour B. Young to marry plural wives as a condition to their calls to
high Church office.49*
More to the point, why would one of the most talented, beautiful
++++

48Francis M. Lyman, quoted in Franklin D. Richards, Diary, January

30, 1888, Franklin D. Richards Collection, Richard E. Turley, ed., Selected
Collections of the Archives of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 2 vols.,
DVD (Provo, Utah: BYU Press, 2002), 1:36; Martha Hughes Cannon, Letter
to Angus M. Cannon, September 26, 1886, in Lieber and Sillito, Letters from
Exile, 49.
49Abram Cannon, Diary, September 4, 1886; Revelation given to
*
John Taylor, October 13, 1882, in Fred C. Collier, ed., Unpublished Revelations of Prophets and Presidents of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 2
vols. (Salt Lake City: Collier Publishing, 1979), 1:138. John Taylor was John
Q.’s great-uncle. His first wife, Leonora Cannon, was the sister of George
Cannon, George Q. Cannon’s father. It seems unlikely that the Church president would have continued to withhold permission from John Q. to marry
Louie, particularly if he knew of John Q.’s and Louie’s feelings for each
other and that Annie had consented.
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young women in Salt Lake City with ambitions of art study in New
York and more roles on the stage, who from all accounts was a believing, religious soul, and who had long received unusual male attention,
have risked an adulterous relationship with her brother-in-law? Most
probably, they contemplated a plural marriage but failed to resist the
temptation of their mutual attraction in unguarded moments. Their
close familiarity from having lived in the same house for years was
probably a factor. Perhaps John Q.’s Church position and important
place in his powerful father’s family played a role in creating an attraction. Did part of Louie respond to his apparent maverick tendencies?
Was there even some unseemly sisterly competition between Louie
and Annie? Unless more documents come to light, these questions
cannot be fully answered.
The courtship of Louie Wells and John Q. Cannon, if only more
were known about it, might provide insights into the practice of Mormon plural marriage itself. The psychological depths can probably
never be fully plumbed, but some cultural phenomena of the time are
present in their relationship. Mormon men often married sisters.50**
How would two people like John Q. and Louie, who sometimes lived
in the same house, have conducted a clandestine romance? What did
Annie know and when? In late 1877, the eighteen-year-old unmarried
Annie had confessed to her diary that she wished there were boys
**

50Kimball Young, Isn’t One Wife Enough? (New York: Henry Holt &

Co., 1954), 111, 125, 135–36, 447, found in his limited study that approximately 19 percent of polygamists married sisters. There is even some suggestion that John Q. Cannon had strong feelings for Emmie Wells, several
years his senior, before he courted Annie. Emmie died in April 1878 at age
twenty-four. On December 31, 1881, John Q. and Ort Whitney, both British
missionaries far from home, stayed up late talking in the mission office.
John Q. recorded that Ort opened to John Q. “the story of his [Ort’s] life
and devotion to my deceased sister-in-law [Emmie] with a minuteness and
fervour quite touching. I [John Q.] never thought he reposed such great
confidence in me; as my relations to her were such, he said he thought it due
me, and as a dear friend he wanted me to know it. I thoroughly believe his
statement of the case and hope his desire in the matter will be gratified.”
John Q. Cannon, Diary, December 31, 1881. Although this episode clearly
documents Ort’s attraction to Emmie, the fact that he thought the explanation due to John, would make no sense if John had not also been attracted to
Emmie.
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“that loved me like they all love Em and Lou.” She sometimes commented on Louie’s easy social manner.51***Did these feelings return,
despite Annie’s faith-linked acceptance of plural marriage? What
feelings would Emmeline have had, believing as she did in plural marriage but personally having twice been a plural wife to prominent
older men whose attentions she craved but often did not receive? The
most difficult part of the relationship, the sexual part, raises far more
questions than it resolves; Mormons were not immune from premarital sexual tensions even when they believed (or perhaps because they
believed) they would be permitted to marry polygamously.52****
In any case, on September 4, 1886, John Q. Cannon had decided he needed to confess his adultery and take whatever punishment would be imposed. It is not evident what prompted John Q.
Cannon to make his confession to his brother Abram, who had become a member of the seven-man First Council of the Seventy in
1882 at age twenty-three and who was a future apostle. Perhaps John
Q. finally acknowledged the disparity between his public life and
teachings and his private behavior and felt compelled to address it.
Perhaps Louie insisted. Perhaps she told him that she was, for the
***
****

51Annie Wells Cannon, Diary, August 22, 1877, May 12, 1878.
52An article appeared in the Washington Star written by an unnamed

non-Mormon reporter who happened to be in the Tabernacle at the time of
John Q. Cannon’s public confession (discussed below). The reporter asked
John Nicholson, the speaker who had been interrupted in the Tabernacle,
whether adultery among Mormons was a “very rare occurrence.” Nicholson responded that it was, although one man had been “deposed for it a
fortnight ago, and twelve months ago one of the twelve apostles [no doubt
Albert Carrington] was deposed for it.” The Tribune found it very unlikely
that Mormon adultery was rare and offered the extraordinary opinion that
“the proportion of the members in good standing (God save the mark!) in
the Mormon Church who commit sexual crimes (and we do not include polygamy or U.C. [unlawful cohabitation]) is a thousand per cent greater than
in any Christian Church in the United States, and among the crimes committed are many that must be nameless, because of their awful depravity.”
“The Purity Racket,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 12, 1886, 2. The Tribune
taunted LDS Church leaders who had often reminded everyone “that polygamy supplied the only remedy against sexual sins and divorces. In what light
does John Q. Cannon leave that theory?” “Some Conundrums,” Salt Lake
Tribune, October 10, 1886, 2.
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second time in their relationship, pregnant. Ref lecting on the situation the next spring, Francis M. Lyman worried that John Q. may
have decided to confess his adultery in an attempt to hide another
grievous transgression—embezzling Church funds. However, this
problem would not become known until some time in early 1887,
even among the family.53+
There is no question that Abram Cannon was shocked to the
core by the confession. He wrote in his diary: “If I heard of John Q’s
death the news would have been happiness compared with this. It will
nearly kill Father. I felt sick at heart and for some time could not control myself. I have thought that of all Father’s children John Q. was the
least liable to fall. I have known my own weaknesses and follies, and
supposed he was free from such. I fear pride is what caused the temptation to first enter John’s mind.”54++ Despite his dismay, Abram’s
counsel was clear and pressing. John Q. needed to confess his sins to
their father, to Presiding Bishop William B. Preston, and to their uncle Angus, president of Salt Lake Stake. According to Abram, John Q.
was aghast at his own behavior and had decided to leave the country
because he “cannot live here and meet those whom he has known so
long, with the sense of shame resting upon him.” Belle and Septimus
had moved their family of six children to San Franciso in early 1886,
where Septimus was working for a merchant firm. John planned to
send Louie to live with them and would arrange for Annie and their
three children to live with Emmeline until he established himself

+

53Francis M. Lyman, Letter to Joseph F. Smith, May 25, 1887, wrote

that it was “the impression that [John Q.’s] public confession was intended
to avoid investigation and more serious exposure.” The other serious acts,
which included embezzlement of Church funds by John Q. Cannon, are discussed below. Lyman’s unlikely impression, suggesting that John Q. may
have confessed his adultery to avoid public exposure of other serious acts,
finds no support in Abram Cannon’s diaries, which provide an informed,
private (and, therefore, credible) view of the circumstances although, admittedly, neither Abram nor George Q. apparently knew of John Q.’s other
sins at the time.
54Abram Cannon, Diary, September 4, 1886; Septimus W. Sears and
++
Isabel Whitney, Family Group Record, John Q. Cannon and Elizabeth Anne
Wells, Family Group Record, www.familysearch.org (accessed September
2008).
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abroad. He would leave his local business affairs in Abram’s hands.55++
John could not bring himself to tell his father the news in person
but wrote a letter confessing his misbehavior, which Abram delivered
to their father. George Q. must have cancelled, at first hearing, John
Q.’s plans to leave the country. He went to Angus, his younger
brother, on Sunday morning, September 5. According to Angus’s diary, George Q. told him, manifesting “the greatest emotion”: “‘A
great calamity has befallen our house.’ I [Angus] enquired its nature
when he explained that his son John Q, . . . had written him a letter acknowledging that he had fallen into transgression and committed
himself.” In anguish, Angus, who was close to his nephew, responded
in a way that provides insights into John Q.’s character: “I could only
say so good and so able, yet so weak! I am moved to the depths of my
soul for . . . the most brilliant of my father’s house.” George Q. told
Angus that he had sent for John. “It was his wish to have him go before
the assembled people that afternoon and confess his wrong doing in
the Tabernacle and that should he do so, it was my duty as President
of Stake to be present and propose to the Saints to cut him off from
the Church. I was asked if I could think of anything better to do be
done and answered I could not.”56+++
In 1886, in addition to ward Sunday Schools in the morning and
sacrament meetings in the evening, a citywide afternoon preaching
service had long been held on Sunday afternoons at 2:00 P.M. in the
Tabernacle. On the afternoon of September 5, 1896, after the meeting had already commenced and the main speaker was in mid-discourse, John Q. Cannon quickly strode in and took a seat on the
stand. The congregation was surprised at this unusual interruption,
but “this feeling of surprise intensified into a startled amazement,
when immediately afterward the form of President Angus M. Cannon, who had so long been missing from the public gaze and who it
was known, was eagerly sought by deputy marshals, slowly entered the
+++
++++

55Abram Cannon, Diary, September 4, 1886.
56Angus M. Cannon, Diary, September 5, 1886, LDS Church Library,

emphasis in the original. Angus then recorded in his diary the following curious reaction. “I thought it appeared to be in so dealing in keeping with the
ancient law that the nearest of kindred cast the first stone.” George Q. Cannon had given Abram the same instructions—that John Q. was to be publicly
excommunicated in the Tabernacle. Abram Cannon, Diary, September 5,
1886.
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stand and took a seat near the others.” The speaker, John Nicholson,
stopped abruptly and sat down. Everyone feared an announcement
that John Taylor had died or that John Taylor or George Q. Cannon
had been arrested. Instead, John Q. Cannon rose and explained:
I have violated my covenants. I have sinned against the Lord. I have
committed a grievous sin, next in our belief to the shedding of blood,
and I, according to what I conceive to be right, I feel to say that I have
been thus guilty, and I desire to lay down my priesthood, the priesthood I have dishonored. As you, my brethren and sisters, will be
called upon to pronounce judgment upon me, I ask that you will, after
pronouncing judgment upon me, at least give me a chance to show
that there is also some good to me.57*

John Q. Cannon did not mention Louie Wells’s name. As the
Deseret Weekly News reported, “The hush that followed this avowal it
would be impossible to describe.” The hush soon turned to “sickening
grief.” President Angus Cannon then stood and reminded the congregation that he had not addressed an audience in the Tabernacle
for a year and then it had been to bid them farewell before he entered
the territorial penitentiary to serve a seven-month sentence for unlawful cohabitation. He continued:
My feelings on that occasion were heavenly compared with the feelings which agitate my breast to-day, in the confession of my nephew,
Bishop John Q. Cannon, Second Counselor to the Presiding Bishop
of the Church. Having fallen in an unguarded moment, and violated
the sacred covenant he had made with the Lord, painful as it is, it becomes my solemn duty to propose that John Q. Cannon be cut off
from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Praying God to
give him grace to exhibit in his after life that genuine repentance that
should be made for the transgression he has committed.

He then called for a sustaining vote on excommunicating John. The
shocked congregation unanimously voted, “by raising the right
*

57“Sunday Services,” Deseret Weekly News, September 8, 1886, 533.

When Mattie Hughes Cannon, living in Great Britain, received word of this,
she wrote that “the effort [of John Q. Cannon] to thus confess, notwithstanding the act that occasioned it, exhibited a courage that none but those
in possession of a high type of manhood could put forth.” Martha Hughes
Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September 26, 1886, in Lieber and
Sillito, Letters from Exile, 49.
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hand,” to expell John Q. from the Church. Angus and John Q. then
immediately left the meeting.58**Astonishingly enough, Nicholson resumed his address, shifting his subject to make John Q.’s “fall” a solemn warning to all.59***
That same afternoon, John Q. “suffered a thousand deaths in
telling Annie, Louie, and Sister Wells . . . of his fall from the Church.”
They had not been in attendance at the meeting and his announcement may have been their first intimation of the actions that the Cannon men, led by George Q., had determined on. No known record
preserves Louie’s reaction. If she had not been the source of pressure
for John’s confession, she must have felt horrified to learn of John
Q.’s confession and excommunication. Although he had not mentioned Louie’s name, the 1884 Tribune article had, and the conclusion
that she was his unidentified lover would have been unmistak**

58Abram Cannon, Diary, September 5, 1886; “Sunday’s Sensation.

John Q. Cannon’s Excommunication,” Salt Lake Herald, September 7, 1886,
4; “Sunday Services,” 533; Angus M. Cannon, Diary, September 5, 1886.
Angus, whom the deputies badly wanted to arrest, hurriedly left the meeting, climbed an eight-foot fence and took refuge in the nearby Gardo
House. Ibid. George Q. Cannon expressed heartfelt gratitude to Angus in a
letter he wrote to his brother shortly after the fateful day for “the risk [Angus] encountered on Sunday” to “attend to the exceedingly painful business
of excommunicating my son John Q. from the Church.” The elder brother
thanked “the Lord for sustaining and preserving” Angus in the task and saw
“the hand of the Lord in the entire proceedings.” Though the experience
“was a terrible ordeal and a frightful humiliation” for John Q., George Q.
found strength and courage in his eldest son and had hope for John Q: “a
man who can do that ought to be capable, by God’s help, of doing good service in the cause of Zion.” George Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon,
September [11], 1886.
59George Q. Cannon expressed the same sentiment in a letter to An***
gus: “Had the whole proceedings been pre-arranged they could not have
had a more dramatic effect. I sincerely hope that it will prove an impressive
warning to all of the terrible and appalling consequences of transgression.
I feel that we have acquired strength from the Lord, and before the officers
and members of the Church, by this act of summary justice. Let the public
confession of sin be required for drunkenness, Sabbath-breaking, profanity
and the entire catalogue of sexual sins, and I believe these violations of
God’s law will be checked.” George Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September [11], 1886.
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able.60****Louie’s half-sister, Emily Wells Grant, daughter of Daniel H.
by another wife, was then living with her father in England because
she was one of Heber J. Grant’s plural wives. Even from that distance,
she had “heard [Louie] is the guilty one” and “sincerely” hoped it was
not true.61+
All of the local papers published extensive reports of the September 5, 1886, Tabernacle meeting. The Tribune had a field day with
the excommunication of John Q. Cannon, Mormon General Authority, Salt Lake City councilman, member of Utah’s territorial legislature, and promising eldest son of the powerful man whose enemies
sometimes called the “Richelieu of Mormonism” or the “Premier.”
The Tribune sarcastically worried that every “lady acquaintance” of
John Q. Cannon would be the subject of gossip. The Tribune continued to believe that John Q. and Louie had been married in 1884 (“Angus Cannon Jr. for once told the truth”), but that he had committed
adultery with yet another woman. The other newspapers were far less
judgmental but were shocked by the events in the Tabernacle that
Sunday afternoon.62++
What happened during the next four days is not clear, but
events, no doubt under George Q.’s firm direction, moved forward
**** 60Abram Cannon, Diary, September 5, 1886; “On the Quiet,” Salt
Lake Tribune, November 2, 1884, 4.
61Emily Wells Grant, Letter to Heber J. Grant, September 25, 1886,
+
emphasis in the original, as quoted in Madsen, “A Victorian Woman,” 83.
62“John Q. Cannon Cut Off,” Salt Lake Tribune, September 7, 1886, 4;
++
“No Brutus He,” Salt Lake Tribune, September 8, 1886, 2; “Jake and Joe,”
Salt Lake Tribune, September 12, 1886, 2; “A Specimen Case,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 9, 1886, 2; “Infamous,” Salt Lake Herald, September 8, 1886,
4. The Tribune sometimes referred to George Q. Cannon as the “Premier.”
See, for example, “Some Conundrums,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 10,
1886, 2. In its obituary of Cannon, the New York Times said he was sometimes referred to as the “Richelieu of Mormonism.” “George Q. Cannon
Dead,” New York Times, April 13, 1901; see also Arthur I. Street, “The Mormon Richelieu,” Ainslee’s Magazine 4 (January 1900): 699–706. The reference to the talented French cardinal and prime minister, who was both devout and politically powerful, is in certain respects apt and in others entirely
unfair. George Q. Cannon was genuinely and deservedly beloved by members of his Church and many others for reasons other than his political and
ecclesiastical power.
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quickly. According to Abram Cannon, George Q. “encouraged and
advised [John] to remain right here and live down the sin he has committed as far as possible. John Q. promised to do as told.”63++Next, apparently at George Q. Cannon’s direction, Annie Wells Cannon filed
for divorce. The complaint and waiver of issuance of summons were
filed on Wednesday, September 8. The findings and uncontested decree of divorce were issued on Thursday, by probate judge (and LDS
bishop) Elias Smith.64+++Federal prosecutors later claimed that this
overnight divorce was improperly administered and therefore invalid. According to Louie’s testimony at John Q.’s preliminary hearing a month later, John Q. then immediately asked Louie to marry
him; she testified that she had told him she would “think of it.” Within
twenty-four hours, however, on Friday, September 10, Abram Cannon
performed the marriage of John Q. and Louie Wells at the home of
the now-divorced John Q. and Annie. The only witness in attendance
was apparently Emmeline B. Wells. There is no record of the marriage in the Salt Lake County marriage records.65*
The divorce and marriage created deep suspicions for the Wells
family toward both John Q. Cannon and his father. The subsequent
chain of events apparently deepened concerns about George Q.’s and
Abram’s judgment and contributed to the misgivings later expressed
by some senior Church leaders about their fitness to continue in office.66**Certainly, the rapid-fire confession, divorce, and marriage all
in five days are confusing at best, particularly given the universal pub+++
++++

63Abram Cannon, Diary, September 6, 1886.
64Annie W. Cannon v. John Q. Cannon, Docket, Complaint, Divorce De-

cree, Case No. 1673, Salt Lake County Probate Records, August 6, 1877–
February 28, 1887, Series 3944, Reel 10, p. 749, Utah State Historical Society.
*
65“The Mills of the Gods,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 9, 1886, 4; “A
Curious Case! John Q. Cannon’s Marriage, Divorced One Day and Married
the Next,” Salt Lake Herald, October 9, 1886, 8.
66According to Abram Cannon, Diary, August 15, 1887, George Q.
**
“has had to defend himself and me before the Apostles because of John Q.’s
divorce and marriage, but Father said he assumed all blame for the part I
took in the matter.” Daniel H. Wells showed another son-in-law, Heber J.
Grant, correspondence that had passed between himself and George Q.
Cannon. Heber J. Grant recorded in his diary, “Unless I am greatly mistaken . . . [President Cannon’s] action has been wrong and someday there
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lic denial that Louie was the “other woman.” The quick marriage to
Louie virtually identified her as the partner in adultery. It is difficult
to find a reasonable motive for the rapid divorce and marriage unless
Louie, John Q., George Q., and Emmeline knew that Louie was once
again pregnant, that a Church-approved polygamous marriage was
out of the question for an excommunicant and his adulterous partner,
that the pregnancy would confirm Louie as John Q.’s lover, and that
all, including Annie, thought it prudent for John Q. to marry Louie.
Wells family members later expressed outrage at what they perceived
as John Q.’s dishonesty and unwillingness to deal with the difficult issues of divorce from one sister and hasty marriage to the other, but it
is likely that they did not then know of Louie’s pregnancy.67***
John Q. Cannon moved out of his home on the farm after being
instructed by his father to “separate himself from his wives till he has
proved himself worthy to be a husband and a member of the
Church.”68****Annie stayed in the home; and in an extraordinary display of sisterly solidarity, Louie “had been there almost every night
since the marriage took place to help with witness’ [Annie’s] sick
baby.”69+(Annie had given birth to Margaret, her third child, on April
3, 1886.) Unfortunately, while Abram’s diary mentions discussions
with John Q. about business affairs, it does not mention his brother’s
interactions with either Annie or Louie.70++
On October 7, 1886, federal deputies went looking for John Q.
will be a squaring of accounting that will be anything but pleasant.” Heber J.
Grant, Letterpress Diary, June 26–27, 1887; Heber J. Grant Papers, LDS
Church Library; Heber J. Grant, Letter to Daniel H. Wells, November 21,
1886, Grant Letterpress Copybook, 6:510–11, both as cited in Ronald W.
Walker, “Grant’s Watershed: Succession in the Presidency,” in Qualities
That Count, BYU Studies 43, no. 1 (2004): 205, 226.
67Heber J. Grant, Letter to Daniel H. Wells, November 21, 1886, cited
***
in Walker, “Grant’s Watershed,” 205.
**** 68George Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September [11],
1886, emphasis his. George Q.’s reference to John Q.’s “wives” is somewhat
curious, given the divorce from Annie.
69“The Cannon Case, The Matter Concluded Yesterday, John Q. Can+
non Held” Salt Lake Herald, October 10, 1886, 8.
70Madsen, “A Victorian Woman,” 84; Abram Cannon, Diary, Septem++
ber 13, 14, 16, 23, November 6, 1886. Several pages are missing from Abram
Cannon’s 1886 diary, beginning partway through the entry for October 30,
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Cannon, armed with an arrest warrant for violations of the Edmunds
Act. Surprisingly, the warrant was issued Monday, September 6, 1886,
the day after John’s public confession. The delay between the warrant’s issuance and its service is somewhat mysterious. It alleged that
John Q. Cannon and Louie Wells had been married on August 1,
1886, a month earlier. At John Q.’s farm house, they found Emmeline, Annie, and Louie, but no John Q. They then went to George Q.
Cannon’s house. John Q. heard a “commotion” at the house and
walked in from the stable. Officers then arrested the “reportersmasher” (as the Tribune referred to him) on a charge of polygamy, a
crime designated as more serious than the usual charge of unlawful
cohabitation by the Edmunds Act but more difficult to prove.
The deputies then returned to John Q. Cannon’s house to serve
subpoenas on the three Wells women. Emmeline and Annie received
the subpoenas but Louie had f led, leaving, as the Tribune described,
“fairy-like footprints . . . leading toward the river.” All of the deputies
were called out to search for Louie, who, they feared, would go into
hiding on the Mormon Underground. Someone told the officers that
Louie was hiding in the home of “Miss Cook,” no doubt Ida Cook, a
music teacher who lived on East Third South from whom Louie had
taken many lessons over the years and who was a close friend. Deputies surrounded the house, then rang the doorbell. They searched the
house, twice, finally finding Louie hiding behind the bedroom door
of Miss Cook’s sick mother. According to the Tribune, Louie reportedly snapped at Marshal Frank Dyer: “Think you’re smart, don’t you?”
The deputies escorted the “little maid” from The Mikado, continued
the Tribune with relish, who “only lacked the fan and figured silk
gown to make the thing complete.” After Louie changed her clothes
at Emmeline’s house, the deputies, despite Emmeline’s expostulations, took her and Louie to the marshal’s office to be arraigned and
held until an extraordinary bond of $1,500 was posted to ensure that
they would appear as witnesses.71++
The preliminary hearing began the next day, October 8, 1886.
Prosecutors William Dickson and Charles Varian called a series of
1886, which begins, “At noon I was subpoenaed by Gleason to be at the
Grand Jury at 2:00 p.m. I attended and was interrogated by . . .” but the page
on which this entry would continue is missing.
71“John Q. Cannon Nabbed,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 8, 1886, 4.
+++
The other papers also ran their own, less sensationalized, accounts of the
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witnesses over two days, secluding them so that they could not hear
each other’s testimony. The prosecutors argued that John Q. Cannon was a polygamist under alternative theories: (1) Either he and
Louie Wells had been married for some time, perhaps since the fall
of 1884 as the Tribune had reported in November 1884, or (2) Annie’s quickie divorce was improperly ordered and, therefore, of no
effect. In either case, the prosecutors asserted, Cannon was married
to both Wells sisters and had, therefore, violated the Edmunds Act.
Admittedly, even less suspicious observers found the rapid sequence
of confession, divorce, and marriage startling. Few polygamy hearings were so widely reported in the local press, and the proceedings
provide a rare published view of the trial courts carrying out the dictates of the anti-polygamy statutes.72+++
The first witness called was Louie Wells, who, according to the
snippy Tribune, looked “ten years older than she did when she appeared as a Japanese maiden last winter on the boards of the Salt
Lake Theatre. Her eyes were as bright as of old, but evidenced a
more motherly look, the shyness of maidenhood having vanished
and the traces of care and anxiety having taken its place.” Louie gave
her name as “Louie Wells,” but when pressed, conceded that it was
“Louie Wells Cannon.” She testified that John Q. had asked her to
marry him the same evening that Annie was awarded her divorce,
that she had not given him an immediate answer, but had married
him the next day, September 10, 1886. Federal Commissioner William McKay, the judge at the hearing, overruled an objection by
Franklin S. Richards, John Q.’s attorney, to the prosecution’s question about Louie and John Q.’s relations during the three prior
arrest and execution of subpoenas. “John Q. Cannon Arrested,” Deseret
Weekly News, October 13, 1886, 620. Annie had already been served with a
subpoena and she did not accompany Louie and Emmeline to the marshal’s
office. A year later, Emmeline B. Wells remembered “the willow path where
our sweet Louie had f led from the Marshals.” Emmeline Wells, Diary, September 11, 1887.
++++ 72“A Curious Case!" 8; “The Mills of the Gods,” 4; “The Cannon
Case,” Salt Lake Herald, October 10, 1886, 8; “Held in $11,000 Bail,” Salt
Lake Tribune, October 10, 1886, 6; “The Examination of the Charge against
John Q. Cannon,” Deseret Weekly News, October 13, 1886, 620. All three major local newspapers gave virtually verbatim reports of the hearing over two
days, usually laced with editorial comment and slanted descriptions.
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years. McKay announced that he expected Louie would be “prone to
conceal as many of the circumstances surrounding the matters at issue as possible” in this “mysterious case” and that he would give the
prosecutors wide latitude in questioning her. Louie testified that
John Q. and Annie had boarded at her mother’s house after they returned from Europe and that he had sometimes stayed at the house
while Annie visited San Francisco for “five or six weeks” in July and
August 1886. Louie insisted that she had never married John Q.
Cannon before September 10, 1886.73*
Annie was the second witness. She stated that she had not been
present at her sister’s wedding but understood that it had taken place.
She testified that she had been granted a decree of divorce by Elias
Smith on the same day she had filed the complaint prepared for her
by attorney George M. Cannon, John Q.’s cousin and the county recorder, who therefore also recorded the decree (probably the next
day). Annie denied knowing John Q.’s adulterous partner. Unwaveringly, she testified that she believed it was “necessary that he should
marry another woman,” presumably to achieve eternal exaltation together, that she believed John Q. and her sister loved each other, and
that for over a year she had wanted her husband to marry her sister,
whom Annie “loved more than I did anyone else,” so that they could
all be blessed together.74**
The third witness was Emmeline herself, and the characteristi*

73“The Mills of the Gods,” 4; “A Curious Case!” 8; “The Examina-

tion,” Deseret Weekly News, October 13, 1886, 620. One would think that either Louie or Annie could have asserted a privilege against testifying
against her spouse. Although the Edmunds-Tucker Act (1887) waived the
common law privilege against testifying against one’s spouse, this was not
the case under the Edmunds Act (1882) and one sister or the other was the
legal wife of John Q. Cannon. Although both had been subpoenaed to testify at the hearing, both testified willingly on behalf of John Q. and the
spousal privilege issue does not appear to have been raised. Likely Annie
knew that John Q. had asked for permission to marry Louie as a plural wife.
It is less likely that she knew of their adulterous relationship or of Louie’s
miscarriage, though the two certainly spent a good deal of time together.
For example, in May 1886, Angus M. Cannon Sr. had lunch with “John Q.,
his wife Annie and her Sister Louie Wells.” Angus M. Cannon, Diary, May 7,
1886, Perry Special Collections.
74“The Mills of the Gods,” 4; “A Curious Case!” 8; “The Examina**
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cally caustic Tribune exercised no restraint in its treatment of the
fifty-eight-year-old mother. She requested that the courtroom gallery
be cleared because of the “very delicate matter” that she would address.
The judge refused. The “over-sensitive, super-refined oh!-my!don’t-touch-me old lady squatted down in her chair, feeling thoroughly
well satisfied with herself and her entre act.” “Zion’s feminist curiosity”
then told the court that she had given her consent “to that marriage,”
though she “was very grieved at the news” that had preceded it.75**
Prosecutors then called other witnesses. Abram Cannon testified that he had performed the marriage. A deputy county clerk testified about the divorce documents. A stable boy working near the
Wells home had seen John Q. Cannon entering and leaving the house
at different times of night and day. A more important witness was Dr.
J. M. Benedict. From the prosecutors’ questions, they assumed that
Benedict would testify that, while treating Albert Carrington in May
or June 1886, he had read aloud a letter he had received from John Q.
Cannon on Presiding Bishopric letterhead asking him to attend a
“young lady near confinement.” Supposedly, others in the room
heard Benedict read the letter. In light of Louie’s miscarriage (probably in mid-1886), it seems probable that Benedict had, in fact, treated
her and, like some of the other witnesses, was not entirely truthful in
his testimony. He testified only that Cannon had requested that he
see a woman “who was a charity case” but denied that the woman referred to him by John Q. was Louie or that he had treated Louie. He
testified that he had seen Louie on the stage and recognized her in
the courtroom but did not know her.76****His testimony thus failed to establish a miscarriage by Louie, by whose testimony prosecutors would
tion,” 620.
75The Mills of the Gods,” 4; “A Curious Case!” 8. The Tribune’s
***
grossly insulting language evidences the paper’s strong bias against prominent Mormons.
**** 76Ibid. Dr. Benedict was probably the preeminent local surgeon of
the time who sometimes conducted surgeries “of the most difficult and delicate character,” such as the removal of ovarian tumors. See, for example,
Salt Lake Herald, April 5, 1884, 8. A modern observer might question why
Benedict could be required to testify about his patients. However, there
would have been no expectation of privacy or privilege to shield a physician
from testifying during this period; and even if there had been, such an expectation would not have been honored in a polygamy prosecution.
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have hoped to establish an earlier marriage between John Q. and
Louie, thus establishing John’s violation of the Edmunds Act.
Next prosecutors called Louie again to answer questions about
whether she had spent time alone with John Q. during the summer of
1886, with the underlying assumption that they had been married for
some time. She testified generally that they were always in the presence of others. At the hearing’s end, deputies surrounded John Q.’s
house to prevent the likelihood of his jumping bail and taking the
“Central Pacific freight train hurrying toward the coast.”77+
George Q. Cannon and his brother Angus had earlier agreed
that everyone should “hold their tongues, and especially refrain from
explanations in making which they may imagine they are doing
good.” After hearing of the testimony at the hearing on October 9,
Angus noted in his journal, without identification, that “council [sic]
is not observed in John Q.’s case.”78++The courtroom was packed the
next morning, when the hearing resumed. Unlike the previous day,
however, Commissioner McKay cleared the court of all but counsel,
defendant, witnesses, officers of the court, and reporters. A new complaint was read, this time asserting unlawful cohabitation and identifying the Wells sisters as the alleged cohabitees. Annie testified that
Louie had spent many days and evenings at Annie’s house, helping
her take care of her sick children. Annie testified that “the defendant
had never married anyone that she knew of, when he was her husband; she had no reason to believe that he had ever had another wife.”
She gave more details of her divorce—she had asked Abram to arrange it, Judge Smith had brought the divorce complaint to her house
where she had reviewed and signed it, she had urged Judge Smith to
take “immediate action,” and she had appeared before him in court
the next morning where he had asked her questions and granted the
divorce. Elias Smith and George M. Cannon testified about the granting and entering of the divorce. Louie, now referred to as Louie Cannon, provided crucial though false testimony that she was not the
woman who had committed adultery with John Q. Cannon.79++
The most damaging evidence came from Will Woods, Mell’s
husband. He testified that over past months he had noticed John Q.’s
+
++

77“The Mills of the Gods,” 4.
78George Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September [11],

1886; Angus M. Cannon, Diary, October 9, 1886.
79“Held in $11,000 Bail,” Salt Lake Tribune, October 10, 1886, 6; “The
+++
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“marked attentions to Louie, in the matter of his driving her about a
great deal.” On September 7, 1886, two days after the confession and
two days before the marriage, Woods and Septimus Sears “told him
we had come down in connection with his confession, made in the Tabernacle the Sunday before, that Mormons and Gentiles, alike,
placed the odium on Louie, and that she stood before the public as an
adulteress, and that he should do something to relieve her of that suspicion. . . . He replied ‘I have sinned against both my wives.’”80+++The
wording was significant, since the prosecution could (and did) interpret it to mean that he was simultaneously married to both women.
Woods added that John Q. had promised to vindicate Louie as soon
as he could, but that “he was acting under counsel”—presumably, although he did not say so—George Q.’s. Woods then testified that he

Cannon Case,” Salt Lake Herald, October 10, 1886, 8. Louie’s dissembling
must have caused discomfort for all of the Wells women.
++++ 80“Held in $11,000 Bail,” 6; “The Cannon Case,” 8. George Q. Cannon also vaguely viewed his son as being married to both Wells sisters, probably in the sense that, but for the anti-polygamy crusade, John Q. likely
would have been married to both. The elder Cannon also anticipated that,
after proper repentance and rebaptism, John Q. would remarry Annie and
have two wives. In a curious passage, George Q. wrote his brother Angus
“confidentially, and trust that you [Angus] will perceive [the words’] meaning between the lines.” The paragraph containing the “confidential” meaning reads: “[John Q.] will separate himself from his wives till he has proved
himself worthy to be a husband and a member of the Church. I have given
him counsel as to the course to pursue. I feel it is right and from the Lord. I
sincerely trust that all who are concerned will hold their tongues, and especially refrain from explanations in making which they may imagine they are
doing good. That is a mistake in this case. Gossip will be busy; but let no one
concerned give it anything to feed on. He feels to protect his loved ones at
any cost to himself. This is as it should be.” George Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September [11], 1886, emphasis his. George Q. Cannon
could not have believed, like the prosecutors, that his son was legally married to two women. His subsequent actions, such as overseeing the remarriage of John Q. and Annie, make clear that he understood the divorce to
have been valid. His confidential message to Angus was probably simply
that he hoped people would give John Q. room to reform and expressed
confidence that everything would work out if hurtful gossip could be
avoided.
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believed John Q. had said he had “sinned against both of them.”81*
At another critical point in his testimony, Woods, who was obviously still furious with John Q. even after the marriage, testified that
he had had another meeting with John Q. earlier in the week (on October 4 or 5). Woods had accused: “You have taken no steps to vindicate Louie yet.” John Q. reiterated that “he was acting under counsel,
and it was not time yet to do that.” Not satisfied, Woods told Cannon
that he would “prosecute” John Q. himself, apparently referring to
the possibility that Louie would seek a divorce, if John Q. did not act
soon. John Q. replied defiantly, “Suppose you try it.” Woods testified
that he had subsequently received a letter from John Q. “in reference
to getting a divorce from Louie Wells.” This letter, dated September
15, 1886, and sent through the mail, was introduced as evidence, read
by the judge, then withdrawn with everyone’s consent. Nevertheless,
the newspapers quoted the letter as saying: “In regard to my vindication of Louie Wells, I have this to say: She is entitled to my protection
and to so much of my affection as she is willing to accept, but she has
determined to pursue the course of her sister Annie and to procure a
divorce from me, and as they and others agree on this course, I can
only mutely acquiesce. . . . I cannot see how my confession places any
burden on Louie, further than that I have wronged her as well as Annie.”82**
Franklin S. Richards, John Q.’s defense counsel, believed that the
letter would be useful in his client’s ultimate defense—that he was not a
polygamist. However, Dickson argued in his closing statement that
Louie was not John Q.’s partner in adultery—but only because she had
for some time been his plural wife. Dickson stressed Woods’s statement
that John Q. had told him and Sears that he had “wronged both his
*

81“The Cannon Case,” 8, emphasis in original. George Q. Cannon

confirmed that he was the person advising John Q. in his difficulties: “I
have given him counsel as to the course to pursue. I feel it is right and from
the Lord.” George Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September
[11], 1886. Wells family members were concerned that George Q. was being
duped by his son and that the father’s counsel was, therefore, not well
founded. Heber J. Grant, Letter to Daniel H. Wells, November 21, 1886.
82“Held in $11,000 Bail,” 6; “The Cannon Case,” 8. The newspapers
**
were consistent in their accounts of the second day’s legal proceedings, just
as they had been in the accounts of the first day, though editorial slants varied.
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wives” and also John Q.’s statement in his letter to Woods that he had
wronged Louie. Both statements evidenced an earlier marriage. And
even if no earlier marriage had taken place, Annie’s divorce was invalid, so John Q. had had two wives as of September 10, 1886.83**
At the conclusion of the preliminary hearing, McKay bound the
defendant over, stating he was satisfied that there was sufficient evidence to let the grand jury determine whether Cannon should be indicted. He ordered that Cannon be jailed unless he could post a bond
of $11,000—$8,000 on the polygamy charge and $3,000 on the unlawful cohabitation charge. Francis Armstrong, who had already forfeited a significant bond when George Q. Cannon skipped bail earlier
that year (he was recaptured), and James Jack posted the bond.84****
In fact, the evidence against John Q. was very thin. The most
persuasive evidence consisted of Will Woods’s testimony and
John Q.’s letter to him. The fair implication of this evidence was that
John Q. Cannon was married to both the Wells sisters (hence, was a
polygamist) but had committed adultery with another, unnamed
woman. There was no other evidence that he and Louie had been previously married. Furthermore, although Annie’s divorce had been
handled in an unusual manner and with unusual dispatch, all of the
correct steps had been taken: an appropriate complaint had been
signed and filed, the defendant had waived his right to contest the
complaint (by signing a waiver drafted and delivered by the judge),
and the judge with jurisdiction in such matters had signed and entered the divorce decree. All of these documents were appropriately
recorded. The biggest procedural miscue was that the theoretically
neutral judge had been active either in preparing or providing legal
documents to Annie for the divorce.85+
Another semi-secret development apparently occurred within
the next few months. John Q. spoke “very freely” to Junius F. Wells,
***
****

83“Held in $11,000 Bail,” 6; “The Cannon Case,” 8.
84“Held in $11,000 Bail,” 6; “The Cannon Case,” 8. Bail against

George Q. Cannon had been set at the astonishingly high amount of
$45,000 earlier in 1886, and Francis Armstrong had signed the bond for
$10,000 of the total. George Q. Cannon had jumped bail and was on the
lam at the time of John Q. Cannon’s preliminary hearing, which certainly
affected the court’s rulings and the high bail set for John. Bitton, George Q.
Cannon, 276–78.
85“Held in $11,000 Bail,” 6; “The Cannon Case,” 8; “The Examina+
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Louie’s half-brother. Near the same time, George Q. Cannon called
John Q. in to discuss his actions and John acknowledged to his father
and uncle, David H. Cannon, inappropriate actions beyond his adultery. The next spring, Francis M. Lyman, then one of the more senior
apostles, wrote an important letter to Joseph F. Smith, then John Taylor’s second counselor. He said he understood from Junius Wells and
David H. Cannon that John Q. had not only committed adultery but
also embezzled Church funds—that his “peculations from Church and
Temple funds have reached over 11000$ the last I heard the amount
and still many receipts to be heard from.” During John’s meeting with
his father and uncle, David H. had also charged John Q. “with gambling on hor[s]es, drinking strong drink, smoking cigars, and playing
billiards at the Walker House.” John Q. had “acknowledged [all of it]
to be true.”86++George Q. Cannon worried about John Q.’s inclination
to drink. He told Angus M. that John Q. “must not despair. He must
not take refuge in stimulants.”87++
While preparations for the grand jury went forward, Annie and
Louie lived together in Annie’s home on the farm. Emmeline was
with them frequently. It is not clear where John Q. was staying, presumably with his mother or with one of his many brothers. The level
of tension remained high. Despite George Q.’s advice to face down
the public disgrace, John Q. kept a low profile in public, sometimes
missing city council meetings, to the Tribune’s unsparing delight.
Louie, Annie, and Emmeline all testified before the grand jury, which
had been empaneled the court’s September term. Although all three
women continued to seem quite taken with John Q. Cannon, it would
not be surprising for Louie’s Whitney sisters to be angry about the
whole affair, and there is some evidence that they sought to drive a
wedge between Louie and John Q. Daniel H. Wells also appears to
have been upset with George Q.’s and John Q.’s treatment of his
tion,” Deseret Weekly News, October 13, 1886, 620. The complaint, waiver of
summons, and findings and decree of divorce are all listed on the docket of
case no. 1673, Cannon v. Cannon.
86Francis M. Lyman, Letter to Joseph F. Smith, May 25, 1887. The tim++
ing of Lyman’s letter, just a week after Louie’s funeral, indicates that concerns about John Q. Cannon were coming to a head in the late spring of
1887.
87Francis M. Lyman, Letter to Joseph F. Smith, May 25, 1887; George
+++
Q. Cannon, Letter to Angus M. Cannon, September [11], 1886.
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daughters.88+++
Proceedings of a grand jury are confidential. After considering
evidence, a grand jury issues an indictment, which is made public. On
December 1, 1886, the grand jury indicted forty-eight men—most of
them for unlawful cohabitation, which was considerably easier to
prove than polygamy. John Q.’s name was not among them, and rumors swirled that the grand jury intended to indict one or two men
for polygamy. All assumed that John Q. was one of them.89*
On December 8, 1886, the expected bad news was announced.
John Q. Cannon, who had confessed to adultery rather than polygamy, was formally indicted for polygamy. The grand jury was not persuaded of a marriage with Louie before September 10, 1886, but
chose to believe the somewhat strained evidence that Annie’s divorce
was invalid. Therefore, the grand jury found that John Q., “while he
was . . . married to Annie Wells . . . to wit on the 10th day of September
A.D. 1886, . . . feloniously and unlawfully did marry and take to wife
one Louie M. Wells and to him the said Louie M. Wells was then and
there married.” The rather feeble grounds for concluding that the divorce was invalid was that it was improper for Elias Smith as probate
judge to handle (and perhaps even prepare) the paperwork personally and possibly to have granted the divorce before the waiver was returned. (There was a dispute about the waiver’s timing.) Prosecutors
were in no mood to let this high-profile Mormon elude prosecution
and capitalized on the fact that, under the provisions of the Edmunds
Act, practicing Mormons were not permitted to serve on the grand
jury. The amount of the bond ($11,000) remained the same.90**
Louie, who was probably five months pregnant at this point, realized she would be the star witness in John Q.’s forthcoming polyg++++ 88“Wound Up,The Grand Jury are Finally Discharged,” Salt Lake Herald, December 2, 1886, 8; Heber J. Grant, Letter to Daniel H. Wells, November 21, 1886.
89“The Cannon Case,” 8; “The City Council,” Salt Lake Tribune, De*
cember 1, 1886, 8; “The Grand Jury,” Salt Lake Tribune, December 1, 1886,
8; “Wound Up,” Salt Lake Herald, December 2, 1886, 8. In a series of decisions that can only be described as outrageous, the Utah Supreme Court
and U.S. Supreme Court made it very easy to indict and convict men of unlawful cohabitation. Orma Linford, “The Mormons and the Law: The Polygamy Cases, Part I,” Utah Law Review 9 (Winter 1964): 348–70.
90United States vs. John Q. Cannon, Indictment for Polygamy, Case No.
**
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amy trial. Prosecutors would argue that she was not John’s legal wife
and was, therefore, competent to testify against him. In the world of
lawyers interpreting facts most favorably to their case, prosecutors
probably would have also argued that Annie could not refuse to testify because she had attempted to divorce John Q. Painful questions
would be raised again about Louie’s marriage. Even more intolerably,
if John Q. were adjudged not to have been twice-married, she would
be grilled again about whether she was his partner in adultery. In
spite of her defiant response to the deputies who served her subpoena, she must have felt overwhelmed. Such emotional stress must
have exacerbated the physical strain of her pregnancy, as might have
her miscarriage within the previous year. No details have been preserved about how the decision was made to send her to San Francisco
to live with her half-sister Belle, at least until the baby’s birth. It is not
known whether John Q. and George Q. acquiesed in the decision, but
it seems that they would (if they were consulted at all) since Louie’s
absence would make John’s prosecution more difficult.
So, on December 30, 1886, Louie, traveling alone, boarded the
Central Pacific for the trip to San Francisco. Emmeline’s diary entry
is heart-rending: “This is a sad beginning for the New Year. Louie
gone and all so desolate. House and home left as it were forsaken.” Although Emmeline believed that Louie would “at least have free air to
breathe without intrusion or any disagreeable gossip reaching her
ears,” she felt “utterly forlorn.” Emmeline and Louie had never lived
apart from each other for any extended period and the separation
was difficult for both.91***
Being in San Francisco, whatever its social benefits, did not relieve Louie’s emotional stress, and her physical condition deterio168, December 1, 1886, Third District Court, Territory of Utah, National
Archives & Records Administration, Rocky Mountain Region, Archival Operations, Denver, Colorado; “John Q. Cannon Indicted,” Salt Lake Herald,
December 8, 1886, 8. John Q. entered a plea of not guilty. Those who had
testified before the grand jury were Annie Wells Cannon, Louie M. W. Cannon, Emmeline B. Wells, William Greenig, John C. Cutler, George M. Cannon, Abram H. Cannon, E. A. Smith, Heber S. Cutler, and Dr. J. M. Benedict. Strangely, the grand jury did not examine William W. Woods, the key
witness at the initial hearing in October 1886, probably because he was not
in town. U.S. vs. Cannon, Indictment for Polygamy.
91Emmeline Wells, Diary, January 1, 3, 1887.
***
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rated quickly. In March or early April 1877, when Judge Jabez G.
Sutherland, who was now representing John Q. with Franklin S. Richards, sent Louie a proposed sworn statement for her to sign, she took
strong exception to the words being put in her mouth. According to
Emmeline’s journal, the papers “had made her [Louie] quite ill and
she positively refused to sign them.” No doubt Louie was no longer
willing to make sworn statements that were not entirely true.92****
On April 12, John Q. Cannon filed an affidavit that probably
contained some or all of the allegations to which Louie had objected.
It requested a continuance of John Q.’s trial because Louie was suffering an unspecified “sickness of a serious nature” in San Francisco that
would keep her from traveling “for an indefinite time in the future.”
To fend off arguments that he had sent her to San Francisco to avoid
testifying, John Q. swore that her visit to San Francisco “was made
while she was in health, and with the intention, as I believe, to return
in time to attend this Court as a witness in this case, and her present
sickness was then not anticipated.” John Q. further stated that Louie’s
testimony would prove his “good valid defense to the indictment”;
and because of her absence, he could “not safely proceed or be
brought to trial at the present term.”93+
Almost certainly, John Q. and his lawyers had no intention of
seeking Louie’s return as a witness. Although, as a legal tactic, it was a
sensible one (and one that Louie and Emmeline would have agreed
with), Emmeline was outraged when she read John Q.’s statements
she knew to be less than forthright, and poured out her wrath and
helplessness to her diary: “Yesterday [I received] . . . a statement from
[John Q.]. . . . [M]y very soul sickened when I read it. I do not know
how to endure it along with all the other indignities he has heaped
****
+

92Emmeline Wells, Diary, April 4, 1887.
93U.S. vs. Cannon, affidavit of John Q. Cannon, April 12, 1887. Not

surprisingly, the subpoenas issued for the trial of John Q. Cannon in the
April 1887 term of the court added the names of “W. W. Woods” and “Sep.
Sears” as witnesses. Both men had heard John Q. state that he had “sinned
against” both of his wives. Judge Jabez Sutherland was probably the most
prominent attorney in Salt Lake City in the 1880s. He had been a state court
judge in Michigan and served as a Democratic congressman from Michigan
during Reconstruction. Whitney, History of Utah, 4:529–32. Inclusion of untrue statements in a sworn affidavit, right or wrong, was easy to rationalize
because of the federal government’s extraordinary efforts to end polygamy.
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upon us. I do pray for wisdom for grace to know how to act under this
and all other circumstances. Help me O Lord for I know not what or
how to do it. God pity me in my hour of strong temptation and show
me the right path to walk in and wisdom to guide my footsteps.” Later,
she added: “The hard hearted cruel ones who have caused her [Louie]
untold pain and anguish. O, heaven help me to forgive them.”94++
Legal strategy or not, Louie was genuinely ill. In early March,
Louie’s letters began indicating that she was sick. Emmeline remained in Salt Lake City, continuing her work on the Woman’s Exponent but spending many of her waking hours worrying about her
youngest daughter. Soon, Belle was reporting that Louie was too unwell to write and that her condition was quickly getting worse. On
April 8, 1887, Emmeline received the terrible news that Louie had
delivered a stillborn son on the morning of April 5 and that her life
was in danger. The next morning, Emmeline caught the train
west.95++
For the next six weeks, Emmeline spent twenty-four hours of
nearly every day at Louie’s bedside. She likely was frustrated that they
were not in Salt Lake, where she could call on physicians Romania
Pratt and Maggie Shipp, both Emmeline’s close and trusted friends.
She believed the San Francisco doctors attending Louie were competent, but she did not know them and Louie was not getting better.
Belle and Septimus were as helpful as they could be, but Septimus had
to work and Belle was caring for her own six children, whose ages
ranged from two to sixteen. Worn out and exhausted, Belle also became ill herself. The petite Louie was retaining large amounts of
f luid. Sometimes she had trouble talking, but occasionally she would
tell her mother “of her situation beforehand & it is painful beyond
hearing almost—to hear of her loneliness, her helplessness and her aff liction.” Several times, Emmeline sought relief from her anxiety by
sightseeing in the Bay Area and finding respite near the ocean, which
she loved. But she always felt guilty about leaving Louie, and she agonized over whether the medical decisions she was making with the

++

1887.
+++

94Emmeline Wells, Diary, April 19, 29, 1887; see also March 4, 9, 11,
95Ibid., April 8, 1887.
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doctors were correct.96+++
The passing days were an emotional roller coaster. Doctors were
hopeful one day, less so the next. Visiting Church leaders administered to Louie. Numerous letters were sent back and forth between
Emmeline and her daughters in Salt Lake City and John Q. Cannon,
but none are known to have survived. Louie seemed to be in relatively
good spirits, although she was delirious from a relentless fever, could
not eat, could sleep only in snatches, and could not keep down even
f luids. She had a hard time speaking. “It seems so cruel,” wrote
Emmeline in her diary, “yet she never frets or repines, it seems so
wonderful [she] never longs after the unattainable as many do, how
calm she is & how submissive.”97*
On May 6, the doctors, concerned with her life-threatening
f luid retention, removed fourteen quarts of liquid from Louie’s frail,
bloated body. She improved, but only temporarily. As Louie’s condition worsened and the nights in particular became almost unbearable, Emmeline wrote, “Can never forget that fearful night never,
never. Alone with my darling in a far off city away from my home,
Belle worn out with watching so many weary weeks, Nurse very kind
but no one to speak to as I would if I were home. The look on Louie’s
face was the look of death, & the pain was unbearable. Never did I
pass such a night, no fear, but sorrow for my darling.”98**Belle had assured Emmeline that Louie did not want to communicate with John
Q. and certainly did not want him to visit her. Belle may have been
misleading her mother, because in a lucid moment on May 15, Louie
made clear to her mother that she wanted John nearby. Emmeline immediately telegraphed for him to come, but Louie died the next
morning, May 16, 1887. The cause of death identified in the Exponent
was “dropsy,” an excess of f luid in bodily tissues.99***There was no reference that the condition was probably associated with pregnancy
and childbirth. A bright candle was snuffed out far earlier than it
++++
*
**
***

96Ibid., April 12–30, May 1–16, 1887.
97Ibid., April 26, 1887.

98Ibid., May 14, 1887.
99See Emmeline’s diary entries for the dates cited; “In Memoriam,”

Woman’s Exponent 16 (June 1, 1887): 4. Emmeline noted in her diary on May
15: “I sat by her [Louie] all day and she talked some to me when we were
alone, as she did yesterday. I know now that she wants John Q. to come although Belle wanted me to believe she would not care to have him.” Louie
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should have been.
No doubt, John Q. had earlier wanted to go to Louie’s side to
comfort her and grieve with her over their son’s death but probably
had the same understanding that his mother-in-law had—that Louie
did not want to see him. He knew he would violate his bail if he left
Utah. Yet when he received the telegraph of Louie’s grave condition
and her desire to see him, he immediately bought a ticket and traveled west. John Q. Cannon arrived on May 17, the day after she died.
He helped Emmeline arrange for a casket and burial clothes and accompanied both his dead wife’s body and his mother-in-law back to
Salt Lake City.100****
News of Louie’s death quickly spread all over Utah and her funeral, held in John Q. Cannon’s farmhouse on the afternoon of May
21, 1887, the same day that her casket arrived in the city, was attended
by most of the prominent (and many not so prominent) LDS residents
of Salt Lake City, even some who faced potential arrest if they were seen
in public. Emmeline recorded that the funeral was lovely, with many of
Louie’s friends singing and playing beautiful music. What Emmeline
did not record or report was President Angus Cannon’s address to
those in attendance in which he “confessed [Louie’s] sin,” that is, he
publicly disclosed her adultery with John Q. Cannon. Many had probably wondered if Louie was the woman involved, but few knew for certain. There had been no public reports clearly implicating Louie as an
adulteress. The startling, “harsh” references by the stake president
caused several women in the congregation, including Emmeline and
Annie, to faint, and others to shout, “Shame!” but President Cannon related that he was revealing Louie’s role at his brother George Q. Cannon’s bidding. This appears to have been the only public divulgence of
Louie’s adulterous involvement with John Q. No newspaper reported

had been born just after the first anti-polygamy statute was enacted and
died just two months after the Edmunds-Tucker Act, the most draconian of
the anti-polygamy enactments, became law without Grover Cleveland’s signature (the president reportedly had concerns about its constitutionality)
on March 3, 1887. 24 Stats. 635; Linford, “The Polygamy Cases, Part I,”
322–28.
**** 100Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 15–17, 1887.
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the stake president’s funerary disclosure.101+
Thirty-seven carriages followed Louie’s casket the five miles
from John Q. Cannon’s farmhouse, where the funeral took place, to
the southwest corner of the Salt Lake Cemetery, near the current sexton’s house, where Louie’s body was buried next to her sister Emmie’s
grave. The Unity Club, the Careless Opera Company, and other
friends and groups “literally embowered” her casket with f lowers,
mostly white, consisting of heliotrope, snowballs, geraniums, and others.102++Following the funeral, Franklin D. Richards, a member of the
Twelve, wrote in his diary, “The leading home topic is the death of
Louie W. Cannon, . . . and what occurred at the Funeral.”103++
Louie Wells’s tragic death was the last straw for some in the
Wells family. John Q. Cannon had had an adulterous relationship
with Louie. After John’s wrenching confession and public excommunication, his father counseled John and Annie to divorce so he
could marry Louie. John Q. was then charged with polygamy and
unlawful cohabitation and at his preliminary hearing prosecutors
had elicited embarrassing testimony from the Wells women and
from others about them. The sisters and others had found it neces101“In Memoriam,” 4; Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 22, 1887; Francis
M. Lyman, Letter to Joseph F. Smith, May 25, 1887. The report of Angus
Cannon “confessing” Louie’s adultery came from a report by Louie’s half
brother, Junius F. Wells to Francis Lyman, which Lyman mentions in his letter to Joseph F. Smith. Emmeline B. Wells’s diary entry and her more formal
memorial in the Exponent both referred to the beautiful music by members
of the Tabernacle Choir, remarks by Ort Whitney and Angus Cannon at the
funeral, and the cortege to the cemetery but made no mention of President
Cannon’s allegations or her own fainting. This is understandable in the
published account, but it seems curious that she did not make even an
oblique reference in her diary to parts of the funeral which must have distressed her. Emmeline long remembered the day of the funeral as “one of
the most dreadful heart-rending days of my life—the agony, the misery, the
tearing asunder of the most delicate fibres of my nature was beyond all that
I have ever known.” Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 21, 1890, also May 21,
1889, May 21, 1891, May 24, 1898, May 21, 1900, May 21, 1901. The Deseret
Weekly News reported Louie’s death (“Louie Wells Cannon Dead,” May 18,
1887, 276), and other papers reported that her funeral would be held on
May 21, 1887. “Funeral Service,” Ogden Herald, May 21, 1887, 6.
102Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 22, 1887; “In Memoriam,” 4.
++
103Franklin D. Richards, Diary, May 22, 1887.
+++
+
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sary to present testimony that was not entirely truthful. Louie had essentially been forced into exile far from home to avoid further testifying and her circumstances may have contributed to her difficult
pregnancy and death. Privately circulated rumors about John’s significant embezzlement of Church funds and somewhat wild living
must have been humiliating to Wells family members and fanned
the f lames of their anger. Family members who knew the extent of
matters worried about how John Q. would take care of Annie and
her children and they no doubt feared that John Q.’s loss of place in
Church and community would pose difficulties for him and Annie.
George Q. Cannon’s defensive meddling in matters so upset Wells
family members that some Church leaders, including Heber J.
Grant (who was married to Emily Wells, a half-sister of Louie and
Annie) questioned whether a reorganized First Presidency that included George Q. Cannon should be sustained. Angus Cannon’s remarks at Louie’s funeral were disquieting, and his disclosure that he
had been instructed by his brother to make those revelations left no
doubt of Louie’s adultery for those in attendance. At about the same
time Louie passed away, a hurtful rumor was circulated that Annie
had become pregnant after her divorce from John Q., creating apprehension that John Q. Cannon had had adulterous relationships
with both Wells sisters. Francis Lyman confided to Joseph F. Smith
that “these terrible things will, I fear, prove a death blow to Bro. D.
H. Wells and bring his silver locks in sorrow to his grave. There is
universal horror felt throughout Israel at the developments in that
case.” Elder Lyman conceded that “there is general sympathy for
Prest. Cannon and all the innocent and injured parties,” but worried
about the effect on relations between the Wells and Cannon families.104+++
A month later, things had not gotten better. Francis M. Lyman
wrote again to Joseph F. Smith that he was concerned that “mortal enmity” might arise between the Cannons and the Wellses. According to
Lyman, “John Q’s doings” had shocked “all Israel” and things were
getting worse—“nothing turns up to mitigate his offenses but . . . every
new rumor seems to blacken the record.” Information circulating
among Wells family members was creating even greater animosity to-

++++

104Francis M. Lyman, Letter to Joseph F. Smith, May 25, 1887.
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ward some of the Cannon clan.105*Though some of the long-standing
concerns that high-ranking Church leaders felt about George Q. Cannon were caused by his taking control of the Bullion-Beck mining investments after John Taylor’s death, his handling of John Q.’s troubles
was taken personally by Wells family members such as Daniel H. Wells
and by relatives such as in-law Heber J. Grant. Other Church leaders
felt that the John Q. episode ref lected negatively on George Q.’s judgment and, hence, were somewhat reluctant to approve Wilford Woodruff’s formation of a new First Presidency which would have included
George Q. as first counselor.106**
The animosity between the two prominent families got even
worse when, in mid-September 1887, several months after the funeral
and burial, Louie’s sister Mell Whitney Woods saw Angus M. Cannon
on the street in front of the Woman’s Exponent office. Still angry about
what President Cannon had said at Louie’s funeral, she began scolding him, becoming so wrathful that she finally struck him on the side
of the face. Almost unbelievably, President Cannon, known for his
sometimes ill temper, “returned the blow” and told her that, if she did
not desist, he would publish a “card,” “giving all the facts in the case of
John Q. . . . charging Louie with being the guilty party with him.”
Emmeline was “almost paralyzed” when Ort Whitney brought the
news. As Emmeline described the conversation, Whitney advised
Emmeline “to go up to see her [Mell] immediately and if possible to
keep it out of the papers. I went and passed thru a most severely trying
ordeal, one that no language can portray.” When Emmeline visited
Mell the next day, Mell was still sore from the blow, though “a little
better—her neck is hurt & she holds her head much to one side.”107***
Abram Cannon heard the same story from Annie Wells Cannon. “At Annie’s request, I went to see Father about it, and he told me
105Francis M. Lyman, Letter to Joseph F. Smith, June 27, 1887, Se*
lected Collections, 1:27; Walker, “Grant’s Watershed,” 222. Heber J. Grant
confided to his diary that “Unless I am greatly mistaken . . . [President Cannon’s] action has been wrong and someday there will be a squaring of accounting that will be anything but pleasant.” Grant, Letterpress Diary, June
26–27, 1887, as quoted in Walker, “Grant’s Watershed,” 205.
106Heber J. Grant, Letterpress Diary, June 24, August 3, October 5,
**
1887, as quoted in Walker, “Grant’s Watershed,” 205–208, 212-15.
107Emmeline Wells, Diary, September 14, 15, 1887; Abram Cannon,
***
Diary, September 14, 1887. Emmeline and Abram Cannon agree that An-
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to see and talk to Uncle Angus about it, and urge him for the love he
bears Father to avoid resenting anything he deems an insult from the
Wells family.” Abram did not find Angus, but he did find John Q.,
who was “desperate. He says that if Uncle Angus publishes the card of
which he speaks he (John) will kill him, while Annie says if such an announcement is made she will kill herself.”108****
Cooler heads prevailed and Angus Cannon did not publish a
card. The Cannons and the Wellses (and much of the Salt Lake community) were left to suffer grief for the loss of Louie and the downfall
of John Q. Eventually, emotional wounds healed somewhat, though
scars no doubt remained. After more continuances of John Q.’s polygamy trial, the charges appear to have been dropped in April
1889.109+Annie Wells Cannon was baptized for her sister in the Logan
Temple when she went there with her father in November 1888; there
is no indication that Louie was excommunicated from the Church, so
the proxy baptism was doubtless a ritual gesture of healing and reconciliation for Annie.110++Daniel H. Wells and John Q. Cannon came to
terms with each other at the insistence of Emmeline, who in May 1888
made “every arrangement” to facilitate reconciliation between John
Q. and Annie’s father. After their meeting in Emmeline’s parlor,
things were “different to what they were before,” and Emmeline could
“feel much easier.” In spite of everything, both Annie and Emmeline
gus Cannon struck Mell Woods after she hit him. More than a decade later,
Emmeline Wells finally vented her anger at Angus Cannon to her diary over
his public statements at Louie’s funeral and his treatment of Mell: “Angus is
64 years old today. . . . He has seen much sorrow and as he has been unkind
and ungenerous to others harsh in his judgment one need not be surprised
that it comes back upon him—As ye mete it out to others so shall it be unto
you, and therefore he should expect it.” Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 17,
1898.
**** 108Abram Cannon, Diary, September 14, 1887.
109“The Criminal Calendar,” Deseret Weekly News, April 13, 1887, 208;
+
“The Fall Season, Seventy-two Mormons to be Tried,” Salt Lake Herald, September 11, 1887, 8; “Before Judge Zane, The Fall Sessions Opens Up Auspiciously,” Salt Lake Herald, September 13, 1887, 5; “The Cannon Case,” 8;
“Third District Court,” Deseret Weekly News, May 16, 1888, 273; Emmeline
Wells, Diary, April 1, 1889.
110Emmeline Wells, Diary, November 15, 1888; Louisa Martha Wells,
++
Ordinance Record, www.familysearch.org (accessed September 2008).
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appear to have loved John Q. Cannon; and Emmeline wanted to facilitate the happiness of her surviving Wells daughter and grandchildren. On May 11, 1888, the day after President Wells and John Q.
Cannon worked things out, George Q. Cannon rebaptized his eldest
son and, with President Woodruff, restored all of his blessings. Two
days later, John Q. and Annie were sealed again by her father in the
Endowment House. After the sealing, the two were also married civilly by Judge Elias Smith. The couple had nine more children between
then and 1904, when their youngest child was born.111++On April 27,
1892, John Q. was sealed to Louie Wells in the Manti Temple with Annie standing as proxy for her sister. Emmeline was elated, though she
had hoped that this ordinance could have been completed while Daniel H. Wells was president of the Manti Temple. He died in March
1891, before John Q. and Annie had felt ready to participate in the
proxy sealing. Emmeline instructed her daughter to visit a small
prayer room in the temple that had been special to Annie’s father.
Annie did so and reported that she had “had quite a manifestation in
the Temple—when praying in the little room, heard sweet heavenly
music singing.” Mother and daughter were both reassured by Annie’s
experience.112+++
Though his life did not turn out as many expected, John Q. Cannon was successful enough in his pursuits and seems to have been reconciled to his life. He worked for the Deseret News most of his life as
managing editor or editor-in-chief and cut a dashing figure as colonel
of “Torrey’s Rough Riders,” a volunteer unit from the Intermountain
West in the Spanish American War in 1898. Less commendably, he
was arrested in 1905 for embezzling funds from the Utah delegation
+++

111Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 10, 11, 12, 13, 1888; Western States

Marriage Record Index, marriage of John Q. Cannon and Elizabeth Annie
Wells, May 13, 1888, Salt Lake County, Vol. A, p. 400; John Q. Cannon and
Elizabeth Anne Wells, Family Group Record, www.familysearch.org (accessed September 2008). Although Emmeline was happy at the reconciliation of John Q. and Daniel and at the remarriage of Annie and John Q., she
continued to be haunted by “the old vision” of Louie’s “broken heart & the
poor weary sufferer on her dying bed, groaning & crying with the excessive
pain.” Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 10, 1888.
++++ 112Emmeline Wells, Diary, April 25, 26, 28, 29, 1892; John Quayle
Caunow [sic] and Louisa M. Wells, Family Group Record, www.family
search.org (accessed September 2008).
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(of which he was the chair) to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition held
in St. Louis the previous year, but was never tried or convicted.113*
Orson F. Whitney read a poetic tribute at his funeral in January 1931.
It begins:
Brave, genial, generous-souled John Q.,
By sword and pen, a warrior true,
Summoned from here to higher fields,
Where mightier weapons valor wields.114**
Ort’s poem about John Q. had neither the power nor the passion of
his earlier tribute to Louie.
The Cannons and the Wellses patched things up and apostles
who questioned George Q. Cannon’s judgment and who delayed reorganization of the First Presidency remembered what a great and inspiring leader he was in spite of his occasional faults. When the
Woodruff First Presidency was reorganized in 1889 after a delay of almost two years, George Q. Cannon was sustained as first counselor.115***Rob Sloan, who was returning from his mission to Great Britain at the time of John Q. Cannon’s sad confession in early September
1886, married Nettie Thatcher, Louie’s chief competitor for prominent roles in operettas in the Salt Lake Theatre. Their wedding was

113“Heart Attack Proves Fatal to Utah Editor, Colonel John Quayle
Cannon, Managing Editor of Deseret News, Dies,” Salt Lake Tribune, January 15, 1931, 3; “Time Out for the Colonel,” Deseret News, January 15, 1931,
2; “Hundreds Pay High Tribute to Col. Cannon,” Deseret News, January 19,
1931, 1, 6; “Hundreds Pay Final Tribute to Newsman,” Salt Lake Tribune,
January 19, 1931, 16; “Legislators Honor Memory of Late Deseret News Editor,” Deseret News, January 28, 1931, 1; “Torrey’s Rough Riders, Senator
Shoup Visits the Regiment at Jacksonville, Praise for Col. Cannon,” Salt
Lake Tribune, July 15, 1898, 2; Clifford P. Westermeier, Who Rush to Glory:
The Cowboy Volunteers of 1898, Grisby’s Cowboys, Roosevelt’s Rough Riders, and
Torrey’s Rocky Mountain Riders (Caldwell, Ida.: Caxton Press, 1958); “Utah
Fugitive Is Caught, John Q. Cannon Accused of Theft at the St. Louis Fair,”
New York Times, July 20, 1905.
114Whitney’s poem is published in the Deseret News’s description of
**
the funeral: “Hundreds Pay High Tribute.”
115Walker, “Grant’s Watershed,” 214–21.
***
*
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the social event of late 1887, but the marriage did not last.116****
The stories of Louie Wells and John Q. Cannon’s relationship
and marriage, of Annie’s divorce from John Q., and of Louie’s tragic
death are today rarely remembered and less often told. Many years after Louie died, Emmeline B. Wells recounted that she still could not
“talk much of the dreadful experiences of the time [of Louie’s
death]—as my heart is too full of pain and anguish. A day and time
when the most severe ordeal was given me to pass through and the agony was past endurance.”117+

****

116“An Auspicious Union,” Deseret Weekly News, December 28, 1887,

788; “Robert Sloan Dies Suddenly,” Salt Lake Tribune, December 27, 1926,
11; “R. W. Sloan Dies,” Deseret Evening News, December 26, 1926, 2–1. Two
of Rob and Nettie’s three sons died quite early, which no doubt caused tensions in the marriage. Sloan lost most of his fortune before he died.
117Emmeline Wells, Diary, May 16, 1898; see also entries for May 16,
+
1888, May 16, 1890, May 16, 1892, May 16, 1894, May 16, 1895, May 16,
1896, May 16, 1901.

HANDCARTS GOING EAST
Karen Ann Griggs

THE SAINTS IN UTAH WERE STRUGGLING in the fall of 1855. A grasshopper plague had reduced the crop production drastically, which
in turn caused a sharp decrease in tithing donations. The Perpetual Emigration Fund was almost completely depleted. LeRoy
Hafen summarized: “With a diminished food supply, the large immigration of this year was not an asset, but instead an added burden upon the strained economy.”1*
Although some recommended curtailing the inf lux of foreign
Saints during the 1856 season, Church leaders felt that the sorry condition of the Saints in Europe made continued emigration to America a necessity. A general epistle published in the Millennial Star explained: “The cry of our poor brethren in foreign lands for deliverance is great, the hand of the oppressor is heavy upon them, and they
have no other prospects on earth through which they can hope for assistance.”2**However, “a cheaper mode of transportation was urgently
needed. Under these circumstances was born a unique plan for over*
KAREN ANN GRIGGS {karen_griggs@byu.edu} is an associate librarian in the Harold B. Lee Library Cataloging Department. Her presentations and projects have been about audiovisual cataloging and Mormon
local history. She is the mother of seven and the grandmother of nineteen.
She gave an earlier version of this paper at the Mormon History Association
annual meeting in May 2006 in Casper, Wyoming.
1LeRoy Reuben Hafen and Ann W. Hafen, Handcarts to Zion (1960;
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992), 28.
2Thirteenth General Epistle, Millennial Star 18, no. 4 (January 26,
**
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land migration—by handcart.”3***
In the spring and early summer of 1856, companies of British
and Scandinavian converts crossed the Atlantic and made their way
by train to Iowa City, Iowa, where they were organized into handcart
companies. According to Lyndia McDowell Carter, an expert on Mormon migration across the plains, the journey to the Salt Lake Valley
for the first three companies took just over one hundred days with no
more deaths than average for wagon companies.4****However, LeRoy
Hafen, an earlier historian of the handcart migration, explains, “The
tragic experiences of the belated [fourth and fifth] handcart companies [in which at least two hundred died] turned people against handcart travel. The success of the first three companies was forgotten in
the sufferings of the fourth and fifth.” The leaders of the Church were
not discouraged about handcarts as a mode of travel but made policy
changes and modifications to assure future success. However, they
needed a dramatic demonstration of the efficiency of the handcart
method of emigration to restore “the humble vehicle to favor.”5+
Speaking in the Salt Lake Tabernacle on November 16, 1856,
just as the Willie and Martin companies were arriving in the valley,
Brigham Young expressed support for handcart travel:
If we want to cross the plains next season to the States, [we] could
start from here with hand carts and beat any company in traveling
that would cross the plains with teams, and be better and healthier.
These are my feelings, and they have been all the time. . . .
I am ashamed of our Elders that go out on missions . . . that they
do not start from here with handcarts, or with knapsacks on their
backs, and go to the States and from there preach their way to their respective fields of labor. Br. Kimball moves that we do not send any Elders from this place again, unless they take hand carts and cross the
plains on foot. . . .
It is a shame for the Elders to take with them from this place everything they can rake and scrape. . . . Our Elders must have a good span of
horses or mules, and must ride, ride, ride; kill many of their animals
and get little or nothing for those left when they arrive at the Missouri
river, besides taking four or five hundred dollars worth of property
1856): 51–52.
3Hafen and Hafen, Handcarts to Zion, 28.
***
**** 4Lyndia McDowell Carter, comments on article draft, April 2006.
5Hafen and Hafen, Handcarts to Zion, 143. The figure of two hundred
+
fatalities is Lyndia Carter’s estimate.
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from their families.6++

Five months later, Brigham Young made good on this hint. Over
the course of March Sunday meetings and the April 1857 general conference, eighty-eight missionaries were called, seventy-one7++ to locations in the eastern United States, Canada, Europe, and South Africa.
Although the minutes do not stipulate handcarts, Heber C. Kimball,
speaking at the end of the morning session on Wednesday, April 8,
told the eastbound missionaries to be at the Temple Block on April 22
“with their handcarts, provisions and means ready for going directly
to their fields of labor.”8+++Those who were called to participate in this
unique trek were between the ages of nineteen and sixty-two, most between twenty and forty-five. (See Appendix for biographical information and descriptions of journals.) Five had been in Brigham Young’s
1847 company and two had been in the Mormon Battalion.9*
Several of the elders’ journals mention their missionary call in
the general conference as though they had no prior warning, even
though they would depart less than three weeks later. However, Young
6Journal History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
++
(chronological scrapbook of typed entries and newspaper clippings,
1830–present), November 16, 1856, LDS Historical Department Library
(hereafter LDS Church Library), Salt Lake City.
7The number of missionaries is variously reported and did, in fact,
+++
change as some missionaries left the company temporarily or permanently,
for reasons such as sickness, other assignments, etc. Some of the sources are
second-hand. “History of Brigham Young, April 3, 1857, 23, on Selected Collections of the Archives of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (hereafter
Selected Collections), gives a figure of seventy-four handcart missionaries.
Brigham Young, Letter to Orson Pratt, April 22, 1857, states that there were
between thirty and forty handcarts and about ninety missionaries. Brigham
Young Letterpress Copybooks, 1844–79, CR 1234 1, Box 3, 3:566, Selected
Collections disk 21, 3:566. These numbers are clearly inf lated. Some of the
missionaries going east at about the same time by wagon were assigned to
build settlements for the Brigham Young Express and Carrying Company;
about seventeen other missionaries had been called at conference to go
west (not east) to their mission fields. Young may not have known the exact
number of missionaries going to each assignment.
++++ 8“Minutes,” Deseret News, April 15, 1857, 43.
9Frank Esshom, Pioneers and Prominent Men of Utah (Salt Lake City:
*
Utah Pioneers Book Publishing Company, 1913), 1:43–46.
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had informed his nephews Joseph Watson Young and Seymour B.
Young in January 1857 that they would be going to England in April
and both had agreed. Seymour noted that the missionaries would “depend upon their own strength for making the entire journey of 1050
miles as speedily as possible to show the British & Scandinavian Saints
that the missionaries would be willing to go on foot & pull their Hand
carts without any help from team or wagon to carry the gospel to
those foreign countries.”10**Joseph Watson Young had finished constructing his handcart by March 1. Church authorities inspected it;
and other missionaries, informed about their calls before conference,
also viewed it.11***
Samuel Aiken states that on March 30, in the bowery, “the names
of several of the brethren were read appraising them of their appointment as missionaries to Canada to preach the Gospel. My name was
among others.”12***Robert Gardner seems to have learned about his
mission as early as the fall and winter of 1856. He lamented that problems with canal breaks and his mill left him “f lat broke financially.
And I was to go on a Mission the following Spring.” During the winter,
a log shot down a snowslide “like an arrow,” hit his leg, and peeled “off
all the f lesh clear to the [shin] bone, about four by six inches.” His first
thought was, “Will this prevent me from going on a Mission?” When
he found his leg was not broken, he resolved, “All right I will go on my
Mission.” When it was time for the missionaries to start, “I had so far
recovered that I could walk without my crutches with care.”13+
This article recounts this unique handcart journey which tested
10Seymour Bicknell Young, Reminiscence, April 1922, MS 1345, Reel
**
10, fd. 4, vol. 11:141, Seymour Bicknell Young Papers, 1857–1924, microfilm, LDS Church Library. Seymour’s recollection of Brigham’s calling him
is in Reminiscence, MS 1345, Reel 1, Box 1, Item 1, 134. In addition to his
trail diary, Seymour wrote several reminiscences (including the handcart
experience) in various numbered account books. References to the numbers and dates are for the researcher’s ease but are not related to the sequence of the accounts themselves.
11Joseph Watson Young, Journal, January 3-March 28, 1857, MS 1529,
***
Box 1, fd. 1, v. 3, photocopy of holograph, LDS Church Library.
**** 12Daniel T. Thomander, “A Live’s [sic] Sketch of Samuel Ruggles
Aiken,” includes excerpts from Aiken’s journal, including the entry for
March 30, 1857, MS 2611, microfilm of holograph, LDS Church Library.
13“Robert Gardner, Jr. 1819–1906, Utah Pioneer 1847, written by
+
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Robert Gardner, one of the
eastbound missionaries at age
thirty-seven, was resolved to begin
his mission, although he could
hardly walk. Used by permission,
Western Epics, Inc.

the strength, determination, and faith of the missionaries who participated. It is based primarily on ten journals that covered the entire
trek (see Appendix) and some incomplete journal accounts and letters which describe portions of the journey.14++Every missionary journalist gives his own observations of events in which he was personally
involved or of which he was aware. As a result, these accounts vary significantly, particularly concerning the time and sometimes even the
date of an event, place names, and details. These discrepancies are
not surprising. Twenty-five or twenty-six handcarts, strung out over
the trail, would not have had the same experiences or the same arrival
time at the various locations. Names of places, particularly when it
was a creek or other minor location, were probably passed by word of
mouth and recorded according to what the writer understood. It also
is possible that the men remembered names from their earlier trail
experiences coming west. Moreover, an incident associated with the
trail would appear quite differently to the men pulling the lead handcarts than to those coming behind. Those in leadership positions or
himself at St. George, Utah, January 7, 1884,” 17–19.
14I transcribed the records held by the LDS Church Library. The
++
Journal History published edited journals of Joseph Watson Young, George
Goddard, and Miner Atwood under the date of June 10, 1857. However, except where noted, I use my transcriptions of the originals, which vary somewhat from the Journal History, as well as all other holograph sources. See
also Appendix.
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near them would be privy to some information that others would not
be aware of; keenness of observation, personal interests, and poor
memory might also account for some of the differences. After a long
and exhausting day, or perhaps several days later, when the journalist
finally sat down to write in his journal, fatigue and the lapse of time
doubtless obscured details as well.
The journey began April 23, 1857, when the handcart missionaries convened in the morning in the bowery on the Temple Block
and received licenses signed by the First Presidency.15++Elders Orson
Hyde, Lorenzo Snow, Wilford Woodruff, and others addressed the
assembled missionaries.16+++ When Brigham Young arrived at 10:00
o’clock, he told them to start. Joseph Young records:
The company consisted of seventy men and twenty-six
hand-carts. We had no horses or mules or other animals, but pulled
our hand-carts, which were loaded with provisions and blankets. We
presented a scene which the world had never seen before—seventy
men leaving their homes, their wives, their children and friends to
proceed to strange nations to be absent for several years; to travel one
thousand miles17*on foot, over snow-covered mountains and desolate
plains, pulling our own provisions and other necessities. And all this
that the inhabitants of the earth might have an opportunity to hear
the Gospel preached unto them. Not less than two thousand people,
led by the Nauvoo Brass Band, accompanied us to the Bench, about
two miles from the City, where we had a fine view of the Valley and the
Lake. The Band played several beautiful and soul-stirring melodies,
and the people generally showed us their love and sympathy in every
possible way.18**

Joseph Young, asked to respond on behalf of the missionaries,
15Brigham Young, Office Journal, April 23, 1857, 208; CR 1234 1,
+++
reel 84, frame 145, microfilm of holograph.
++++ 16Olive Branch Millburn, A History, Diary and Genealogy of William
Henry Branch, Sr. (Salt Lake City: Paragon Printing, 1952), 30.
17Robert Gardner gives 1,031 and 1,035 miles in different versions of
*
his journal. George Goddard records 1,032 miles. No journal mentions use
of an odometer. Perhaps, because the trails were well established at this
time, the missionaries are using a published guide to determine mileage.
18Joseph W. Young, Journal (translation), April 23, 1857. Quotations
**
from this journal identified as from the “translation” appear in the Journal
History, June 10, 1857, 3–19.

In 1880, twenty-three years after the 1857 handcart mission, three cart-mates
posed for this formal portrait: Left: David Wilkin, Phillip Margetts (seated),
and Seymour B. Young. PH 3037. Courtesy LDS Church Library.
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thanked the band and their well-wishers. He also invoked the Lord’s
blessing on all present “until we should meet again.”19***The group
gave three cheers, the people returned to the city, and the handcart
company departed. According to George Rowley, some of the enthusiastic well-wishers pulled the carts up the first hill.20****Brigham
Young’s office journal states, “President Young accompanied by H.B.
Clawson rode in a chaise in the rear of the hand cart missionaries,”21+
and the Church Historian’s Office minutes say that “the Presidency
went to the bench and organized the company, there being over 28
handcarts.22++However, Young did not go as far as the bench (none of
the missionary journals mention his presence), and the organizational meeting was the next morning.
Despite this warm send-off, the first day was not a complete success. During the seven miles to their first camp at Cold Springs in Emigration Canyon, three axletrees broke23++and three carts overturned.
Eli Peirce describes the company during that first day as “unorganized.”24+++According to John Gleason, most of the group went up Emigration Canyon, but he waited for Seymour Young, who had gone
back to the city with his brother, LeGrand, to fix his handcart. That
job took Seymour the rest of the day, and Gleason improved the time
by climbing “up the side of the mountain where I had a full view of
G.S.L.C. And vicinity and with my face towards the City of the Saints
called on the name of the Lord for his protecting care to be over the
camp and aid his people together with all such blessings as should
promote his cause upon the earth.”25*
The next morning the missionaries elected leaders. Henry
Herriman, a member of the Council of the Seventy, was elected presi***
****

19Ibid., 3.
20Pearl R. Cunningham, Biography of George Rowley and Wife Ann

Brown: Pioneers of Thornhull, Yorkshire, England, 369, photocopy of microfilm, L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham
Young University, Provo, Utah (hereafter Perry Special Collections).
21Brigham Young, Office Journal, April 23, 1857, 208.
+
22Church Historian’s Office, minutes, 1839–77, Selected Collections,
++
1:18, April 23, 1857.
23The number of axletrees broken is reported variously.
+++
++++ 24Eli Harvey Peirce [often Pierce], Diaries, 1857–58, April 23, 1857,
microfilm of holograph, LDS Church Library.
25John Streator Gleason, Diaries, 1857–63, April 23, 1857, microfilm
*
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dent; Stephen H. Goddard and Joseph W. Young as counselors; William Henry Branch as captain; John Y. Green, sergeant of the guard;
James Gallie/Galley, chaplain; George Goddard, chorister; and Daniel MacKintosh, clerk. The company was then divided into five “tens”
(actually consisting of five handcarts and approximately fifteen elders
each), each ten electing its own captain. Herriman’s ten was called
the “first ten,” with Miner Atwood as its captain. Eli Peirce was appointed captain of the second ten. He proudly recorded that all his elders were “young men and 5 of the best hand carts in the company, all
iron axletrees, well painted, varnished, with mottos as follow: Star of
Deseret or Merry Mormons, Zion’s Herrald, Mountain Lions, Zion’s
Express, Zion’s Hope.”26**Joel Terry captained the third ten, and the
two remaining captains were David Brinton (fourth) and Thomas
Hall (fifth).27***Apparently, some of the elders who were pulling a cart
together also designated a head cook, assistant cook, and journal
keeper during the trek.28****
After the officers organized their respective tens, Branch, the
captain, called the camp together, and they adopted their schedule:
“Camp aroused at 4’oclock A.M.; singing and prayer night and morning; and after each hour’s walk a rest of ten minutes.”29+The tens would
rotate so that each ten would have its “regular turn of being in the lead
of the company.”30++Herriman offered a prayer, and Phillip (“Phil”)
Margetts, an actor from Salt Lake City, sang “The Handcart Song” to
the tune of “O Susannah,” in which the whole company joined:
Ye nations list! The men of God,
of holograph, LDS Church Library. See also Seymour Bicknell Young, Journal, Seymour B. Young Papers, Ms 1345, Reel 1, Box 3, fd. 1, vol. 3, April 23,
1857, microfilm of holograph, LDS Church Library, and Reel 10, fd. 4, vol.
11, 99: “We were so humiliated with a break down . . . in sight of home.”
26Peirce, Diary, April 24, 1857.
**
27Ibid.
***
**** 28Goddard, Journal, 1855–99, April 23, 1857, Ms 4027, microfilm of
holograph, LDS Church Library, compared with transcription by Edyth
Jenkins Romney, Ms 2737. If Stephen kept a diary, its whereabouts are not
known.
29Persis Louisa Young Richards, “A Brief Sketch of John Young
+
Green’s Life,” 1, MS 7701, LDS Church Library.
30Seymour Young, Reminiscence, Ms 1345, Reel 1, Box 1, Item 1, 4.
++
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George Goddard, age
forty-two, was elected chorister of the spring 1857
handcart missionaries.
Used by permission, Utah
State Historical Society. All
rights reserved.

From Zion now they come,
Clothed with the Priesthood and the power
To gather Israel home:
No purse, no scrip they bear with them,
But cheerfully they start
And cross the plains a thousand miles
And draw with them a cart.
Chorus:
Then cheer up ye Elders, you
To the world will show
That Israel must be gathered soon
And oxen are too slow.
...
Some men would ask, “why do you start
With carts, come tell, I pray?’
We answer when our Prophet speaks
The Elders all obey;
Since Brigham has the way laid out
That’s best for us, we’ll try,
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Stand off you sympathetic fools,
The hand carts now or die. . . .31++
Martin Luther Ensign wrote that the company started at nine
o’clock, April 24, and “came over the little mountain all write.”32+++They
halted midmorning at “Brown’s Spring” where they encountered a
“Brother Stewart,” also camped “with about fifty wagons. These
freighters “kindly volunteered to take a part of our baggage [and provisions] on their wagons until we had crossed the higher mountains,
we continued our journey,” recorded Joseph Young. “We traveled
about five miles, and encamped for the night near the top of . . . Big
Mountain. Encamped near us was a Mr. Fernandez, a freighter from
Great Salt Lake City. His company consisted of Gentiles and apostates
and presented a perfect contrast to our company, for while they
swore, cursed the Mormons and profaned the name of God, we sang
hymns, prayed and were happy. Our happiness seemed to increase
their misery.”33*
One of the England-bound elders, William Jenkins, was accom31Henry Herriman and Daniel Mackintosh, Letter to Deseret News, in
+++
Journal History, April 30, 1857. Margetts’s original contained three more
stanzas. Line length rearranged.
++++ 32Martin Luther Ensign, Diary, 1857–58, April 24, 1957, Ms 4220, microfilm of holograph, LDS Church Library.
33Joseph W. Young, Journal (translation), April 24, 1857. Stewart was
*
most likely Levi Stewart, who owned a freight company in Salt Lake City
and was an officer in the Brigham Young Express Company (though possibly his son, John Riley Stewart, age seventeen, who worked with him.
Timeline of Levi Stewart and Kin, http://www.stewartkin.com/histories/
stewart_levi_timeline.html. The Deseret News, April 29, 1857 explained:
“During the last eight or ten days the streets of the city have teemed with . . .
men and teams belonging to the [Brigham Young] ‘Express and Carrying
Company,’ that were on their way east, to make stations between Forts
Bridger and Laramie, the departure of the Missionaries and of Gov. Young
and his party leaving for their trip to the Salmon River Settlements.” The
Stewart train of about fifty wagons was carrying f lour to the mail-stations.
Thirty were to bring back the goods stored at Devil’s Gate the previous year
while the other twenty were to go on to the states to get supplies for the mail.
Nineteen missionaries assigned to the Express Company are on the Journal
History list of those set apart on April 21–22 with most of the handcart mis-
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panied by his wife “which was strongly objected to by all the brethren,” who “unanimously voted that no Women should travel with the
Missionaries over the plains.” George Goddard summarizes with satisfaction: “By this means the companys feelings were relieved of an intolerable nuisance.”34**
Accounts of this first full day’s travel present a range of different
details. Miner Atwood identifies the campsite as “Quaking Asp
Springs on the Big Mountain.” Robert Gardner does not mention the
locale but concentrates on the carts and the weather: “The carts
which had been broken the night before were mended” and “a cold
night it was.” John Y. Greene stated that “needed repairs were attended to by good mechanics in the company.” Margetts adds that
there was “considerable snow.”35***Despite spring deepening toward
summer as they traveled east, the missionaries would repeatedly
encounter snow and cold weather.
Early the next day, the company reached the top of Big Mountain, assembled for their last fair view of the valley, and gave three
cheers. In addition to his “three cheers for our friends,” John Gleason, “in the fervency of my soul in my heart asked our Father in
Heaven in the name of his son Jesus Christ to pour down blessings on
the inhabitants of Deseret and thanked Him in the sincerity of my
sionaries and would have left in wagon trains about the same time. These
freighters periodically helped the handcart missionaries. See journal entries on April 26, 1857, of Joseph Young, George Goddard, Ebenezer Richardson, Miner Atwood, John Gleason, and Robert Gardner.
34Goddard, Journal, April 24, 1857. Two other diaries confirm
**
Jenkins’s dismissal. Frederick Gardiner, A Mormon Rebel: The Life and Travels of Frederick Gardiner (Salt Lake City: Tanner Trust Fund, University of
Utah Library, 1993), 88. Jenkins apparently acquired a wagon and traveled
with a wagon company, since Gleason, Diary, May 14, 1857, states that the
handcarts caught up with Jenkins and his wife at the Platte bridge. Apparently they had traveled alone from Devil’s Gate, and Herriman told them to
travel near the handcarts. Although they did not follow his counsel, Jenkins
served in the European Mission.
35Miner G. Atwood, Journal, April 24, 1957, in Journal History, June
***
10, 1857, 45; Robert Gardner, Diaries and Reminiscences, 1857–87, April
24, 1857, Ms 1744, microfilm of holograph, LDS Church Library; Richards,
“A Brief Sketch . . . Greene’s Life,” 1; Phillip Margetts, Journal, April 24,
1857, 5, Margetts Papers, 1850–1928, MSS 406, photocopy of holograph,
Perry Special Collections.
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Miner Grant Atwood, captain of the
first ten, in the company of eastbound
missionaries. Photo courtesy of J.
Atwood, http://www.xmission.com/
~jatwood/MGA-1823/html/sld1.html.

mind that he had inspired his servant Brigham Young with the idea of
traveling with hand carts.”36****
The mountain was topped with snow—Margetts appraised it as
twelve feet deep—making the descent down the east side dangerous
and slippery. Several times the men had to hoist their carts up on the
mountainside to avoid patches of the trail rutted with hip-deep pools
of water and mud. Despite the company’s great care, two carts were
damaged, but they providentially found an abandoned handcart and
cannibalized it to make repairs before noon, losing about two hours.
Branch noted the location: East Canyon Creek.37+
The creek was a wide and rushing stream, icy with melting
snow. The road followed the creek for eight miles, and the missionaries crossed it repeatedly, struggling against the swift current in the
waist-deep water. To avoid one particularly troublesome crossing,
they pulled some carts up a high bluff to the right and let them down
by ropes over a nearly perpendicular drop. During this operation,
two of the ropes broke, and the carts “ran 2 men into a pile of
brush.” Not surprisingly, the company covered only ten miles that
day, camping a little east of Cottonwood Grove at five o’clock. Joseph Young had been ill all day but “received immediate relief” from
****
+

36Gleason, Diary, April 25, 1857.
37Margetts, Journal, April 25, 1857; Joseph Young, Journal (transla-

tion), April 25, 1857; Millburn, History . . . William Henry Branch, 31.
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East Canyon Creek, a formidable obstacle in the spring of 1857. Photograph
April 27, 2006, by Karen Griggs.

a priesthood blessing.38++
In the morning, April 26, the elders pulled their carts through
the frigid creek several more times (the number varies) and then
stopped to build a fire and change clothes.39++They crossed the divide
between East and Weber canyons and, in the early afternoon, reached
the Weber River. Swollen by spring run-off, it was a hundred feet wide
and very deep, with a strong current. Fortunately, some young Mormon teamsters on their way from Ogden to Devil’s Gate took the luggage and hauled the carts over the Weber River with ropes for at least
some of the missionaries, but others record that they forded the
river.40+++Because it was the Sabbath, the elders camped early on the
east bank of the river at 4:00 P.M. After supper, singing, and prayers,
Gleason wrote that “separately blessings were asked on the food by
++

38Millburn, History . . . William Henry Branch, 31; Robert Gardner, Di-

ary, April 25, 1857; Goddard, Journal, April 25, 1857.
39Joseph Young, Journal (translation), April 26, 1857.
++++ 40Goddard, Journal, April 26, 1857; Joseph Young (translation), April
+++
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the different messes good feelings and a good and energetic spirit
prevails.” Margetts registered a different perspective: “This night I
was very tired & sore & could hardly walk. Slept tonight under a nice
bush.”41*
On Monday morning, April 27, they arose at four o’clock, offered prayers in their tens, and did a five-mile pull before stopping for
breakfast two miles up Echo Canyon at a small spring. Nine miles farther, they rested until the wagons arrived with the provisions, then ate
dinner, and traveled on. Despite fording Echo Creek several times,
they made nineteen miles on a dusty road through the canyon.
George Goddard said, “After going through so much water, mud and
dust, we found a good wash necessary to make us look like white folks,
everyone in the Camp are in good health and spirits.”42**
The next morning, April 28, they passed a landmark: Cache
Cave. In the afternoon, they reached the Bear River, spanned by a
bridge strong enough to cross on.43***That night, four inches of snow
fell on them, and the next day’s travel was an ordeal of slippery mud
over rocky Quaking Aspen Ridge. Seymour Young describes how “our
cartes rolled up the mud made by the melting snow with such additional heft that our carts drew so heavily that less than 15 miles of
travel was made that day, and the effects of the pull & climb over the
ridge was felt upon our heel chords and for days after this particular
part of our anatomy was so strained and painful that the men could
hardly put the heel to the gr[o]und without great pain.” Frederick
Gardiner, plagued by a hernia that was getting worse every day, be26, 1857; Thomander, “A Live’s Sketch . . . Aiken,” April 26, 1857, 17; Robert Gardner, Journal, 2; Joseph Young, Journal (original), April 26, 1857.
According to Henry Herriman and Daniel Mackintosh, Letter to Deseret
News, in Journal History, April 30, 1857, states: “East Kanyon creek and
Weber are rising fast, the former we waded; the latter through the kindness
and attention of Gilbert Vanschoenhover, Theodore Spencer and some of
the Ogden boys, we had not to wade. . . . We tender them our thanks, and say
God bless them.”
41Goddard, Journal, April 26, 1857; Gleason, Diary, April 25, 1857;
*
Margetts, Journal, April 26, 1857.
42Journal entries for April 27, 1857, by Goddard, Peirce, and
**
Margetts.
43Millburn, History . . . William Henry Branch, 31; Joseph Young, Jour***
nal (translation). April 28, 1857.
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came completely exhausted and had to be taken by wagon to Fort
Bridger. Then Stewart’s freight wagons took him on as far as Devil’s
Gate.44****
When they got to the “Muddy” (or Big Muddy), on April 30, they
again had to wade through the icy water, then change their clothes
“under the open heavens, while we stood in snow several inches
deep,” recorded Joseph Young. Somehow Margetts “managed to get
across without weting my feet.”45+The elders warmed themselves at a
large fire before proceeding to Fort Bridger, which, according to
Margetts, required “a long and strong pull” up “the rocky pitch.”
Reaching the fort shortly after noon, they spent until the next afternoon repairing, cleaning, and repacking their handcarts, even though
“the day was very cold.”46++
Henry Herriman and Daniel Mackintosh, president and clerk,
sent back their first report to the Deseret News: “Presuming that you
and the Saints would be anxious to learn of our doings, progress and
whereabouts, we have deemed it advisable to place you in possession
of this information.” The letter described the departure, the election
of officers, a summary of their travels, and the text of Margetts’s
“Handcart Song.” It closed cheerfully:
We observe prayer morning and evening as a camp, also in the
tens under the direction of the captains, and the President has
strongly exhorted the Elders to attend to prayer in each of their tents,
and in secret.
There is general good feeling in the camp, union and peace prevail, and the Spirit of the Lord rests upon his servants. . . .
Trusting that the God of Israel will be our guide, and that he will
preserve us in the prosecution of the remainder of our journey . . . 47++

The company set out again on May 1, going as far as Smith’s Fork
**** 44Goddard, Journal, April 29, 1857; Robert Gardner, Journal, April
29, 1857; Seymour Young, Reminiscence, 3; Frederick Gardiner, A Mormon
Rebel, 88; Millburn, History . . . William Henry Branch, 32.
45Joseph Young, Journal (translation), April 30, 1857; Margetts, Jour+
nal, April 30, 1857, 8.
46Margetts, Journal, April 30, 1857, 8; Goddard, Journal, May 1, 1857.
++
47Henry Herriman and Daniel Mackintosh, Fort Bridger, Letter to
+++
the Deseret News, Journal History, April 30, 1857. Brigham Young and a large
party had left for the Salmon River settlements the day after the handcart
company’s departure.
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of the Green River. For the next two days they pressed eastward, occasionally fording Black’s Fork and Ham’s Fork. On Sunday, May 3, they
came to the Green River, then two hundred feet wide and two and a
half feet deep with a strong current and a strong wind blowing downstream. Joseph Young called it “the worst stream on the whole journey
for us to cross.” Once across, they camped on the east side “in the timber out of the wind” and held Sunday meetings. William Branch reported: “We found a camp of apostates laying here. They were considerable frightened at seeing us, thinking we were after them.”48+++
The company traveled twenty-nine-and-a-half miles on May
4—their best mileage to date—and camped at the second crossing of
the Big Sandy near today’s Farson, Wyoming. George Goddard recorded two anecdotes that show the missionaries’ concern for each
other:
Henry L. Southworth was attacked with rheumatism in his leg
which was very painful, after being anointed and administered to by
Pres. Herriman & etc. it [the pain] left him immediately and is now
well. William Harris left his traveling camp with his Gun this afternoon to hunt for game and wended his way a little too far off, lost
sight of the camp, night came on and considerable anxiety was manifested by the company. Guns & Pistols were fired, and a large fire
made on the bench, but these availed nothing to him as a guide. He
had lost his way, and was going in an opposite direction to where the
camp was, but Bro David Wilken started on foot in search of him and
occasionally hooted at the top of his voice, and after several miles run,
his voice was heard, and replyed to by the lost one and at length he was
found, and to the joy of the company arrived about 10 o’clock.49*

Phil Margetts was apparently toughening up after a week of
travel since, despite his fatigue, he ran a three-hundred-yard foot race
and won an oyster supper to be collected at St. Louis. Although Martin Luther Ensign reports the race, neither he nor Margetts mentions
the lost missionary, nor does Gleason. However, he specifies, as
Margetts does not, that “Philip Margets and Seymore Young ran afoot
race after we got into camp Phil cam out about 1 ft ahead.” Young says

++++

48Goddard, Journal, May 3, 1857; Joseph Young, Journal (transla-

tion), May 3, 1857; Ensign, Diary, May 3, 1857; Millburn, History . . . William
Henry Branch, 32.
49Goddard, Journal, May 4, 1857.
*
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only, “ran a foot race for fun.”50**
On the night of May 5 before the missionaries crossed South
Pass, food was running low and water was scarce. Goddard reported:
It was thought advisable to send three brethren forward to overtake
Stewarts Teams in which our Flour and Crackers had been deposited
to lighten our loads, accordingly S H Goddard, Jac Brooks and Henry
Lee volunteered and . . . after walking all night, they overtook the wagons at sunrise (May 6) [and] detained the Teams till the Hand Cart
company came up, and to the joy and satisfaction of all the camp, recruited their supply of flour and crackers, here also we found a band
of Indians camped in their Wickehups of the Bannack Tribe, many of
them waded the river and visited our camp and were very friendly.51***

Margetts, Gleason, and John Greene confirm this report, but Joseph Young and Miner Atwood state that they borrowed f lour from
Stewart’s wagons because the missionaries’ provisions were “behind
in John Greene’s and Goldsbury’s wagons.”52****Margetts also reports
“very short” provisions “in consequence of the wagons being yet behind, we have about enough for breakfast when that is gone we will
have to trust to providence for more. We are on the Lord’s business
and all is well.” He adds that the provision wagons arrived after the
missionaries had camped on May 7.53+
On May 7, the weather continued very cold, and the missionaries’ travel, difficult enough over the rough hills and rocky roads, suffered even more because of the snow. The midday meal was seasoned
by “a good deal of complaint in camp, 3 or 4 very tired & about to give
out on account of the wether being so very cold & windy and so much
snow.” The captain called a halt, even though it was only 1:00 P.M.
50Entries of May 4, 1857, in journals of Margetts, Ensign, Gleason,
**
and Seymour Young (6).
51Goddard, Journal, May 6, 1857.
***
**** 52Margetts, Journal, May 6, 1857; Gleason, Diary, May 6, 1857; Richards, Brief Sketch . . . Greene’s Life, 2; Joseph Young, Journal (original), May 6,
1857; Miner Grant Atwood, Journal, May 6, 1857, 3, Ms 371, microfilm of
journal transcription by Erin Olson, LDS Church Library. Other journals
make repeated references to Greene’s teams, but his life sketch mentions no
mode of travel other than his handcart. A source has not yet been found that
clears up this confusion.
53Margetts, Journal, May 5 and 7, 1857.
+
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Even under these adverse circumstances, they had come eighteen
miles. Joseph Young gratefully recorded: “The next day those who
were most tired and stiff were permitted to ride in the wagons, which
gave them a chance to rest their weary feet.”54++
For two days, May 7–8, the handcarts followed the “Seminoe
Cutoff,” a trail on the south side of the Sweetwater.55++Again, cold
temperatures and high winds hampered travel. “The wind blew a
perfect herikin all day and all night,” wrote Robert Gardner. The elders could scarcely keep on their feet, and the wind overturned the
lead wagon. Joseph Young reports that they found shelter in a cave
the night of May 8–9, but he is the only one who mentions it and it
could not possibly have held all the elders. Perhaps only he and a few
companions used it. Margetts mentions that they camped “in the
rocks” about a mile and a half from the fifth crossing of the
Sweetwater.56+++Charles Shumway fell ill with mountain fever, but
Greene’s wagons, bound for Devil’s Gate, were nearby. They took
Shumway with them; indeed, Shumway was so ill, he went by wagon
most of the way east but this “did not seem to lessen his zeal in responding to the prophet’s request,” according to his biographer.57*
On May 9, they reached the Three Crossings of the Sweetwater
at the narrows or Devil’s Back Bone. The “Sweetwater runs between
two high, rocky mountain heights, and is very narrow,” wrote Joseph
Young, “so that the road compels the traveler to cross the river three
times. [We] carried our hand-carts over a high-rocky cliff and thus es54Peirce, Diary, May 7, 1857; Joseph Young, Journal (translation), May
++
8, 1857.
55This trail is variously called Seminoes, Senunall, Siminous, Simon’s
+++
Cut-off, Geminoes, Simino, and Seminole. Blazed in 1853 south of the
Sweetwater, it thereby avoided both Rocky Ridge and four of the river’s grueling crossings. http://wyoshpo.state.wy/trailsdemo/seminoescutoff.
htm (accessed April 2007). Goddard, Journal, May 7, 1857.
++++ 56Robert Gardner, Diary, May 7, 1857; Goddard, Journal, May 7,
1857; Joseph Young, Journal (translation), May 8, 1857; Margetts, Journal,
May 8, 1857.
57Goddard, Journal, May 8, 1857; Gleason, Diary, May 8, 1857;
*
Millburn, History . . . William Henry Branch, 33; Kenneth W. Godfrey, Charles
Shumway: A Pioneer’s Life (Provo, Utah: J. Grant Stevenson, 1974), 62. This
detail again indicates that Greene was not then traveling with the handcarts.
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caped the two crossings, and the brethren helped us over the third
crossing with their horses.”58**These were probably the same teamsters who had given Shumway a lift.59***
By this time the elders and handcarts were traveling between
twenty and thirty miles each day. When they camped on May 9, they
were 317 miles and seventeen days from Salt Lake City. George
Goddard described them as “in good health, but considerably fatigued.”60***
Reaching Devil’s Gate on Sunday, May 10, they met the men assigned to guard the goods stored at “Fort Seminoe” by the Hunt and
Hodgett’s wagon trains the previous November when they were
caught with the Martin Handcart Company. Branch assembled the
camp officers “and we concluded to have all of the carts overhauled
and to see that no cart with three men take over 175 pounds all told.
This was for the safety of the carts. Also that each person have 33
pounds of breadstuff.”61+
Daniel W. Jones, who was in charge of the stored goods, recalls
in his memoir giving f lour to the elders, and Joseph Young states that
the brethren of the station [were] very kind to the missionaries, letting them have f lour, etc.,” but Seymour Young’s account apparently
contradicts it: “We would have been glad to replenish our depleted
stores . . . of bacon and sugar but . . . the guardsmen had none of these
commodities on hand.” He does not mention f lour. Ebenezer Richardson had driven a wagon from Emigration Canyon but here “got
me a cart and Joel Terry and me . . . got our supply of provisions and
started on our journey at about noon. . . . I took to the handcart and I
felt first rate was glad to make the change.”62++Possibly the f lour came

**

58Goddard, Journal, May 9, 1857; Joseph Young, Journal (transla-

tion), May 9, 1857.
59Peirce, Diary, May 8, 1857.
***
**** 60Goddard, Journal, May 9, 1857.
61Millburn, History . . . William Henry Branch, 33.
+
62Daniel W. Jones, Forty Years among the Indians: A True Yet Thrilling
++
Narrative of the Author’s Experiences among the Natives (Salt Lake City: Juvenile Instructor Office, 1890), 109–10; Joseph Young, Journal (original),
May 10, 1857.; Seymour Young, Reminiscence, May 10, 1857, 4; Ebenezer
Clawson Richardson, Journal, May 9–11, 1857, Ms 12332, microfilm of ho-
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from the wagons bringing supplies to the men at Fort Seminoe.63++
The mail express from Salt Lake City caught up with the elders
at Fort Semino, and “we had a lively time shaking hands with old
friends, repairing our carts, washing our bodies, clothes, etc.”64+++However, Glea- son “felt more lonesome today than I had since I left
home”—whether this was because he did or did not receive a letter is
not clear.65*Three more missionaries—Jeter C. Clinton, Chauncey
Webb, and Peter Hor- rocks—were traveling with the mail carriers.66**A
few of the missionaries visited Devil’s Gate which they termed “awfully grand” and “romantic and grand in the highest degree.”67***
At Devil’s Gate, Herriman sent Frederick Gardiner, still in great
pain from his hernia, back to Salt Lake City with a letter explaining
that Gardiner had been “anxious to perform his Mission and had
used every exertion to procure a passage to go through to the States
with a team.” However, the hernia “hurt him very much even to ride
in a wagon,” so the mission’s leaders “deem it best for Bro. Gardiner
to return to Utah.”68****Charles Shumway, also too ill to walk, was given
passage east in the Stewart wagon train that was expected to leave Fort

lograph, LDS Church Library.
63Carter, comments.
+++
++++ 64Goddard, Journal, May 10, 1857.
65Gleason, Diary, May 10, 1857.
*
66Joseph Young, Journal (translation), May 10, 1857. Ann Eliza Webb,
**
who was later married to and divorced from Brigham Young, in Wife No. 19,
or the Story of a Life in Bondage . . . (Hartford, Conn: Dustin, Gilman & Co.,
1875), 227, states: “On his way to Chicago, my father overtook them [the
handcart missionaries] at Devil’s Gate. He found them completely jaded
and worn out. In truth, they were almost dead from weariness. They traveled slowly, making long stops to rest.” This description contradicts the picture of fatiguing but high-mileage traveling from the missionaries’ journals.
Her father was Chauncey Webb whom Brigham Young assigned to go to
Chicago and build “sixty wagons and carriages” for the YX Company.
Brigham Young Letterpress Copybooks, 1844–79, in Selected Collections,
disk 21, Box 3, 3:569.
67Margetts, Journal, May 10, 1857; Joseph Young, Journal (transla***
tion), May 10, 1857.
**** 68Frederick Gardiner, A Mormon Rebel, 88.
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Seminoe in a few days.69+
Henry Herriman and Daniel MacKintosh wrote another official
and optimistic report to the Deseret News from Devil’s Gate: “The
health of the company generally has been good, although several
have been complaining of sore limbs and blistered feet, yet the Lord
has blessed and favored us both as to health and good weather at this
season of the year. The snow storms have followed us sometimes
nearly all day, and divided to the right and left of us, but we have had a
sprinkling now and then, and also at night, severe frosts, but to date
we have weathered them all.”70++
On Monday morning, May 11, the missionaries left Devil’s Gate,
passing Independence Rock, another landmark. On May 12, Phillip
Margetts penned the following verse:
Oh friends, I must confess ‘tis tough!
I think today, I’ve traveled enough:
I’ll now the tent prepare and sup.
To bed and rest—at 4 get up;
Tomorrow rise with mirth and smiles,
Prepared to walk our thirty miles.71++
Their travel routine was now well established: fifty minutes of
walking and ten of rest every hour. They reached the Platte River on
May 13 and traveled along its “very Sandy” roadway until they
reached John Richard’s bridge and trading post where they crossed
the next morning for 30 cents (some reported 50 cents). Because
Richard warned of possible Indian troubles, the elders set a night
guard for the first time.72+++
That day the company camped early because a strong east wind
was driving rain, mixed with snow, into their faces. On May 15, they
+
++

69Peirce, Diary, May 11, 1857.
70Henry Herriman and Daniel Mackintosh, Letter to the Editor of

the Deseret News, May 10, 1857, in Journal History, May 10, 1857.
71Margetts, Journal, May 12, 1857, 14–15.
+++
++++ 72Joseph Young, Journal (translation), May 13, 1857; Millburn, History . . . William Henry Branch, 34; Goddard, Journal, May 13, 1857; Peirce,
Diary, May 13, 1857; Margetts, Journal, May 13, 1857; Goddard, Journal,
May 13, 1857. This bridge was given the French pronunciation (and phonetic spelling) of Reshaw.
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Daniel Mackintosh, clerk of the
company, co-signed the April 30
and May 10 letters sent to the
Deseret News. Used by permission, Utah State Historical
Society. All rights reserved.

crossed Deer Creek at the site “chosen by the transportation company as one of its stations” and traveled nine miles before stopping
early. After supper and prayers, the missionaries held a testimony
meeting, “express[ing] their joy at being called to preach the Gospel
to the nations of the earth, and particularly because they had the
privilege of being the first missionaries who ever crossed the Plains
with handcarts.”73*On May 17 they reached the Platte River again;
several sick men were administered to, and several broken carts
were repaired.74**
The next day, May 18, they were delighted to meet Orrin Porter
Rockwell, who had camped on Horseshoe Creek, site of one of the YX
Company’s stations. He had expected them and had come to meet
them. Joseph Young recorded: “Brother Rockwell, assisted by ten or
twelve men, have charge of this station which has a beautiful location
and affords many conveniences for settlers. . . . Brother Rockwell had
killed a deer in the morning which he gave to us. It was a source of great
blessing to us to meet these brethren and spend a little time with

*
**

73Joseph Young, Journal (translation), May 15, 1857.
74Ensign, May 16–17, 1857; Millburn, History . . . William Henry

Branch, 34.
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them.”75**Gleason noted that this was their first venison and “it relished
well”; but a few days later, Eli Peirce said that John Wakely and David
Wilkin provided the party with its first venison, possibly meaning that
they were the first successful hunters among the missionaries.76***
George Rowley’s biography states that the missionaries “stayed
all day at [Rockwell’s] camp and mended broken axletrees, made
bread, washed and got everything ready to go on.” George Goddard
wrote, “Here we stayed through the day and camped for the night,
much refreshed in spirits by the hearty welcome of our brethren. After supper, the camp were all called together for singing & prayer. . . .
Phil Margets sung his Hand Cart Song and David Wilkin gave a short
and interesting address.”77+
During this program, they heard gunshots. Rockwell and others
went to investigate but found no one. The next morning, westbound
John Murdock arrived; he had been looking for Rockwell’s camp and
alerted them that the mail from the East was coming. Traveling by carriage with the mail were George A. Smith, Truman O. Angell, John M.
Bernhisel, and others. Smith reported that “a great deal of prejudice
existed in the United States; that the government had not accepted of
Utah as a State and that a new Governor would be sent to the Territory accompanied by two or three thousand soldiers.” Ebenezer Richardson summarized this report: we “soon found out that the divel was
not ded.” Smith also “spoke in a cheering and encouraging way about
our mode of travel; gave us timely instructions and blessed us in the
name of Jesus Christ.”78++
On May 19, the handcart travelers walked into a “tremenduous
Thundergust,” as Eli Peirce put it, “as we were crossing over a high divide in the Black Hills very sharp big litening & the most awfull heavy
Thunder so much as to affect some of the company. . . . [S]ome of the
Elders that was traveling in the back part of the train a little effected
with the lightening but not injured much.” Samuel Aiken described it:
“The lightning streamed and the thunder tolled as if all the electric
***
****

1857.
+

75Joseph Young, Journal (translation), May 18, 1857.
76Gleason, Diary, May 19, 1857; May 18, 1857; Peirce, Diary, May 22,
77Cunningham, Biography of George Rowley, 370; Goddard, Journal,

May 18, 1857.
78Joseph Young, Journal (translation), May 19, 1857; Richardson,
++
Journal, May 19, 1857.
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artillery was put into exercise, but soon all was peace in our camp with
little rain.” George Rowley was not so dismissive: “A storm came up
which made the stoutest hearts to fear. It thundered, lightened and
torrents of rain came down for two hours. All were wet.” Rowley also
recorded that John Greene resigned and was assigned, apparently
with Herriman’s approval, to drive a herd of horses to the States and
see about getting more supplies at “Fort Torania,”79++ probably Fort
Laramie. Greene’s mission was apparently successful since the missionaries, who reached Fort Laramie 518 miles from Salt Lake City on
May 20, bought some supplies, then crossed the Platte by ferry.80+++
During the next few days, they passed other familiar landmarks:
Scott’s Bluff, Chimney Rock, and Ancient Bluff ruins. The aptly
named David Huntsman killed another deer (or antelope). Margetts
reported making a dinner stop at a site covered with bedbugs, which
“caused considerable scratching in camp.” Some shot at a grizzly bear
crossing the road just in front of them but failed to kill it.81*
Beside the Platte on May 29, they encountered some Sioux, who
were friendly, and some Cheyenne, who were allegedly not, but who
were on the other side of the river. The handcart missionaries were
not well-armed, having only five or six rif les.82**Some Californiabound emigrant trains accompanied by large herds first took the elders for Indians and had their guns ready but were “very well pleased”
to discover their mistake.83***
The missionaries, who were running low on provisions again,
purchased food or traded for it with the wagon trains they were encountering with increasing frequency, but the multiple and contradictory accounts make it impossible to quantify how much food they acquired in this way. At one point some Indians furnished the camp with
three hundred pounds of dried buffalo meat and a few pairs of moccasins, in exchange for some shirts. The leaders of the company smoked
the “pipe of peace” with them and “gave them a letter of recommenda-

+++

79Peirce, Diary, May 19, 1857; Thomander, “A Live’s Sketch . . .

Aiken,” May 19, 1857; Cunningham, Biography of George Rowley, 370.
++++ 80Ensign, Diary, May 21, 1857.
81Margetts, Journal, May 25 and 26, 1857.
*
82Gleason, Diary, May 29, 1857.
**
83Margetts, Journal, May 29, 1857; Ensign, Diary, May 29, 1857;
***
Atwood, Journal, May 29, 1857.
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tion to future travellers for their friendly disposition to trade.”84***
On May 30, Ebenezer Richardson, who felt cold, “took my handcart and run on seven or eight miles ahead of the company. I then
waited ‘til the company come up.” On May 31 the missionaries again
bought provisions from emigrants but had to camp that evening without water, and many elders went supperless to bed.85+
The missionaries saw their first buffalo on June 1. Richardson
first pursued three buffalo who eluded him, then ran ahead of another group of seven, waited until they were in range, and killed two.
The missionaries, with “joy & relief,” redistributed the loads of five
carts into others, then about a dozen men cut up and hauled the meat
to camp, “supplying each cart with about 30 lbs of meat.” Before they
left camp the next morning, “two horsemen” arrived “from Stewart’s
train.” Concerned at the emigrants’ report that the missionaries
lacked food, they offered to reprovision them if the missionaries
would lay over for a day and a half until the wagons came up. Perhaps
heartened by the supply of meat, the missionaries “thought best for us
to push on and wait for no one. We therefore breakfasted, sang and
prayed and moved on at twenty-five minutes to 7.”86++
Some indication of the westbound traffic on June 2 is the missionaries’ report of eight trains on the north side of the Platte while
the road on the south side seemed “lined with wagons and cattle.” In
the afternoon they passed Fort Kearney on the opposite (south) side
of the river. Despite reports that “the general health of the camp is
good,” the exceptions were notable. George Goddard recorded: “For
two days past Captain W H Branch has been so lame in his leg that he
could not remain in harness and it was with the utmost difficulty he
could walk alone, and keep up with the company, this was the situation of several others at the same time.” The vigorous Ebenezer Richardson carried four ailing missionaries across a creek they had to
wade. He said, “Sevrel of the brothren gave out and could not hall
there carts” because of the sultry weather and boggy ground. Rich**** 84Peirce, Diary, May 28,1857; Joseph Young, Journal (original), May
28, 1857; Goddard, Journal, May 28, 1857.
85Richardson, Journal, May 30, 1857; Margetts, Journal, May 31,
+
1857; Robert Gardner, Diary and Reminiscences, May 31, 1857; Gleason,
Diary, May 31, 1857; Atwood, Journals, May 31, 1857.
86Ensign, Diary, June 1, 1857; Richardson, Journal, June 1, 1857;
++
Goddard, Journal, June 1 and 2, 1857.
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ardson, aff licted by thirst, “took the cart and started of[f] on the run
and gained five miles on the company,” drank his fill when he found
water, then napped until the company caught up with him.87++
Apparently the shortage of provisions was serious, since, for
breakfast on June 5, the remaining food was scrupulously divided
throughout the camp so that everyone had something to eat. Joseph
Young and Eli Peirce set out to find the Mormon settlement at Beaver
Creek (Genoa, in what is now Nebraska) to send back provisions. The
settlement was much farther than they expected. Peirce became so
exhausted after traveling since 4:00 A.M. without food after breakfast,
that the two lay down on the ground about 10:00 P.M. They woke up to
see a fire in the distance and, despite fears that it might be Indians,
made their way toward it. They discovered, to their relief, a party of
friendly emigrants who provided them with food and blankets. Eli
Peirce wrote, “God bless them for it for we were both hungery & very
much fatigued, having traveled 41 ½ miles of steedy walk.” The emigrants also told them that the settlement was located right across the
river, but the two Mormons decided not to risk the “dangerous” ford
“until daybreak.”88+++
Meanwhile, the handcart company was traveling on through the
morning, discouraged at finding no water en route. George Goddard
recorded Herriman’s promise “that if they would trust in God and go
ahead, they should neither become weary nor thirsty, in 35 minutes
we came to a good stream of water, unexpected and entirely unlooked
for by all the camp, but the word of the Lord through his servant
Herriman was verily fulfilled, and we were refreshed, after which we
prosecuted our journey for about 7 hours before we reached Loop
Fork, making at least 35 miles along the best road we had met with on
the entire route.”89*They dined that night on an elk, killed during the
day. They made camp that night 923 miles from Salt Lake City.
The elk story was obviously the highlight of Seymour Young’s
trip, since it comprises at least half of one of his reminiscences. When
the company started out in the morning, Peirce’s ten, which had led

+++
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87Goddard, Journal, June 2–4, 1857; Richardson, Journal, June 4,
88Joseph Young, Journal (translation), June 5, 1857; Peirce, Diary,

June 5, 1857.
89Goddard, Journal, June 5, 1857.
*
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the previous day, rotated to the rear.90**
Seymour Young recorded this experience:
Started this morning before breakfast came twelve miles but not
comeing to the Loup fork as we expected we got very hungry and five
carts of us turned off from the road as the officers would not give the
orders to the camp to do So we Started in the direction of the nearest
point of the river when we got there got our breakfast and Started on
and cme [sic] about one mile and Saw a fine large elk on a little bench
right ahead bro Smith took his rifle and cralled up with in about thirty
yards of it but as he raised up to look over and see the Elk Saw him first
and away he ran we were sadly disappointed as we had only enough
for another meal. The Elk ran away up into the hills we rolled on
about two miles farther and Stoped on a little knole to try and See the
camp now I believe the Lord wanted us to have some meat for we Saw
an Elk Comeing toward our camp with some thing after it which
proved to be two wolvs and chased it right in the direction of the river
just above our carts about two hundred yards bro John Wakely took
his gun and ran down ahead of it and as it come along he Shot it. It ran
down a steep bank into the river and fell dead on a Sand bar we ran
down and pulled it out of the river we dressed it and put it on our carts
and rolled on with hearts full of gratitude to almighty God for this
meat which he Sent us we rolled on about twenty miles farther and
came up with the camp about eight oclock camped on the Loup Fork
of the Platt and made their hearts rejoice with some good fresh
meat.91***

In his reminiscence, however, Seymour Young records reaching
camp much later, then adds these details about the next morning:
While the cooks were making ready for the morning meal of each
ten subdivision the camp was called to prays [sic] in general assembly
but before engaging in the morning worship President Herriman informed the men that he had a disagreeable duty to perform for the
**

90Seymour Young, Reminiscence, June 4 [sic], 1857, 5, MS 1345, Reel

1, Box 1, item 1. All other accounts, including Young’s journal, place this incident on June 5. The second ten consisted of Peirce, Martin L. Ensign, William H. Lee, Brigham H. Young, Joseph W. Young, Seymour Young, Joseph
Young Green, Daniel Mackintosh, David Wilkin, Phillip Margetts, William
G. Harris, William F. Matell, Jabez Taylor, Amos Taylor, and Martin
Littlewood.
91Seymour Young, Journal, June 5, 1857.
***
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reason that a small portion of the company [left the main company]
the day before and were in rebellion against their presiding officers,
and continuing said that there was once a rebellion in heaven and the
rebels were thrust out and had never been promised to return, and intimated that some such measures might be considered for the rebellious company. . . . The invitation was given members of the sinfull ten
to show cause, if any, why they should not be thus severely dealt with.
Capt. Pearce then designated Elder David Wilkin and another younger member of the ten to set forth their reasons for the disobedience
of the day before. . . . [Seymour Young, the youngest missionary, was
doubtless the second speaker.]
[Wilkin told about killing the elk.] [Then t]he other speaker the
youngest of the company said we acknowledge the authority of our
President and not claim that we ougt to be free from sensure but beg
leave to call the attention of the President and the rest of the company whom we had offended to the fact that providence had smiled
upon us and because we meant no offence to our superior officers
and chose hastily and without thought to yield to our hunger and get
breakfast as he said before and providence seemed pleased with our
plan for he had brot the Elk to us by Two swif messengers, the gray
wolves of the plains and as a result several days provisions were
added to the exhausted store of the entire camp and there upon the
five missing but now restored carts was 500 lbs of good fresh elk
meat and having thus blessed the entire camp with this supply of
much needed fresh meat we prayed forgiveness for our error and
bad the entire camp members welcome to come and partake of the
bounteous supply thus providentially sent us in time of our utmost
need.
After these statements and excuses were offered, President
Herriman moved that the erring brethren be forgiven and received by
all into full fellowship again and that their kind offer of the supply of
meat for the benefit of the entire company be accepted and that the
whole company should acknowledge that their leaving the main body
seamed providential and was rewarded by an acknowledged blessing
from the Lord to the entire company. After feasting upon the elk, the
company moved on in the afternoon.92****

There are obvious problems with Seymour Young’s accounts:
the discrepancy in dates, the two different times of reaching the
camp, and the fact that Eli Peirce was then en route to the Beaver
Creek settlement with Joseph Young. Other journals corroborate the
elk incident on June 5 but are not helpful in solving the discrepancies.
Martin Luther Ensign’s account says, “5 carts of us turnd to the lupe
****

92Ibid., 7–8.
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forke for brakefast and then started & came 2 miles and saw an elk &
one of the Breathren went to shoot him & he ran a way 4 miles and
two woolfs chaste him back to us & one of the Brethern went under
the river bank & shot him & we drest him & put him on our carts then
started and came 24 miles to the lupe forke for night.”93+Phil Margetts, Young’s cart-mate, writes, “We traveled 4 hours & in Consequence of no water or wood being on the road, myself with 4 other
Carts turned of[f] the road & in 15 minutes reached ‘Loupe Fork’
where we found water & wood. . . after we eat breakfast . . . we killed a
fine ‘elk’ weighing about 500 lbs, aftere Cutting him up we packed it
on our Carts and struck for the road, we traviled till about 10 oclock,
& overtook the rest of the Company; we felt first-rate but the boys that
come ahead were very sick, & tired; their were 3 that was hauled on
Carts.”94++John Gleason’s brief version says that one of the men who
stopped to get breakfast was chased by the wolves.95++Joseph W.
Young, who could only have heard the story from other elders, was under the impression that “A proud looking elk had passed their [the
handcart] camp, which one of the brethren killed. This furnished
them with a good supper and breakfast and served as another proof
that God was with us, and that He sent us food when we needed it so
much.”96+++The story of the morning meeting is told only in Seymour
Young’s reminiscence.
Meanwhile, at daybreak on June 6, Joseph Young and Eli Peirce
crossed the river to Beaver Creek (Genoa) and made their needs
known to the thirty or forty Mormons there. Peirce and two others
started back toward the handcarts immediately with bread and a prairie schooner drawn by four yoke of oxen to transport the lame. Despite the elk meat, John Greene described a famished camp: “We were
just hungry enough to relish as a sweet morsel the bread, which was
cut up and handed around to seventy men squatting on the ground in
a circle. We can recommend hunger as a fine relishing sauce to dry
bread (from experience).”97*
Thus reinforced, the company arrived at Beaver Creek at 1:00
P.M. where Joseph Young met them. He reported, “An excellent
+
++
+++
++++
*

93Ensign, Diary, June 5, 1857.
94Margetts, Journal, June 5, 1857.

95Gleason, Diary, June 5, 1857.
96Joseph Young, Journal (translation), June 6, 1857.
97Ibid.; Peirce, Diary, June 6, 1857; Richards, “A Brief Sketch . . .
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meal was prepared by the brethren in the settlement . . . and when
all had been bounteously supplied, . . . several of our company
preached and encouraged their brethren, while at the same time,
they testified of God’s mercy towards us.” Seymour Young also expressed appreciation for the good sisters of Genoa who welcomed
“these weary travelers and seated them at their well-spread tables
and bade them welcome to the feast of the best that they could provide for them.” Although the settlers had been at Beaver Creek for
only three weeks, according to Joseph Young, “they had fenced
about one thousand acres of land and had plowed and planted
about six hundred acres.” Gleason gives the figure of 250 acres
planted in “corn potatoes buckwheat oats, Barley Peas beans and
garden seeds of various kinds.”98**
The impatient Ebenezer Richardson did not wait for the meeting. After the meal, he and James Brooks, who was also headed for
South Africa, “bid farewell to the carts and took aseet in the waggon
and started for f lorence,” which they reached on June 8, two days before the group. George Goddard reported their departure disapprovingly: “They were two as able bodied men as any in the crowd, and in
this step acted contrary to the council of Pres. Herriman and the feelings of the whole company.”99***
On June 7, well supplied with fresh-baked bread, the elders
set out for Florence with their handcarts. A wagon transported
“our invalids . . . Wm H. Branch and William Felshaw,” while three
more men, “David Clough, Albern Allen and Milan [probably John
Malan] were left at the settlement to be taken in by another
team.”100****They traveled on good roads, passing “several small
farming settlements”; but, as Joseph Young proudly noted, “None
of them exhibited that degree of thrift and energy which was visible with our brethren in Genoa.”101+On June 9 they ferried across
the Elkhorn, and Joseph Young recorded with obvious relief: “Every countenance beamed with joy at the thought that we were nearGreene’s Life,” 2; Seymour Young, Reminiscence, 8. In all of his accounts,
Seymour Young consistently misnames this settlement “Wood River.”
98Joseph Young, Journal (translation), June 6, 1857; Seymour Young,
**
Reminiscence, 9; Gleason, Diary, June 6, 1857.
99Richardson, Journal, June 6, 1857; Goddard, Journal, June 6, 1857.
***
**** 100Seymour Young, Reminiscence, 9; Goddard, Journal, June 6, 1857.
101Joseph Young, Journal (translation), June 8, 1857; see also
+
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ing the Missouri River, where we could leave our hand-carts and
travel more comfortably.”102++
The next morning about 10:00, the missionaries pulled their
handcarts into the campground at Florence, Nebraska. Their journey
of approximately 1,031 miles had taken forty-eight days. Seymour
Young described Florence as “now a f lourishing town founded on the
site of old winter quarters. . . . Our welcome in this place was indeed a
genuine one the saints vieing with each other in showing us consideration and offering every comfort in their possession.” Joseph Young
also notes the “hearty welcome” and “great kindness” of their reception. Sixty-two-year-old David Cluff, who rode from Genoa in a
wagon, “jumped up, striking his feet together, and bantered the youngest man in the company for a foot race.” Their journey formally
ended with an evening meeting “at which we offered thanks and
praise to our Heavenly Father for his protecting care and mercy unto
us on our long and toilsome journey. . . Our company was then dissolved as the brethren chose different modes of conveyance in order
to reach their respective fields of labor.” George Goddard, appointed
auctioneer, sold off “our cooking utensils and other things used in
camp life, also our handcarts.”103++
Several of the diarists made statements commemorating their
achievement. Robert Gardner, who began the journey barely off
crutches, said that after “traveling every day and halling our hand
carts . . . the camp in generall ar stronger and have beter helth then
when they started and the Lord our Hevenly Father has blessed us
and suplyed our wants ever since we started.” Phil Margetts reported:
“I must truly say I feel to thank my god that our Journey across the
plains is at an end, & that we have been preserved from harm, & permitted to arrive here saf ly: this is a day long to be remembered!” John
Y. Greene summarized: “I presume no missionaries ever crossed the
Plains with a more cheerful and uncomplaining spirit than did these
72 Hand Cart Missionaries. The Spirit and power of God sustained us
Goddard, Journal, June 8, 1857.
102Joseph Young, Journal (translation), June 9, 1857.
++
103Joseph Young, Journal (translation), June 10, 1857; Seymour
+++
Young, Reminiscence, 9; Viva Cluff Whetten, comp., Cluff Family Journal
(1904; rpt., n.p.: Cluff Family Reunion, 1994), 53; George Goddard, quoted
in Our Pioneer Heritage, compiled by Kate B. Carter, 20 vols. (Salt Lake City:
Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1958–77), 17:176.
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day by day, and many were the striking providences of our Heavenly
Father displayed in our behalf.” William Bramall from Springville,
Utah, testified: “Truley our Heavenly Father was with and Blest us on
our Journey accross the Plains and opened our way and Preserved us
from the Indians and Blessed us with health and strength to perform
our journey and when we was Destitute of aneything to eate he made
minifest his Power in our Behalfe and sustained us in all our
Journeyings for Which wee all felt to prais the name of God.”104+++
Other participants were less dismissive of the hardships: In his
only statement about the journey, Reuben McBride acknowledged:
“After passing over Mountains, Snow Drifts, waiding Streams through
valleys, Snow Storms. Some Rain and one Tremendious thunderstorm arrived at Florence Wensday, June 10 being unwell only one day
before I got to the uppercrossing of the plat a hard Journey.” Isaac
Hill, whose journal consists mostly of a single phrase per day, summarized the journey: “The wether was cold and meny mountain streems
to waid and maid the jurny very hard and unhelthy for the old men
and som got lame and sick and sufferd gratly.” George Rowley found
the trip “a stormy one. Mud, wind and cold were as much as any man
could bear.”105*
The Florence Courier on June 18 praised the missionaries’ mode
of travel:
We found the carts formed in a circle in the same manner as they
++++

104Robert Gardner, Diaries and Reminiscences, June 10, 1857;

Margetts, Journal, June 10, 1857; Richards, “A Brief Sketch . . . Greene’s
Life,” 3; William Bramall, Diary, 1857–62, April 23, 1857, microfilm of holograph, Ms 1554, LDS Church Library.
105Reuben McBride, Journal, April 23, 1857, microfilm of holo*
graph, Ms 5111, LDS Church Library; Isaac Hill, Journal, [ca. 1833–59],
April 23, 1857, microfilm of holograph, Ms 8176, LDS Church Library;
Cunningham, Biography of George Rowley, 370. Ann Eliza Young, Wife No. 19,
227, states: “Finally they reached the Missouri River in a perfect state of exhaustion. They left their carts there with the utmost willingness, showing
wonderful alacrity at abandoning a ‘divine’ scheme. To this day, they all
aver they cannot bear to hear the word ‘Hand-cart’ mentioned.” She does
not give her source for this information (she was seventeen in 1857) but this
statement may have been her interpretation of her father’s statement.
http://www.cc.utah.edu/~jay/Brigham_Young/Brigham_Young.html (accessed April 2006).
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are placed in camping out. The build is precisely like those used by the
colored porters in Philadelphia and other eastern cities. The bodies
of the carts were tastefully painted to suit the fancy of the owners, and
with such inscriptions on the side as ‘Truth will Prevail,’ ‘Zion’s express,’ ‘Blessings follow Sacrifice,’ ‘Merry Mormons.’ They had canvas covers and were better looking vehicles in every respect than we
had expected to see. . . . The general impression upon the minds of
the public is that the hand cart is the slowest and most laborious mode
of conveyance that can be used. From the report of this party and of
others, we are inclined to think it exactly the reverse. This party was
but 19 days in coming from Ft. Laramie, a distance of 520 miles, an average of over 27 miles per day. Some days they made 35 miles. This
certainly is not slow traveling, and when we reflect upon the many inconveniences to which a traveler is subjected with his horses, mules
and oxen in crossing the plains; crossing of streams, danger of stampedes, selection of camping place for the cattle, tethering and working with them morning and night, we are inclined to think that for a
California or Salt Lake Trip, we would give the handcart the preference over any other mode—unless we had fine mule teams, and so few
other traps as to enable us to take plenty of corn for the animals.
The members of this party were Elders going on missions to different parts of the world; they appeared to be intelligent and looked
like orderly and well behaved citizens, yet full of fun—they were feeling fine, after their trip and expressed themselves to be on hand for a
foot race or a wrestling match with any one in Florence who might
feel inclined to indulge. They report the plains to be in fine condition,
had killed a few buffalo and deer, and met several parties of Sioux Indians, who treated them in a very friendly manner. . .
The company sold their wagons at auction, at prices ranging from
8 to 12 dollars. They had cost $40 to build in the Valley.106**

Daniel Mackintosh’s official report to Brigham Young, written
from St. Louis on June 20, stressed the speed of the trip:
Our company arrived at Florence, N.T. Wednesday June 10th at
10 A.M. making 48 days out from Great Salt Lake City, but owing to repairing Carts, and lame feet 8 Days might be deducted for laying bye,
which would make 40 traveling days. On this trip we all acknowledge
the hands of the Lord in our preservation, and in strengthening us in
the performance of our journey. Storms had repeatedly divided when
**

106Florence Courier, June 18, 1857, article reprinted under the title of

“From Salt Lake—Hand Carts—Mormon Elders,” Millennial Star, 19, no. 32
(August 8, 1857): 506. Published in The Mormon, July 4, 1857, and transcribed in Journal History, June 10, 1857, 1.
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nigh us to the right & left, and we passed through. We had a time of
general good health & happiness, and the most of us gained 10 lbs. in
weight on the trip, and I can say of the Company that we were one,
and enjoyed the Spirit of the Lord.107***

In a follow-up letter from New York on June 27, Mackintosh sent
Brigham Young suggestions for an improved design (“iron axles are
decidedly the easiest to travel with”), urged taking “a very light tent”
for stormy days, and estimated “that the trip can be accomplished in a
shorter period, say from thirty to thirty-five days.” Joseph Young also
estimated that the crossing could be made “in 35 days, very easily”
and blamed “several old men who could not travel faster” for the delay. He also proposed his own cart as the design model.108****Neither
Mackintosh nor Young mentions that several early stops and low-mileage days were caused by bad weather.
What was Brigham Young’s response to this successful experiment? He definitely tracked the missionaries’ progress through reports from travelers coming west. On June 30, he wrote to Horace
Eldredge, then in St. Louis: “I learn that the Boys, who started from
here with Handcarts were making the best of time in Traveling.” To
George Q. Cannon, then president of the California Mission, Young
reported on July 4: “From what I have heard I think that they made the
trip to Florence, N.T. within 40 days.”109+However, I have found no
statement, either public or private, of his response to the remarkable
forty-eight day crossing or to the reports from Joseph Young and
107Daniel Mackintosh, Letter to Brigham Young, June 20 1857,
Brigham Young, Office Files, 1832–78, CR 1234 1, Box 26, fd. 2, microfilm
of holograph, LDS Church Library, published as “Correspondence of Elder Daniel Mackintosh,” The Mormon, June 27, 1857, 511. Mackintosh probably handed a copy of his letter to the editor of The Mormon when he
reached New York.
**** 108Mackintosh to Young, June 20, 1857, published as “Correspondence of Elder Daniel Mackintosh,” New York City, June 27, 1857 in The
Mormon, 511; Joseph W. Young, Letter to Brigham Young, June 1857,
Brigham Young Office Files, 1832–78 (CR 1234 1, Reel 36, Box 26, fd. 2),
microfilm of holograph, LDS Church Library.
109Brigham Young, Letter to H. S. Eldridge, June 30, and to George
+
Q. Cannon, July 4, 1857, Brigham Young Letterpress Copybooks, 1844–79,
CR 1234 1, Box 3, 3:648, 689. In Brigham Young’s letterpress books,
Eldredge’s name is consistently spelled “Eldridge.”
***
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Daniel Mackintosh.
Whether Brigham Young anticipated the continued use of
handcarts for eastbound missionaries is not known, since the Utah
Expedition of 1857 and its peaceful though stressful resolution in
1858 interrupted Mormon missionary work. The next mention of a
missionary company leaving Salt Lake City was on September 26,
1860,110++and they did not use handcarts. Thus, this journey from Salt
Lake City to Florence in 1857 was unique—the only one in which missionaries, or anyone else on record, ever traveled from west to east
using handcarts.
APPENDIX:
MISSIONARY LIST, BIOGRAPHICAL TABLE,
AND JOURNAL INFORMATION
This alphabetical list identifies the seventy-one handcart missionaries, their
ages calculated from their birth year (where known), home city, and assigned mission. I also supply brief biographies and descriptions of their personal writings for those who kept records relevant to the 1857 handcart trek.
Unless otherwise noted, I have made complete transcriptions of all records.
In addition to the footnotes, I used the following sources:
Early. Early Latter-day Saints. http://earlylds.com (accessed April
2007).
Esshom. Frank Esshom, Pioneers and Prominent Men of Utah, 2 vols.
(Salt Lake City: Pioneers Book Publishing, 1913).
Jenson, Andrew. Latter-day Saint Biographical Encyclopedia: A Compendium of Biographical Sketches of Prominent Men and Women in the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 4 vols. (1901–30; rpt.
Salt Lake City, Western Epics, 1971).
Overland. Mormon Pioneer Overland Travel. http://www.lds.org/
church history/library/pioneercompanysearch.
++

110Andrew Jenson, comp., Church Chronology: A Record of Important

Events Pertaining to the History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
2d ed., rev. and enl. (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1914), 64: “On this and
the two following days a company of missionaries left G. S. L. City, among
whom were Apostles Orson Pratt and Erastus Snow, for the United States
and Geo. Q. Cannon on his way to England.” This is the first mention of a
missionary company leaving after the missionaries were called home in
1857–58.
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Aiken, Samuel Ruggles, 53. Partial account. From South Cottonwood to
mission in Canada. Born in 1803 in Massachusetts, died in 1896 in Spring
City, Sanpete, Utah (Early). A New Salem, Massachusetts, schoolteacher he
joined the LDS Church in 1841, moved to Nauvoo, and came to Utah in 1848
(Overland). Daniel T. Thomander compiled Aiken’s papers, letters, diaries,
including excerpts from his 1857 handcart journal.111++Thomander’s compilation begins with Aiken’s call on March 30, 1857, and skips May 3–10 and
May 11–18. Events of May 22–June 10 are included in the May 22 entry. The
missing days may be either Aiken’s or Thomander’s omissions.
Allen, Albern, 55. From Ogden to mission in Canada.
Andrus, James, 22. From Big Cottonwood to mission in Europe.
Atwood, Miner G., 34. Full account. From Salt Lake City to mission in U.S.
Born in Connecticut, 1823, came to Utah in 1850, captain of pioneer company to Utah, 1865 (Overland), died in 1887 in Salt Lake City (Esshom,
2:727). President of South African Mission, 1862–65; mission to Arizona,
1874. Farmer; Salt Lake High Council. His holograph journal begins on p. 3,
Thursday, April 30, but the transcriber/editor for the Journal History had
the first two pages since it includes a dated entry for April 24. The Journal
History introduction reads: “Another handcart missionary who kept a daily
journal of the journey of the company across the plains was Minor G.
Atwood, who states that he was called in the Spring Conference of 1857 to
go on a mission to the United States, in company with about one hundred
other Elders with handcarts. He left Salt Lake City on the 23rd of April.
There were twenty-six handcarts. Henry Harriman and Samuel Riter were
partners with Brother Atwood, and the three pulled the same cart and
messed together. They camped the first night three miles up Emigration
Canyon.”112+++
Berry, John W., 34. From Spanish Fork to mission in Europe.
Bramall, William, 32. From Springville to mission in Europe. Born 1824,
came to Utah 1852, and died 1907 (Overland). Family home in Springville.
He served five missions to England: 1845–47, 1849–50, 1857–58, 1860–63,
1878–79.113*The handcart journey appears as the beginning paragraph of

111Daniel T. Thomander, A Live’s [sic] Sketch of Samuel Ruggles Aiken,
microfilm of holograph, Ms 2611, LDS Church Library.
++++ 112Journal History, June 10, 1857, 45. The holograph is Miner Grant
Atwood, Diary, microfilm of holograph, Ms d371, fd. 1, LDS Church Library.
113Marie Bramall Boren, The Pride of Pumbley: A History of William
*
+++
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114**

his missionary journal.

Branch, William H., 37. Partial account. From Salt Lake City to U.S. mission. Born in Connecticut, 1820, came to Utah in 1850, died in Price, Utah,
in 1890. Watermaster, bricklayer, plasterer, farmer, road supervisor, captain
of police, and sheriff in Washington County (Esshom, 2:767). He was the
captain of the 1857 handcart missionary company and kept a daily journal
until he became ill and discontinued entries after May 26.115***
Brinton, David, 43. From Big Cottonwood to U.S. mission.
Brooks, James, age unknown. From Fillmore to South Africa.
Browning, Thomas, age unknown. From Ogden to mission in Canada.
Bull, William F., 38. From Ogden to mission in Canada.
Carter, William, 36. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada.
Chamberlain, Thomas, 47. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada.
Cluff, David, 62. From Provo to mission in Canada.
Dallan, William, 19. From Lehi to mission in Europe.
Ensign, Martin Luther, 26. Full account. From Box Elder to mission in Europe. Born in Massachusetts, 1831. Came to Utah in September 1847;
among the first settlers in Brigham City, Utah. High councilor, justice of the
peace, coroner, built ferries, bridges, sawmills, houses (Esshom, 2:861). At
sixteen he drove three yoke of oxen to Utah for John Eldredge. Died in May
1911, buried in Brigham City Cemetery. Ensign kept a trail and mission journal and wrote an autobiography in 1897 which includes his memories of the
116****
handcart mission.
Evans, Richard G., 27. From Box Elder to mission in Europe.

Bramall (1824–1907) (Roy, Utah: M. B. Boren, 1998).
114William Bramall, Diary, 1857–62, April 23, 1857, microfilm of ho**
lograph, Ms 1554, LDS Church Library.
115Olive Branch Millburn, A History, Diary, and Genealogy of William
***
Henry Branch, Sr. (Salt Lake City: Paragon Printing, 1952), 30. Millburn replicates Robert Gardner’s journal entries after May 26 to complete the handcart story.
**** 116Martin Luther Ensign, Diary, 1857–58, microfilm of holograph,
Ms 4220, LDS Church Library; also transcription by unidentified individual, Ms 8795, reel 13, item 12; autobiography, 1897, Ms 5372; Turn the
Hearts, http://larkturnthehearts.blogspt.com (accessed February 2007);
Utah State History Burial Database, http://history.utah.gov/apps/burials/
execute/burialresults (accessed April 2007); Box Elder News, May 18, 1911.
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Felshaw, William, 57. From Fillmore to U.S. mission.
Gallie/Galley, James, 59. From Willow Creek to mission in Europe.
Gardiner, Frederick, 25. Partial account. From Willow Creek to mission in
Europe. Born in England, 1832, baptized 1845, came to Utah 1851, died
1903 (Overland). Gardiner began a journal but suspended his entries when a
hernia became incapacitating. He continued on for a few days by wagon but,
despite his willingness to continue, was unable to travel and was sent back to
Utah. Brigham Young employed him as a tollgate keeper, but he quit impulsively and began teaching school. He called leaving the tollgate “a step . . .
which led on to a train of serious results, which has caused me deep pain and
regret.” He was eventually excommunicated.117+
Gardner, Robert, 37. Full account. From South Mill Creek to mission in
Canada. Born 1819 in Scotland, came to Utah in September 1847, went to
St. George as a missionary, 1861, served as St. George bishop (1862), stake
president (1873–77), mayor (two terms), bishop of Pine Valley, Pinto,
Mountain Meadows settlements, all organized into the Pine Valley Ward
(1866), bishop of Price Ward (1879), stake patriarch (1900–1906) (Jenson,
2:625). Gardner wrote three versions of the handcart trek. His trail diary is
a sparse account in which meals and camp locations account for most information. However, immediately after this daily account, written in pencil,
he wrote a second version of his diary in ink, adding additional details.
Third, he also wrote a reminiscence in which his mission to Canada begins
with the handcart journey.118++The ink version of the diary appears in four
publications: (1) “Father Gardner . . . Hand Cart Mission Diary, 1857–58,”
in Heart Throbs of the West, compiled by Kate B. Carter (Salt Lake City:
Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1949), 10:289–308; (2) To complete William
Branch’s account after May 26 in Olive Branch Millburn, A History, Diary,
and Genealogy of William Henry Branch, Sr. (Salt Lake City: Paragon Printing, 1952), 30ff; (3) in 1934 in Salt Lake City, a mimeographed typescript;
and (4) as part of Robert Gardner, Jr. 1819–1906: Utah Pioneer, 1847, written
by himself at St George, Utah, January 7, 1884 (Cedar City, Utah: L. Robert
Gardner [a great-grandson], 1973); it is described as “a second generation
record of the life of Robert Gardner Jr.”

+

117Frederick Gardiner, A Mormon Rebel: The Life and Travels of Freder-

ick Gardiner (Salt Lake City: Tanner Trust Fund, University of Utah Library,
1993), xii–xiii, 1, 97.
118Robert Gardner, Diaries and Reminiscences, 1857–87, microfilm
++
of holograph, Ms 1744, items 1 and 2; reminiscence 4th item, p. 74, LDS
Church Library.
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Gleason, John S., 38. Full account. From Farmington to U.S. mission. Born
in 1819 in Massachusetts or New York, came to Utah in Brigham Young’s
company, 1847; established family homes in Farmington (where he taught
school) and Pleasant Grove, 1873; served as major in Nauvoo Legion, served
two missions to Eastern States and one to England; died in 1904, Pleasant
Grove (Esshom, 2:890). President of 40th Quorum of Seventy; county commissioner, justice of the peace, and county clerk (Jenson, 2:92). His journal
begins with his mission call at April conference.119++
Goddard, George, 42. Full account. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada. Born in 1815 in England and lost his business because of his conversion. Came to Utah in 1852. Assistant general superintendent of Sunday
Schools, 1872–98; clerk to presiding bishop, 1856–83; clerk of general conference and School of Prophets, 1874–84; member of Tabernacle Choir
(Esshom, 2:892). Instituted printing the Articles of Faith in card form. A
founding organizer of the Old Folks Central Committee (1875–99). Ordained a patriarch in 1897. Died in Salt Lake City, 1899 (Jenson, 1:706–7,
726). Four accounts of his handcart trek exist: (1) His holograph diary;120+++(2) A typed transcription in the Journal History, June 10, 1857,
20–34, which has been edited for sentence structure, names, spelling, etc.;
(3) in a transcript collection;121*and (4) a published one-paragraph summary of the trip.122**
Goddard, Stephen H., 46. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada.
Greene, John Young, 30. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe. Nephew
of Brigham Young, and son of John Young and Rhoda Young Greene. Born in
1826, died 1880 (Early). His journal includes a one-page holograph account of
the first five days of the handcart journey, which interrupts an account of a
later mission (1871–75, and others) and consists of entries for April 23–25,
then three lines of undated text which describe the beginning of the handcart
trek and which breaks off in the middle of a sentence. The holograph is written in light pencil, somewhat smudged; both the original and the microfilm

119John Streator Gleason, Diaries, 1857–63, microfilm of holograph,
LDS Church Library.
++++ 120George Goddard, Papers, 1855–99, photograph of holograph, Ms
4027, LDS Church Library.
121George Goddard, Diary, in Edyth Jenkins Romney, transcript col*
lection, Ms 2737, Boxes 92–93.
122“Autobiographies,” in Our Pioneer Heritage, compiled by Kate B.
**
Carter, 20 vols (Salt Lake City: Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1958–77),
13:457–63.
+++
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123**

are very difficult to read. Greene’s grandniece, Persis L. Y. Richards, wrote
a biographical sketch of Greene containing a description of and quotations
about the handcart trek, probably based on Greene’s writings that we don’t
have, although she mentions no sources.124***
Hall, Thomas, 40. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada. Born 1816 at
Liverpool, came to Utah in 1851, lived in Salt Lake City (1851–60), then Las
Vegas, Nevada; then Wellsville, Utah, then later St. George where he died at
age seventy-eight (Esshom, 2:909). His journal opens with: “This book belongs to Thomas Hall, Iron Moulder, Toronto C.W., Late of London C.W.
Diary that Thomas Hall kept when he went on a Mission to Canada with the
Handcart Missionaries in 1857. . . . The Report of the Fifth Ten of the Hand
carts Missionary years. Thomas Hall Captain 40.” He lists the names, ages,
priesthood, and mission destinations of those in his ten. He made no further
entries until June 10, 1857, and the arrival at Florence, Nebraska, then continues to document his mission.125+
Harris, William J., 20. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe.
Herriman, Henry, 53. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe. Born in
1804 at Bradford, Essex County, Massachusetts; married Clarissa Boynton,
1827; converted to Mormonism, 1832; moved to Kirtland, Ohio, 1834; participated in Zion’s Camp; president of the First Quorum of Seventy, 1838;
captain (later lieutenant colonel) in the Nauvoo Legion; moved to Utah,
1846–48; a founder of Herriman, Utah, where he was a farmer and shoemaker; mission to England, 1857–58; to southern Utah, 1862; then Huntington, Emery County; died 1891.126++His only known writings about the handcart journey were letters dictated to clerk Daniel Mackintosh and sent to the
Deseret News.
Hill, Isaac N., 48. Full account. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada.
Born 1806 or 1808 in Ohio or Pennsylvania; participated in Zion’s Camp,
1834; came to Utah, 1849; bishop of Salt Lake Second Ward, 1854–64; black-

***

123John Young Greene, Diary, 1857–58, Ms 1787, LDS Church Li-

brary.

124Persis Louisa Young Richards, A Brief Sketch of John Young Greene’s
Life, Ms 7701, LDS Church Library; transcribed by Karen Griggs.
125Thomas Hall, Diary, March 1857–March 1858, Ms 13896, LDS
+
Church Library.
126Lyndon W. Cook, The Revelations of the Prophet Joseph Smith (Salt
++
Lake City: Deseret Book, 1985), 261; U.S. Census, Salt Lake City, 1850,
1860; Dean C. Jessee, ed., Personal Writings of Joseph Smith, Deseretbook.
com/personalwritings/105#H (accessed April 2007).
****
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smith and brickmaker. Died 1879, in Fish Haven, Idaho (Esshom, 2:934). His
handcart journal consists mainly of four to six words for each day except for a
two-sentence entry on April 9 (his mission call) and a three and a half line
summary after April 23, the date of departure from Salt Lake City.127++It suggests that the journal may have been copied from another record.
Hill, Richard, 31. From Ogden to mission in Canada.
Huntsman, Gabriel, 26. From Fillmore to mission in Canada.
Iverson, Iver, 36. From American Fork to mission in Europe.
Lee, Henry Stokerville, age and home city not known. Mission to Canada.
Littlewood, Martin, 36. From Salt Lake City to mission in South Africa.
Logan, Robert, 44. From Willow Creek to mission in Europe.
Longbottom, Samuel, 26. From Willow Creek to mission in Europe.
Mackintosh, Daniel Calvin, 36. From Salt Lake City to U.S. mission. Born
1820. Came to Utah in 1852 as clerk of company, died 1860 (Overland).
128+++
(See quoBrigham Young’s clerk and clerk of the handcart missionaries.
tations from trek letters in article.) According to Brigham Young’s office
journal, “Parted with Daniel McIntosh this morning while he and Br. Harriss
was drawing their hand carts. Bro D M was in the office considerable the last
day.”129*Mackintosh joined the missionaries gathered at the Temple Block
late because he had stopped by the office. “The boys remarked that you
[Brigham Young] had just stepped out, which prevented me from having the
privilege of a shake of your hand prior to starting.”130**
Malan, John, 24. From Box Elder to mission in Europe.
Margetts, Phillip, 36. Full account. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe. Born 1828/1829 in England. One of the world’s first locomotive engineers. Came to Utah in 1850. In Utah, he was a “minute man,” blacksmith
and actor, 1851. Died 1914 in Salt Lake City (Jenson, 4:104–6; Early). His

127Isaac Hill, Journal, ca. 1833–59, microfilm of holograph, Ms 8176,
LDS Church Library; BYU Studies Biographical Registers, byustudies.
byu.edu/Indexes/BioAlpha (accessed April 2007).
++++ 128Brigham Young, Journal, April 23, 1857, CR 1234 1, Reel 84,
frame 145, p. 208, microfilm of holograph, LDS Church Library.
129Brigham Young, Office Journal, April 23, 1857, CR 1234/1 Reel
*
84, frame 145, LDS Church Library.
130Daniel Mackintosh, Letter to Brigham Young, June 20, 1857, CR
**
1234 1, Reel 34, Box 25, fd. 21, item 1, microfilm of holograph, LDS Church
Library.
+++
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journal exists in three versions: (1) photocopy of holograph, MSS 406, L.
Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Provo, Utah; (2) transcript reproduced in Ralph E. Margetts, “Biography of Phil Margetts, Utah
Actor” (M.A. thesis, University of Utah, 1950), Appendix B; and (3) heavily
edited in Philip Margetts, Journal, in Heart Throbs of the West, compiled by
Kate B. Carter (Salt Lake City: Daughters of the Utah Pioneers, 1958),
6:397–400.
Maxwell, John B., 20. From Sessions Settlement to mission in Europe.
Maylett, William F., 31. From Ogden to mission in Europe.
McBride, Reuben, 53. From Fillmore to mission in Europe. Born 1803 in
New York; member of Zion’s Camp; first man baptized for the dead in the
Nauvoo Temple; came to Utah in 1850; went to Kirtland, 1851, and led
Church members to Utah, 1852; settled at Fillmore, Millard County, Utah,
1852; member of Millard Stake high council; served mission to England,
1867; died in Fillmore, Utah, 1891 (Jenson, 4:690). The handcart journey appears as the first paragraph of his missionary journal.131***
McCrary, John M., 31. From North Willow Creek to mission in Canada.
Miller, Robert E., 27. From Parowan to mission in Europe.
Peirce, Eli H., 30. Full account. From Box Elder to mission in Europe. Born
in 1827 in Pennsylvania; baptized by Joseph Smith (Jenson, 4:714); came to
Utah 1847 in Brigham Young’s Company; bishop of Brigham City Ward;
farmer; died in 1858 in Salt Lake City (Esshom, 2:1094; Jenson, 2:687). Diary
labeled: “journal books of Eli H. Peirce’s travels on his mission from
Brigham City, Box Elder County Utah Territory to England.”132****
Pinder, John George, 23. From Bingham’s Fort to mission in Europe.
Reese, Enoch, 44. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe.
Richardson, Ebenezer, 41. Partial account. From Ogden to mission in
South Africa. Born 1815 in New York; died 1874 in Plain City, Utah (Early).
Circumstantial evidence from emigration, census, and genealogical records
show the Richardson family traveling to Utah in 1850 (Overland). He served
as president of the South African Mission for the six months that he was

***

131Reuben McBride, Journal, April 23, 1857, microfilm of holo-

graph, Ms 5111, LDS Church Library; Biography at Heritage Gateways,
heritage.uen.org/companies (accessed February 2008); BYU Studies Biographical Registers, byustudies.byu.edu/Indexes/BioAlpha (accessed
April 2007).
**** 132Eli Harvey Peirce, Diary, 1857–58, microfilm of holograph, LDS
Church Library.
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133+

there.
Richardson leapfrogged the handcart train, although starting out
with the company. At the mouth of Emigration Canyon, his overloaded
cart’s axle broke, but he and his possessions were taken up by a teamster. The
wagon’s driver “not being well I went and drove the team for him.”134++They
passed and were passed by the handcart company until May 9 at Devil’s
Gate, when he gave up his seat to Albern Allen, and “took to the handcart”
feeling “glad to make the change.”135++
Riter, Samuel H. W., 22. From Salt Lake City to U.S. mission.
Roulet, Frederick, 36. from Box Elder to mission in Europe.
Rowley, George, 29. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe.
Shumway, Charles, 50. From Big Cottonwood to mission in Canada.
Smith, George B., age not known. From Salt Lake City to U.S. mission.
Smith, William H., 29. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada.
Southworth, Henry L., 31. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada.
Stansforth, George, 26. From Willow Creek to mission in Europe.
Stewart, William J., 42. From Springville to mission in Europe.
Taylor, Amos, 21. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe.
Taylor, Jabez, 22. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe.
Terry, Joel, 42. From Cedar Valley to mission in Canada.
Thomas, William P., 37. From Box Elder to mission in Europe.
Tomkinson, Ephraim, 29. From Fillmore to mission in Europe.
Turner, John W., 25. From Provo to mission in Canada.
Twitchell, William B., 27. From Salt Creek to mission in Canada.
Wakeley, John N., 38. From Salt Lake City to mission in Canada.
Wheelock, Andrew Jackson, age not known. From Springville to mission in
Europe.
Wilkins, David, 36. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe.
Woodard, Jabez, 35. From West Jordan to mission in Europe.
Young, Brigham H., 33. From Salt Lake City to mission in Europe.
Young, Joseph Watson, 28. Full account. From Salt Lake City to mission in

+
++

133History of the South African Mission.
134Ebenezer Clawson Richardson, Journal, April 23, 1857, microfilm

of holograph, Ms 12332, LDS Church Library.
135Ibid., May 9, 1857.
+++
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Europe. Born 1828/29, at Mendon, New York, the son of Lorenzo Dow
Young (Brigham’s brother) and Persis Goodall Young; came to Utah, 1847;
went with freighting outfit to the East, 1860; returned in October as company captain; bishop of Payson, 1862; died 1873 in Harrisburg, Washington
County (Jenson, 4:546). There are four versions of Young’s handcart account: (1) During Young’s 1857 mission in Scandinavia, a Danish translation
of his expanded trek journal was serialized in the LDS magazine,
Skandinaviens Stjerne October 1, 15, November 15, and December 1, 1857;
(2) a translation by Andrew Jenson of the Danish version back into English
under the belief that the original had been lost; Jenson’s translation was inserted in the Journal History, June 10, 1857, 3–19;136+++(3) The long-lost holograph journal, which, according to an entry in the Journal History, was given
to the Historian’s Office by Joseph’s brother, Francis M. Young, March 27,
1933,137 and (4) thereafter also transcribed into the Journal History;138*and
(5) the itself.**Interestingly, a comparison of Jenson’s translation and the holograph journal shows that Jenson’s translation (and hence the Stjerne publication) is significantly expanded from the holograph. Apparently Joseph
Young, while preparing the serialization for publication added details that
he remembered but hadn’t written down during the handcart journey. The
holograph journal is 4,202 words, while the translated version is 7,183.
Young, Seymour Bicknell, 19. Full account. From Salt Lake City to mission
in Europe. Born in 1837, in Kirtland, Ohio, the son of Joseph Young
(Brigham’s brother) and Jane A. Bicknell Young; came to Utah, 1850, in the
Wilford Woodruff company; senior president of the First Council of Seventies; served two missions to Great Britain; physician and surgeon, graduate
of University Medical College in New York, 1874; city health officer in Salt
Lake City for four years; a corporal in the Union Army, 1862, and the Lot
Smith company, Black Hawk War, 1868; died December 15, 1924, in Salt
Lake City. (Esshom, 2:1271; Jenson, 1:200–202).139***He kept a holograph

136According to Thomas Edlund, Harold B. Lee Library, the Journal
History version is an accurate translation of the Skandinaviens Stjerne version.
137Joseph Watson Young, Journal, 1857, microfilm of holograph, Ms
*
1529), LDS Church Library.
138Joseph Watson Young, Journal (original), transcribed in Journal
**
History, June 10, 1857, 35.
139Register of the Seymour B. Young Papers, Ms d 1345/Ms f 123, 2,
***
LDS Church Library,
++++
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140****

trail journal and wrote a journal summary.
He also mentions the trek experience in four reminiscences, one of which includes the elk story (quoted
in text) and two shorter accounts.141+

****

140Seymour Bicknell Young, Journal, 1857, microfilm of holograph,

Ms d 1345/MS f 123 2. The Salt Lake Tribune, April 24, 1917, notes the sixtieth anniversary of the handcart pioneers’ departure and that “Dr. Seymour
B. Young is the only survivor.”
141Seymour Bicknell Young, Reminiscences, microfilm of holo+
graph, Ms 1345, Reel 10, Box 8, fd. 4; Reel 2, box 2; Reel 1, box 1, items 1, 4,
LDS Church Library.
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Ronald W. Walker, Richard E. Turley Jr., and Glen M. Leonard. Massacre
at Mountain Meadows: An American Tragedy. New York: Oxford University
Press, 2008. xvi, 430 pp. Photographs, map, notes, appendices, index.
Hardback: $29.95; ISBN 978–0–19–516034–5.
Reviewed by Edward Leo Lyman
Massacre at Mountain Meadows by Ronald W. Walker, Richard E. Turley Jr.,
and Glen M. Leonard begins with an excellent one-chapter survey of Joseph Smith, the early growth of the Church, and the Prophet’s martyrdom. Then follows the first crucial decade of the Latter-day Saints in Utah,
including three chapters on the generation of alarm over and preparation
for the coming of the U.S. Army toward the territory. The authors give
some account of the Mormon Reformation and other developments leading toward the fateful massacre in September 1857 of 120 men, women,
and children, primarily from Arkansas, who were en route to California.
But it is the second half of the book, dealing with the critical five-day chain
of events before and during the tragedy itself that presents a particularly
outstanding and balanced account. This portion reflects a masterful evaluation of the various (often self-serving) accounts by participants.
As a major contribution, the authors place primary responsibility on
Isaac C. Haight, president of Cedar City Stake, and John D. Lee, the only person to be tried and executed for the crime, who was far more involved with
his Indian recruits than his own versions of the affair would lead readers to
conclude. Anyone who reads the admittedly depressing details of the accumulating events will admire the effectiveness with which the authors have recounted the sequence of episodes. Although some readers may feel unable
to accept any Mormon account of the massacre as definitive, this work’s description and comments on those events is thorough, insightful, and persuasive. The book includes excellent biographical sketches of the three key
southern Utah leaders: Haight, Lee, and William H. Dame, including treatment of their weaknesses. Such skillful characterizations have long been
among Walker’s writing assets.
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Probably the most valuable new source materials used in the book were
the interviews conducted in the 1890s by assistant Church historian Andrew
Jenson at the First Presidency’s behest and kept in their vault for over a century. For example, Mary Campbell of Cedar City told Jenson that President
Haight gave an “impassioned speech [regarding the emigrants prior to their
arrival] . . . that raised the ire” of the residents, also hinting that the local
Mormons needed more livestock. This detail gave new importance to the
travelers’ cattle (132). She also appeared to corroborate some details about
the threats and insults inf licted on Barbara Morris, wife and mother of men
who simultaneously held local Church and militia positions (134). Campbell
reports seeing Haight, Lee, Elias Higbee, and Philip Kling- ensmith going to
the local Indian camp and learning from Paiute women later the same night
that the Indian men were “on their way to kill the ‘Mericats’ [emigrants]”
(145). It became clear to Mary that the Church leaders had recruited the Indian men for that purpose.
One of Haight’s most provocative actions was demanding a charge of one
cow as the fee for a few hours of grinding the emigrants’ grain at his grist mill.
This financial exploitation naturally triggered intemperate reactions, which
gave some cause for other Mormon retaliation. The authors also carefully recount the infamous “tan bark council” in which Haight received reluctant consent to attack from his military superior, William H. Dame (178–79).
Perhaps the star witness from the Jenson interviews was Elliot Willden,
then age twenty-three, who was dispatched to Mountain Meadows as a messenger, first to find a pretext for an Indian attack on the emigrants (140),
and then as a participant in the massacre. He also recounted several other
important facets of developments there. He offered insights about the perceived necessity to kill the emigrants and where these killings should take
place (139, 179). He also reported that Klingensmith had participated in killing William Aden outside the meadows (168). He asserted that the Monday
(first) attacks had not been part of the Cedar City plan (159) and that Lee essentially lost control of the Indians (157). The Paiutes later compelled
Willden to run through an open field exposed to hostile gunfire (171–73).
His account may be somewhat compromised by his efforts to get the Church
to pay money for his interviews.1*However, there is no external evidence that
this excellent source was embellished or otherwise tarnished.

1
Abraham H. Cannon, Journal, January 28, 1892, Perry Special Collections,
Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Cannon telegraphed Jenson to simply offer Willden a set of Orson F. Whitney’s History of Utah,
then being published, an offer he presumably accepted. The authors of the Mountain Meadows book would have known of this attempt at pay through Jenson’s notes

*
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Unfortunately, I find that the broader background causes of these painful
episodes have received less attention in the book than seems merited by the
subject. One of the authors’ most telling observations was that Brigham
Young often “was looking over his shoulder to the past tragedies of Ohio,
Missouri and Illinois” where government officials had often been enemies to
the Latter-day Saints (19). This characterization of Young is absolutely true
and understandable, but unfortunately his inability to modify that mindset
virtually prevented him from ever being able to trust federal officials or give
most appointees to Utah territorial office a chance to perform their statute-mandated duties. This failure on his part—and consequently of the officials as well—points to one of the most serious failings of the book’s treatment of Utah developments in Chapters 2–5, describing Utah Territory in
the years prior to the massacre.
It is also, to some extent, a failure to fulfill the authors’ preface promise:
“Our book will find little sympathy for either of these two approaches”: polarized portrayals of good emigrants and evil Mormons or the exact opposite (xiii). In fact, the authors present an essentially traditional Mormon account of the background period with little attempt in this portion of the
book to empathize with or explain the almost insurmountable challenges
faced by those who disagreed with Brigham Young and his associates. Those
conf licts are mentioned but are barely discussed.
Howard R. Lamar, cited by the authors, is perhaps the late twentieth-century’s most respected historian of the American West. In a passage from his
classic study of southwestern territorial government that the authors do not
cite, he correctly observed that President Millard Fillmore’s selection in the
spring of 1851 of two non-Mormon judges, Lemuel Brandeberry and Perry
Brocchus, along with territorial secretary Broughton Harris and Indian
agent Henry Day, set the stage for “bitter battles with federal appointees for
control of Utah government,” which persisted throughout the period.
Brigham Young, appointed territorial governor at the same time (along with
three other Latter-day Saints in other positions) commenced performing
some of the duties of these officers prior to their arriving in Utah. In their
eyes, therefore, Young had usurped important official duties. Similarly, LDS
probate judges, who were often local ecclesiastical bishops, were “already
handling the cases usually handled by federal courts.”2**
Thus, after some public comments on these offenses, criticisms of other aspects of the Utah situation, and the commencement of a rather steady stream
enclosed with the several interviews. See also Ronald W. Walker and Richard E.
Turley Jr., “The Andrew Jenson Collection,” BYU Studies 47, no. 3 (2008): 4–141.
2
**
Howard R. Lamar, The Far Southwest: A Territorial History, 1846–1912 (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1966), 328–29.
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of complaining letters to government officials in Washington, D.C., all four indignant non-Mormon appointees left Utah in the fall of 1851, taking with
them important territorial funds and the official seal. In Washington,
Brocchus urged military action against the recalcitrant Mormons. While
these “run-away officials” and their charges received comparatively little attention at the time, the next six years saw the steady development of widespread similar sentiments. Finally, in 1856, U.S. President James Buchanan
dispatched federal troops to reassert government authority in Utah.3**
Walker, Turley, and Leonard focus on Judge W. W. Drummond’s complaints about failure to respect duly appointed officials and general misrule by
the Mormons as central to the Buchanan administration’s reaction. Yet William P. MacKinnon, the leading scholar on the Utah Expedition, whom the
Massacre at Mountain Meadows authors cite, concludes that it was not
Drummond’s letters that provided the tipping point against the Mormons but
several other dispatches, received at the nation’s capital in mid-March 1857.
These documents included a set of memorials and resolutions from the Utah
Territorial Legislature, whose infuriated tone reportedly angered Secretary of
the Interior Jacob Thompson and probably others of the president’s cabinet.4***
Also important was the continuing stream of correspondence from a
rather two-faced territorial chief justice, John F. Kinney, who in two letters to
Attorney General Jeremiah S. Black which arrived March 20 stressed that
Brigham Young’s legal system “severely threatened the life, liberty and property” of both non-Mormons and “complaining Mormons.”5+On March 27,
1857, James Gordon Bennett published an editorial in his New York Herald
which, among other items, strongly denounced Brigham Young’s regime.6++Another later inf luence was the transition of Illinois Senator Stephen
A. Douglas, champion of the political doctrine of popular sovereignty and former friend of the Mormons, into a “severe and high profile critic” of
Mormondom and its alleged extremes.7++
Altogether, it appears likely that Brigham Young and his associates,
who persistently treated federal officials in Utah with little regard and intemperately denounced officials in Washington as well in public
speeches, created an impression in the public mind of Mormons as hostile

3

Ibid., 329–41.
William B. MacKinnon, At Sword’s Point, Part I: A Documentary History of the
Utah War to 1858 (Norman, Okla.: Arthur H. Clark Company, 2008), 100.
5
+
Ibid., 107–11. The Mountain Meadows authors fully discussed Thompson’s
negative reaction (28).
6
++
Ibid., 100–106.
7
+++
Ibid., 136–37.
***

****
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and disloyal. And surely these factors inf luenced Buchanan in ordering
the Utah Expedition. Although Walker, Turley, and Leonard have listed
nativism, polygamy, national partisan pressures, and sectionalism as
other compelling pressures for such action (29–30), neither they nor
other scholars have made a persuasive case for these other factors that
aroused—in the words of Kenneth Stampp, another illustrious authority
on the period quoted by the authors (but not adequately stressed)—“public sentiment favoring both a firm assertion of federal authority in Utah
and the curbing of Brigham Young’s political power” that jointly “made
some kind of response on [Buchanan’s] part almost mandatory.”8+++Dispatching federal troops was probably the major underlying cause of the
Mountain Meadows Massacre; and the failure of Walker, Turley, and
Leonard to fully discuss the abundant evidence of that point is, in my opinion, the book’s greatest failing.
While treating the Mormon Reformation and carefully recounting
George A. Smith’s crucial tour of the southern settlements in August 1857,
the authors, in comparison with other historians of the massacre, downplay
Smith’s inf luence. They quote him as saying he came on “a mission of
peace” but more correctly concede that “his sermons continued to blaze”
and that he congratulated himself on leaving Cedar City’s citizens full of
“enthusiasm” after his “military discourse.” He sometimes preached on the
crisis represented by the approaching troops and conferred with many of
the area’s Native Americans. Jacob Hamblin averred he had never heard
Smith suggest mistreating any emigrants (49–53). However, Walker, Turley,
and Leonard fail to deal with Smith’s claim, quoted by D. Michael Quinn,
that some Parowan associates “wish that their enemies might come and give
them a chance to fight and take vengeance for the cruelties that had been inf licted upon us in the states.”9*
Whatever the inf luence of the Mormon Reformation of 1856–57, there is
good evidence that many Utahns already firmly held the vindictive ideas it
stressed. Thomas D. Brown, who kept the journal of the Southern Indian Mission in 1854, noted that some of the missionaries called mainly from towns between Ogden and Provo expressed fervent views at the group’s second Sabbath service at Harmony on May 14, 1854. John Lott, who had once resided in
the home of the Prophet Joseph Smith in Missouri, stated, “I hope to see the
day when the blood of martyrs will be avenged upon the persecutors and their
children.” David Lewis, whose brother was killed at Haun’s Mill, affirmed: “I
8
Kenneth M. Stampp, America in 1857: A Nation on the Brink (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 200.
9
*
D. Michael Quinn, The Mormon Hierarchy: Extensions of Power (Salt Lake City:
Signature Books, 1997), 251.
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am alive to avenge his blood when the Lord will” and added that “Ephraim [a
Mormon term for Indians] was “the battle ax of the Lord. . . . May we not have
been sent to learn how to use this ax?”10**Also in 1854, President William H.
Dame’s patriarchal blessing instructed: “Thou shalt be called to act at the
head of a portion of thy brethren and of the Lamanites in the redemption of
Zion and the avenging of the blood of the prophets.” Bishop Phillip
Klingensmith received a similar blessing just months prior to his participation
in Mountain Meadows Massacre.11**
Walker, Turley, and Leonard treat at length Brigham Young’s Salt Lake
City address on August 16, 1857, in which he declared “I will not hold the Indians still while the emigrants shoot them, . . . but I will say to them [the Indians], go and do as you please” (98). As de facto territorial governor (his replacement had been appointed but was traveling with the Utah Expedition),
Young still had a duty to protect all citizens in his domain. The authors describe Young’s declaration as “clearly meant for Washington” (98), but almost
no one then in the city had a relationship with anyone in Washington, D.C.
There were, however, non-Mormons who heard Young’s warnings concerning
disobedient merchants who probably more directly heeded him.
Debate will doubtless continue about whether Young’s September 1,
1857, statement to southern Indian headmen, essentially encouraging Indians to take emigrant cattle, was known among the tribes in time to be a motivation for the attacks, but at least one, Ammon, returned to his home base
near Beaver within four days of the conference with Young and could have
spread the word.
After the authors’ excellent tracing of the company background and
sketches of its leaders, they recount the Baker-Fancher party’s travels south
from Salt Lake City. They observe, “It is certain that a series of conf licts took
place between settlers, emigrants, and Indians” on the way (107). The most
serious was caused by pasturing the emigrant herds near Provo and Nephi.
The authors properly discount the alleged poisoning of Pahvant Indians
near Kanosh.
Most of the sources for the journey south are later recollections; despite a
heroic search for contemporary 1850s and 1860s sources, few were found, a
fact that Walker, Turley, and Leonard do not emphasize. Thus, they give, in
my opinion, too much credence to the accounts of emigrants who followed
the ill-fated party: George Powers, P. M. Warn, George Davis, Stephen
Hornea, and Payton Welch. These men gave biased interviews to California

10

Juanita Brooks, ed., Journals of the Southern Indian Mission: Diary of Thomas
D. Brown (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1977), 25.
11
***
Quinn, Extensions of Power, 248.
**
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reporters, providing verbal anti-Mormon ammunition the week that Los
Angeles citizens learned of the massacre. LDS members in San Bernardino
received accurate accounts of the massacre from freighters Sidney Tanner,
William Matthews, and Francis M. Lyman and had little regard for the accounts of Powers and his associates.12****How ironic to find good Mormon historians leaning so heavily on the testimony of anti-Mormons.
Walker, Turley, and Leonard quote Hamilton Park’s recollection
(1907–08) that some Salt Lake City Mormons, enraged by claims of emigrants that “they had helped drive the Saints out of Missouri and that they
were ‘among the mob at Carthage,’” planned to give them “a drubbing” that
they might not survive. According to Park, Young’s property manager,
Young called the Mormons involved “to his office, where he dressed them
down,” asserting that “he did not want ‘a finger’ raised against any of the emigrants.” The authors conscientiously note that Park’s memory “may have
been tainted by retrospective myths and rumors. . . . Yet it is difficult to dismiss them entirely” (93–94). They similarly evaluate John Steele’s statement
about the emigrants’ alleged provocative behavior in northern Utah (94).
Altogether, I find the authors’ case unconvincing that considerable hostility
toward the Baker-Fancher party existed before they reached the Cedar City
area.
Here is one of the most telling statements the authors make before describing the massacre itself: “There were conf licts on the southern road. But
the emigrants did not deserve what eventually happened to them at Mountain Meadows. The massacre was not inevitable. No easy absolution for the
perpetrators is possible. Their later posturing and rationalization could
never overcome one irrefutable fact: All the purported wrongs of the emigrants—even if true—did not justify the killing of a single person. The best
that could be argued was that, during a time of uncertainty and possible war,
some of the Mormons, like other men and women throughout history, did
not match their behavior with their ideals” (115). This view is in the tradition of Juanita Brooks: “Whatever the details, the fact remains that the entire company was betrayed and murdered, an ugly fact that will not be
downed. Certainly, when the facts are marshaled, there is not justification
enough for the death of a single individual. Certain too, once it was over, all

12
****
Edward Leo Lyman, San Bernardino: The Rise and Fall of a California Community (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1996), 363–66. William Warren, a member of
the San Bernardino bishopric, told Amasa M. Lyman that Warn and Powers, who
had traveled with Mormon freighters, had “told all they know and probably a great
deal more.” Warren had what he felt was more accurate information from the Mormon freighters. Three of the non-Mormon emigrants came with the Turner-Dukes
party, and a member of that party shot at a Mormon in southern California (388).
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the participants were shocked and horrified at what had been done. Somehow they had not taken into account how sickening human slaughter can
be.”13+
Despite the inevitable negatives on such a complex subject, this book
should stand as a testament to the concerted effort of current Church leaders through some of their best historians to provide a definitive study of the
tragic events which have for so long continued to detract from the Church’s
generally positive image. Walker, Turley, and Leonard’s preface quotes
Judge Roger V. Logan Jr., a descendant of both survivors and victims of the
massacre, who chided at the 1999 dedication of the second monument: “Until the church shows more candor about what its historians actually know
about the event, true reconciliation will be elusive” (x). It can now be firmly
stated that the candor and immense industry demonstrated in this excellent
book will more than answer that demand. In many other ways as well, the
work is truly impressive.
EDWARD LEO LYMAN {lionman011@earthlink.net} is a longtime historian, now retired and living in Leeds, Utah. His biography of ancestor
Amasa M. Lyman is forthcoming from the University of Utah Press.
Among his works are Political Deliverance: The Mormon Quest for Utah Statehood (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986), San Bernardino: The Rise
and Fall of a California Community (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1996),
and The Overland Journey from Utah to California: Wagon Trail from the City
of Saints to the City of Angels (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2004).

Lola Van Wagenen. Sister-Wives and Suffragists: Polygamy and the Politics of
Woman Suffrage, 1870–1896. Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1994;
Provo, Utah: Joseph Fielding Smith Institute for Latter-day Saint History
and BYU Studies, 2003. vii, 169 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Paper: $19.95. ISBN 0–8425–2525–4
Reviewed by Andrea G. Radke-Moss
Readers might wonder about the usefulness of the Journal of Mormon History reviewing a volume that was first completed fourteen years ago as a
dissertation and then published only five years ago. Lola Van Wagenen’s
Sister-Wives and Suffragists was not reviewed in the Journal of Mormon History during its original release year, but it endures as an important evalu13

Juanita Brooks, The Mountain Meadows Massacre (1950; rpt. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962), 108.
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ation of Utah’s suffrage movement and its connections to the larger national woman’s suffrage movement, especially during the time of the
Mormons’ practice of polygyny. Sister-Wives and Suffragists deserves scholarly attention today for what it offers to Mormon women’s history and
future scholarship. It stands alongside a few other important works on
the intersections of polygamy, Mormon activism, and the suffrage movement in the nineteenth century, including Carol Cornwall Madsen’s 1997
collection of essays, Battle for the Ballot: Essays on Woman Suffrage in Utah,
1870–1896 (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1997), to which Van
Wagenen also contributed a chapter drawn from this work. Madsen’s An
Advocate for Women: The Public Life of Emmeline B. Wells, 1870–1920
(Provo, Utah: Brigham Young Press/Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2006)
offers another valuable look at Wells’s public suffrage activism that nicely
accompanies Van Wagenen’s examination of Utah’s battle for the vote.
Van Wagenen begins her book with the 1870 woman’s suffrage battle in
Utah, and strongly argues that the granting of the vote to women was, contrary to popular opinion, not a “f luke,” nor were “Mormon women . . . passive
recipients of the vote or pawns of the male leadership.” Instead, she argues
that Mormon women themselves “were politicized prior to enfranchisement
and their activities contributed to their own enfranchisement” (3). The roots
of Mormon women’s early politicization go all the way back to the Nauvoo period, with the 1842 organization of the Female Relief Society and the
women’s petition drive to demand protection from the Illinois government.
But Mormon women’s activism was present in Utah prior to the 1870 suffrage
bill, especially as Sarah Granger Kimball helped to reignite Mormon
women’s religious, economic, and political activities in the late 1860s.
The catalyst for Mormon women’s activism in their own defense was the
passage of the Cullom Bill in 1870, with the women meeting in a mass public
demonstration against the anti-polygamy legislation almost one month
prior to the granting of woman’s suffrage. There, some female leaders even
demanded suffrage as a means to end the federal oppression. With the successful passage of the suffrage bill in February 1870, Van Wagenen makes
the argument that the Utah men were inf luenced by Mormon women’s activism to support suffrage, although her direct evidence for this connection
is rather sketchy and the reader is left wondering to what extent the January
mass meeting actually inf luenced the bill’s passage. Still, whether Mormon
men were directly inf luenced by women’s demands for their own suffrage,
the male leadership did not feel threatened by it. Instead, they knew that
women would not use the vote to “liberate themselves” from polygamy or
traditional patriarchy, but would instead uphold community order, religious
authority, and traditional gender roles. For Van Wagenen, this contradiction lay at the heart of the ongoing battle in which Utah women obtained, retained, lost, and regained woman’s suffrage in Utah between 1870 and 1896.
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When the national suffragists became engaged in Utah’s suffrage battle,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and their colleagues in the National
Woman Suffrage Association felt the profound contradiction at the heart of
Utah woman’s suffrage. Their support of Utah women also added to their division from Lucy Stone and Julia Ward Howe’s more conservative American
Woman Suffrage Association. On the one hand, leading suffragists in both organizations hoped that Mormon women might use the vote to overturn polygamy and throw off patriarchal control. The AWSA saw Mormon women as coerced and oppressed, but Anthony and Stanton reluctantly conceded Mormon
women some right to choose their own religious and marital practices. As a
compromise position, NWSA suffragists turned to a closer alliance with the
Godbeites or New Movement women who had dissented from Brigham
Young’s authoritarian leadership, but who had not completely rejected polygamy either. In short, the National diffused the polygamy question by first playing off the conf lict between mainstream Mormon women and the Godbeites
and also argued for women’s economic independence in marriage, regardless
of marital condition of polygamy or monogamy. But the ambiguity remained,
especially as Mormon women refused to use the vote to overthrow polygamy.
Thus, throughout the two and a half decades of interaction between Utah
women and both national suffrage organizations, the mainstream Mormon
women occupied an ambiguous position: usually rejected outright by the
AWSA but often not completely embraced by the National.
The remainder of Sister-Wives and Suffragists focuses on how “the relationship between Utah’s women and national suffragists developed over time
[and] ref lects changes in both the world of national woman suffragists and
that of Utah’s women as well” (30). For Van Wagenen, “Utah women” also
means non-Mormon women who participated in the New Movement or the
Anti-Polygamy Society, and their own interactions with the national suffragists. Herein lies one of Van Wagenen’s strengths: that she includes Utah’s
non-Mormon and disaffected Mormon women as central to the struggle for
woman suffrage. Thus, Charlotte Godbe, Annie Thompson Godbe, and
Mary Hampton Godbe are not missing from this story, and neither are
anti-polygamists Fanny Stenhouse, Cornelia Paddock and the later founders
of the Anti-Polygamy Society, Sarah Ann Sutton Cooke and Jennie Anderson Froiseth. Both the NWSA and the AWSA at times courted the alliance of
these reform and anti-polygamy women, which added to the National’s and
American’s complex relationship with the Utah suffrage cause. This inherent contradiction between supporting Utah suffrage while also rejecting polygamy led to varying reactions by the national organizations to Mormon
women. As the anti-polygamy movement strengthened, the national suffragists were forced at times to distance themselves from Utah women, especially in the name of political expediency.
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Another contribution of Van Wagenen’s overall narrative is her ability to
weave the story of the Utah woman suffrage battle into the larger history of
American woman suffrage, with all of its important figures, political and
court decisions, and national successes and failures. For example, the National’s much-criticized support of the radical Victoria Woodhull is a
well-known tale in woman suffrage history. Much less known is that the
NWSA’s bad press for supporting Woodhull was intensified by its support of
Mormon women, which only added to the public’s fears of radical sexuality
associated with Woodhull in the 1870s. Still, even as the National offered
sometimes reluctant support to Utah women, they continued to see suffrage
as the best way to end polygamy. But a few National leaders like Sara Andrews Spencer and Belva Lockwood sympathized with Mormon women on
the principles of personal marital choice, the legal rights of suffrage, and
criticism of the sexual double standards practiced by many male politicians.
By the 1870s, Mormon women continued to use their political voice to
defend themselves against anti-polygamy criticisms. Since the Mormons refused to use the vote to overturn polygamy, the National sidestepped the polygamy issue by emphasizing constitutional and legal arguments for suffrage, which were supported by Emmeline B. Wells as the new editor of the
pro-suffrage Woman’s Exponent in 1877. Wells even gained a spot as a delegate to the NWSA for supporting a national amendment in 1878, which gave
“new credibility to Mormon suffragists and ultimately helped secure a relationship between Mormon women and the National’s suffragists” (60). Unfortunately, the next year (1879), in Reynolds vs. United States, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that polygamy was not a religious practice protected by
the First Amendment. This decision dealt a severe blow to Mormon suffragists’ relationship to the national organizations by opening the way for popular support for the anti-polygamy movement and stronger anti-polygamy
legislation. The NWSA began to back-pedal from its support of Mormon
women, while the AWSA took an even stronger stance for suffrage as a
means of overturning polygamy. Both organizations turned to closer associations with Anti-Polygamy Society leaders and the strongly conservative
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union.
Van Wagenen argues that Utah women’s activism in the 1880s changed
from a promotion of suffrage to a greater defense of polygamy and religion;
but by my reading, this change was less of an abrupt divergence than the intensifying of a consistent thread that had existed from the beginning. Indeed, readers may wonder whether Mormon women would have organized
so successfully for suffrage without the constant feelings of group persecution that had united them from the early 1870s. Still, there is no question
that the 1880s brought the most crushing anti-polygamy legislation to Utah,
which again profoundly changed Mormon women’s relationships to the na-
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tional suffrage organizations. Because the Edmunds Act (1882) disfranchised Mormon men and women but did not touch the principle of woman’s
suffrage, the NWSA could safely distance itself from Mormon women and
interact more closely with Anti-Polygamy leaders.
Mormon women renewed their defenses during the tumultuous 1880s,
aided by non-polygamous Mormon women like Emily Richards. But the
greatest damage came with the Edmunds-Tucker Act (1887) that disfranchised all Utah women, and inf licted other financial and organizational
punishments on the Utah church. Still, according to Van Wagenen,
the passage of the Edmunds-Tucker Act in 1887 and the National Association’s new reorganizing strategy ultimately had unintended and ironic consequences: they served as means for Mormon suffragists to regain a voice in the
women suffrage movement.
Although the Edmunds-Tucker Act hastened the end of polygamy and
changed Mormondom, it also helped motivate Mormon suffragists to organize official suffrage societies and advance monogamist Mormon women as
leaders. Thus, contrary to what is commonly thought, Mormon women were
reintegrated into the national woman suffrage movement before the Saints
officially abandoned polygamy in the fall of 1890. (120–21)

Mormon women once again established a strong relationship with the
NWSA by taking advantage of the National’s new rules for accepting representatives from state and territorial suffrage organizations. Mormons also
purposefully selected non-polygamous women to send to the conventions—a
successful strategy, as they earned important representation at the 1888 International Council of Women. There, monogamist Emily Richards led the
Utah women back into the suffrage movement. While the AWSA continued
to court anti-polygamists in Utah in the late 1880s, sympathetic NWSA
leader Clara Bewick Colby encouraged Utah women to organize a new
Woman Suffrage Association, which they did with only non-polygamous
women as officers. For Utah women, the WSA was a limited success in bringing together Mormon and non-Mormon women in a united pro-suffrage effort, even before the 1890 Woodruff Manifesto began the “painful process
of abandoning polygamy” (137). When the NWSA and AWSA reunited in
1890, both Mormon and non-Mormon women were assigned as representatives from Utah. Van Wagenen’s narrative continues through the battle for
statehood in 1896, in which Utah women mounted a successful effort to keep
woman’s suffrage on the state constitution. This victory is even more astounding, considering that Mormon male legislators no longer needed
woman’s suffrage to defend against anti-polygamy attacks.
At the heart of Van Wagenen’s book is the contradiction that arose over the
politics of polygamy among Mormon women’s pro-suffrage circles, and how
they translated into support or non-support by the national woman’s suffrage
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organizations. In the telling of this story, Van Wagenen has included immense
detail and an often dramatic narrative. Readers might get lost in the details,
which makes for some arduous reading at times. This could be helped in future revisions by some useful subheadings or visual depictions of the most important national and Utah suffrage leaders. Sister-Wives and Suffragists is most
significant for its descriptions of the connections between Utah’s suffrage
battle and the national suffrage movement and how that battle also affected
the division between the AWSA and the NWSA. In fact, Van Wagenen’s work
is useful as a general history of the national women suffrage movement in the
nineteenth century. But most significantly, she has included the important
contributions of Utah women who were not part of the mainstream Mormon
body. Van Wagenen has commendably given more attention to New Movement and anti-polygamy women than have other historians’ treatments of
Utah’s woman suffrage battle.
However, readers would benefit from a more thorough discussion of the
complex motives for Utah women’s suffrage desires and how they connected
to the national suffrage cause. Did Mormon women seek only to defend
against anti-polygamy attacks or did they look for the vote to achieve other
political and social reforms? I, for one, hope that Sister-Wives and Suffragists
might be revised and marketed to even wider audiences in nineteenth-century Mormon and American women’s history.
ANDREA G. RADKE-MOSS {RadkeA@byui.edu}, is an assistant professor of history at Brigham Young University-Idaho, where she teaches
courses in American and Mormon women’s history, the Gilded Age and
Progressive Era, and secondary education methods for history teachers.
Her Bright Epoch: Women and Coeducation in the American West was published by the University of Nebraska Press in November 2008.

Matthew C. Godfrey. Religion, Politics, and Sugar: The Mormon Church, the
Federal Government, and the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company, 1907–1921. Logan:
Utah State University Press, 2007, 226 pp. Photographs, charts, bibliography, index. Cloth: $34.95; ISBN 978–0–87421–658–5
Reviewed by Michael Harold Paulos
The superb title, Religion, Politics, and Sugar, is both pithy and apropos.
Using three loaded words, Utah State University Press has set the table
for a fascinating read on a neglected area of Mormon history. Moreover,
this title is a significant upgrade over the original title of Godfrey’s 2001
Washington State University Ph.D. dissertation, Breaking a Monopoly: Progressive Reform, the Federal Government, and the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company,
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1907–12. The dissertation title is a misnomer because it avoids mentioning the Mormon Church—the sine qua non of Godfrey’s study.
While reading this exceptional and award-winning book (it was
awarded the Smith-Pettit Best First Book Award for 2007 by the Mormon
History Association), I could not help considering the interpretive correlation between Godfrey’s book and Armand Mauss’s monumental The Angel and the Beehive: The Mormon Struggle with Assimilation (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994). Mauss’s study authoritatively navigates readers
through sections of Mormon history using two Mormon symbols—the
statue of the Angel Moroni atop the temple and the beehive atop the
(then) Hotel Utah that stand across Main Street from each other in downtown Salt Lake City.
On the one hand, Mauss’s angel represents Mormon retrenchment
from contemporary society by an institutional emphasis on spiritual and
charismatic elements of the faith, while the beehive represents Mormon assimilation into contemporary society by an institutional emphasis on cultural and economic forces. Mauss traces the ebb and f low of LDS Church
policies vis-à-vis these symbols, an interaction he views as a zero-sum game.
In this context, Godfrey’s book presents a salient case in point in Mormon
history where the beehive took precedent. Unfortunately, Godfrey does
not discuss or include in his bibliography any reference to The Angel and the
Beehive. Given that “the central questions of this book” are “why the LDS
church became involved in sugar, why it maintained that involvement and
even used it to its advantage, and what repercussions this had on both the
church and the corporation” (203), I consider the omission of reference to
Mauss’s work as a significant gap in Grow’s otherwise sound literature review.
Also surprising is that Mauss omitted in The Angel and the Beehive any serious treatment of the LDS Church’s involvement in the sugar industry between 1891 and 1921, although his study extended into the 1950s and beyond. Religion, Politics, and Sugar elucidates in great detail the business activities, transacted in the name of the Church, of President Joseph F. Smith,
Presiding Bishop Charles W. Nibley, Senator/Apostle Reed Smoot, and several local-level Church authorities. Some of these transactions were seen by
Department of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission, and some Utah residents as predatory and a clear breach of anti-trust laws. My personal research
has focused on the Reed Smoot hearings, a time period that brief ly overlaps
Godfrey’s study and to which it has some relevance. On March 19, 1905,
when the hearings were in their second year, the Salt Lake Tribune published
a cartoon showing President Smith, cheeks puffed out, blowing such a blast
of “Commercialism” that the Angel Moroni, trumpet f lailing, is losing his
perch atop the Salt Lake Temple. In fact, a significant effort during these
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protracted hearings was to show that Smith personally and the Church generally dominated and monopolized business in Utah.
Early in the book, Godfrey explicates the beet sugar industry’s revelatory
genesis in Utah. Shortly after becoming Church president in 1887, Wilford
Woodruff “obtained a revelation from God telling him to establish the beet
sugar industry in Utah.” Woodruff explained to Church leaders “that the
Lord would like the great business of manufacturing sugar established in
our midst. . . . The inspiration to me is to establish the sugar industry” (27).
The First Presidency followed up with a circular announcing the “feasibility and practicality of establishing” the industry locally, admonished
“church members to stop paying high prices for imported sugar,” and promised that it would supply “jobs for incoming immigrants” (28). Thus, under a
divine mandate, LDS leaders marshaled all available resources and
proactively established the Utah Sugar Company.
Throughout the 1890s, financial challenges attended Church’s involvement in the sugar industry. In combatting the difficulties, Church leaders repeatedly harkened back to the initial Woodruff revelation. Godfrey explains
that during the financial Panic of 1893, George Q. Cannon informed a general conference audience that the only reason the Church had assumed its
“very heavy burdens” to establish the sugar industry was “the manifestations
of the Spirit of God through our President and to each one of us.” In another
setting, Cannon further explained that “some of the twelve were doubtful”
about the sugar industry until they “met together, . . . prayed and sought to
know the mind of the Lord about it. . . . The Lord revealed in great plainness
that it was our duty . . . to work and build up a sugar factory, and seek to produce sugar in the land” (39–40). After the recession of 1893, President
Woodruff continued his four-square support of the sugar industry, stating,
“If there is anything on earth that I was ever moved upon by the Spirit to do it
was to unite in that enterprise with my brethren” (40). Eager to comply with
the foregoing revelation, Woodruff and other Church leaders helped raise
$15,000 for the Utah Sugar Company, which incorporated in September of
1889. Though the Mormon Church did not purchase stock at this time, President Woodruff and his counselor George Q. Cannon personally “purchased significant amounts.” The next year, Woodruff dedicated the company’s first factory “thirty miles south of Salt Lake” in Lehi” (31). By 1899,
the year after Woodruff’s death, the Lehi plant was on stable financial
ground, churning out 36,000 tons of sugar annually. The next year, the factory expanded to an increased production amount of 365,000 tons per year
(40).
At that point, however, suggests Godfrey, Woodruff’s policies had depleted the Church’s coffers, leaving it on the brink of bankruptcy. Some of
the Church’s insolvency problem was caused by its financial support of the
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sugar industry. Over the company’s first decade of existence, Woodruff authorized that at least $315,200 of Church funds be used to bankroll the
Utah Sugar Company. (A merger in 1907 resulted in the renamed
Utah-Idaho Sugar Company) (34–35, 39). When adjusted for inf lation in
today’s dollars, this amount exceeds $7 million. Historian Jay Bell cites two
sources that place Church indebtedness in 1899 at approximately two million dollars,1++which means that Church outlays to Utah Sugar constituted
approximately 15 percent of total Church debt. As a result, Woodruff’s successor, Lorenzo Snow, sharply scaled back Church expenditures, including
significant curtailment of support for the Utah Sugar Company. The company still needed capital to grow the business, so Church leaders looked
outside Utah to obtain the necessary grubstake. In 1902, East Coast business mogul Henry O. Havemeyer, purchased 50 percent of the company’s
equity holdings of Utah Sugar Company, adding them to his own American Sugar Refining Company, notoriously known as the “Sugar Trust.” In
an era of politically charged trust-busting, Havemeyer’s purchase of Utah
Sugar invited intense federal government scrutiny of Utah Sugar’s business operations and, more generally, of the LDS Church’s involvement in
the sugar industry.
Nine years into his ownership of Utah Sugar Company, Havemeyer and
his company were arraigned by a special congressional committee,
headed by Georgia Democrat Thomas Hardwick, which conducted formal hearings in 1911 to “determine whether or not the corporation had
violated the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890” (51). As part of the investigation, Hardwick’s committee planned to examine the relationship between Havemeyer, the Utah Sugar Company, and the LDS Church. In
preparation for the hearings, the committee subpoenaed several Utah
Sugar executives, including Joseph F. Smith, who served concurrently as
the president of the Utah Sugar Company and the president of the LDS
Church. Interestingly, this must have been a déjä vu moment for Smith; just
seven years earlier, he had answered a subpoena to testify at the Reed
Smoot hearings.
In providing background on the Smoot hearings, Godfrey perpetuates
some common factual errors. First, he states that Smoot was elected to the

1
Bell qualifies the amount: “No clearly accepted figure of the Church’s indebtedness exists.” E. Jay Bell, “The Windows of Heaven Revisited: The 1899 Tithing
Reformation,” Journal of Mormon History 20, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 46. Godfrey does
not mention these figures when he cites the unpublished manuscript version of this
paper.
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U.S. Senate in 1902 (48). Smoot campaigned late in 1902 but was actually
elected by the Utah State Legislature in January of 1903.2++
Second, Godfrey states that Joseph F. Smith spent three days testifying
before the Senate’s Committee on Privileges and Elections (59).3+++Smith actually testified on six separate days in 1904: Wednesday, March 2, three
hours and fifty minutes; Thursday, March 3, three hours and fifty-five minutes; Thursday, March 4, one hour and thirty-five minutes; Saturday, March
5, four hours; Monday, March 7, two hours and ten minutes; Wednesday,
March 9, one hour and five minutes. Thankfully, Godfrey avoids the next
most common error, which is the assertion that Smoot was not seated (likely
because B. H. Roberts was barred from being seated after being elected to
the House of Representatives in 1898.)4*Like other freshman senators,
Smoot was formally sworn in, seated, and served from March 1903.
I consider it unfortunate, since attempts to show the Church as monopolizing business played an important role in 1904 testimony, that Godfrey
does not compare it with Smith’s 1911 testimony before the Hardwick committee. Since I have not personally read Smith’s entire Hardwick testimony, I
am not qualified to comment in detail, but the excerpts Godfrey quotes reveal some interesting parallels.
For instance, it is not surprising that the Smoot hearings “experience
made Smith reluctant to face another grilling at the hand of Congress” (59)
and that Smith also diminished the Hardwick hearings as “a bit of political
advertising and boasting for the next campaign” (60). Similarly, Smoot tried
to avoid having Smith called, then, when his effort failed, Smith pled rheumatism (he was seventy-two) that the train ride to Washington would have

2

Jan Shipps, “The Persistent Pattern of Establishment in Mormon Land,” in
God and Country: Politics in Utah, edited by Jeffrey Sells (Salt Lake City: Signature
Books, 2005), 71, makes the same mistake.
3
++++
Milton R. Merrill, in his otherwise excellent biography, Reed Smoot: Apostle in
Politics (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1990), 47, commits the same error as
does BYU religion professor John P. Livingston, “Prophet under Fire: President Joseph F. Smith Handles the Media,” Times of Transition, edited by Thomas G. Alexander (Provo, Utah: Joseph Fielding Smith Institute for LDS History, 2003), 47. I hypothesize that both Godfrey and Livingston relied on Merrill.
4
*
Ken Verdoia, in Helen Whitney’s highly acclaimed 2007 PBS documentary,
The Mormons, probably spread this error farther than anybody else by claiming that
“the United States Senate looks at Reed Smoot and says, ‘We don’t believe that you’re
worthy to be formally seated in our august body.’” Also recently committing this error historians Newell G. Bringhurst and Craig L. Foster, The Mormon Quest for the Presidency (Independence: John Whitmer Books, 2008), 108, incorrectly state that
Smoot began service in the Senate in 1907 (1903 is correct) and also that he served
four terms (five is correct).
+++
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exacerbated (60); but Hardwick issued a subpoena, compelling Smith to appear.
Smith made no mention in his testimony of the significant role of revelation in creating and sustaining the Utah Sugar Company. Instead, he emphasized the employment benefits reaped by the Mormon community when
the institutional church assisted homegrown companies (85). He also tried
to avoid answering some questions by claiming forgetfulness—for instance,
testifying that he could not remember receiving an important letter from
Havemeyer detailing the purchase of the Utah Sugar Company (64). He
also, but less convincingly, minimized his own role when skeptical congressmen grilled him about the propriety of being both the president of the Mormon Church and the president of the Utah Sugar Company. Smith claimed
that he “was no more than a figurehead as president of the company and
that he had little real knowledge of how the sugar industry operated . . .
[and] did not take an active interest in the day-to-day affairs of the corporation” (86). Godfrey acknowledges that “the minutes of the Utah Sugar Company . . . indicate he did not take a large role in business discussions” (86).
Therefore, it appears that Smith told at least the technical truth—a tactic he
used to great advantage during the Smoot hearings.5**However, Godfrey concludes, “Some might claim that Smith was suffering from beneficial amnesia” but that this answer was simply not plausible and “Smith did have clear
inf luence on the sugar industry” (86, 88).
Godfrey emphasizes that inf luence. Mormons “were aware that Smith
also served as president of the Utah-Idaho Sugar” and when “Utah agriculturalists had complaints about” the company “they did not go to the board
of directors for relief” but took complaints directly to the LDS First Presidency. Godfrey additionally avers that Utah residents were also cognizant
that “Smith had . . . served a fundraising mission for the Utah Sugar Company in the 1890s and had declared in a general conference that those who
did not support the corporation might be Mormons but not Saints”(88). Ultimately, the Hardwick committee concluded that “Havemeyer, American
Sugar, and Utah-Idaho[’s] . . . actions breached antitrust legislation,” and the
committee’s “report . . . issued in February 1912 . . . listed several transactions that violated the Sherman Antitrust Act” (89). Hardwick’s committee,
however, “did not recommend any action against either American Sugar or
the Utah-Idaho” nor did it ”advocate breaking up American Sugar or issuing
any penalties against it or any other corporation because most of the illegali-

5

Michael Harold Paulos, “Under the Gun at the Smoot Hearings: Joseph F.
Smith’s Testimony,” Journal of Mormon History 35, no. 4 (Fall 2008):181–225.
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ties had taken place under the watch” of the late Havemeyer (he died in
1907) (90).
Three years after the Hardwick investigation, the LDS First Presidency
authorized, “on behalf of the religion” (Godfrey’s words), Charles W. Nibley,
a wealthy businessman who had been appointed Presiding Bishop in 1907,
to purchase “all Utah-Idaho stock held by American Sugar” (95). As background to the decision, Godfrey explains, “The 1914 outbreak in Europe at
first presented increased economic opportunities to American business in
general and the beet sugar industry in particular” (94). After acquiring the
stock, Nibley aggressively expanded the sugar business. “The church allowed Nibley to hold the stock in his own name, making Nibley the largest
stockholder in Utah-Idaho and giving firm control of the company to LDS
interests” (95). A shrewd businessman, Nibley swelled net profits by 461.5
percent between 1914 and 1917. “The church reported a net gain on stock of
$1,416,500 . . . between 1914–1916” (205). Godfrey notes that these profits
were obtained at a high cost, and soon allegations of profiteering, price manipulation, and illegal business practices appeared.
The Department of Justice undertook formal investigations in 1919–20.
In June of 1920, the Department of Justice indicted Nibley and LDS President Heber J. Grant on charges of profiteering in violation of the Lever
Food and Fuel Act of 1917. Specifically at issue was the price increase levied
in 1920 by the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company. Godfrey explains that “many
members of the LDS Church reeled” when learning about charges (144), but
Nibley and his close friend Reed Smoot viewed these charges as politically
motivated—a transparent attempt by the Democrats to link Nibley’s alleged
malfeasance to Smoot. Smoot, at this time, was a nominal shareholder in the
sugar company and also faced reelection in the fall. Based on sparse evidence, Grant’s indictment was dropped. Nibley’s indictment was not rescinded, which in turn stained his reputation among Utahns—both among
LDS members and nonmembers. Troubled by these developments, Grant
used his “keynote address” in October 1920 general conference to defend
his friend: “There are a great number of people who believe that if a person
is indicted, he is undoubtedly a criminal. . . . [N]o man is guilty . . . just because a Grand Jury finds an indictment against him . . . particularly if that
man has . . . devoted his life for the upbuilding of God’s kingdom” (150–51).
A few months later, the issue fizzled when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled the
Lever Act unconstitutional (153).
One troubling allegation leveled against Nibley was that he used his position as a LDS General Authority to stamp out competition to increase sugar
revenues. Nibley and his attorneys disputed these claims; however, the evidence that Godfrey lays out in Chapters 4 and 5 clearly shows that Nibley was
complicit.
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But troubles for the Church did not end here: “At the same time . . . the
Utah-Idaho Sugar Company battled the . . . Department of Justice . . . the corporation faced legal conf licts with the Federal Trade Commission . . . a relatively new agency formed to ensure competition in business and to police
unfair business practices.” A problematic finding from the investigation was
that Nibley and other local-level Church leaders used their ecclesiastical positions to stamp out competition. This was done by implying “directly and indirectly . . . that good Mormons would support Utah-Idaho over other sugar
concerns” (159). Over the course of its investigation, the FTC “uncovered instances where ecclesiastical power was used” by local-level Church leaders to
further the interests of the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company. But for Godfrey, the
most troubling aspect of the FTC investigation centered on Charles Nibley
and sugar dealings in Oregon. “Nibley did not necessarily exercise ecclesiastical inf luence,” Godfrey explains. “Instead, according to the FTC, he used
his power and authority to front an independent concern to see whether or
not the sugar beet was a viable crop in southern Oregon. When it was discovered it was, he ruthlessly ousted his business partner and allowed Utah-Idaho
to assume control” (179–80; this partner was George Sanders, a Mormon
businessman). Godfrey’s analysis of this legal dispute evenhandedly considers each party’s claims; and based on this evidence, Godfrey posits a disquieting conclusion:
Regardless of what the ultimate truth was, the situation was another example of how LDS involvement in a business enterprise led to complications and embarrassing situations. Even if Nibley’s account of the matter
was entirely correct—and the evidence suggests that this was not the
case—his reputation still would have been soiled by Sander’s allegations
(which the FTC accepted as fact). The fact that Nibley served as presiding
bishop of the Church (a position responsible for the temporal welfare of
the Church and its members) at the time of these activities worsened the
situation; his involvement in business transactions that left a member of
his flock unable to engage in business seemed at best disturbing and at
worst immoral. (187)

Before the turn of the twentieth century, Nibley “began to use any
method he could to gain money,” nor did he try to justify these “various economic tricks” to his grandson, Hugh Nibley (188). After recounting some of
these tactics, Godfrey refreshingly tackles the responsibility of ethical evaluation squarely: “The ultimate question was why an official in a religion that
promoted honesty would resort to, at best, deceptive business techniques”
(187). Godfrey acknowledges that the answer to his question is “convoluted,” but submits three potential possibilities. First, financial insecurity:
Nibley’s childhood was spent in abject poverty, and he did not want his own
plural families to be subjected to the same squalor. Second, Nibley apparently accepted the Protestant ethic that closely linked wealth with righteous-
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ness; Godfrey states: In “the early 1900s, many LDS leaders . . . [declared]
that a man’s financial condition indicated spiritual obedience, as the accumulation of wealth was an indication of God’s favor.” Therefore, “If God did
not approve of [Nibley’s] actions, He would not allow Nibley to profit by
them” (189). Third was Nibley’s loyalty to the LDS Church. Godfrey explains, “Nibley strongly believed that the interests of the Church superseded
all other, ‘Our duties to our God; to our Church; to our families; to our
neighbors; these ought to be first,’ . . . Practicing what he preached, [Nibley]
once told Smith that if Smith, ‘as president of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints,’” would counsel Nibley not to undertake an enterprise,
Nibley would refuse. Nibley also “considered it a high form of betrayal for
Mormon farmers and consumers not to support Utah-Idaho Sugar because
of the church’s [initial monetary] sacrifice . . . [that kept] the business af loat”
(189–90).
Godfrey does not comment on how Nibley felt later in life about his unscrupulous business actions; but Boyd Peterson’s superb biography of
grandson Hugh Nibley quotes Hugh as saying that his grandfather “felt that
making money was absolutely essential, yet at the same time ‘he felt very
guilty about it.’” On his deathbed, Charles “confessed [to Hugh] that, if he
were to see an angel personally, he would feel so guilty that he would plunge
through the window to escape,” and then instructed young Hugh to “forget
. . . business.”6***
In a recent review of Religion, Politics, and Sugar, Gene Sessions, Weber
State University history professor, describes “the tone of” this book as “apologetic.” Sessions states that Godfrey “argues that the Mormon hierarchy
genuinely believed that God wanted the church to support the sugar business and that the dirty nature of that enterprise left them few moral choices
once they committed to it.”7****I agree with the label of “apologetic.” The book
is, indeed, aimed at understanding rather than recrimination; however,
Godfrey’s sharp assessment of Nibley is not apologetic. He makes no attempt to justify or defend Nibley’s actions but weighs them and finds them
disturbing and immoral.
Throughout the book, Godfrey’s superb footnotes provide a revisionist
view but unemphatic critique of previous scholarship by two Mormon history icons, Leonard J. Arrington and Thomas G. Alexander. In several footnotes, Godfrey identifies potential errors in Alexander’s research as well as
omissions of controversial material in Arrington’s official history on the
6
Boyd Jay Petersen, Hugh Nibley: A Consecrated Life (Salt Lake City: Greg
Kofford Books, 2002), 385.
7
****
Gene A. Sessions, Review of Religion, Politics, and Sugar, The Journal of American History, March 2008, 1302.
***
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Utah-Idaho Sugar Company. Godfrey states that Arrington likely avoided addressing the controversial Department of Justice indictments and Federal
Trade Commission investigation because of the “embarrassment they
caused the company” (129).8+
In many ways, Religion, Politics, and Sugar reads like a book-length business case study—similar to the many cases I perused in business school. This
case study, however, was definitely more interesting! Maybe if the early
Church leaders who formed the Utah Sugar Company had attended a modern business school, they would have known that a good business plan needs
a well-thought-out and disciplined exit strategy. Had the Church leaders
taken a different approach to running its business, it would have avoided national embarrassment, federal government investigations, and guilty consciences.
Religion, Politics, and Sugar is a groundbreaking book, deserving of the accolades it has received. Any serious student of Mormon history at the turn of
the twentieth century and during the Progressive era must have a copy of
this book.
MICHAEL HAROLD PAULOS {mikepaulos@hotmail.com} is a graduate of Brigham Young University and of the McCombs School of Business, University of Texas at Austin, where he was a Ryoichi Sasakawa
Young Fellow. He currently works in San Antonio, Texas, as a financial
analyst for the company KCI. He is the author of The Mormon Church on
Trial: Transcripts of the Reed Smoot Hearings (Salt Lake City: Signature
Books, 2008). He has also published in the LBJ School of Public Affairs
Journal, Salt Lake Tribune, Journal of Mormon History, Utah Historical Quarterly, and Sunstone Magazine. He and his wife, Kim, are currently raising
three active boys.
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Dorothy Allred Solomon’s book The Sisterhood, with the intriguing subtitle Inside the Lives of Mormon Women, describes the lives, attitudes, theological understandings, and social positions of women in the LDS
Church. Solomon uses the book to describe her life and those of her
friends, family, and acquaintances, assuring the reader that women in the
LDS Church are not only emotionally strong, but, more importantly,
backed up culturally and theologically as “honored mothers and goddesses of the hearth” (3). The book, which at times seems written as a
stream of consciousness, or almost a journal, wanders through LDS history, politics, and theology—frequently returning to the reassuring theme
that LDS women are held in the highest regard by their Church and are
unique in the strength they assume from each other.
The book is divided into eight chapters: “Introduction: As Sisters in
Zion,” “For Time and All Eternity,” “ A Righteous Seed,” “Call the Man,”
“Love at Home,” “Charity Never Faileth,” “What Would Jesus Do,” and “The
Sisterhood.” Each chapter is phrased in terms of “us,” “we” and “our,” but
the major problem throughout is that Solomon never really explains who
this “we” is. In her dedication and acknowledgements, she refers to family
and friends, some of whom are named, and some whose names she changed;
but she provides no information about her database. How many women did
she interview? What was her survey or questionnaire? And what was their
demographic profile: ages, locations, professions, social class, or educational backgrounds? She also never describes the setting in which these interviews were conducted or how she processed the data derived, leaving
open the possibility that she is reporting chance remarks that caught her attention. After reading this book, I wondered if Solomon had concluded before she began writing that all LDS women think as she and her friends do.
In short, this book seems to be Solomon’s version of the life of LDS women.
A second difficulty is the presumed audience. As a historian with keen interest in women’s history, Mormon history, and the American West, but not
as a member of the faith, I expected this book, published by a reputable national publisher, to be written to—or at least accessible to—a general audience. The fact that there is a glossary at the end of the book to explain certain Mormon terms would suggest that the publisher thought of this book’s
audience as primarily non-LDS. Instead, I found a book which seeks not to
explain LDS women, Mormon history, and the Church’s theology to an outside world, but instead assures those within the Church that their choices are
correct, godly, and part of an eternal plan.
Solomon explains that LDS women must deal constantly with three main
issues: first, being misunderstood by the outside world which “regards LDS
women as atavistic and pitiable, progeny of a throwback consciousness that
would invalidate a century of women’s rights” (2), second, pressure on
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women from within the Church because of its “lofty stands” (5); and third,
“unrelenting expectations of themselves” that “women’s perfectionism” creates (11).
Solomon admits that outside misunderstandings may actually seem reasonable: “A typical LDS family might remind you of a 1950s- or 1960s-style
television family like the Cleavers or the Partridge family, with lots of enthusiasm, lots of goodwill, and a few problems that get resolved through a common effort” (98–99). She goes on to explain: “Once you get the hang of it,
you can spot an LDS family in any crowd” (99). This LDS home, safer than
and superior to most American families, is emphasized by Solomon’s pointing to “higher-than-average grades, civic involvement, and school attendances” along with “fewer instances of drug abuse, teen suicide, and child
abuse” (73). She does not provide comparative statistics to buttress these
claims.
While much is asked of women from within the LDS Church as wives,
mothers, and educators, the result is that Mormon women are “counted
among the best-educated groups of women in America” (138), who “surpass
those of Protestant faith and nearly parallel Jewish and secular women in acquiring college degrees and in holding professional occupations” (164). Solomon does not supply any actual statistics quantifying these statements; and
since “Protestant” is not a specific denomination, the vagueness further reduces the persuasiveness of her argument.
Solomon is well aware of the impact of her Church’s history on her life
and the lives of Mormon women. She notes that LDS women were at the
forefront of political change by receiving the vote in 1870, well ahead of
most of the nation (revoked by the federal government in 1887). Through
Relief Society meetings, women urged leaders of the Church to grant them
the vote. Eventually, “in response to these fervent Relief Society meetings,
acting governor, S.A. Mann signed the bill granting women the right to vote
on February 9, 1870. Thus, the women of the Utah territory were the second
body of women in a U.S. territory (italics hers) to be given the vote and
twenty-five women exercised their franchise on Election Day, February 14,
1870, becoming the first group of women to vote in a general election”
(129).
However Solomon also points out that “most women in the church waved
off the feminist movement” (137), by which she means the women’s movement a century later. One woman who took a different stance was Sonia
Johnson, who supported the Equal Rights Amendment. Johnson was critical of the Church’s opposition and was excommunicated in December 1979.
According to Solomon, the cost for Johnson was high as she “lost her spiritual legacy, the songs and prayers and practices of her childhood, her eternal family—her husband, and her eternal bond with her children.” “Obvi-
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ously most Mormon women do not agree with Johnson or her methods,”
Solomon concludes about this twenty-five-year-old controversy (138), a statement that seems to date her audience to women over age fifty.
Solomon’s discussion about Sonia Johnson raises many questions. Did
Johnson actually “lose” these valuable possessions or were they taken away?
Is this the experience of all who have been excommunicated? Do not many
still insist on the good of the Church? Indeed, I recall Margaret Toscano, excommunicated in 2000, saying in her interview for the PBS documentary
The Mormons: “I think that Mormonism has a lot of truth in it.” Why does
Solomon single Johnson out? Is it because Johnson’s trajectory continued
through a brief political career (she ran for U.S. president in 1984) to her
coming out as a lesbian, and founding a gay feminist compound? It is interesting that none of the other LDS women who have been excommunicated
for feminist issues have become targets of Solomon’s harsh criticism.
While Solomon claims that this book is an account of the lives of Mormon
women, one topic reappears repeatedly: polygamy. Solomon, throughout
the book, returns to the theme of her spiritual struggle with polygamy and
the Church’s position towards it: its history, its theological basis, its practice,
its formal rejection, and the ironic fact that polygamy in various forms survives, and even thrives. In her “Note to the Reader,” before the book proper
begins, Solomon explains that she is the twenty-eighth “of forty-eight children born into a polygamous household,” that she is “monogamous and a
member in good standing” but that her “parents were excommunicated
from the church [interesting note: church here is spelled with a small “c”] for
living the outlawed Principle of Plural Marriage [note: capitalization].” Solomon’s struggle with this issue/principle is perhaps the best reason to buy
and read the book. Her insights, honesty, and conf lict are all too apparent.
Solomon explains three types of polygamy. The first is historical, which
she attributes to Joseph Smith and which members of the LDS Church authoritatively engaged in up to 1890. The second type is that which was continued after the Manifesto by various fundamentalists. This is the type continued at present by Warren Jeffs among others. Solomon has a link with
Jeffs as he is the nephew of one of her father’s wives. This wife left the Allred
family to join Jeffs’s group. The third is the type practiced by her father, who
lived the Principle to “raise up a righteous seed to the Lord” (130).
The link between polygamy and the book is the strength of the connection between women; the very notion of sisterhood took root in the concept
and practice of sister-wives. Solomon praises some polygamous marriages as
providing “unity, support, and cheer that some present-day nuclear families
do not enjoy” (3); Solomon points to plural families where “wives with children have been known to give their babies to barren sister-wives” (67); and
while monogamous marriage is the norm in the modern LDS Church, she
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claims that sisterhood in the LDS Church remains strong at least partly because of its historical roots in polygamy:
The early practice of polygamy underscored sisterhood among women,
who referred to their husbands’ plural wives as “sister-wives.” The political climate surrounding the early church jeopardized the holdings of
Mormon patriarchs, especially polygamists, an environment requiring pioneer women to become proprietors of homes and farms and businesses
and to use their talents to make a living. Sometimes the women lived in
the same house or compound, and they often worked together, delivering each other’s babies and raising each other’s children. They started enterprises together and shared service projects and taught each other what
they knew. (2)

Solomon does not retell the story of her father, an adult convert to polygamy, who was murdered in 1977 by a rival faction. (See her earlier books In
My Father’s House and Daughter of the Saints: Growing Up In Polygamy.) However, she hopes that her “unusual background will bring some perspective,
create some clarity, and serve the highest good of all concerned” (xi). She
certainly brings perspective when she describes her mother, excommunicated in 1941 for her participation in polygamy, being re-baptized into the
LDS Church when she was eighty years old, just months before her death
(120). Solomon describes as “strange” the experience of speaking at her
mother’s baptism (110); after all, it was her mother who taught her “the ways
of Christ” (110).
Perhaps the most troubling failing for me, considering Solomon’s
near-obsession with polygamy, was her lack of an objective presentation of
the practice. She is conspicuously slow to point out the problems within a polygamous family, admitting only in the last chapter that she has difficulty
trusting women because of the constant struggle for power among the sister
wives. “I knew about the pecking order. I had watched my mother and her
sister-wives struggle for position. The strongest always stayed on top. Those
on the bottom were so henpecked [sic] they could hardly scratch out a life”
(211). This from an author overtly celebrating sisterhood! I was forced to
wonder whether Solomon felt that criticizing polygamy would be akin to
criticism of her father. Her explanation for the September 1890 Woodruff
Manifesto, from which the contemporary Church officially (though inaccurately) dates the cessation of polygamy, omits any divine source in favor of
brinkmanship: “The work of the church would be halted and . . . Utah would
not be granted statehood as long as polygamy was an issue” (132).
I had expected a more historical and sociological treatment. Instead, it is
a lengthy personal essay—not of a journey, but of a woman who has reached
her destination. She is content with what she has found but wonders about
what she left behind; after all, she experienced love, fellowship, and spirituality in her polygamous upbringing. She saw and experienced firsthand the
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strength and power of “the sisterhood”; and while the modern version is
strong; the polygamous kind was not weak—though probably not as strong as
she makes it. This book, though partly theological, partly historical, is altogether hers.
C. BRÍD NICHOLSON {cnichols@kean.edu} is assistant professor of
American history at Kean University in New Jersey. Her current research interests are Mormon-Methodist relations in nineteenth-century
Utah.

Gregory M. Franzwa. The Mormon Trail Revisited. Foreword by Ronald O.
Barney. Tooele, Utah: Patrice Press, 2007. Sources and acknowledgments, advice to travelers, introduction, photographs, maps, index.
Cloth: $39.95; ISBN 1–880397–63–3. Paper: $24.95; ISBN 1–880397–
64–1
Reviewed by Darrell E. Jones
This is not the first and probably not the last book to be published on
the Mormon Pioneer Trail from Nauvoo, Illinois, to Salt Lake City, but it
is certainly the most comprehensive and readable on this subject. It
should be noted, however, that the information presented is almost exclusively about events of 1846 and 1847. If one desires to learn more
about later history along the trail, I suggest adding to it LaMar C. Berrett
and A. Gary Anderson, Sacred Places, Vol. 5: Wyoming and Utah: A Comprehensive Guide to Early LDS Historical Sites along the Mormon Trail (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book, 2007), LaMar Berrett, William G. Hartley, and
A. Gary Anderson, Sacred Places, Vol. 6: Iowa and Nebraska: A Comprehensive Guide to Early LDS Historical Sites along the Mormon Trail (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book, 2005), and Susan Easton Black and William G.
Hartley, The Iowa Mormon Trail: Legacy of Faith and Courage (Orem, Utah:
Helix Publishing, 1997). Franzwa uses the same format for this book as in
his prior books on the Oregon Trail, Santa Fe Trail, and Lincoln Highway. Not only are precise driving directions and mileage provided to allow the traveler to follow the original 1846–47 Mormon Pioneer Trail as
closely as possible, but helpful information on what the pioneers experienced at various locations along the trail is provided by frequently quoting the journals of those who crossed Iowa in 1846 and were in Brigham
Young’s 1847 company. Here is an example of the detailed directions for
travel after leaving the site of the Shoal Creek Campground (April 3–4,
1846) near Cincinnati, Iowa:
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Continue west to a reading of 2.0 miles [on your car’s odometer], where
the road curves right, becomes 200th Avenue, and enters Cincinnati. The
Mormon Trail cuts a diagonal and crosses 200th Avenue a half mile to the
north, almost where 200th reaches paved Iowa 5. There’s a trail crossing sign
there. Turn left at Iowa 5 at 2.5 miles, zero the odometer and proceed west
through Cincinnati, where the road is signed as East Highway Drive.
The center of town is reached at 1.0, at T20. A Mormon Trail crossing
sign is a couple blocks ahead, but it would seem that the trail is beneath Iowa
5 along here. At a reading of 1.8 miles Iowa 5 curves left—leave it there, at the
beginning of a curve, by continuing straight ahead. The new road will be
584th Street, headed west. The trail is following along, just a few yards north
of 584th. The trail comes beneath 584th about a mile ahead, and continues
ahead for another mile. There, at a reading of 4.3 miles, the trail and 584th
begin a curve to the left onto 155th Avenue. Follow it through that curve, to
590th Street. Stop there, at a reading of 5.2 miles. The Camp of Israel turned
sharply to the right at that point to proceed through a roadless prairie to the
northwest. (31–32)

From this example, it is obvious that one of the most important sections
of the book for anyone planning to travel all or any portion of the trail is “Advice to Travelers.” Franzwa gives “must follow” advice on such topics as
avoiding snakes and ticks, keeping the gas tank at least half full, asking permission to travel on private property, driving responsibly, and perhaps most
important of all, “There is the driver and there is the reader, and they should
never be one and the same” (xxii).
In addition to the easy driving directions, Franzwa provides wonderful
bits of information to help the traveler better understand what was happening along the trail between February 1846 and July 1847. Near present
Ogallala, Nebraska, Brigham Young’s vanguard group reached the Eagle
Creek campsite on May 18, 1846. Here, according to William Clayton’s record, Brigham chastised the camp: “As to the horsemen . . . there are none
that ever take the trouble to look out a good road for the wagons, but all they
seem to care about is to wait till their breakfast is cooked for them, and when
they have eaten it, they mount their horses and scatter away, and if an antelope comes across the track, the whole of us must be stopped perhaps half an
hour while they try to creep up near enough to kill it, but when we come to a
bad place on the route, all the interest they have is to get across the best they
can and leave myself and one or two others to pick out a crossing place and
guide the camp all the time” (120).
In addition to the Berrett volumes noted earlier, it will be very handy
while following the trail to carry two books that provide fuller first-hand accounts of those who crossed the present states of Iowa, Nebraska, Wyoming,
and Utah in 1846–47. Franzwa most frequently quotes William Clayton and
Thomas Bullock, official clerks of the Pioneer Company, the published ver-
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sions referenced in “Sources and Acknowledgments.” I consider indispensable the published versions of their accounts: George D. Smith, ed., An Intimate Chronicle: The Journals of William Clayton (Salt Lake City: Signature
Books in association with Smith Research Associates, 1991) and Will Bagley,
ed., The Pioneer Camp of the Saints: The 1846 and 1847 Mormon Trail Journals
of Thomas Bullock (Spokane, Wash.: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1997).
Franzwa lists other works helpful to the traveler in his “Sources and Acknowledgments” (x–xvii).
It is unlikely that anyone would have the time or patience to follow all of
Franzwa’s directions from Nauvoo to Salt Lake City as one continuous journey. It would, however, be easy to do it by breaking it up into several sections,
perhaps spread over more than one year. Franzwa acknowledges this probability by also providing directions for “The Speed Trip”: “This section
guides motorists to the most important sites on the Mormon Pioneer Trail,
from Nauvoo, Ill., to Salt Lake City. The routes selected represent the fastest
way to those sites, usually on hard surfaced roads, and hence many miles are
not always close to the trail itself. It is estimated that the entire trip can be
made in no more than a week” (238).
Despite the book’s obvious strengths, some of Franzwa’s historical observations require further clarification. For example, in discussing the enlistment of the Mormon Battalion, he notes that the “loss of the young men
threw many of their families in desperate straits . . . but all survived” (71).
Desperate straits indeed, but not usually fatal nor were these families abandoned, as the implication seems to be. It is true that many of the enlistees
were teenagers, but approximately one-third were thirty years old or older,
and the two oldest men were sixty-seven.1++Although Brigham Young had
promised the men that none “should fall by the hands of the enemy,” at least
forty men died of natural causes before the completion of their one-year enlistment.2++
In his discussion of the trail in Wyoming at Rocky Ridge, Franzwa makes
two statements that will surely surprise many Mormons: “Although Mormons delight in pulling handcarts to the top [of Rocky Ridge], there were
easier ways around the ridge, and evidence is lacking to show that the pioneer handcarters of 1856–1860 actually traversed Rocky Ridge.” He continues, “It should be stated that the Mormon Pioneers definitely did not mount
Rocky Ridge. They traveled to the south of that barrier, on a long disap1

Carl V. Larson, ed., A Database of the Mormon Battalion: An Identification of the
Original Members of the Mormon Battalion, 2d ed. (Salt Lake City: Mormon Battalion,
Inc., 1997).
2
+++
Robert O. Day, The Mormon Battalion: The Lord’s Faithful (Coviedo, Fla.: Day
to Day Enterprises, 1997), 272.
++
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peared trail” (188–89). Lyndia McDowell Carter, the respected expert on the
history of the handcart experience, recently told me that there is conclusive
evidence that the Willie and Martin Handcart Companies did indeed traverse Rocky Ridge. It is true that there is less evidence to conclude that any of
the other eight handcart companies used Rocky Ridge, although she believes one or more may have. Melvin Bashore, another Mormon Trail expert, has done extensive research on the route of the Brigham Young vanguard company and is unable to determine whether this company traversed
Rocky Ridge; however, it did not consist of Franzwa’s “handcarters” who
came a decade later.
One slight change in Franzwa’s travel directions in the Salt Lake area will
add interest to the journey. His directions after leaving This Is the Place Heritage Park (which he slightly misidentifies as This Is the Place Park) are to
“drive west on Sunnyside Street for 0.3-mile to Foothill Boulevard [actually
Foothill Drive]. Turn left there and move into the right lane. The road forks
at 0.7-mile—turn right onto 2100 East. Cross Emigration Creek (now underground) and the route of the pioneers, about a half-mile to the south. Continue south and turn right on 1700 South” (233).
I suggest that the traveler follow these directions except that, instead of
continuing south on 2100 East to 1700 South, the right turn should be made
at 1300 South. At .1 mile west of 2100 East on the north side of the street (directly across the street from house number 2034), is a beautiful, historical
monument erected by the Daughters of Utah Pioneers in 2000. Emigration
Creek is above ground here and the monument clearly shows the Pioneer
Trail traveling along the southeast side of the creek. Some overgrowth may
make it easy to miss the monument if you are not alert and driving slowly.
Zero the odometer here and continue 2.4 miles west to 500 East. Turn left
and drive to 2.8-miles; turn into the parking lot of the Wells Stake Center on
the east side. Park here as the businesses on the corner of 1700 South and
500 East do not have adequate parking. As you walk south on 500 East .1 mile
to the First Encampment Park on the southwest corner of 1700 South and
500 East, note house number 1604 on the west side of the street with a large
monument. Wilford Woodruff, later fourth president of the Church, built
this “Woodruff Villa” in 1859 on his twenty-acre farm. Number 1622 is another Woodruff home built in 1891. Other Woodruff homes are located at
1590 and 1636. The homes are privately owned and not available for tours;
however, I have heard that if the owners are out in the yards, they are quite
willing to talk about the homes.
After leaving First Encampment Park, Franzwa’s directions take the traveler to the City and County Building in downtown Salt Lake City, which he
identifies as the site of the pioneers’ arrival-camp on July 23, 1847, and
thereafter. W. Randall Dixon, who has made a longtime study of Salt Lake
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City history, places the July 23 encampment approximately one block northwest of the City and County Building. After a fort was built on the block now
occupied by Pioneer Park (between 300 and 400 South, and between 300
and 400 West) in 1847, emigrants went directly to the fort. By 1853, after the
fort was dismantled, emigrants camped on Union Square, the block now occupied by West High School at 300 West and 250 North. Not until 1860 did
the block on which the City and County Building stands became the new
Emigration Square, and remained so until 1869. The marker on this square,
which was erected by Daughters of Utah Pioneers in 1947, was placed there
based on earlier, erroneous claims.
Despite these few corrections and suggestions, this book is an outstanding guide for anyone interested in following the Mormon Pioneer Trail. I followed Franzwa’s directions from Echo Canyon into the Salt Lake Valley and
found them very precise and loaded with information. My odometer readings varied one-tenth of a mile from his in a few instances, but this is likely
only the difference in accuracy between two different vehicles. For travelers
on any part of the original 1846–47 Mormon Pioneer Trail, this book is a
“must” companion.
DARRELL E. JONES (dejksj94@iveracity.com) is a volunteer research assistant at the Church History Museum in Salt Lake City.
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Jean Miles Westwood. The Political
Autobiography of an Unintentional Pioneer. Logan: Utah State University
Press, 2007. vi, 230 pp. Photographs, index. Cloth: $34.95; ISBN:
978–0–87421–661–5
Jean Miles Westwood, a fascinating
if accidental political pioneer, summarizes her career from PTA officer
and local Democratic Party aide in
Carbon County, Utah, to her rise
and eventual appointment as chair
of the Democratic National Committee during the politically charged
era of the Watergate scandal and
the Vietnam War.
After an introductory section of
family history and political background, Westwood presents the development of her political career as
the logical outgrowth of her passion
and determination, not as the product of ambition. With painstaking
detail, she guides the reader through
the dozens of campaigns, social functions, and party reforms that she
spent most of her life planning and
executing. Aware of her unique position as a Mormon woman Democrat
in a climate of political controversy,
she stresses that she did not set out to
be a pioneer or a trend-setter but un-

intentionally became one as those
around her became aware of her
tireless determination and organizational skills:
I had become so involved because I cared. On an international
scale I cared about ending the war
in Vietnam and trying to end the
nuclear threat of the Cold War
with the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics. On a national scale, I
cared about improving the equality of our political system so that
all of us would have an equal
chance to participate in government processes.
I had not anticipated that supporting those ideals would feel
like climbing the mountains and
fording the streams so prominent
in the tales of my cultural heritage.
Yet my efforts to move along the
Democratic Party felt almost like
the pioneers’ challenges. Instead
of pushing a handcart, I shaped at
least one woman’s place within
our political process. (128–29)

The book spends the most time
on the 1968–72 period when Westwood worked as the campaign manager and lead strategist for George
McGovern’s failed presidential campaign against Richard Nixon, and
received her appointment as chair
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of the Democratic National Committee. It presents an insider’s view of
the nomination and campaign process that is particularly interesting
when read against the 2008 presidential campaign.
It seems likely that Westwood assumes a readership familiar with and
interested in the political landscape
of the 1960s and 1970s, because
some passages are basically namelists of political figures from the period and give the impression of being a travelogue or meeting minutes.
Furthermore, although the book is
replete with names, dates, and logistical details, it often lacks analysis or
her personal, emotional response, at
least one longer than a sentence or
two. For example, after the detailed
story leading to Westwood’s resignation as chair, one of the climactic moments of her career, her personal response is simply: “I was completely
exhausted. And completely devastated” (170). The very next sentence
returns to a detached voice, carefully
detailing her work in other capacities
but ignoring any personal feelings.
Also, Westwood does not develop
the Mormon connection. Her membership in the Church is presented
more as a footnote but generally
does not color her narrative. She
tells the story of one woman’s encounter with politics, and the lasting
mark she left.

Hawaiian Mission. Ka Elele o Hawaii. Honolulu: Hawiian Mission,
1942; rpt. Laie, Hawaii: Mormon

The Journal of Mormon History
Pacific Historical Society, 2005. 96
pp. Photographs, maps, charts.
8.5x11" format. Paper: $20 + $5
shipping and handling within the
United States ($8 international).
Ordering information: MPHS,
C/o Mark James, BYUH #1834,
55–220 Kulanui Street, Laie, HI
96762; email: mark_james@byuh.
edu.
In July 2005 BYU-Hawaii professors
Riley Moffat and Mark James, both
longtime members of the Mormon
Pacific Historical Society, oversaw
the republication of the notable
wartime issue of the Ka Elele o Hawaii, the official newsletter of the
Hawaiian Mission. “In 1942, as Hawaiian Mission leaders contemplated how the LDS Church might
sustain itself in the islands without
any missionaries (and possibly under foreign occupation), it was decided to create a larger-than-usual
issue of the mission newsletter that
would serve as a general handbook
for local leaders,” Moffat and
James explain. “It summed up the
previous 92 years of missionary effort (1850–1942), explained the organization of the church in general, and listed all local church
leaders” (inside cover).
This slim and timely reprint provides historians with a priceless
snapshot of Mormonism in the Pacific during World War II. Mission
president Eldred L. Waldron set the
scene for its publication in his preface: “As we look about us today this
great civilization of ours seems bent
upon its own destruction. Nation is
pitted against nation, race against
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race, brother against brother in
worldwide turmoil and bloodshed.
Our mortal institutions are crumbling; the hearts of brave men are
failing them in fear” (1).
The booklet is divided into three
parts: “Inspiration from the Past,”
“Today and Wartime Hawaii,” and
“The Look of Hope to the Future.”
The first section provides an overview of LDS beginnings in the Sandwich Islands, including a history of
the gathering to Lanai and Oahu
during the nineteenth century. Perhaps its most important contribution
is the list of all the missionaries who
served in the Hawaiian Mission between 1850 and 1942.
Part 2 focuses on the challenges
of ecclesiastical service during the
global conf lict. Lest there be any
wartime confusion regarding proper
Church organization and hierarchy,
this section details in both words and
photographs all of the local Church
units and their leaders, together with
those of the Hawaiian Mission. If the
islands were overtaken by the Japanese and communication with authorities in Salt Lake City was to
cease for a time, another Walter
Murray Gibson figure would be hard
pressed to take over the Church in
Hawaii. It further tells the story of
the Hawaiian Temple and Oahu
Stake Tabernacle, monuments to the
growth and stability of Mormonism
in the Pacific isles.
The concluding section encourages the Saints and missionaries of
Hawaii to look optimistically to the
future. “The following ten pages should
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form a veritable textbook for our leaders
of the future! With study and with
prayer these suggestions are to be
converted into the working plans of
each district, branch, and organization,” it reads (76). Here priesthood
holders, Relief Society members,
Sunday School members, Mutual
Improvement Association enthusiasts, Primary workers, and genealogical workers are given detailed
instructions on how to run their respective quorums and auxiliaries.

John P. Livingstone, W. Jeffrey
Marsh, Lloyd D. Newell, Craig
James Ostler, John P. Starrs, and
David M. Whitchurch. Salt Lake
City: Ensign to the Nations. Hallowed
Ground, Sacred Journeys. Provo,
Utah: BYU Religious Studies Center, 2008. 211 pp. Illustrations
(black and white; color). Notes.
With enclosed CD. Hardback:
$29.95; ISBN: 978–0–8425–2671–
5
John P. Livingstone, W. Jeffrey
Marsh, Lloyd D. Newell, Craig
James Ostler, John P. Starrs, and
David M. Whitchurch. Salt Lake
City: Ensign to the Nations. Hallowed
Ground, Sacred Journeys. Walking
Tours. Provo, Utah: BYU Religious
Studies Center, 2008. 211 pp. Illustrations (black and white; color).
Notes. Paper: $8.95; ISBN: 978–0–
8425–2670–8
These paired books are designed to
introduce Salt Lake City as “unique
among the cities of the world” be-
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cause of the “heritage of the pioneers” (hardback, v). The hardcover
edition is in generous 8.5x11" format comprised of forty-five chapters, each devoted to a multi-page
discussion accompanied by fullcolor and black-and-white photographs. The accompanying compact
disk offers additional information
on each site.
Because of the pioneer focus, the
sites are concentrated in the downtown areas and are organized both
geographically and thematically: Ensign Peak, Temple Square, Brigham
Young properties, John Smith and
George A. Smith properties, the
original Salt Lake Stake, “Government, Leisure, and Business in
Zion,” Southwest of Temple Square,
and Capitol Hill.
The attractive design features
text, photographs, captions, kickers
in display type, and “Interesting
Facts” in colored boxes. For example,
“On July 17, 1880, President John
Taylor set Sister [Eliza R.] Snow apart
as general president of the Relief Society. At this same time in her life, she
was presiding over three auxiliaries:
Relief Society, Young Women
(known then as the Young Women
Mutual Improvement Association or
YWMIA [actually Young Ladies Mutual Improvement Association until
well into the twentieth century] or
YWMIA, and Primary, the only
woman in Latter-day Saint history to
do so” (82). Other features are historical facts that often bring the information up to the present, inspira-
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tional stories, and amusing
anecdotes.
A comparison of the two books
makes their different purposes
clear. The large book is primarily a
history resource and enrichment,
while the 5x8" paperback, spiral-bound for easy opening, is designed to accompany the visitor on
three walking tours, each with a
map: (1) Temple Square, (2) Pioneer Business District, and (3)
Capitol Hill and Pioneer Memorial
Museum (Daughters of Utah Pioneers).
For example, in the walking tour
booklet, the Deuel Log Cabin, dating from 1847, comprises a page
and a half (3–4) including two photos, one in color of the cabin and another in black and white of William
Henry Deuel and Eliza Avery Whiting Deuel. The hardback (89–91)
has the same photograph of the
couple but two different views of
the exterior and one of the interior.
Both give the same information
about the cabin’s construction in
September 1847, the first few owners, and President Ezra Taft Benson’s contrasting the cabin to the
temple to illustrate the pioneers’ vision of the future. The larger book
also contains the text on the cabin’s
marker and lists other locations
where the cabin stood.
A fairly lengthy story is told
about Sarah Farr Smith’s hospitality
to a poorly dressed stranger whose
instructions resulted in her bringing son George Albert Smith indoors only moments before a porch
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collapsed on top of where he had
been playing. The index, however,
lists only George Albert, with no entry for Sarah (hardback, 96).
Both books replicate the popular
but inaccurate claim that the Mormon Battalion march was “the longest infantry march in U.S. history”
(hardback, 205; paperback, 87). According to military historian Sherman L. Fleek, “Dr. George B. Sanderson: Nemesis of the Mormon Battalion,” Journal of Mormon History 33
(Summer 2007): 201–2 note 11, the
1858 march of the U.S. Sixth Infantry from Fort Leavenworth to the Pacific Coast was “more than 2,200
miles” while he appraises the Mormon Battalion march as 1,900 miles.

Stephen Singular. When Men Become Gods: Mormon Polygamist Warren Jeffs, His Cult of Fear, and the
Women Who Fought Back. New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 2008. 294
pp. Photographs. Hardback:
$24.95; ISBN: 13–978–0–312–
37248–4
The luridly titled When Men Become
Gods seems to be another of the
books capitalizing on the notoriety
of Warren Jeffs’s arrest and prosecution as leader of the Fundamentalist
Latter-day Saint Church, headquartered in Colorado City/Hildale on
the Utah/Arizona border.
The book is organized into a prologue, six parts containing multiple
chapters, an epilogue, and an
afterword. The six parts are “Sex and
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Terrorism,” “One-Man Rule,” “The
Resistance,” “In the Shadows of
Zion,” “Fallen Prophet,” and “Outlasting the Sun.”
Stephen Singular is the author of
eighteen earlier books, although
their subjects are not always apparent from the titles (e.g., Unholy Messenger, By Their Works). One is a biography of Joe Leiberman; another is
Notre Dame’s Greatest Coaches.
Singular credits his wife, Joyce,
with encouragement to write about
Warren Jeffs. Initially reluctant to
continue writing about “what can
happen when faith meets terrorism” (290), he was persuaded by a
trip to southern Utah. “I seemed to
be breathing the air of the Old Testament, and it looked like the perfect setting for a spiritual war”
(290).
Singular compares the FLDS
Church explicitly to the Aryan Nation “Church” (he wrote a book,
Talked to Death, about the 1984 NeoNazis’ murder of Jewish opponent
Alan Berg, a Denver talk show host),
Timothy Veigh, the Branch Davidians, and the Islamic extremists who
became suicide bombers and plane
hijackers for 9/11.
The writing is lively and engaging. He describes Warren Jeffs at
the moment of his arrest:
At six feet five inches and 150
pounds, he was a skeleton wrapped
in skin. His posture was ramrod-erect . . . and he had an oddly
delicate face. One moment his eyes
seemed gentle and open, the next
icy and blank. His cheeks were
pockmarked and sunken, his chin
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weak. . . . For the first time in his life,
the fifty-year-old religious leader was
encountering authority outside the
border towns, without the protection of his father or his Church. . . .
Warren Jeffs had long ago learned
how to exploit the critical connection between erotic impulses and violence. He’d issued orders that had
ripped apart families, reassigning
one man’s wives and children to another; banished hundreds of boys
from the community and left them
to fend for themselves; and called for
the mass extermination of pets. . . .
In a fit of spite, he ordered the faithful to stop laughing, saying that it
drained them of the Spirit of God.
(2, 3, 4, 83)

Singular’s five-page historical
background on Joseph Smith’s establishment of polygamy, on which ample, accurate information is readily
available, is riddled with misstatements. According to him, Joseph
Smith first told Emma about the revelation of plural marriage, before he
began practicing it. (Emma was arguably one of the last to know.) Because
of local “resistance from other religious leaders,” he led his followers to
Missouri (Kirtland problems were at
least equally economic) where the
“natives” burned them out and tarred
and feathered Smith (the tarring and
feathering occurred in Ohio). “Smith
then led his congregation into Illinois
and resettled in town of Nauvoo,
where the locals were terrified of his
efforts to baptize the dead and to
marry more than one woman.” (As
most, observers viewed baptism for
the dead with merriment, “terror”
seems an inaccurate description. Fur-
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thermore, outrage was a more common response to polygamy rumors;
and the practice was secret rather
than a public “effort”). Singular
dates Smith’s decision to run for U.S.
president “in the early 1840s” rather
than the spring of 1844, vaguely
dates the Utah Expedition as “in the
1850s” and positions it before the
paragraph describing the 1857 massacre at Mountain Meadows. He also
dates Doctrine and Covenants 132 at
1831 instead of 1843 and quotes a
line from the headnote as though it
were in the text of the revelation.
(These examples all come from pp.
9–11.) Singular’s description of the
1953 raid on Short Creek is also
highly colored and not completely
accurate (14–16).
As a result, readers who are already familiar with the pre-Jeffs
FLDS story will likely regard Singular’s descriptions with some unease.
The author’s “Acknowledgments”
lists Laura Chapman Machert,
Elaine Tyler, Flora Jessop, Sara
Hammon, John Larsen, Elissa Wall,
Rebecca Musser, Sam Brower, and
Gary Engels as having “contributed
hugely” (293), but he does not specify the form in which they did so.
The book includes personal accounts from these individuals plus
Machert’s sister Rena (no surname
given), “Zeke,” Richard and Rodney
Holm, Ross Chatwin, Johnny Jessop, Kim Nuttall, Wendell Musser,
Tammi Shapley, Candi Barlow, and
others; but with no footnotes, no
bibliography, and no mention in
the text that he interviewed them.
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It even seems possible that much
of Singular’s information came from
secondary sources. He acknowledges
using Brooke Adams’s Deseret News
reports and “Ben Bistline’s books”
(293–94). The book ends with a dramatic account of Warren Jeffs’s trial
and conviction for accomplice to
rape in September 2007—hence, before the state of Texas’s raid on the
FLDS Yearning for Zion compound
in El Dorado.
Given the methodological vagueness and absence of documentation
in Singular’s book, the best sources
for scholarly readers about the early
development of the FLDS movement
remain Martha Sonntag Bradley, Kidnapped from That Land: The Government Raids on the Short Creek Polygamists (Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1993), even though it covers events only through 1992, and
Brian C. Hales, Mormon Polygamy and
Mormon Fundamentalism: The Generations after the Manifesto (Salt Lake
City: Greg Kofford Books, 2006),
even though its coverage ends in the
spring of 2006 before Jeffs’s arrest.

Guy L. Dorius, Craig K. Manscill,
and Craig James Ostler, eds. Ohio
and Upper Canada. Vol. 6 in
REGIONAL STUDIES IN LATTER-DAY
SAINT CHURCH HISTORY. Provo,
Utah: Brigham Young University,
Department of Church History and
Doctrine, 2006. 217 pp. Photographs, notes, index. Paper: $14.95;
ISBN 0–8425–2653–6
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Ohio and Upper Canada is an anthology of ten essays from different authors unified by their geographical
focus.
The first essay “A Most Remarkable Family: The Ohio Legacy of
the Asael and Mary Duty Smith
Family” by David F. Boone describes the grandparents of Joseph
and Hyrum Smith. The second essay, “Faith and Devotion in Building
the Kirtland Temple” by Richard O.
Cowan, discusses “the need for an
adequate meeting place” (15), the
commandment to “build not just an
ordinary meetinghouse but a temple” (15), and the experiences of a
few Saints during the dedication of
the Kirtland Temple.
Third, “The Messengers and the
Message: Missionaries to the
Lamanites” by H. Dean Garrett
summarizes the experiences of Parley P. Pratt, Ziba Peterson, Oliver
Cowdery, and Peter Whitmer during their mission to the American
Indians. The next chapter, “‘Every
Man Walketh in His Own Way’: Individualism, Revelation, and Authority in the Ohio Period” by Steven C. Harper “examines culture
and theology as factors that contribute to these issues in the lives of the
individuals who lived in the Ohio
period of Latter-day Saint history”
(vi).
The fifth chapter is a pictorial
tour of Kirtland by Craig James
Ostler. “Religion and Ethnicity in
the Western Reserve” by Kip
Sperry discusses the interactions
among the various religious and
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ethnic groups in the Western Reserve, the historic name for northeastern Ohio. In Chapter 7, Dennis
A. Wright reconstructs the biography of Martin Harris’s second wife,
Caroline Young, the daughter of
John Young and Theodocia
Kimball Young. She was not only
thirty-three years younger than the
volatile Martin but received little
support from him as she raised
their seven children.
Chapter 8, “A Brief History of the
Church in the Mount Pleasant Area,
Ontario, before 1850” by Craig
James Ostler and William Goddard,
describes the introduction of missionaries to the Ontario area and
the growth of the Church there. In
the ninth essay, “William Lyon Mackenzie and the Mormon Connection,” Helen K. Warner reconstructs
the almost-forgotten career of Mackenzie, a politician in the Ontario,
Canada, area, and the Mormon
Church. The tenth essay also focuses
on Mackenzie as Richard E. Bennett
and Daniel H. Olsen explore: “Of
Printers, Prophets, and Politicians:
William Lyon Mackenzie, Mormonism, and Early Printing in Upper
Canada.”
This book is useful in its focus on
stories and topics that are often overlooked in broader treatments of
Church history, as, for example,
Asael and Mary Smith and Caroline
Young Harris. The broad range of
topics (politics, culture, religion, and
history) also means that almost any
reader can find a subject of interest
in the book.
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Christian Probasco. Highway 12.
Logan: Utah State University
Press, 2005. 288 pp. Photographs,
bibliography, index. Paper:
$17.95; ISBN: 0-87421-573-0
The title of this book refers to
124-mile-long Utah State Highway
12, which originates on U.S. Highway 89 seven mi les sout h of
Panguitch, crosses the northern tip
of Bryce Canyon National Park,
loops south through the small communities of Tropic and Henrieville,
then northeast and north through
the northern part of Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument, followed by the communities
of Escalante and Boulder, and ends
at Torrey, near the north entrance
to Capitol Reef National Park. The
highway has been designated by
the Federal Highway Administration as one of fewer than twenty
All-American Roads in the United
States.
Christian Probasco’s many years
of traveling this road, exploring the
side roads into wilderness areas surrounding it, and collecting information about local geology and history
are evident in the many vivid descriptions of area’s awesome scenery. For instance, “the reach of land
off Highway 12’s southern edge is
the most broken-up, inaccessible, intractable, inhospitable country on
the face of the earth, and it is unlike
anything else on the earth. It is land
in the form of a mindscape, a place
that shouldn’t exist except as a mental construct” (1). The book thus be-
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comes a guidebook for anyone wishing to see, explore, and photograph
the area. Probasco has included
many black and white photographs.
It is equally a history book as the
author weaves into his narrative stories of the early exploration and settlement of this area by Mormons in
the late nineteenth century. He includes vignettes of his historical discoveries like this one:
Fourteen miles southeast of
Cannonville, I come to Averett Canyon and I walk down river from the
road . . . and come to a copse of
pinyon and cottonwood on a bank
and there I find Elijah Averett’s
gravestones, the first just a circle of
stone half-sunk in the sand with “E.
A. 1866” inscribed, and the second,
larger one, behind it, built of cobblestone and cement, which reads:
IN
MEMORY
OF
ELIJAH
EVERETT JR. KILLED HERE BY
INDIANS IN 1866; BURIED BY
HIS COMRADES OF THE CAPT.
JAMES ANDRUS CO., U.S. CAVALRY. (77)

Names such as Ebenezer Bryce,
Jacob Hamblin, and John D. Lee,
and landmarks in Mormon history
such as Hole-in-the-Rock, figure in
this story. Even Mormon history
readers familiar with the story will
enjoy this description: “Hole-in-theRock was just a slot down to the river
when the pioneers discovered it, and
it’s still a slot, though it leads to Lake
Powell now. The grade was fifty-five
degrees in places back then and it’s
worse now because the agger [aggregate] the Mormons used to fill in the
drop-offs is washed out. A great deal
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of rock has collapsed into the slot
and at one point I have to crawl beneath a ten-ton boulder to get
through” (189–90).
To fully understand the locations
of the many sites, it is essential to refer to a good map (or maps). He includes only one black-and-white
sketched map of the general area
(4–5), which is not adequate. (More
useful would be “AAA Sectional Series: Southern Utah” and “Official
Highway Map of Utah: Life Elevated.”) Appraisals of the sites’ accessibility would also have been
helpful. Many of the locations are
on side roads, not suitable for any
but four-wheel-drive vehicles; others
can be reached only on foot.
Still, one of the book’s appealing
features is Probasco’s undeniable
passion for southern Utah’s landscape: “It’s just that I have to know; I
can’t turn my back on the landscape
when there might be an arch or a
garden or pedestals or a stone form
which has no name or Indian art or
ruins right around the next corner.
Call it greed if you want, this desire
to see every bend of every canyon,
every bridge and arch and slickrock
dome—I’m guilty as charged” (236).

E. Keith Howick. Polygamy: The
Mormon Enigma. Silverton, Ida.:
WindRiver Publishing, 2007. 200
pp. Bibliography, index. Cloth:
$14.95; ISBN: 978-1-886249-19-6
Written in November 2007 when
the Mitt Romney campaign was
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still alive, this book brief ly covers
the history of polygamy from a legal
perspective for a non-Mormon audience who might have questions on
what a Mormon president would believe about polygamy. E. Keith
Howick covers legal cases dealing
with polygamy from its inception in
the Mormon Church to the conviction of polygamous FLDS prophet
Warren Jeffs, not for polygamy but
for “two counts of assisted rape”
(137). The author’s conclusion is
that although polygamy is no longer
a doctrine in practice in the Mormon Church, the belief in polygamy
still stands as a valid part of LDS
theology.
The book begins with a discussion
of the introduction of the polygamy
stemming from Joseph Smith’s questions about biblical polygamy, which
the author brief ly examines and uses
to justify the practice. Eight instances of Church leaders between
1835 and 1844 denying the practice
of polygamy are explained through
several factors including fear, restriction of knowledge, and ignorance.
A verse-by-verse explication of
Doctrine and Covenants 132 shows
how each verse pertains to the doctrine of polygamy. Howick treats the
doctrine as a complex legal code—
the Lord’s “law of polygamy” (57).
Particularly, he discusses how verses
40-44 set strict limitations on the
ways in which polygamy could be created—that is, it is limited to those who
are sealed in the temple and commanded of the Lord to enter into
such relations. In this way, Howick
tries to show that polygamy was not
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the lust-driven process that many
believe it to have been. (No sealings
of husband and wife/wives were
performed in a temple during Joseph Smith’s lifetime; the Nauvoo
Temple had not reached that point
of construction before June 1844.)
The strong point of the book is
the coverage of the legal history of
polygamy. The author begins with
the restrictions forced on the Territory of Deseret by the U.S Congress
through several acts: the Morrill
Anti-Bigamy Act of 1862, the Poland Act of 1874, the Edmunds Act
of 1882, and the Edmunds-Tucker
Act of 1887. The case of Reynolds v.
United States was a test of the government’s willingness to enforce these
acts.
Howick explains that Wilford
Woodruff’s 1890 Manifesto “does
not renounce polygamy, just the
practice of it at that time. There
would not be—nor could be—a repudiation and denial of the revelation
given to Joseph Smith as recorded in
Section 132 of the Doctrine and Covenants without undermining church
members’ belief in prophets and divine revelation. President Woodruff
merely submitted to the laws of the
land by forbidding the practice of
polygamy, and used his inf luence to
convince the Saints to do the same”
(102). Another sign of the Church’s
willingness to conform outwardly
was a prohibition of polygamy written into the Utah state constitution.
Howick concludes that the Lord
“was satisfied that the Saints had
done all in their power to comply
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with His directives, so He revealed
the Manifesto” (104), and thus
Wilford Woodruff was justified in
withdrawing polygamy from practice.
The difficulty of electing a Mormon to federal office, particularly
one who believes in or practices polygamy, is dealt with through examining the test cases of Brigham Henry
Roberts, a polygamist who was refused his seat in the House of Representatives, and Reed Smoot, a monogamist who was seated in the U.S.
Senate and was eventually confirmed.
Howick documents the bias of members of Congress, much of it stemming from the practice of polygamy.
Howick next turns to current
practitioners of polygamy, particularly the FLDS Church and the practice of polygamy by non-Mormons in
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the United States. Many more recent cases dealing with the legality
of polygamy are covered and their
implications discussed, including
the recent conviction of Warren
Jeffs. The case of Romer v. Evans
links the legality of polygamy to the
rising respect given to homosexual
relationships. If homosexual relationships are recognized as equal to
marriage, the author points out that
the government may be forced to legalize polygamy as well. Although
in some cases, the author draws definitive conclusions that do not
seem fully warranted by the evidence, Howick’s coverage of the legal history of polygamy provides a
summary of the current situation
and a starting point for anyone looking to study the issue.

The Joseph
Smith Papers
“When complete,The Joseph Smith Papers will rank among the most
significant projects in the history of American religion.”
–Kenneth P. Minkema, Ph.D.,Yale Divinity School

Much like the Thomas Jefferson and George Washington
Papers, The Joseph Smith Papers is a comprehensive
project that will constitute 30 volumes published
according to the latest scholarly and documentary
editing standards. It puts into one collection
information and insight about Joseph Smith,
early Mormonism, and nineteenth-century
American religion.

The Joseph Smith Papers includes:
r$FOUVSJFTPME SBSFIJTUPSJDBMEPDVNFOUT
now available for independent scholarly review.
r"SDIJWBMRVBMJUZQBQFSXJUIBCJOEJOHEFTJHOFE
to endure on library shelves for 400 years.
r$PSSFTQPOEFODF KPVSOBMFOUSJFT SFWFMBUJPOT 
translations, and more—all extensively
researched and carefully annotated.

Journals, Volume 1 now available
at Deseret Book and DeseretBook.com.
Pre-order the next volume (Revelations,
(
Volume 1)) today! Coming in August.

The Joseph Smith Papers is endorsed by the United
States National Archives’ National Historical
Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC).

What is the real
story of Emma Smith?
discover the balanced truth.
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Lori Woodland, illustrated by Liz Lemon Swindle
She was the wife of the most well-known man in the history
of the Church, yet Emma Smith has remained a mysterious
and misunderstood woman. Through this well-documented,
carefully researched, and beautifully illustrated narrative
you’ll discover a rare and balanced glimpse into the
remarkable life and character of this woman of faith.
Hardcover, $24.95
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